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As someone who's created and shared art online, I feel that it is in my interest to help fellow artist and urge you to 
dissalow the propsed Orphaned Copyrright act from being passed. This act would do nothing more then allow dubious 
repute to exploit freelance artists online. Not only is moraley questionable, it would also be economicaly damaging to 
those who rely on their arts to bring in income and provide for themselves and their families and loved ones.


This newly proposed copyright law is poorly made and does nothing but cause massive long term damage for short term
 gain. It will only cause more damage then good, and those supporting the bill are either blind to it's ramifications, or are
 apethetic to it and are only in it for their own benefits. Please, do not let this bill pass.
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23 July 2015 
  
  
  
United States Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. SE 
Washington DC 20559 
  
  
Washington, D.C. 20559-600 
To whom it may concern, 
  
I am a visual artist in the field of printmaking and mixed media, and am writing to give 
you my comments pertaining to US copyright laws and the protection of an artist’s right 
to control the use of their creations and be fairly compensated.  I am not a lawyer and I 
do not pretend to understand the finer nuances embedded in the wording of federal 
legislation, but as an artist I have a clear understanding of the importance of protecting 
the rights of visual artists, especially in a digitized world. 
  
I have been working as a professional artist for over 40 years, and derive some income 
from the sales of original pieces.   Ownership of copyrights to all my work by default is 
essential to my livelihood, and any erosion of those copyrights will jeopardize that 
livelihood.   
  
Artists have a lot on their plate - in addition to creating the work itself, most of us are 
also solely responsible for promoting, marketing, selling, documenting, archiving, and 
generally looking after our art.  In the course of doing this work, I have recognized the 
complexity of copyright issues and the vigilance that artists must maintain in this regard 
in the digital age.  It is overwhelming and time consuming.   
  
As I said, I am not a lawyer and do not have specific proposals or comments about 
specific elements of the copyright law.  However, I strongly urge you to ensure that, in 
any iteration of the copyright law, the artist has 100% control over the use of their 
creations in any media and context, and that this right be the default, i.e. that it be 
conferred without any action on the part of the artist beyond the creation of the piece of 
art itself.   
  
The vast majority of visual artists do not have the resources to hire attorneys to look out 
for their interests on a continual basis the way that large corporations do.  Please make 
sure that the law protects the rights of artists above all, and when necessary, over the 
rights of corporations - otherwise, we do not have a fighting chance. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Katherine Venturelli 
 








KINUKO Y. CRAFT


United States Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


July 21,2015


Re: Proposed changes to copyright law


Dear Sir or Madam,
I am unalterably opposed to the proposed changes in Copyright Law regarding so-called


"Orphan Works" which I learned about only a few days ago.
I have been a professional working artist/illustrator for almost 50 years. During this time


I have created thousands of pieces of published art, including nine widely published picture
books for major U.S. publishers, art for the covers of major US News Magazines and the Covers
of many famous authors' books. It is literally splattered all over the internet. My work has al
ready been stolen and illegally published even under current copyright law.


My work has been widely licensed in the USA, Europe, Taiwan and other countries on
greeting cards, calendars, puzzles, wrapping paper, etc. From these efforts, I have gained consid
erable additional income from the re-use of the art involved.


My work has also repeatedly won graphic arts awards, which easily number over one
hundred, if not more. I am a multiple gold medal winning artist at the New York City Society of
Illustrators and a member of their Hall of Fame. My art has been widely exhibited and can be
found in the collection ofThe National Portrait Gallery at the Smithsonian and it has been fea
tured in nearly a dozen published articles.


Under the proposed changes, as I understand them, others could incorporate my life's
work into theirs and copyright it their name. I would completely lose control of my own artworks
and the income that is derived from them, effectively forcing me to compete with my own art-
used by thieves-legally!


The fact that in our modern age of instant communication, copyright has become an in
convenient impediment to mass communication and information storage is all the MORE
REASON to keep the current law in place and strengthen it, not a reason to abandon it. Please
continue to protect the rights of all Artists to control the copyrights to their own work!


\1ery Sincerely,


~·I
Kinuko Y. Craft,
Artist, Illustrator, Business Woman
http://www.kycraft.com


83 Litchfield Road, Norfolk, CT 06058. Tel: 860-542-5018, Fax: 860-542-6029.
Email: Kinuko@kycraft.com
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United States Copyright Office
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July 21,2015 


Re: Proposed changes to copyright law 


Dear Sir or Madam, 
I am unalterably opposed to the proposed changes in Copyright Law regarding so-called 


"Orphan Works" which I learned about only a few days ago. 
I have been a professional working artist/illustrator for almost 50 years. During this time 
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To Whom This May Concern:


We must be able to copyright our own works of art!  It is not right to allow anyone to steal and 
use our works.  This is a free enterprise country.  We must be able to own our own work and not 
allow others to profit illegally.  This is theft!


Kitty Schachter








July 20, 2015


Catherine Rowland
Senior Advisor to the Register of Copyrights
US Copyright Office:


My name is Joanna Hunt, and I am an American visual artist.  I am writing in opposition to the 2015 
Orphan Works and Mass Digitization Report.  One particularly upsetting point is how the new 
copyright act will change how an artist accesses the rights to their own works.


If this new copyright law goes into effect, visual artists would lose the inherent copyright on their 
works and would instead have to register each piece they wished to protect with the US Copyright 
Office.  The process of digitizing and registering an artist’s entire body of work, which can number 
in the tens of thousands, is an enormous challenge to both young and established artists alike.  For a 
young artist, the individual registration of works becomes a major investment that, being unpub-
lished and a recent college graduate, I would not be able to afford.  Established artists would have to 
spend extreme amounts of time just documenting all the past works that must be registered under 
the proposed act. Instead of focusing on our careers and passion, visual artists will be forced to 
spend an exorbitant amount of time and money without compensation to hold the rights that were 
previously inherently given to us upon completion of a work under the current copyright act.  This 
is a hindrance on artists, discouraging us from creating new content and contributing to the culture 
that this act will supposedly protect.


This new act would also incentivize art theft and unauthorized derivative works.  Visual artists who 
would not want to go through the arduous process of registering all past, present, and future works, 
and there are many, would not have their works protected.  It would make it much easier to steal an 
artist’s work, something that is already a huge problem thanks to the Internet.


I, and many of my peers, have put a lifetime’s worth of effort into making a career out of visual art.  
I am proud of my body of work and hope to expand it while still maintaining control over it.  If this 
new Orphan Works act goes into effect, visual artists across the country will suddenly find that their 
work is worthless in the eyes of the law.  I want to keep creating art, but an act like this would be 
extremely discouraging.


Sincerely,


Joanna Hunt
Illustrator and Concept Artist








20 July 2015


U. S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


To Whom It May Concern,


Thank you for your request for comments regarding an overhaul of current copyright laws.  I am a professional 
photographer and have been earning a living as such for more than 40 years.  I attended and graduated from the 
Art Center College of Design where the value of combining creative processes with a high standard of 
craftsmanship was drummed into us.  I made a decision early in my career to pursue work that would have 
significant lasting value, both to myself and to my clients, rather than just chasing the almighty dollar.  I had to 
learn to say “no” to clients who wanted to purchase all usage rights at bargain basement prices.  I learned that the 
only power I have against marketplace bullies is the power to say no to unfair terms and conditions, and to 
protect my legal copyrights whenever necessary.


Much of my work has been done with film and has not been scanned. However, over the past decade more and 
more of my work is digitally executed and published.  I endeavor to keep my copyright and contact information 
embedded in any files that are sent out, but many services (Facebook, Imgur, etc.) strip metadata from the files 
that I or my clients post, thus rendering them “orphans.”  


I am concerned that the proposed Orphan Works provisions will significantly undermine the sacrifices I have 
made to control how my work will be used.  It will put at risk the investment I have made over the past 40 years 
in creating visual art that has increasing value with the passage of time.  It potentially will require me to spend 
money and time digitizing and registering thousands of image files that are currently protected in order to make 
life easy for well funded entities who would like to claim the right to use my work without adequate 
compensation by claiming it is Orphan Work.


Why not instead, before implementing regulations sponsored by those who want to grab usage rights willy-nilly, 
require all services to retain retain all embedded copyright and metadata information in files that are posted with 
their services.  Why not have a registry funded by those who want to use the work of independent authors, 
musicians and artists that notifies all those whose work has been downloaded or uploaded by third parties that 
such activity has taken place.  If these provisions are implemented, then I would be more likely to support a 
revised Orphan Works law.


As it stands now, I have everything to lose and nothing to gain by what you are proposing.


Sincerely,


Kent Miles
Owner / Creative Director / Photographer


milestone documentary projects    578 g street    salt lake city, utah  84103








July 7, 2015


J. Ken Spencer
340 S. Adams Ave
Blackfoot, ID 83221


To: Copyright office


I am a professional artist and have been since 1993.  I trained as an illustrator at Utah State 
University. I have sold my original works as well as reproductions for over twenty years.  It is my 
sole source of income and I write to ask you to continue to protect my work from copyright 
infringement.  I am concerned that if copyright laws are changed it will open the door to the legal 
use of my creations without my consent.  It is vital to my business and to my future growth that I 
retail full control over my work… specifically the right to reproduce this work.  It is probable that 
some of the artwork I am creating now will be published in the years to come and I feel it is 
imperative that I keep all rights to its use.


As I continue to build a body of work, creating an inventory or storehouse of images to work 
from, I ask that you establish laws that will allow me and my representatives to completely 
control their use.


Thank you.


J. Ken Spencer








Dear Sir/Madam, or to whom it may concern.,


It is with regret that I have learned of the proposed changes to the copyright law concerning the visual 
arts (The Next Great Copyright Act). I have been a practicing Illustrator, and fine artist for the past forty 
five years and the loss of control of our art work would be devastating because we count on receiving 
royalties for the use of our images. Also, anyone would be able to steal our created art images and 
change them and call then their own. By changing this copyright law, you are taking our independence 
away from us. 


Please consider my thoughts on this matter and not change the present copyright law. Please consider 
this is how we make a living. Most artist are not wealthy, and we need you, our representatives to make 
the right decision in this matter. If this law is changed, it could actually put some artist out of business. 
You hold in your decision making powers the future of the American artist and there right to control 
how there creative images are used.


Today, I'm opposed to “The Next Great Copyright Act” for every piece of artworks created in America.


Thanks for hearing my comments on the “ The Next Great Copyright Act”


Jack Pardue
Past-President of the Maryland Pastel Society
and a Member of the Washing Society of landscape Painters








Jennifer Weekley 


Comments on “The Next Great Copyright Act” and Orphan Works 


7/8/2015 


 


To Whom It May Concern: 


 My name is Jennifer Weekley and I have been a freelance artist for a little over a year now. I 


received my Bachelor of Fine Arts in Illustration from Northern Illinois University and have recently been 


featured in ImagineFX and won runner-up nominations in such contests as 3x3 and Creative Quarterly. 


Slowly, but surely, I am building a career in Illustration. Central to that career, and to the careers of all 


artists, is copyright law and therefore I have a vested interest in how this all plays out.  


 Copyright law is the basis of my business. I create artwork, which is my product, and sell access 


to it through licenses by way of my copyright. It does not lose value, as some have claimed, upon 


publication because access to it is still a limited resource. If another company wishes to use it later they 


too have to pay a licensing fee to me. The argument that this is not true, or if it is true is not somehow 


“fair” to the “public” is ludicrous. There are many industries in which access to an item is worth money. 


Take video rental stores, home improvement stores that rent equipment, and U-Haul as just a few 


examples. If we apply the logic of this legislation to these other industries it becomes almost laughable: 


 I walk into a home-improvement store and rent a table saw for a week. After two weeks the 


store calls and asks for their table saw back and I decline stating: You didn’t register this table saw with a 


private company for a fee so it’s now an orphaned item that I have claimed. The store would then have 


had their product effectively stolen legally. Had I wanted the table saw for longer I should have rented 


(licensed) it for longer or paid for the ownership of the table saw which would of course been more 


expensive than just renting it (this in my industry is a copyright buy-out.)  


 What makes my artwork any less of a product and my private property than that table saw? 


What gives the public more right to it than I have? This would effectively reverse copyright law as it is 


now written and deprives me of any workable business model. Even suppose those who have testified 


are right and my work no longer has value, does that mean they can legally take it from me? If a dirty, 


cracked flower pot is sitting in someone’s yard can I, as a member of the public or a corporation, walk up 


and take this piece of private property because I have deemed it to have no further value to the proper 


owner? This is not for me to decide and certainly not a corporation who stands to benefit huge sums of 


money from this practice.  


 Everything I create becomes stock and a part of my business inventory, to be used later 


hopefully even in retirement. If copyright is changed my career is effectively unworkable and my 


livelihood destroyed… all before it even really had a chance to blossom. I have, between my mother and 


me, almost 40,000 dollars in college debt. I was the first person to make it to college in my economically 


poor family and, if I may be so bold, show great promise in my chosen field. I did everything by the book 


when it comes to trying to attain the American Dream and this one piece of legislation could literally 


ruin my life and set me back to square one (only now with a degree that is largely useless.) This is not 


just my story, it would be the story of thousands of young and old creatives who would have to stop 







what they love. This would stifle the creative industry in the United States, an industry admired around 


the world. The art industry would end up stale and derivative as everything is stolen through “good 


faith” and nothing new created. This is not what our Founding Fathers wanted, in fact it was the exact 


thing they were trying to deter when they put copyright law into the Constitution. Indeed, this law may 


prove to literally be unconstitutional.  


 I plead to the Copyright Office and Congress to see reason and not corporate dollar signs when 


they decide this decision. Parts of our nation’s economy and the hopes and dreams of many are literally 


in the balance.   








To the Copyright Office:                                                                                07/23/2016 
 
 
My name is Jordan Lee Gough and I am a second year medical Illustration graduate 


student at Georgia Regents University. Our profession communicates scientifically 


and medically relevant information in a visually pleasing way. We ‘think’ and 


communicate visually to ultimately improve healthcare. My whole future depends 


on my constitutional right to own and control my creative works once I graduate 


and actually begin to do business as a freelance artist. I am just one of many who 


have invested a great amount of time, energy and money to build a career as an 


image-maker in the medical field. If I do not have the ability to own the copyright to 


my work, then I cannot make a living. I would not be able to earn money if just 


anybody had the right to take my work without my permission or without paying 


me.  It would be unethical and unconstitutional to rob image-makers of their ability 


to earn a living. To overlook this would be equivalent to allowing thievery. It would 


be a sad day in this country if that were ever allowed. This topic is vitally important 


so I am taking the time to express in this letter how important it is for artists to keep 


control of their intellectual property. There is no good reason to prevent artists from 


making a living so that we can compete in this economy to survive, thrive and 


contribute to society in the unique way that only we can. Our profession is 


extremely important to society and should be treated with dignity. 


 


Thank you, 


Jordan Lee Gough 


Department of Medical Illustration, Georgia Regents University  








July 22, 2015 


 U.S. Copyright Office 


 


To Whom It May Concern, 


I am an amateur photographer who takes thousands of photographs per year. It would be financially 


impossible for me to pay a fee for every photograph I wished to copyright. It would also be extremely 


time consuming to have to officially register every image I wished to protect. Please consider that most 


artists are not able to make a living creating art and are working in other fields with limited financial 


resources and time. I appreciate your consideration. 


Sincerely, 


Joanna Proffitt 








July 20, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of  Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office 101Independence Ave. S.E. Washington, DC 20559-6000
RE: Notice of  Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of  Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Jane Mjolsness. I am an internationally known Naples based artist and illustrator. Since 1991 I have produced and published 
well over 1000 illustrations for many mass market and trade publications such as The Washington Post, Better Homes and Gardens, Vogue 
and Glamour. I am also a member of  the Illustrators Partnership of  America and have been an advocate for protecting, collecting and 
distributing long-overdue foreign royalties to artists.


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a living for my family. The resale of  my past images is part 
of  my day to day way of  doing business. My collection of  work is a valuable resource that produces income for me and my family. Any 
attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to make a 
living. Certain companies have already begun digitizing my work without my permission or financial compensation. Why would the 
government favor corporations like this instead of  those of  us who actually create new work?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would 
be even worse. Orphan Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared a decade ago. A copyright law built 
on the foundation of  orphan works law would allow internet companies to syphon off  revenue from artists with the hopes of  creating an 
even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of  us who make our living creating new works than 
to have tocompete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and compete with us for our own markets.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in 
the beginning, like banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater and greater 
competitive advantage over freelance artists such as myself. Anyone who says this won’t happen is not living in the real world. In the end, if  
the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will be that artists like myself  will find ourselves paying through the nose 
to maintain our images in somebody else’s for profit registries. As for the images we can’t afford to register, or those we can’t find the time 
to register, or those we can’t find decades old metadata to register will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of  images created at great 
expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of  photographs, graphic art 
works, and/or illustrations?


In my work I make fair use of  photographs and other graphic artworks for reference but that is about all.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of  regarding photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations 
under the Copyright Act?


The kind of  system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too familiar to me. Artists have already seen their foreign 
reprographics royalties diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly what is going to happen with the proposals the 
Copyright Office has made to Congress.


To prevent this unjust conflict of  interest, it is imperative that no artists group that supports this legislation be allowed to receive any 
financial benefit from the creation of  copyright registries or notice of  use registries. These artists organizations have failed artists and 
should not be allowed to use this legislation to profit even further off  the artists they were created to help.


I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress 
writes into the new copyright act.


Thanks,
Jane Mjolsness












From: Jasmina Bricic 


In response to the Copyright Office's Notice of Inquiry concerning the newly proposed copyright laws: 


I would like to make it known that I as an author and sibling to a visual artist am very much against the 
proposed changes to current copyright law. In particular the labeling, effect, and use of 'orphaned' 
works and the language contained within the act. 


First and foremost, I would like to speak on behalf of my sibling, who is a minor at this time but already 
producing visual works. Under the new law all her work would be considered 'orphaned' as she, being a 
minor, can not make any contracts or registers in her name. 


With the language of the new act, a business or other creator could then proceed to take her intellectual 
and visual property and proceed to not only register it in their name (despite not being the original 
creators of it) but make a profit off of these works. 


A system that would allow corporations or individuals to profit off the work of minors is a terrible by any 
definition. Further it would cripple her ability to make any claims to the work or build her own business 
around it. 


In fact, as she is currently developing her skills and gathering an education for a career in the visual arts, 
this copyright act would make such a career exceptionally difficult to even begin. Should a student of the 
arts need to worry about registering every work the produce during their various courses and studies. 


Many artists go back to these old works and designs, ultimately reinventing them or reworking them to 
make a product that they can sell and market. And under current copyright law this is a safe process for 
them to develop their work. Under the new act, this method of creating an idea and then allowing it 
time to grow and develop and change is stripped from artists. An image, design, photograph, would 
have to be registered as is if the artist wished to feel any security in their work. 


The lack of security is a huge issue with the new act. To all producers of art the language reads as 
downright predatory. A coral and strangle process that punishes everyone from professional famous 
producers, everyday illustrators, and hobbyists. It makes chattel of them and their works, free for the 
picking of a business or corporation with its larger scope and resources, and severely hinders their ability 
and security in their own professional space. 


As for my stance on this matter. As previously stated I am an author. Although written works are not 
immediately addressed in the act, visual works based off of my writing has been produced. These were 
simple personal agreements between me and the artist, with the understanding that they retained the 
copyright on their art while I was permited use of it. 


The new act would throw established contracts and new into dissaray. As an author I spend an 
inordinate amount of time developing concepts, worlds, characters, and even entire cultures. I am 
terribly bothered that all of these would become 'fair use' to anyone simply because an artists made a 
rendition of these, or because I failed to register every minute detail of my work. 







The current copyright system is flawed in its ways, but this act is not a fix on those flaws. Instead it is an 
exasperation of currently existing issues while it creates greater and new ones at the same time. 


As a person of the arts and coming from an artistic family, I would say the greatest flaw in the current 
copyright law is that it allows large corporations to hoard and sit on intellectual properties. Stagnating 
and suffocating ideas and works, until they have lost all value (personal and financial) to anyone but 
their original creator. 


The new copyright act would simply give a greater breadth and reach to these companies, to collect a 
larger amount of works, and to lock the original producers of those works out. 


I must argue against this new copyright act as copyright law was originally conceived to protect the 
original creators of original works. This new act goes counter to this very founding principle and instead 
strips original creators off their protections and rips their works from them. 


I hope that my words, and those of other artists, can show the Copyright Office that this new act is not 
to the betterment of artists and their creations, and that this new act is not passed into law. 


 


~Jasmina Bricic 








John Nez 
5209 36th Ave NE 
Seattle, WA  98105 
 
July 2, 2015 
 
 
Dear Copyright Office, 
 
I am writing as a tax paying citizen who feels threatened by the proposed changes to 
the current copyright ‘orphan works’ laws. 
 
It seems like every time I turn around corporations are grasping to steal more 
intellectual property from the people who create it – us artists! 
 
I depend on copyrights for my living… and any changes that assign the copyrights to 
corporations are stealing money out of my pocket. 
 
I hope that the basic constitutional laws of the USA will protect us individual 
businesses from the overwhelming power of corporate America. 
 
Please, protect my laws! 
 
best, 
John Nez 
Author and Illustrator of more than 100 books for Children 
 
www.johnnez.com 








My name is Karla Holland. I’m a Freelance Illustrator and Graphic Designer with a 
growing brand online.  I have a BA in Communications and earning a BFA in graphic 
design. I am an AIGA member, and a member of National Association of Professional 
Women. In addition to growing a clientele with my portfolio, I have several graphic 
novels posted for sale online. My long term goal is plan on build an online networking 
database for alternative comic artists and prospective artist in North Carolina. I made 
the decision to build my own Illustration and design business because although I 
respect Van Gogh, and Monet, I’d rather live like Walt Disney and Stan Lee. I knew I 
could use my talent for more than just gallery shows and exhibits.


I provide other small business owners with visual layouts for their promotional and 
branding material. Many of my clients have included shop owners, tax accountants, and 
business consultants. I, like many other creators, provide a service that cannot be 
reproduced by all people. My business could accentuate the businesses of others.


The days of the “starving artist” have ended. Like any professional, artists prefer to live 
comfortably on the fruits of their labor, and our work is labor indeed. I’ve rejected many 
prospects who either refused to pay me or verbally abused me via correspondence. I’ve 
come across copies of my work hot-linked online, leading to aggressive actions to get 
them removed. Social media has proven to have legal domain over all images posted, 
leaving my unprotected works unsafe and forcing me to leave most of them offline or in 
barely viewable resolutions. 


To find a client who values our work is as rare as a gem, and gems are protected.


I will not be able to make a living and leave a financial foundation for my children if I do 
not have protection for my work. What artists and designers do for a living is no different 
than what musicians, actors or filmmakers or craftspeople do for a living. If they have a 
right to protect the value of their work, so do we.


Karla Holland
Illustrator and Designer
about.me/KarlaHolland








7/20/15 


The Return of Orphan Works 


Part 1: "The Next Great Copyright Act" 


As a US artist involved in creating my own designs for my 
own purposes, I object to this.  Passage of this will take 
away my rights to lay claim to my designs which have 


been published on the internet. 


Now it will be a free-for-all.  


 I guess that means thatI can used designs of other artists 
& claim them as my own.  Or designs from China or other 


countries-and say they are mine. 


A copyright is really only as a good as the money one has 
to back it up…but this is not fair to US independent 


artists. 


Judy Orcutt 


1361 Irving Rd. 


York, PA 17403 


717-815-0022 








Los Padres Watercolor Society 


12 Camino Verde 


Santa Barbara, CA 93103 


 


        July 22, 2015 


 


To whom it may concern: 


 


It is important for artists to retain all rights to their work.  This has been in place 
and there is no justification for changing the status quo.  Galleries don’t even allow 
the public to photograph artwork in case the composition might be copied.  It has 
always been understood that the creation of an image is the sole property of its 
creator.  This is true in the music industry and other art forms. 


 


Jacqui Bravo 


President of Los Padres watercolor Society 








 To The U.S. Copyright Office, 


 My name is Justin Bouchard, and I'm an eighteen-year-old cartoonist fresh out of high school, and aiming to 
eventually become a professional. Ever since I was eight or nine years old I've dreamed of being a professional artist, 
and I've been drawing pictures since even before that.
 
 Going in, I've always known that artistry was a tough career to make a living out of, but this doesn't deter me from 
pursuing my dreams. I'm still working towards my future each day, slowly but surely.
 
 When my sister sent me a link to a blogpost warning artists of this impending New Copyright bill, I was infuriated 
to say the least. The first and most obvious reason being that as an artist, I would have no right to control the drawings 
and cartoons that I worked hard to create. Neither will every other artist who work much harder than me, and those who 
make a living creating art and doing what they love.
 
 Instead, what we have here is a way for the rich and mighty businesses to have even less expenses by taking 
advantage of the work of others with absolutely no cost to them. They would have the right to steal the work of another 
in order to make money, and there will be nothing that the creator can legally do about it.
 
 What I'm trying to say is that if this bill becomes law the livelihoods of all artists, hobbyist or professional, digital 
or traditional; will be ruined.
 
 So please, if you have any heart, kill this bill before it's even voted on.


      Sincerely,
       Justin Bouchard
       A teenager who wants a future doing what he loves.
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Kristen O’Neill 
Kristen O’Neill Art
2880 Smith Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
kristenoneillart@gmail.com
831/706-4419


July 20, 2015


US Copyright Office
Library of Congress


Re: Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works


To Whom It May Concern:


Thank you for seeking comments on the copyright issues, especially “orphan works.” As 
a painter I am very concerned that my copyright may not exist in the future as is 
currently does now. I need my work, and my images of my work, to remain copyrighted, 
even if I don’t register the work. If I have to register my work, wait for whatever process 
that may entail, pay a cost (directly or as a taxpayer), keep extra records this would all 
entail, this will slow down my business, increase my costs and have no foreseeable up-
front benefit to my process. What if I come back to that same painting a few months 
later and change it? Would I then have to re-copyright? How about “works in progress” 
photos that I publish online in order to build interest in a future work for sale? How 
would those images be protected?


Well, this is what I would be faced with, on a constant basis, if the “orphan works” part 
of the copyright law is changed.


Regarding the following passages of the “2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization 
Report”:


! Define a diligent search as, at a minimum, searching Copyright Office records; 
! searching sources of copyright authorship, ownership, and licensing; using 
! technology tools; and using databases, all as reasonable and appropriate under 
! the circumstances; 


I would have to have my work in a database first in order for someone searching for it to 
find it. I find the idea horrible that my right to my work could be stolen from me and than 
I would have a limited recourse in getting back what is mine, or payment for damages to 
my brand. What if someone used my image for the exact thing I stand against? Is this 
not something I should be able to pursue in court? I am concerned with the idea of:







! Limit monetary relief for infringement of an orphan work by an eligible user to 
! “reasonable compensation” – the amount that a willing buyer and a willing seller 
! would have agreed upon immediately before the use began; 


Should not someone seek permission to use a work and just not use it if permission is 
not gained? Aren’t there enough artists and images and other possibilities out there in 
the world where permission can be obtained directly from the artist without hardship to 
either party?


Thank you for your time and consideration in the matter. I hope you will see that 
protecting a visual artists copyright is essential to all the artists and the reason that 
copyright was invented. 


Sincerely,


Kristen O’Neill
Professional Artist








To whom it may concern, 
 
I am an artist who posts a lot of my art online. As someone whose living will soon 
depend upon the Internet for exposure and transactions, being able to protect my 
work is incredibly important. Making copyright a convoluted process is harmful to 
how I function.  


This law makes it even easier for large corporations to steal people’s art. 
People already have enough of an issue with that as it is. My intellectual property 
should automatically be mine. Don’t put my and other people’s lifework in further 
jeopardy. The Internet is such a wonderful tool for connecting with others and 
allowing imagination and art to flourish. We already had to battle against the 
restrictive net neutrality laws. This law would put those efforts to waste.  
 
Kristin De Angelis 








Kelley Pounds 
PO Box 8 


Corona, NM 88318 
kelley@kellscreations.com 


 
July 18, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
US Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave, SE 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and Associates: 
 
The analogy of David and Goliath is appropriate in regards to the potential new copyright law. Most 
artists are Davids. We work alone. We spend years studying, creating, and practicing our talents before 
we have the opportunity to benefit monetarily. Once we are finally in the position of becoming 
professional artists, we are sole proprietors who spend long hours each day creating our works, 
advertising them, researching potential markets, networking with peers and clients, creating and 
maintaining our own websites, negotiating contracts, etc., most often without the benefit of the legal 
teams, advertising departments, paid lobbyists, and the seemingly unlimited monetary resources of the 
Goliaths of the industry who ultimately benefit from our work.  
 
In addition, as citizens of the United States, we have always enjoyed the right to hold and maintain our 
own personal property, and that’s what art is—intellectual property that manifests itself in tangible form.  
Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution of the United States says in part: “...To promote the Progress of 
Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive 
Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries...”  
 
In the digital age it has become far too easy to steal an artist’s intellectual property and hide or destroy 
its provenance, but that does not relieve the United States government of its responsibility in its contract 
with the citizens as set forth in the Constitution. Having the Copyright Office recommend legislation 
that would make it even easier for thieves, especially thieves the size of Goliath with their legal might 
and massive bank accounts, to profit from artists who often don’t have the time or the money to fight, is 
not the United States that was created for “We the People,” whose sovereign rights also include the 
pursuit of happiness, the freedom of speech, and the freedom of expression.   
 
I do not support any legislation that limits or takes away the inherent and sovereign rights of creators, 
whether those creators be writers, musicians, or artists.  Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Kelley Pounds 








I do not like the idea of someone’s work being monetized for profit without consent or 


permission.  Copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which your 


business rests. Our copyrights are the products we license. This means that infringing our 


work is like stealing our money.  Upon publication, anyone’s work does NOT lose its 


value.  Instead, everything you create becomes part of your business inventory, and in the 


digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before.  Should any of this be 


denied, then a great deal of artwork will be hurt.  Our Constitutional right to the exclusive 


control of our work will be voided, and artists will be pressured to register their work 


commercially.  In short, this new Copyright Act will affect all visual art—drawings, 


paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and future; published and unpublished; 


domestic and foreign.  So I ask you again to not pass this bill for the sake of the 


artists.  I write you this as a concerned citizen of the United States of America.  


Thank you for your time. 


 


 


 


John Dailey 


 








 
July 4, 2015 
 
 
 
I am writing to register my dismay at the direction of the proposed changes to the copyright law.   
 
I am a photographer and textile craftsman.  I have been doing work since the mid-1950s and 
continue to enjoy working and sharing images of my work online.  I have no wish to lose control 
of my images.   
 
I have had a bad experience in which a consulting firm in the mid-west took one of my images 
from FLICKR and used it to promote a workshop they were presenting.  That image was mine 
and they did not contact me for permission nor provide credit.  That is stealing.  I have no idea if 
they are a legitimate business or not, but I did not wish to have them use my image without my 
agreement.  Where my work appears, and how it appears, is a reflection on me.  I would not want 
my work to be used to support causes or products which I do not believe in.  My work is 
personal to me and is recognized by others as an extension of me.   
 
I am now retired.  That means I have more time to enjoy my creative pursuits and to share them 
with others of my choosing.  That does not mean that it is ok with me for others to take my work 
and co-opt it for their own monetary gain.    I should be able to continue to make those choices 
for myself on a case by case basis. 
 
Under the current law I have recourse.  Please do not take that away from me. 
 
Judith Noble 
Seattle, WA 








To Maria Pallante and the US Copyright Office Staff: 


 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the issue of Orphan Works and Mass Digitization. It is 
very important that you protect the rights of artists, illustrators, and designers from being prone to theft 
and any other use without the explicit permission of the creator. The United States has founded itself 
with the message that innovation, creativity, and individuality should be celebrated, and I fear that any 
law allowing people to use “orphan works” after whatever cursory attempt they made at contacting the 
copyright holder will quash the motivation and livelihoods of many artists. Art is an idea made real, and 
it is the product of a creator’s thought, talent, skill, and hard work. Make no mistake – art is work, and 
like any work, it is the livelihood for many Americans that should not be taken for anyone else to profit 
from. 


Simply put, art is intellectual property. And by allowing the use of “orphan works” and loosening the 
terms by which people must obtain permission, the Copyright Office would be allowing corporations and 
other undeserving people or businesses free reign to use another person’s property without their 
permission. Control of one’s intellectual property must be held by the creator of that property, and it is 
appalling that a law may come into effect that may pass that control to another party without the 
creator’s permission. 


Use of intellectual property should not have priority over a creator’s control over their property. Some 
people like to say that “art belongs to the people”, but that simply isn’t true. For many Americans, art is 
income, art means food on the table and a roof over their heads. Artists, illustrators, and designers are 
already underpaid for their work in most occasions, and are naturally afraid that laws allowing works to 
be designated “orphaned” will make it impossible to make a living from their work when it is so terribly 
difficult to do so already. The idea that someone – corporation or otherwise – might come along, claim a 
work as “orphaned”, and then use that as they will for their own gain is a terrifying concept, and would 
essentially take money from hard-working citizens and give it to thieves who had to do very little to 
profit from someone else’s talent and efforts. If some person or company wants to use a work of art or 
design, they should work hard to gain permission. It should not be easy at all for someone to use 
something that isn’t theirs. Using someone else’s work should not be easy, certainly not to the extent 
that a creator loses their right to control their work. Artists are usually not also lawmakers or lawyers. 
They can’t afford to throw time and money into litigation, probably against people who have better paid 
attorneys than they do. 


Copyrights are meant to protect a person’s ownership of their property, aren’t they? Art is property. 
Creators cannot afford for copyright laws to be lax in their protection of their property rights. They 
cannot afford to put their livelihoods in the hands of “good faith” users and public interest. Please keep 
copyright laws as they are, and do not allow any measures that would give away the rights of millions of 
Americans. Thank you. 


 


Sincerely, 


Kristine Negron 


 








W W W . K A T U N O . C O M


KAT UNO DESIGNS


45-509 Likelike Hwy.
Kaneohe HI 96744


phone: 808.386.1324
email: katuno@gmail.com


July 22, 2015


Re: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright O�ce, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works


To Whom it May Concern,
I’m an illustrator and designer who relies heavily on my creative work to sustain a living. I received a BA from the 
University of Hawaii and have been working as an illustrator/designer for the past 12 years. 


I spend a great deal of time, e�ort and thought on each work I create. It’s taken years of learning, practice and 
hard work honing my craft. 


I do license my work out to publishers and products and owning and holding the copyrights to my work is 
essential to my livelihood. 


I do not earn a regular salary. Every cent that I pocket is a result of work I’ve had to create or has come from 
licensing something I have created. Holding the rights to my works is what creates value in my work. People hire 
me to create illustrations or designs because I can create something that they feel no one else is capable of. it 
would be detrimental if someone else sold the rights to use my work without my permission. This would essen-
tially water down the value in what I’ve worked hard to produce.


I do not see a bene�t the proposals to the Copyright O�ce poses to creators. We already battle plaigarism and 
people essentially stealing our work on a daily basis. We lose out on income so making it harder for us to retain 
our copyrights would add to that burdern.


Thank you very much for your time. I am an illustrator because I love what I do, not making money. A lot of 
times my family su�ers because I have chosen a career doing what I enjoy and am good at rather than some-
thing that is more �nancially secure.


Sincerely,
Kat Uno.








July 20, 2015  
  
Maria Pallante  
Register of Copyrights U.S. 
Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E.  
Washington, DC 20559-6000   
  
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress         
  
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)  
  
To Whom It May Concern:  
  
My name is Jason Scholte. I am an artist doing comic and street art for over 23 
years. Since 1992 I have created numerous art that has supported me and my 
need for medication for my brittle type 1 diabetes. Even though my art has been 
something I have done to supplement income, it is still my art that I have taken 
the time and effort to do with no such assistance. There are many others such as 
myself that do this which will be affected by this issue.  
  
I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital 
environment.  
  
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?  
  
As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to 
supplement my income, specifically for my expenses for my insulin which keeps 
me alive. The resale of my past images is part of my income for my medication. 
My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces income for me and my 
family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with a system that 
would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to handle my 
medical expenses in order to stay alive with the use of insulin. Why would the 
government favor corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create 
new work? Why would the government allow corporations to take income away 
from individuals who need such income in order to survive? 
  
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?  
  
The proposals the Copyright Office made to Congress concern me. It is basically 
a revised version of the Orphan Works (OW) bill, but it is written worse for the 







artist. Orphan Works bills have been opposed by artists since they first appeared 
a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would 
allow internet companies to take revenue from artists with the attempts of 
creating better revenue streams for themselves. This bill creates a much bigger 
challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works in which we 
have to compete with giant corporations that will have the ability to get artwork 
free from artists and attempt to gain control of our own markets.   
  
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?  
  
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden 
for artists. Even if private registries claim to keep costs low, these proposals 
allow such registries to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain 
a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such as 
myself. This has been proven in other industries such as the banking industry. If 
the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the result will be artists 
having to paying considerably more money to maintain our images in a private 
for profit registries. As for the images we can't afford to register, we can't find the 
time to register, or can't find old metadata to register will end up falling into 
noncompliance. The images created at great expense and effort will be free for 
exploitation by others.  
  
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish 
to make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?  
  
These proposals will bypass any ability for the artist to make legal use of their art 
unless they pay the private for profit registries. By being unable to register 
artwork due to inability to pay the fees, finding old metadata for past work, or 
other inabilities to be compliant of the rules puts the artist into a position where 
they lose out on income or other abilities that is rightfully owned by the artist.  
  
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?  
  
The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress has the 
familiar tone which benefits corporations while taking away the rights of the artist 
who created the art. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics 
royalties taken away from them for at least 20 years. These actions taken by 
corporations to lobby the passing of such an act are incomprehensible. I dare say 
this is no less than when the Nazis stole art from many families during World War 
II. I fear this is what will happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has 
made to Congress.  
  







To prevent these unjust actions, it is imperative that no group that supports this 
legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation of 
copyright registries or notice of use registries. These organizations do not benefit 
artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation to profit even further off 
the artists they claim to help. If such a registry is created, then it should be 
government run with the artist’s right in mind and not corporate interests.  
  
I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new 
copyright act.  
  
Thank you, 
 
Jason Scholte    








7.20.2015
Jessica Dowell
Concerns with Copyright Law


 I am deeply concerned about this Copyright Law that is trying to be passed. I've read others' opinions about it, from
 either side, and I've read the Notice of Inquiry. I don't believe those who created this law have not truly put any thought 
to the artists who grew up or are growing up and already have copious amounts of created work. There are also those 
who wish to become more skilled and already have to focus on paying for college, which costs a ridiculous amount of 
money no matter what you go in for, and now they would basically have to pay a body guard to protect their creations. 
And they would have no way of knowing how faithful that body guard would be. I know I have created my own work, 
because I have years worth of pieces; they can be put side-by-side and you can see my growth in skill, and the evolution
 of my style. Others know it's mine because of my signature, or even just my art style if the signature has been removed 
or covered. Faithful followers of my work will contact me to inform me of theft, without having to pay them. By 
passing this law, it would be like tying a noose around my neck. I would feel discouraged from creating, due to lack of 
funds to register my work, and I would drop out from college. I'm already taking the risk of being in debt for the rest of 
my life, I don't want that risk to go to waste.


 I'm scared that if this law is passed, anyone or any corporation with more money than me, can take my work for 
their own personal use. They could make money with it, or use it in a way that is against my wishes, or slander my 
name, my image, and/or my style. People steal the art of others not just to be thieves, but because they like it, or because
 they don't know who it belongs to but they want to share it. In my opinion, this is partially due to lack of understanding 
to give credit where credit is due, and to research who or what is due the credit.


 Creators should not be forced to register their work for fear of theft. We already willingly post our creations with 
the knowledge of possible theft, because we want to share them, and we want to profit off of them. There is a relatively 
new site called Patreon, which helps feed the starving artist. What this law wants to do is basically let the weak die out 
and the strong survive, in terms of who can afford themselves and their work.


 I apologize for the lack of professionalism, legal terms, and possible grammar issues. I'm an aspiring 
character/comic artist and concept designer, not an English major. I want to be a part of a fearless and trustful 
community, not distrustful anti-socials who don't want anyone to see their creations. Do not pass this law.
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To The Copyright Office, 
 
I am writing with extreme concern against the proposed new copyright laws. 
I am an artist. I have been trying for several years to make a living as an artist. It 
is a rollercoaster, but worth while because I enjoy what I do and my clients love 
my work.  
 
The proposed new law will destroy any chances I have at surviving as an artist. 
The new proposal presents so many dangers to independent/freelance artist who 
rely on the Internet to spread the word of our work.  
I have absolutely no desire to give any of my work away for free, nor should I be 
required to register my work with agencies that will charge me to do so and then 
turn around and be able to profit off my work.  
 
This new proposal is an extreme danger to artist and citizen rights as a whole. Its 
language doesn’t present any boundaries as to where this sort of private sector 
monopolizing and infringement would stop! Private photos uploaded to social 
media would be at risk. Musicians sharing their gifts on Youtube would no longer 
be protected. And most importantly to me, I would no longer be protected to 
create work freely or be able to afford to do so without being bullied by corporate 
companies who want to take advantage of artist who can’t afford to pay private 
companies to protect our work. 
 
PLEASE do not allow this new law to happen. It goes against EVERYTHING 
copyrights stand for! 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeremiah Freeman 
 








July 18, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
My name is Jennifer Maggio and I am a young Boston-based visual artist, working in fine art, digital 
painting and graphic design.  Having studied biology in college, I’ve only recently decided to pursue my 
true passion, which is art.  While I’m inexperienced with the field, I’ve researched enough to understand 
the realities of the market that I’ve chosen to work in, and hearing about the proposed changes to the 
Copyright Law has shaken my faith in my ability to succeed in this career path. 
 
Making a living as an artist is already difficult – there is a reason why the phrase “starving artist” exists.  
This is emblematic of the general attitude toward art that it is a romantic, foolish, pursuit best left to 
dreamers who are fine with merely scraping by. This attitude seeps into family dinner conversations 
across America, where parents simultaneously tell their children to follow their dreams, but to be 
realistic about what activities are going to get them into the best colleges, and later, careers.  Seldom is 
“painter” the preferred answer they want to hear from their children when asked what they want to be 
in life.  The parents’ concern is warranted, since they know that few artists ever “make” it, and the 
proposed laws would lower those numbers even further.  
 
These laws would keep artists struggling by stripping away potential revenue streams from licensing 
rights, and by costing them time and money to comply with documenting and registering each and 
every piece of work they create (an extremely impractical task) with some registry office (whose terms 
will likely grow more and more restrictive over time), and to fight legal battles over any copyright 
infringements, battles they would most likely lose and not recover from.  Because of this, I’m writing to 
urge you to protect the copyrights of artists, ensuring that we are able to make a living from our craft.  
 
Given that every single product or environment we encounter has been touched by an artist, whether 
it’s the packaging of your favorite tea, or an ad billboard for a new car, or a birthday card, brand logo, 
painting or print, or web design…given the ubiquity of art and the importance it plays in our lives, for 
commercial use as well as for pure enjoyment and inspiration, we should appreciate it more and 
appreciate those who make it more and support them in their craft more.  Period. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jennifer Maggio 








Jessica J. Schaefer 
207 Philander Street 


Pittsburgh, PA 15218 
 


U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
I am a freelance graphic designer and small business owner, active for the past three years. I am a graduate of 
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania, and specialize in greeting card design, wedding invitations, and logo design. I 
am writing in regards to the Orphan Works proposal that would affect the current copyright law. This proposal would 
grant public access to other people’s currently copyrighted work with the intention of making it legally possible to use 
said work without paying the artist.  
 
My primary source of income is from my greeting card and invitation designs. It is vital to my livelihood that I am able 
to decide how and by whom my designs are used. In fact, I make contracts with my clients that determine how my 
designs are used. My creations do not lose value upon publication. My published work becomes even more valuable, 
as it is now a part of my business portfolio.  
 
The reforms in the proposal would in waive the responsibility of a potential user to find the copyright owner and 
redefine an orphaned work as any work by any artist that anyone finds sufficiently hard to find. It exempts the 
responsibility of a potential user from properly researching and voids the artist’s right to his or her own property. 
Even if I were a design hobbyist, I would still feel violated if someone else was making a profit from my hard work 
without my consent. This proposal to replace existing copyright law should be dismissed as the dishonest affront to 
artists and their works that it is. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jessica J. Schaefer  
 
 








These new updates regarding the drafting of a brand new US Copyright Act and at its heart, Orphan Works are 
absolutely ridiculous. Abandoning the current copyrighting system which works perfectly well and protects artists and 
content creators from having their work stolen or infringed upon.


Right now under current law, the moment you create a piece of artwork, it's instantly protected under copyright law with
 you as the copyright holder, meaning if someone infringes on your rights by creating deriverate works upon your work, 
or simply marketing/using it without your permission, you get to sue and claim it. You are in charge and control of what
 happens with your work.


With the law change your art will no longer be protected from the moment it's created; rather, you have to register each 
and every work individually with profit organisations to make your rights legitimate.


First of all nobody has the time for this and secondly, any artist or creators work/creation is THEIRS and should be 
acknowledged as such ALWAYS.


This law opens doors and gates for corporations to leech off our work without paying us anything. This law change does
 not have the benefits of the individual artists in mind, it only cares for corporations to make quick and easy bucks off of
 the average person; screwing more people over in the World on a larger scale than ever before. This is absolutely 
ridiculous and maddeningly absurd and violates rights on a HUMAN level.
You have NO PLACE giving others the 'right' to STEAL from others. 
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To whom this DOES concern, 
 
For an entity that makes a great big fuss about upholding the constitution and all the rights there within, 
the “Law reforming” clods in Washington are the biggest fattest elephants to ever trample it.  Strangely, 
through all of my awareness and complacency as I’ve grown up in a country where more and more of 
my rights and liberties are bastardized by the real, actual cartoon villains in Congress (with all of their 
self-interest and astoundingly still legal lobbyists) I’ve made few actual strides in the way of change. As 
I’ve always known it, there is no such thing as “we the people” anymore. What’s the point? Who cares? 
Not my government. Not the people who “represent” me. I thought, “I’ll just vote (whatever that’s 
worth) and when the ever thinning patience of the working class citizen snaps and the whole system 
collapses into total chaos, I’ll move into the mountains and just wait out the inevitable hard resent.”  
 
Unfortunately, the hard reset hasn’t come soon enough. For the first time, I’m forced to send a letter 
that will likely not get read to some office at some .gov in an only available effort to save my livelihood. 
After years of striving to defy statistics, go to college and get an extremely expensive degree that I will 
be indebted to for the rest of my life (or until the hard reset of social and economic collapse) I find now 
that as it come times to try to use my degree, it may actually be more useless to me than a big room full 
of representatives from every state trying to pass a law. The copyright bill pending in congress right now 
is going to ruin me. I rely solely on copyright law as it is for my livelihood. As soon as it’s made available 
for anyone who wants it to have it and copyright it, everything I do becomes invaluable. It isn’t 
ambiguous. Artists who create works and make them available for viewing online don’t suddenly die 
rendering the value of what they create to be nothing. No one is asking Apple to release their software 
to the public or for Google to make their algorithms accessible. No one in congress is saying “Hey Big Oil. 
Honestly, we really think you should just give that shit away. What do you matter anyway?”  


If this bill passes, it’s going to mean a lot more than just myself and other’s like not getting a pay day or 
recognition for our work. It is going to completely endanger an entire trade. When people stop 
producing content, the design market is going to get awful dry, awful quick. Hundreds of thousands of 
people, like me will also find themselves in the difficult position of finding employment. American 
infringers, who will be granted the RIGHT to infringe (somehow…haha What even IS the constitution?) 
are not going to stop at American artists. The US will stand to face fees, suits and sanctions from other 
counties with artists who’s RIGHTS as artists (and oh my god, even get royalty payments) are still 
protected under THEIR laws. What would they do this? Who thought this was a good idea?  
 
Don’t let this happen. Tell congress to FOR ONCE, not to be that guy.  The rights of the many should not 
be trampled at the benefit of a few.  
 
Sincerely,  
Kyle O’Neill.  








 


 
 
July 22, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante  
Register of Copyrights U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E.  
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress Copyright Protection 
for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 
 
I am an artist and illustrator working in the Kansas City area. I hold a BA in Mass Communications and 
worked very hard later in life to attend Otis College of Art & Design in order to follow my passion to create art 
and illustrate children’s books.  
 
As a freelance illustrator, the images I create is how I build my business. My copyrights ARE the products I 
license. Changing the copyright law as it stands, will make it easier for individuals and companies to infringe 
on my work—which is literally stealing my money and livelihood.  
 
If the new copyright legislation is passed, it will make it impossible for an artist to determine how and by 
whom our work is used. Value of a work is NOT lost upon publication—it is still intrinsically the creator’s.  
 
Everything I create becomes a creative asset and business inventory—which has become even more valuable 
in this digital age.  
 
It is my understanding that the potential new law will reverse the ‘copyright exists upon creation’ premise, and 
instead require artists to pay a fee to register every design they want to protect. It would also allow infringers 
to create and register derivative works, which would in turn make it even more difficult for artists to monetize 
their creations because they would not necessarily be able to guarantee their licensees exclusive use of a 
design. 
 
Please understand that the Internet poses an increased risk for art without appropriate credit to be shared, 
making it imperative for the Copyright Office to continue to recognize the ownership of these works. Also, 
many artists are extremely prolific, creating thousands of images each year. It would be prohibitively 
expensive and time-consuming to force them to register every design created in order to protect it (including 
past, present and future works). 
 
Kansas City has a thriving art scene, and I know I’m not alone in my grave concern regarding this issue. 
PLEASE do not make it more difficult for us artists to survive! Thank you for your time and consideration.  
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Katrina Revenaugh  







 
 








July 19th 2015 
 
To: Catherine Roland 
Senior Advisor to the Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
 
I just recently learned about the new orphan works copyright law, and I must stress, myself 
and many other artists young and old will be heavily effected by these changes. Things have 
changed greatly with the assistance of the internet.  Artists now have more access to material 
now. With this new access, young and new artists have been born with the freedom to create 
and do what they like with no worries of a registration fee or anyone taking away their creation 
from under their noses.  That goes for older artists as well.  Our work is ours. 
 
The internet though is a double edge sword. Even with the protection of copyright, we cannot   
always stop thieves and mimics and corporations from taking our art and using them for their 
own purpose, whether its fame or money.  
 
Its the current digital millennium copyright act that helps us combat those who think they can 
take our work for their personal use without the artists permission or paying them. 
 
That's important to us. That we are in charge of our work. That we have a say and that we 
use our artwork  the way we want whether its letting it sit, monetizing it, selling it to a 
business, or leaving it out there for many to admire. 
 
Our work is ours.  Regardless of professionalism or not, our work is our business inventory.  
Instead of finding loopholes and ways to avoid paying artists who have worked 10+ years of 
their lives to hone this craft, protect them! 
 
We have already stopped this back in 2008, with a dramatic cry from artists back then.  Why 
are we bringing this up again?! 
 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Rodriguez 
Drawing since 13 years old 
Professional artist/craftsman 
 








        Jeff Ruprecht 
        Duluth Crate Co. 
        4040 Ugstad Rd 
        Hermantown, MN 55811 
 
United States Copyright Office: 
 
The proposed changes to Copyright law in regards to photographic, illustrative and 
graphic works are unbelievably misguided and will lead to unlawful appropriation 
by those who believe they are entitled to using our hard work for their own uses. 
 
I already run into times where I am asked if my images can be used in ways I don’t 
authorize them to be used. To my knowledge, these people are not just going ahead 
anyways, but this proposed change would allow them to “play dumb” and use the 
images in ways not intended and depleting my brand, my work and ultimately 
damaging the relationship between my work and my customers or potential 
customers. 
 
There is no need in today’s digital world to allow this type of behavior to happen 
and the same tools are available for purchase to learn how to create one’s own 
images and put ideas to a printed or visual medium.  
 
Our God-given talents are not to be used by others to further their own agendas 
based on a bogus legal ideal. If artists and their work should be available to exploit 
for others’ gains, then lawyers, doctors, and other service line types of work should 
also be aggregated and simply used as deemed necessary and without contempt. 
 
Jeff Ruprecht 
Hermantown, MN 
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July 15, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
  
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
       Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works  (80fr23054) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante, 


 


I am writing to ask that you create policy to protect visual authors and their exclusive 


rights, and support a sustainable environment for professional authorship.  


 


Licensing my rights is how I derive my business income and my copyrights are my 


economic assets. Copyright is also of the utmost importance to me for creative control of 


my work to protect its accuracy, integrity and authenticity. The 1976 Copyright Act has 


enabled me to sustain a professional career. However, I have experienced a substantial 


and growing loss of rights. I am also facing threats to the integrity and preservation of my 


lifetime body of work, which is my business inventory and also my legacy. My concerns 


and experiences are shared by my colleagues and by fellow visual artists throughout this 


country.  


 


The digitization of the world’s creative works, along with the dramatically rising arc of 


unauthorized secondary licensing by ever-expanding techno-publisher behemoths, are 


increasingly harming visual authors. For over 25 years a passive U.S. Copyright Office 


has not implemented policy or recommended legislation to restore balance to the 


author/publisher relationship. Additionally, there are other overdue actions the Copyright 


Office can implement to restore equity to the American artist.  
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I am grateful to this new Copyright Office administration for the opportunity to 


participate in the first inquiry into visual art during my 30-year career. 


 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 


photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


 
 
• the acknowledged lack of negotiating power of independent contractors  


• the confiscatory scourge of work-for-hire and all-rights publishing contracts 


• the loss of secondary royalty income from the diversion of artists’    


   domestically-earned reprographic royalties by the Copyright Clearance  


   Center, content aggregators and commercial databases to publishers  


• the loss of secondary royalty income from the diversion of foreign- 


   earned reprographic royalties from overseas collecting societies to self- 


   appointed U.S. visual art charity and trade organization recipients 


• the need for regulatory oversight of collective rights administration by the  


   Copyright Office to assure royalties are paid to the artists who earned them,  


   and not to publishers, content aggregators, commercial databases, “art”      


   charities or  “art advocacy” trade organizations 


• the length of time before the exercise of termination rights 


 
Copyright supports a property right that establishes a functioning market for the creation 


and dissemination of my expressive works. For professional authors like me, that 


property right is created through the pursuit of my craft, a lifetime of study, and my 


sustained expenditure of great effort, time and money in the production of my artistic 


creations. As a medical illustrator I have earned advanced degrees necessary to enter the 


field as a qualified visual artist. I also maintain my Board certification very 5 years by 


completing continuing medical education. In the beginning of my career I was a 


traditional board artist. Like everyone else, I also now invest in expensive digital 


technology to serve the needs of my clients. I have no safety net but the one I provide for 


myself. Health insurance, retirement, continuing education, overhead, capital investment 


is all my sole responsibility. And, it all must be covered by the licensing fees I earn from 


the creation of original works.  
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My work has been published throughout the world in biomedical and scientific trade 


journals, at medical exhibitions and conferences, as well as consumer journals, textbooks 


and children’s books. The majority of my work now focuses on pathophysiology and 


drug mechanisms of action for pharmaceutical and biotech research and device 


companies for their investor and advertising markets. This work is always conducted 


under non-disclosure agreements and under an exclusive license. 


 


European publishers legitimately seek licenses from me for republication of my images 


they find in scientific literature. PhD candidates throughout the world frequently request 


permission to use my work on their theses covers and at their dissertations, and I am 


always pleased to support them with permission and no license fees. Other users seek free 


use that I cannot or do not permit. Some seek a license that I must withhold because the 


work is under a current exclusive license.  Key to this is my ability to clear these requests 


to protect my clients, my work, and my markets according to my discretion and according 


to my in-force contracts. 


 


It has already been more than a decade since the courts recognized the damage to 


authorial secondary rights in Tasini. And reprographic royalty income has, in fact, been 


lost to visual authors like me for more than 30 years.  


 


Yet, it is a secondary royalty stream that continues to expand in both value and 


marketshare. The Copyright Clearance Center boasts of returning one billion dollars to 


rightsholders in the last decade, yet it has not returned to one dollar to visual artist 


rightsholders embedded within the published works it licenses. Billion dollar commercial 


databases, like LexisNexis, ProQuest, EBSCO and others engage in the unauthorized 


licensing of my works, both within the collective work of the article, and also separated 


out as an individual image for license. 


 


As a prolifically published scientific artist I have experienced tremendous infringement 


of my secondary rights in publishing commerce. I was a plaintiff in a group of medical 


illustrators in a decade-long infringement action against a multi billion-dollar 


worldwide publishing conglomerate who unlawfully extended my first time North  
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American print reproduction rights secured for one of its U.S. journals into a systematic 


licensing of my works to its 45 international affiliates over the course of two decades. It 


went undetected for many years until the world began to shrink as it became easier to find 


work on the internet.  


 


It is not reasonable, not feasible and not realistic for independent creators to find justice 


against giant corporations. We cannot sustain the legal battle. For corporations, litigation 


is part of doing business, and they are staffed with entire departments and outside counsel 


as matter of course. As far as they are concerned, if they are in the wrong, all they need to 


do as their defense is keep you in court. The drain on time, productivity and procedural 


runarounds designed to drive up costs all take a measurable toll. The resolution was 


unsatisfactory, the toll of the litigation was draining, and our legal fees approached two 


million dollars. 


 


I have found my work isolated from its published article and offered for sale for 


Powerpoint presentations or as stock art by content aggregators who have secured no 


authorization from me to license my work. These infringements are hidden behind 


expensive subscription walls to which I do not have access. (Academically-based 


colleagues have recognized my work and alerted me.) I am also painfully aware that my 


work is extensively pirated in India and China for use on commercial medical packaging.  


 


Like all medical illustrators, I can upload an image of mine into Google reverse image 


search and find dozens of unauthorized uses on the internet. I am not concerned with fair 


use of my work, or the use of my work on blogs that celebrate or comment on art. But, I 


heartily object to the widespread use of my work to promote medical clinics, vitamin 


companies, doctor offices, alternative health remedies and blogs, and other licensable 


uses. 


 


However, these random infringements on the internet pale in comparison to the sustained, 


lucrative unauthorized licensing of my work for the secondary reprographic uses 


marketed by commercial content aggregators, databases and the Copyright Clearance 


Center. 
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It is hard to reconcile this tremendous theft of licensing revenue from American visual 


artists that remains unexamined and unchecked. It is very hard to reconcile this 


outcome with the goals of the Copyright Act. 


 


The sustained authorship of professional authors is not indestructible. In fact, it is 


becoming rather frail. Our rights urgently need to be secured.  


 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic 


artists, and/or illustrators? 


 


Little can be done to right the current extreme imbalance between author and publisher, 


or author and user if you prefer, but I have three solutions. 


 


1. The right to authorship in the U.S. should be inalienable. It is self-evident 


that work-for-hire for independent contractors deprives an artist of authorship in 


direct contravention of my constitutional right to secure the exclusive rights to my 


work for limited times. This loss of authorship is compounded by the loss of all 


secondary income created by the ongoing licensing and exploitation of that work, 


including the exclusive right to create derivative works.  Meaningful copyright 


reform would prioritize amending the law to apply work-for-hire only to true 


employees. 


 


2. The length of time to exercise the termination right must be shortened. By 


the time a creator can exercise a termination right he or she has been 


impoverished for three and a half decades while those copyrights have built a 


billion dollar corporation or four. The exercise of the termination right has 


become a grossly unmatched legal fight against a leviathan. No example describes 


this more tragically than Jack Kirby and his inability to exercise his valuable 


termination rights during his own lifetime against the four Marvel and Disney 


Corporations. 
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3. All statutory remedies should be automatically available to visual artists at 


the moment an artist fixes a creative expression in a tangible form. Statutory  


remedies are the only viable method by which an artist can enforce and defend 


their property right. The substantial deterrent of automatic statutory remedies will 


have a significant effect on the rampant piracy and unauthorized use suffered by 


American visual artists.  


 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic 


artists, and/or illustrators? 


 


It is self-evident that is fundamentally unreasonable to require registration for 


visual artists as a prerequisite to statutory remedies. Without theses remedies,  


including attorney fees, costs recovery and injunctive relief, visual artists cannot 


adequately enforce their rights. 


 


Most visual artists create exponentially more works than any other genre of creator. And 


although there is a commendable, special group registration solution for photographers, 


non-photographer visual artists need to be especially vigilant when using the group 


registration system. If the illustrator or fine artist registers a group of works labeled as a 


“collection” or a “compilation” the artist risks a limitation of a single grant of statutory 


remedies for the group, or a fractional grant of statutory remedies for an infringed image 


within the group. 


 


Most artists would reasonably assume that they have “perfected” their copyright by 


timely registration within three months of publication, and have therefore secured 


statutory protections for the lifetime of the copyright. Few know that the Copyright 


Office does not retain most visual art deposits after ten years, and has discarded millions 


of visual art registration deposits.  


 


Even fewer artists know that the already unaffordable $55.00 cost to register a work only 


secures retention of the visual art image record for 10 years, and if the artist wishes to full 


term retention of a published copyright deposit in the Copyright Office for the life of the  
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copyright, the artist must pay an additional $540.00. This means the real cost of a 


“perfected” visual art copyright registration is $595.00 per image. 


 


Registration for visual artists is too burdensome, unrealistic, costly and fraught with 


potentially fatal technicalities of which many artists are unaware. The Copyright Office 


has long known that most visual artists are unable to afford the time and expense to 


register all their works. The 1976 Copyright Act was revised in part to try to prevent the 


loss of rights to American creators by removing burdensome formalities that caused the 


forfeiture of rights.  


 


Because of this, the true spirit of the Berne Convention prohibition on formalities 


should be honored for U.S. visual artists.  


 


I realize this stands in stark contrast to current policies being pushed that would limit or 


remove artists’ remedies. Such policies favor infringers and not artists, and favor the 


extinguishment of professional authorship for the protection of infringers. 


 


I no longer know the cost of overdue library fees, but when I was in college the fee for an 


overdue book (or never returned book) was quite small. It was to encourage you to go 


ahead and be sure to return the book. The penalty wouldn’t become so overwhelming that 


it might cause you to abandon the idea of returning the book. So, it was a minor penalty, 


no matter how overdue, until it was time to register for the next semester when you could 


not re-enroll unless you returned the book or paid for its replacement if lost. Because it 


had the dramatic hammer of an effective penalty it worked. 


 


If a thief steals a handful of loose candy from a convenience store the thief is charged  


with shoplifting, a very serious crime. If a thief steals more than a $1,000 of anything it is  


a felony. Steal $30, $3,000 or $30,000 worth of art usage and the only penalty is on the 


artist, unless statutory remedies are automatic. 


 


 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make 


legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
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I have never personally experienced a challenge or frustration in making legal use of 


other visual art. As a professional illustrator I only use other visual art for inspiration, or  


under the doctrine of fair use, or I secure a license from a stock house to incorporate 


backgrounds or other textures. I shoot my own reference photography. I do not 


appropriate other creators’ works and I do not “remix,” “sample” or “mash-up” other 


creators’ protected works. 
 


 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 


graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


  


The overdue implementation of the resale royalty, and the designation of that royalty 


as inalienable would certainly make this list. American illustrators wholly support the 


implementation of the resale royalty and filed a detailed report with the Copyright Office 


in 2012.  


 


The legislative implementation of the federal resale royalty has been in abeyance since 


the U.S. joined Berne in 1983, and that has resulted in a generation of resale royalties lost 


to artists and their heirs in the U.S. and around the world. 


 


It is hard to reconcile this loss with the goals of the Copyright Act. The sale of American 


illustration paintings and drawings is an emerging market attracting sophisticated 


collectors worldwide, and these rights owners deserve to participate in the wealth they  


have created. I have observed first hand the sale of many illustration works I remember 


being created and published by my mentors and peers, including this one where the 


National Geographic Society auctioned part of its 11.5 million image archive at Christie’s 


in New York. 


 


In the case of illustrators, painters and photographers, in many instances the original art 


was never sold by the artist, but passed into the hands of publishers, advertisers and 


others through the production process.  
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American illustration is evocative of a unique type of American artistry and personal 


expression. As more publishing archives are mined for illustrators’ original works of art, 


the market for published illustration originals will continue to grow. Contemporary 


illustrators today are creating the Americana of tomorrow, and some are experiencing the 


market exchange of the growing value of their original art occurring during their 


lifetimes, and enriching only others. There can be no doubt that the adoption of a federal 


resale royalty regime would further incentivize and protect visual authors. The artists of  


financially productive works would finally share in the equity of the value they have 


created. 


 


I therefore support the Congressman Jerrold Nadler’s American Royalties Too (ART) 


Act of 2015 which calls for the institution of the reciprocal resale royalty in the United 


States, and for the Copyright Office to bring transparency and justice to artists' secondary 


licensing rights. I thank the Copyright Office for recommending this bill to Congress. 


 


Summary 


Each of the exclusive rights conferred by copyright can be subdivided and each divided 


right has a value. We rely on the divisibility of our exclusive rights to earn our livings. 


Any rights not specifically transferred in a license belong to the artist, including rights to 


uses not yet known or invented.  


 


When the use has value, part of that value belongs to the creator; without the creative 


work the market—and the demand—would not exist. Yet, we experience significant 


difficulty enforcing our rights because of the dramatic imbalance between the individual 


creator and giant publishing enterprises and their cronies. In many cases, revenue streams 


that directly belong to visual artists have been wholly diverted to other parties, and artists 


are foreclosed from the exercise and enjoyment of their rights. 


 


No meaningful copyright reform is possible without seeking solutions to this state of 


affairs in the U.S. today. 


 


As Justice Ginsburg wrote in Eldred, 
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“the economic philosophy behind the Copyright Clause . . . is the 


conviction that encouragement of individual effort by personal gain is 


the best way to advance public welfare through the talents of authors and 


inventors. Accordingly, copyright law celebrates the profit motive, 


recognizing that the incentive to profit from the exploitation of copyrights 


will redound to the public benefit by resulting in the proliferation of 


knowledge . . .” 


 


 


It is my sincere hope that this Copyright Office will take care to firstly cause no harm to 


visual artists. Secondly, that the Copyright Office will proactively work with visual artists 


to craft policy to protect visual authors and their exclusive rights, and support a 


sustainable environment for professional authorship.  


 


Thank you for issuing the first Notice of Inquiry dedicated to examining copyright and 


visual artists.  


 


Respectfully submitted, 


 


 
Cynthia Turner, Certified Medical Illustrator 
Alexander & Turner Inc. Medical Illustration Studio 
 
Biography:  


Cynthia Turner is a certified medical illustrator and a Fellow of the Association of Medical 
Illustrators. She is an adjunct assistant professor of Biomedical Visualization at University of 
Illinois at Chicago. She is a founding board member of the Illustrators’ Partnership of America 
and a co-founder of the American Society of Illustrators Partnership. 
 
Cynthia has been successfully self-employed for 30 years. Her work has been published 
throughout the world in biomedical and scientific trade journals, at medical exhibitions and 
conferences, as well as consumer journals, textbooks and children’s books. Her work focuses on 
pathophysiology and drug mechanisms of action for pharmaceutical and biotech research for their 
investor and advertising markets. 
 
Her work was selected for inclusion in the juried Art of Medicine exhibition, New York, NY and 
the juried Dream Anatomy exhibition at the National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD. Johnson 
& Johnson honored her with a one-man show of The Medical Art of Cynthia Turner. She exhibited 
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at the University de Andres Bello Art Gallery and the U.S. Embassy in Santiago, Chile and those 
works were later included in the permanent collection of the Universidad Andres Bello Medical 
School. She was selected for inclusion in juried exhibition at the 2011 TEDMED Conference, and 
selected for inclusion at the ASCB Exhibition held at the 2013 American Society for Cell Biology 
Meeting, New Orleans, LA, December 2013. 


 
Cynthia is the recipient of numerous illustration awards including twice bestowed the prestigious 
Ralph Sweet Member’s Choice Best of Show award from the Association of Medical Illustrators. 
She was a 2009 and a 2014 Illustration Finalist in the annual International Science & Engineering 
Visualization Challenge sponsored by the journal Science and the National Science Foundation. 
She won the Gold Award, Editorial Cover for Geriatrics Journal from Advanstar 
Communications; and the Grand Aesculapius Award for the highest-scoring ad by doctors’ choice, 
from Modern Medicine Journal. Her illustrations have been showcased in Medical Advertising 
News and profiled in Medical Marketing & Media, and also PM360 (Product Management 360) 
2012 Greatest Creators.  
 
Recently, Cynthia was the Artist-in-Residence for Varian Surgical Sciences for four years, 
producing several 3' x 4’ limited edition prints for Varian’s Take a Closer Look campaign, 
highlighting Varian’s role in advancing Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapies (SBRT) for  
cancer treatment of previously inoperable cancers.  


 








Please stop the change to copyright laws, it'll harm all artist and what they do for a living and hurt all their works.
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Dear Copyright Office, Members of Congress, and all persons concerned in the preservation 
of US copyright:  
 
 
 
I am an artist an art teacher and consultant in four elementary schools in San Diego. 
 
I write curriculum for art lessons that are taught to elementary school age children by 
volunteers. I am hired by the individual school for the creativity and uniqueness of the 
process I have developed. Each new art lesson requires a minimum of 30 hours of research 
and development. The thought that I would readily give this away without copyright 
protection is alarming. 
 
I have been writing and developing my program for 25 years. Keeping my lessons unique 
and for use with my art program is how I earn my livelihood. I am paid for this hard work 
and I feel the materials I develop belong to me.  Lessons I developed a decade ago are still 
being used in my art program.  
 
This is of deep concern. I would like to quote a fellow artist, Eric Shanower, who has stated 
the case for protection perfectly: 


 “Current copyright law fundamentally protects my ownership and control of my works.  The 
idea that the law might be changed to endanger my ownership of my product is troubling, 
to say the least. It would be like stealing my earning ability. The idea that I would no longer 
be able to benefit from my own labor seems contrary to the ideas and ideals of the United 
States of America.  The concepts of Orphan Works and Mass Digitalization currently being 
considered for adoption into US law would endanger and inhibit my ability to continue 
making a living as an artist. I strongly object to the idea of someone else using my work for 
monetary gain without my consent or knowledge. It is vital to my business that I 
continue to be able to choose how and by whom my property is used.”  
 
Sincerely, 


 
Kathleen Kane-Murrell 


5021 September Street, San Diego, CA 92110 


fineartists@email.com 


 








	  Letter	  of	  Concern	  
To	  the	  United	  States	  Copyright	  Office	  


On	  the	  2015	  Orphan	  Works	  and	  Mass	  Digitization	  Project	  
7-‐5-‐2015	  


	  
Fellow	  Americans,	  
	  
My	  name	  is	  Jeff	  Laclede,	  and	  I	  am	  an	  artist.	  I	  am	  not	  widely	  known,	  not	  particularly	  
seasoned,	  and	  not	  on	  my	  way	  to	  becoming	  rich.	  I	  began	  making	  art	  as	  a	  child,	  got	  
reasonably	  good	  at	  it,	  graduated	  college	  with	  a	  degree	  in	  it,	  and	  started	  earning	  
income	  from	  art	  commissions	  in	  2012.	  It’s	  small	  money,	  and	  maybe	  inconsequential	  
to	  the	  issues	  on	  your	  desks	  today,	  but	  it	  is	  how	  I	  pay	  bills	  and	  buy	  groceries.	  It’s	  how	  
I	  get	  by,	  and	  it’s	  a	  part	  of	  who	  I	  am.	  	  
	  
I	  was	  recently	  made	  aware	  of	  the	  Orphan	  Works	  legislation	  being	  considered	  for	  the	  
coming	  copyright	  reform	  law.	  While	  I	  will	  be	  the	  first	  to	  say	  that	  our	  current	  
copyright	  law	  is	  porous	  and	  difficult,	  I	  must	  warn	  you	  about	  the	  prospects	  of	  the	  
Orphan	  Works	  system.	  I	  will	  try	  to	  be	  as	  frank	  as	  I	  can	  -‐	  this	  system	  is	  dangerous.	  
	  
“Orphaning	  works”	  expresses	  the	  critical,	  incorrect	  idea	  that	  the	  creation	  is	  more	  
valuable	  than	  the	  creator.	  Under	  an	  Orphan	  Works	  law,	  more	  concern	  is	  given	  to	  
material	  issues	  -‐	  what	  the	  creation	  will	  be	  used	  for,	  how	  it	  can	  be	  changed,	  and	  by	  
whom	  -‐	  rather	  than	  who	  rightly	  owns	  it.	  Removing	  their	  right	  of	  exclusive	  control,	  
and	  allowing	  others	  to	  infringe	  and	  derive	  at	  the	  first	  opportunity,	  leaves	  the	  creator	  
powerless	  and	  adrift.	  This	  makes	  an	  orphaned	  work	  a	  prize	  catch	  for	  someone	  else	  
to	  claim	  –	  because	  an	  orphaned	  work	  is	  not	  adequately	  defended,	  there	  is	  nothing	  to	  
stop	  its	  reuse	  by	  others.	  The	  creator	  has	  no	  say,	  and	  receives	  no	  compensation.	  This	  
is	  ideal	  for	  copycats,	  moochers,	  and	  unprincipled	  companies	  who	  want	  to	  acquire	  
intellectual	  property	  without	  the	  effort	  of	  developing	  it	  themselves.	  This	  is	  an	  
abusive	  system,	  and	  it	  is	  very	  dangerous	  for	  small-‐time	  businesses	  and	  self-‐
employed	  artists.	  It’s	  also	  greatly	  discouraging	  to	  the	  creation	  of	  new	  ideas	  at	  large,	  
since	  there	  would	  be	  little	  point	  in	  being	  creative	  if	  someone	  else	  could	  easily	  leap	  
up	  and,	  legally,	  claim	  whatever	  you	  made	  as	  their	  own.	  
	  
The	  idea	  of	  registering	  work,	  though	  I’m	  sure	  it	  was	  meant	  well,	  will	  not	  be	  enough.	  
The	  legal	  process	  for	  it	  will	  no	  doubt	  be	  slow	  and	  not	  immediately	  functional	  –	  but	  
work	  made	  today,	  in	  the	  age	  of	  the	  Internet,	  can	  already	  be	  taken	  and	  rebranded	  in	  
seconds.	  Profit	  can	  be	  made	  from	  stolen	  work	  the	  minute	  it	  is	  found	  online,	  and	  the	  
creator	  may	  never	  be	  able	  to	  do	  anything	  to	  stop	  it.	  That	  is	  unacceptable.	  	  
	  
To	  keep	  my	  current	  state	  of	  living	  under	  this	  new	  law,	  I	  would	  have	  to	  clear	  
everything	  I	  ever	  make	  (or	  made!)	  with	  a	  registry.	  Else,	  I	  would	  have	  to	  accept	  that	  
someone	  –	  a	  company,	  a	  rival,	  or	  a	  simple	  moocher,	  was	  going	  to	  make	  money	  off	  
my	  work	  without	  my	  consent.	  As	  an	  individual	  and	  as	  an	  American	  citizen,	  I	  would	  
never	  accept	  that,	  but	  I	  wouldn’t	  be	  able	  to	  do	  anything	  about	  it.	  The	  law	  would	  not	  







be	  concerned	  with	  my	  right	  to	  the	  work,	  but	  concerned	  with	  the	  profitability	  of	  the	  
work	  –	  when,	  by	  whom,	  and	  how	  easily	  it	  can	  be	  taken	  from	  me.	  
	  
To	  infringe	  on	  a	  creative	  work	  is,	  by	  its	  very	  nature,	  to	  deny	  its	  creator	  what	  they	  
rightly	  deserve	  –	  money,	  exposure,	  credit,	  and	  more.	  The	  simple	  act	  of	  creation	  
should	  not	  start	  an	  open	  season	  on	  someone’s	  intellectual	  property.	  Placing	  your	  
images	  on	  the	  Internet	  should	  not	  mean	  that	  you	  relinquish	  rights	  to	  them.	  
Creativity	  is	  for	  everyone	  to	  enjoy,	  this	  is	  true	  –	  but	  a	  creation	  does	  not	  belong	  to	  
whoever	  wants	  to	  use	  it.	  Everyone	  should	  be	  able	  to	  control	  and	  protect	  their	  
creative	  work	  from	  the	  first	  moment	  they	  make	  it,	  fundamentally,	  without	  legal	  
hurdles.	  In	  a	  free	  society	  (and	  in	  capitalism	  itself,	  really)	  artists	  should	  not	  be	  
required	  to	  defend	  their	  work	  from	  every	  copycat	  that	  comes	  by.	  It’s	  not	  just	  a	  
question	  of	  economics;	  it’s	  a	  moral	  of	  the	  craft.	  	  
	  
Please	  consider	  this	  as	  you	  move	  forward	  in	  your	  tasks.	  I	  hope	  you	  will	  make	  the	  
right	  decision	  for	  creators	  and	  consumers	  everywhere.	  	  
	  
With	  respect,	  
	  
Jeff	  Laclede	  








July 17, 2015 
 
Copyright Office Comment/ Orphan Works 
 
 
Dear Copyright Office: 
 
My name is Janis Lillian Lapray.  I am a self taught artist operating under the name Janis 
Lillian.  I have been involved in licensing my artwork and product designs for over 
fifteen years now.   
 
I also have a patented design ( Patent No. 6431606) on an art-related product which I 
have licensed in the hobby and craft and toy industries, and which I have personally 
demonstrated on HGTV and showcased on the Rosie O’Donnell show.   
 
The works that I create are really all that I have as my business inventory. By retaining 
the right to choose who benefits by publishing my art, I make my livelihood.    Copyright 
is just as important to me as my patent.  My portfolio is my paycheck, so to speak, and it 
is currently protected by Copyright laws. What I license is essentially my rights to my 
work, so my copyrights ARE MY PRODUCTS.  Infringing on my work is the same as 
stealing my paycheck or the products off the shelf of my store.   
 
Over the years I have had to hire an attorney several times to protect my patent rights 
from infringing parties and companies.  My Patent has certified my ownership of my 
design.   In the same way, Copyrights allow me to certify what is my artwork, deal with 
infringements and ensure that others stop profiting from my hard work.  Copyrights also 
allow me to protect my works from being placed on sites or products that I think are 
inappropriate or damaging to my reputation.   
 
Publishing my works has been a valuable networking tool for my business.  When my 
artwork images are a success for one company, they grow in value and I have increased 
interest from multiple companies for those images on other types of products, i.e.; what 
looks great as stationery also looks fantastic as giftwrap and hey, it would also make a 
great fabric.  Publishing is a means to expose my images to multiple industries, increase 
the value and keep me “employed” as a freelance artist.   
 
I am not in support in any way of someone else monetizing my work without my 
knowledge of consent.  Please do not change the Copyright laws in any way to allow that 
to happen. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Janis Lillian Lapray 
 
 
 







 
 








Juan Gomez - 4554 W. Parker – Chicago IL, 60639 
 
 
 
July 21, 2015 
 
 
U.S. Copyright 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 
 
I am a Multimedia Artist, I’ve been working professionally for over 
27 years. I studied at Columbia College and Illinois Institute of Art. 
 
The Copyright Bill that is coming up for a vote if it passes will be 
stealing money from out my pocket that I earn with what I create. 
Infringing on my designs with out my permission and no 
compensation is criminal. 
 
What I create becomes part of my business, it’s my voice, it’s my 
signature, it’s unique, it’s me. I take extreme pride in my craft for 
someone to come along to take it do what they want with it and 
deny me my right, my credit, my future. 
 
Copyrights allow me to certify it is my work, deal with people who 
steal it, get them to stop profiting from it , and keeps it off products 
and sites that I think are inappropriate and damage my reputation. 
 
I in no way welcome someone else monetizing my work without 
my knowledge or consent. Would you? 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Juan Gomez 
 
 








Good evening. I am twenty-two years old and as it stands I have no job, odds are I will 
never have a job, not because of the economy but because I have a mental disorder 
known as social anxiety disorder. My disorder makes it difficult to interact with others, I 
become anxious and over think everything, I can not judge how others feel about my 
actions so I tend to assume they think the worst of me. These thoughts will continue long 
after the interaction and usually cause me to be overcome with embarrassment, guilt, and 
anxiety for weeks, months, or years at a time. When put in a social work environment 
these thoughts and feelings can pile up until I have what is known as a panic attack.  
 
It is because of my disorder that I have decided to become an online artist. After school I 
plan to draw commissions online for others for money or even sell my art; I want to be 
able to choose who I work for and what I draw. The Next Great Copyright Act will make 
it difficult, if not impossible, for me to do this though. There will be people who take my 
work without my knowledge and try to sell it themselves, they will claim that it is theirs 
and I will not be able to do anything about it. I will not be able to make money drawing 
freely, I will not be able to share my art with others without having to worry about a 
corporation or anyone else from taking it and using it for themselves.  
 
My work, the work I put my heart and hours of my life into making, will no longer be 
mine. Just because it is on the internet does not make it any less mine. Just because I use 
the internet to spread my work does not mean that anyone can take it. And I am not the 
only person who this act threatens; there are many other artists out there who post their 
work to the internet everyday, artists who are trying to make a living by selling their 
works, who post their work to inspire and entertain others. If this act passes then not just 
me, but all of us, will be hurt by it.  
 
Our works do not belong to the public or anyone else, they belong to us, and how they 
are used should be up to us and us alone. For some it is the only way they can get money, 
the only way they can bring attention to an issue, the only way they can express 
themselves. Please think carefully about just who is being effected by this act, please do 
not let it pass for me and people like me. Thank you. 








July 20, 2015 
 
New York, NY 10040 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
My name is Jeannette Marie Smith and I’m the creator of Good Hair Cards. Current 
copyright laws are the only way I can protect my work and leave a future legacy for my 
grandchildren. Please create a policy that protects all artists especially from rampant 
piracy and Big Corporations 
Sincerely, 
JMS 








You cannot agree to this law.  Artists have enough trouble protecting our work in this digital world.  PLEASE, do not 
make it any harder!


Respectively,


Jennifer Sieck
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		Jen Sieck.txt








As an artist, I feel that my work should be automatically copyrighted and no one should 
be able to copy my work without my permission.   
Artists work long hours on their work and it should be respected and protected. 
 








Janis Haviland                                                                                                                                  July 7, 2015 


120 8th St. S.E.  


Auburn, WA 98002 


253-939-5041 


 


To Whom It May Concern, 


Pease respect the work that visual artists do in creating their paintings, drawings, and photographic 
images. Some people depend on selling these as their only income. I was a signpainter for many years 
and had to get written permission to copy logos and illustrations painted by hand. If something is 
copyrighted please don’t take away our Copyright rights. 


Janis Haviland 








Dear Sir/Madam: 
 
 
I am and have been a professional artist and illustrator for 
the past thirty years. My art and my illustrations are the 
products that I license to my clients. Copyright law is what 
allows me to re-sell my images even after they are published 
under a licensing agreement, as long as I do not violate that 
agreement. Without this protection, anyone could steal my 
work once it is published anywhere and I would not be able 
to do anything about it. Making an image public under a 
private agreement does not mean it can be used by others 
without paying for it. Existing copyright law gives me the right 
to permit the use of my work multiple times in return for a 
fee. Thus I can always sell from my inventory of images. The 
proposed revamping of existing copyright law would erode 
these rights and in all likelihood substantially reduce my 
income (which is not great to begin with). I urge you not to 
put this new law in place. 
Sincerely, 
Karen Chandler 
 








To members of Congress:


I have been a professional artist since the mid 1960’s. Retaining copyright to my work 
has been, and continues to be very important to me. The images I make provide my 
livelihood. Without automatic ownership of those images, my income would be seriously 
affected.


When I “publish” my images on my website, for example, I see those as advertising the 
original product: the paintings. If others are given permission to use those images, or 
alter them for their own uses, I could lose a good portion of my income stream.


I work very hard, 7 days a week, to produce my work. I have no intention of giving that 
work away.


Please do not take any action on copyright law that would diminish my ownership of the 
work, and the reputation that I have built over many years.


Please be fair to me, and other visual artists who work hard, for not all that much 
remuneration. And let us keep the rights to our work.


Thank you.


Jay Zerbe








Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
US Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave SE 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante & US Copyright Office Staff: 
 
I have been a practicing artist for 38 years. Here is a brief overview of my credentials: 
Education 
 1977, BFA in Illustration from Philadelphia College of Art, Philadelphia PA 
 1985. MFA in Medical Art from Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY 
Work Experience 
 1977-present, freelance artist 
 1984-1987, Instructor at University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA 
 1987-1997, Scientific Illustrator at the Natl. Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian 
Inst., Washington DC 
 1997-2013, Professor of Fine Arts, Indiana Univ South Bend, South Bend, Indiana 
My work appears in numerous publications, including children's educational textbooks, 
college science textbooks, and medical publications (books and journals). I work as an 
illustrator, designer and fine artist.  
 
The copyright law affects me directly, as I depend on being paid fairly for the use of my 
work. I depend on this for my livelihood, and so do many of the students I've taught 
throughout the years. It is important to me that I remain able to determine voluntarily how 
and by whom my work is used. My work does not lose value upon publication. Any of my 
work, past and present, becomes a part of my business inventory, and in this digital age, 
inventory is as important as ever. 
 
I ask that the US Copyright Office needs to take the needs of visual artists and the Art 
Licensing community into consideration when drafting this new legislation. I hope these 
new laws will protect my future as a professional artist. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Karen Ackoff 
Illustrator, Designer and Fine Artist 
Professor Emerita, Indiana Univ South Bend 
5801 Campbell St 
Valparaiso, IN 46385 
Ph: 574-210-6543 








Jake Joslyn - www.jakejoslyn.com!
563.271.2202 || jj@joslyns.com || 4133 Oak Street Kansas City, MO 64111!!
July 20, 2015!!
U.S. Copyright!
Orphan Works!!
Dear U.S. Copyright Office,!!
Briefly, I am a Freelance Illustrator and Graphic designer with 5+ years of experience in the 
field. I attended the Kansas City Art Institute and studied Illustration.!!
Copyright is an essential asset to me as a freelancer and commodified my valuable time and 
effort. Infringement of my work is not just an act of stealing images I have created, but stealing 
money from my pocket. !!
I work hard to rally in clients, create exemplary works of art and maintain a particular image on 
the internet. These efforts are met with a decent pay that barely supports me as is and the 
stability of this system I have is completely on the backbone of Copyright laws. I can choose 
who can use my work under what circumstances and for what duration at a fee that is fair both 
to me and the publisher. Without this, I would have to pull back the reigns on my internet 
presence (where much of my commissions come from) for fear of my work being stolen and 
used without my consent.!!
If the work of artists as a whole is released to being essentially public domain, the value of 
works of commercial (and frankly fine) art would artificially plummet. No longer would a 
company need to seek out the artist and pay them a fair fee or shop around for an artist that 
was more in their price range. Companies would be able to skim the best of the best for no fee, 
diminishing the incentive for artists to create excellent craft and making an already challenging 
field unnecessarily more challenging.!!
Through Copyright I am able to keep my work and my time as an investment in myself, 
continuing to build a sensible business model. Without those protections, my work and my time 
may invest in people I don’t know and who have no concern whatsoever for my well being.!!
For these reasons, I cannot and will not support the diminishing of the protections I receive 
through Copyright. It’s not just a simple right, it’s my entire livelihood at stake.!!
Sincerely,!!
Jake Joslyn



http://www.jakejoslyn.com

mailto:jj@joslyns.com






Copyright Office 


I am very concerned about artists having to subject their creations to being copied in the open market.  
It seems to me that the Copyright Office is condoning, nay encouraging, plagiarism.  If a musician creates 
a piece, it is protected voraciously.  Artists have a lot of honest competition already to try to appeal to 
the public or businesses to buy their designs or paintings.  Now we do the grunt work and use our 
creativity only to have someone waltz in and make the profits.  For the past 50 years, I have personally 
spent my time and my money to take 3 - 5 day workshops, read trade magazines and books, and take 
private lessons to improve my talents and now someone who has none of that background or talent can 
just STEAL IT at will.  Does that make any sense or seem at all FAIR to any of you.  If you were the person 
who came up with a brilliant idea or invention (like Edison, Bell, or Einstein, for instance), and then 
someone who has little knowledge of what it takes to create anything gets the credit for it. 


REALLY?????????   


Common Sense dictates that you cannot justify what you are aspiring to do with this New Law. 


Please consider what this New Law will do to destroy creativity in our land of supposed Liberty. 


I am praying that you will not let this go forward. 


Thanks for letting me voice my opinion.   


I am, sincerely,  


Kathy Miller Stone 


 








This law that you are considering is extremely unjust for creative 
individuals and very much another big business perk.  Why should 
companies like google, facebook and others have the right to use and 
manipulate the creative works of individuals?  You are putting an 
unreasonable burden on artists and it must stop. 








•I am an artist. I have been an artist for 24 years – professionally for 13.
I have a Bachelor's Degree in Fine Arts with a Concentration in Digital Art which I 
received from the Metropolitan State University of Denver in 2013. I have work 
published in the form of Children's Books, print trade publications and Board Games, 
among others.


•I work in the fields of illustration, concept art, graphic design, and fine art.


•Each of those fields is based on a business model that has at its core the default 
principle that any work I create is my own copyrighted property. When I create a work, 
I then license the permission to utilize that copyright for a specific purpose to my 
clients. The visual works that I create are, in essence the resources of my company 
which I in turn allocate to build revenue. Infringing upon my visual media is literally 
analogous to theft of my money and business resources.


•Given that my visual works are my own company's resources it is imperative that I and
only I have the power to decide to whom they are licenses and for what compensation. 


•My visual works are an evergreen product – they may be licensed many times for many
uses by different clients, they do not become valueless after they are published. Every 
piece I create is added to an inventory of works which create a revenue stream that I 
can tap into whenever I license the product to a new client. 


In a digital era, it is very easy to create a duplication or facsimile of a visual work, which
means that the inventory of visual creators needs to be protected to prevent the 
deterioration of their business model. It is therefore imperative that their rights to 
control their own work is protected.


-Kenneth J Kokoszka


•Ken Kokoszka Illustration








This is to add my voice as an American artist and writer to the strenuous objections of the 
creative and artistic community about the proposed changes to the Copyright Law and the 
intended revival of the dire and onerous Orphaned Works legislation.  To replace the existing 
means of copyright protection with this legislation will create an untenable situation for artists in 
all fields, not only in the United States but likely abroad.  Under the existing laws, all creations 
are protected from the moment of creation and are assumed to be the property of the creator 
unless said creator licenses or sells the rights, or any part thereof.  This has been a simple and 
effective system, which has enabled creative people to work without the undue burden of 
protecting their work and has in fact enabled creativity in all fields to flourish.  Under the 
Orphaned Works system, such freedom will not exist, as creative people will spend their time 
not practicing their craft or engaging in their vital works, but rather collating everything they have 
ever created retroactively to list all their work with private, for-profit registries that will charge 
creative people whatever exorbitant price they see fit for the service.  This will create an 
insurmountable burden of both time and--most insurmountably--money that will stifle the very 
creativity that copyright laws are meant to protect.  In their blind pursuit of maximum profits, 
these registries, whose motives are purely mercenary and not concerned with the health and 
well-being of creative expression at all--will render artists in all fields unable to work and unable 
to make any kind of living at what they do.  Along with what I am sure must be many thousands 
of other practitioners of creative endeavors, I urge you to keep the Copyright Laws exactly as 
they are in their present form, under the auspices of the government Copyright Office where 
they belong, and allow the creative men and women who make our culture richer in ways 
surpassing money alone to continue their necessary work in the way that they need. 








To Whom this may Concern:  
 
I am an aspiring artist. I wish to eventually work as a freelance artist for most, if 


not all, of my wages. Yet, if this bill is passed, I would not be able to achieve that 
dream, and there would be far less of a chance to make a livable wage achieving a 
goal that I have dedicated years of my life to achieve.  


 
This bill would put my dreams and goals in between a rock and a hard place. 


It’s important to me that I determine how and by whom my work is used.  
 
I have a few personal pieces floating around out there on the internet…pieces 


that are not fan art by any means. If what this bill suggests is true, someone can 
utilize my work without paying me, as my work is considered an “orphan work” 
and therefore free for anyone to use. How is that fair to me as the creator?  


 
I strongly reject the idea of the bill. It’s not fair to professional artists, and it 


certainly isn’t fair to the aspirations, goals, and dreams of hobbyists that would one 
day like to become a professional artist.  


 
Thank you for reading,  
 
Jacob Anderson 








Copyright of Visual Art 
 
I am a visual artist for whom copyright protection is important for current and 
furture works. My income from art is based on selling original art as well as archival 
reproductions of that art. In addition, I produce series of works that evolve over 
time, with imagery from earlier works changed into new, related works over time. It 
is important that my artworks are not copied without my permission, as it impacts 
my future income. In addition, certain illustrations are incorporated into written 
works, which are updated from time to time. The illustrations must remain in my 
control to maintain credibility and validity of the associated writing. 








Dear US Copy Right Office, 


I’m a hobby artist from the UK which uses a website called DeviantArt among other sites to upload 
my art. Whilst I am not a professional artist or from America and so will not be strongly affected by 
these changes I do know many people who will be effected by this change.  


Major changes which I feel would be detrimental to artists all over the world would be that it would 
"privilege" the public's right to use any artists work and also would "orphan" unregistered work. This 
would mean that any random person for example say on the website eBay could sell posters of art 
that isn’t theirs with no problem. The artist could at the time make them close the account or at 
least stop selling the poster but with the new law, the seller on ebay could earn money with the 
artist’s work or with any other artist’s work with no consequences. 


All this being said even if I’m a hobbyist, I would not welcome someone else utilising my work for 
their own profit without my own knowledge or consent and so as I know people who will be affected 
by this I urge you not to change the laws. 


Sincerely,  


Jasmine Wynter 








Kayla Wolden 
 
 
Dear Copyright Office, 
 
 I'm sure you have already received many letters regarding your Notice of Inquiry on Copyright 
Protection for Certain Visual Works, but this is an important enough topic to me personally that I had to 
submit my thoughts. 
 
 I am a young self-employed artist who is only just beginning in her career. I've been making art 
for years, but now that I am out of school and needing to earn a living, I am counting on my art to keep 
me afloat. I suffer from a myriad of chronic health problems that prevent me from being able to drive a 
car or handle a regular nine-to-five job, and so my art is my best, and possibly only, chance of making a 
decent future for myself, and is also my only source of income. My earnings from commissions are 
slim, as I am still mostly unknown as an artist and it can take years to build up enough of a 
following/fan-base to have a steady income. 
 
 I rely on our copyright laws to protect my work from art thieves, which are much too common 
on the internet. As a young artist, I feel safe knowing that if somebody steals my art or claims it as their 
own, it is, in fact, illegal, and I can confront the thief directly and demand that they remove the stolen 
work or otherwise take down the object in violation of copyright law. If they refuse to comply, I know 
that I can pursue legal help if necessary. I feel safe knowing that every piece of art I make, whether it 
be a pencil sketch or digital illustration, is protected under copyright law without me having to take any 
extra precautions. 
 
 If these laws changed or were replaced, I could be completely out of work. Experienced artists 
who have been in the business for many years are already receiving a steady income from earnings of 
past works and published illustrations, but if things change, my art career will be buried as it's only just 
starting to grow. I simply can't afford to do any kind of “registering” of my art before posting online for 
my viewers, and I absolutely dread the thought that a piece of custom art I made for a specific customer 
could just be snatched up, used, possibly modified and sold by a stranger without any consequences. 
 
 If these changes go through, art theft will be legal. People all over are already committing art 
theft crimes, either because they don't know any better, don't care, or just want to earn a profit off of 
something that isn't theirs, and they often get away with it despite the laws in place. We should be 
fighting to enforce the copyright laws we already have, rather than getting rid of artists' rights 
altogether and allowing others to get away with using an artist's work without their permission, and for 
profit! 
 
 There are thousands of artists out there who would be negatively affected by these changes, and 
I'm sure you've already heard from many of them. Please, don't take away our rights to our work. 
Earning a living is already unbelievably difficult and unpredictable for artists, and copyright laws are 
the only things keeping our work protected. If everyone was allowed to snag whatever piece of art they 
wanted to use for themselves, artists would be out of work. 
 
 Thank you for your time. 
 
  - Kayla Wolden 








Hello, 


I am really concern of the new changes of the 
copyright law, this is not a very good idea 
because there would be so much trouble for 
artists who put their artwork out there in the 
internet. Including throughout the communities 
who create original concepts and illustrations 
have inspired everyone out there who thinks they 
can create something better is truly amazing and 
for a law that restricts the creative minds who are 
willing to inspire others is a darn shame, for 
something that you can’t show your dedication 
like fan-art which shows that you like whatever 
you are interested but yet you are deciding to get 
rid of a piece of art that was created from a less 
known person who put their blood, sweat, and 
tears on artwork that they made on their own, 
what a shame so if you know what I’m saying the    
please for the love of god don’t do it. 


Sincerely, concern citizen  







  








       Jody F. Sjogren, M.S., CMI, ASAA 


       Medical Illustrator, Aviation Artist 
       Metamorphosis Studios, Inc. 


       Columbus, OH 43212 


        


       July 22, 2014 


 


Library of Congress 


U.S. Copyright Office 


 


RE: Docket #2015-01, Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 


 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the potential serious impact of the proposed 
copyright reform measures on my survival as a professional illustrator and fine artist. 
 
Briefly, my educational background includes seven years of higher education culminating in a 
Master of Science in Medical Illustration degree (the terminal degree in this field).  My 
undergraduate years were spent in premedical sciences and graphic art/illustration training.  
Graduate courses included medical gross anatomy, neuroanatomy, pathology, histology, surgical 
observation and drawing, and a host of courses related to the dual pursuits of medical knowledge 
and artistic rendering of medical and surgical subjects.   
 
Following graduation from the master’s degree program at the Medical College of Georgia, I 
spent a year and a half working in a medical communications department at a major university.  
In 1981, I established an independent illustration studio, deriving my professional income from 
the creation and licensing of my medical artwork. My clients have included medical and dental 
product companies, pharmaceutical firms, hospitals, law offices, medical magazines, medical 
textbook publishers, private physicians, and biomedical research professionals. I am a Certified 
Medical Illustrator, and a past Secretary and past member of the Board of Governors of the 
Association of Medical Illustrators. 
 
Additionally, I am an Artist Fellow of the American Society of Aviation Artists, having served 
the organization as its secretary for six years.  The designation “Artist Fellow” is granted to 
artists who make their living in significant measure from the creation and sale of aviation art.  
Since the publication of my first limited edition aviation art print in 1983, my aviation artwork 
has been distributed nationally and internationally through my own studio, and through galleries 
and dealers both in the United States and Canada.  I currently have ten limited edition prints 
published and registered with the U.S. Copyright Office, four of which are sold out and available 
only on the secondary market. More than 9000 of my limited edition prints have been sold.  My 
prints are displayed in corporate offices, private collections, airports, military bases, and public 
buildings worldwide.  Among my clients and collectors are personnel from NASA, Lockheed 
Martin, McDonnell Douglas, General Dynamics, Air/Ground Equipment Supply, and the 
Gorman-Rupp Company.  I have donated two paintings to the Air Force Art Collection, as well 
as several framed works (original and print) to the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Air Force Charity 
functions.    
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I continue to derive my professional income from the sale of limited edition prints and licensing 
fees for my illustration work.  For more than 35 years, I have relied on the integrity of the 
Copyright Act of 1976, and have been privileged to work during the decades when this law has 
been in effect.  It is the basis for the contracts into which I enter with clients seeking to use my 
commercial (medical) artwork as content for their textbooks, websites, advertising materials, 
electronic publications, and more.  Under this copyright law, I am able to construct mutually 
beneficial licensing agreements between myself and my clients.   
 
The Copyright Act of 1976 is also foundational to the business of fine art limited edition prints, 
and this business has supplied a major part of my income for the past 32 years.  The essence of 
“limited edition” – meaning that only a limited number of reproductions of a work of art are 
made – is that the scarcity of those reproductions gives them their monetary value, not only at the 
time of release of the edition, but later when the edition is “sold out” from the original publisher.  
In many instances, my prints have demonstrated higher value on the secondary market after “sell 
out.”  This value is predicated on a system that assumes 1) that I own copyright to the artwork, 
and 2) that I can guarantee that this is the only print reproduction of the artwork that will be 
made.  The specifics of copyright ownership and print edition information are spelled out in my 
Print Certificate which accompanies each limited edition print, and the customer purchases the 
artwork in good faith that these claims are true.  Under current law, if some unscrupulous entity 
engages in an unauthorized reproduction of one of my artworks and attempts to market and profit 
from that activity, the Copyright Act of 1976 makes that illegal and provides recourse for me, the 
artist, to stop that infringement.  This protects the collectors of my artwork and their investment, 
and it provides some guarantee that I will be compensated for my creative effort. 
 
And this brings me to my primary point as I challenge the proposed “reforms” to the current 
copyright law.  The Copyright Act of 1976 was written for one singular, important purpose:  


to protect and encourage creative work.  The law does this by guaranteeing to the creator the 
right to profit from his/her effort, and the right to pursue legal action if his copyright is infringed 
by another party.  Under this well-crafted law, illustrators and fine artists have collectively 
produced an immense body of work over the past four decades.  The creative output has been 
massive, and the benefits to our culture have been enormous.    
 
It baffles me that you would seek to jettison the system that has worked so well for decades.  The 
proposed legislation – the “Next Great Copyright Act” – would wipe out the legal protection 
afforded by the Copyright Act of 1976 and promote, in effect, the outright THEFT of visual art.  
If this legislation is enacted, all of the current legal protections will effectively be 


eliminated, and visual artists will lose their financial remuneration from their work while having 
to comply with impossible new dictates.  We will lose our constitutional right to control how and 
by whom our work is used.  We will be pressured into registering our work with commercial 
registries, costing us unaffordable time and money (why isn’t the Library of Congress Copyright 
Office sufficient as a “registry” for all this work?  We’ve already spent time and money 
registering our work there for decades!).  Any unregistered “orphan” work will be free for use by 
commercial infringers.  And ultimately we will be robbed of our rightful compensation by some 
lazy opportunist who stocks an internet database with images snagged from our websites, selling 
our work for his profit without compensating us for our creative effort. 
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Under these conditions, what incentive will we have to continue creating?  This overhaul of 
existing copyright law will not stimulate more creativity.  On the contrary, it will drive creative 
people OUT of visual art, because the very basis of their income-producing business will have 
been undermined and destroyed.   
   
For anyone who has never attempted to survive in this world as a freelance artist, it is worth 
sharing at least some insight into the lifestyle.  There are no guarantees in this business, even 
under ideal circumstances.  Non-artists may think that we just dream up our images, that pictures 
appear by magic or happy accident on the canvas, and that our monthly incomes just show up in 
our checking accounts from some electronic sugar daddy.  I can assure you that it is not in any 
way that easy.  We artists get paid only when our artwork goes out the door to a client.  What 
goes into that final product is a tremendous amount of behind-the-scenes effort, both mentally 
and physically.  To bring something into existence that did not previously exist – which is what 
we artists do – is a demanding effort.  In the case of medical and aviation art, which are 
extremely information-intensive in their subject matter, a high level of knowledge is needed, 
often requiring hours of research before a single line is drawn on paper or on the computer 
screen.  The manual dexterity and skill we use in our work takes years to develop.  In addition, 
we bring executive skills to our work, without which we could not organize and run a business or 
negotiate our contracts.  Freelance artists have no “safety net” of a guaranteed salary and 
benefits.  We basically earn our living by our ingenuity, discipline, and hard work. 
 
I provide this insight, not to elicit sympathy for the artist’s plight (because most of us willingly 
choose this career path), but to encourage some respect for the difficulties and challenges faced 
by freelance visual artists, even under the best of circumstances.  In light of this reality, any 
additional blow to our survival – such as this proposed legislation – will discourage and hurt the 
successful artists, and drive the already “starving artists” into extinction.  Is this really what you 
want?    
 
I urge you, with all the experience gained from 35 years as an artist and businessperson, to reject 
the proposed overhaul of constitutional copyright protection for visual art.  Please, for the sake of 
artists currently working in this country, as well as future generations aspiring to careers in visual 
art, do not change the Copyright Law of 1976.  If this “Next Great Copyright Act” goes into 
effect, every talented young artist would be well advised to pursue a different career. 
 
Thank you for your attention and your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Jody F. Sjogren, M.S, CMI, ASAA 
Medical Illustrator and Aviation Artist 
Metamorphosis Studios, Inc. 








Stop this tranvesty! Why should Artists have to pay to register our own works just to protect them and 
our rights from asshole corporations that only want to use them FOR FREE to promote whatever the hell 
they want without paying the original creator of the images? 








Regarding the proposed update to copyright law,


 As a content creator with a combined millions of views, I'm against
 any copyright law update that requires registration with a centralized
 authority.
 
 Copyright should be implicit. If I create something, it belongs to me.
 That would strike anyone as common sense. Despite recent trends, I
 would have to say common sense makes for the most representative laws.


 I am not, however, against shortening copyright's protection.


 An artist should not need to wait until long after his/her influences
 die to build upon their work. 20-30 years should grant a sufficient
 monopoly of exclusivity rights to turn a profit and incentivize more
 creation.


 Finally, if your comment form supports plaintext files ("ASCII text
 file format") it could have just as easily been implemented as a
 <textarea /> HTML element.


 This is an entirely unnecessary hurdle to jump through. Commentary
 on laws that effect everyone should be as painless as possible.


Sincerely yours,
Jonathan Johansen


P.S. I'm unfortunately going off of hear-say, as it seems someone has
'accidentally' altered the permissions of the propositions themselves.
I can not view them, I receive an HTTP 403 "Forbidden" error implying
a deliberate reduction of viewing privileges.
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July 22, 2015


23 Arch Street
Westborough, Massachusetts


01581


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office 101Independence Ave. S.E. Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


To Whom it May Concern:


I am a Boston based freelance illustrator/designer who has worked as a visual artist for over25 year. I work with publishers, manufacturers, 
industries both nationl and international. My clients include Scholastic, Hasbro, William sonoma, Hallmark, American Greetings, to name but a 
few. 


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustra-
tions? As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a living for my family. The resale of my past images is part 
of my day to day way of doing business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces income for me and my family. Any attempt to 
replace our existing copyright laws with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to make a living. Certain 
companies have already begun digitizing my work without my permission or financial compensation. My fellow artists and I are constantly chasing 
down companies that are routinely taking (stealing) our work and profiting from it without our permission and of course, no compensation. Why 
would the government favor corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?
The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even 
worse. Orphan Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared a decade ago. A copyright law built on the 
foundation of orphan works law would allow internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even better 
revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to
compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and compete with us for our own markets.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the 
beginning, like banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater and greater competitive 
advantage over freelance artists such as myself. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In the end, if the government 
succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain our 
images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can't afford to register,  will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of 
images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photographs, graphic art 
works, and/or illustrations?
In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for reference but that is about all.


I thank you for your time and consideration on this matter that directly impacts every single visual artist. I ask you to recommend that visual art be 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act.
Thank you,


Jill Howarth








Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 
 
I am writing to you to urge you to resist the pressure from large internet firms to relax  


copyright laws for unregistered art work. 
 
My name is Jane Levy Campbell.  I have been a professional artist for 35 years, and 


although my work has reached a high level of professional skill, it is already extremely 
difficult to make a living as a working artist. 


  
Many of my paintings take hundreds of hours, months to complete. It would be unfair 


for a company or individual to lift an image of mine off the internet or to photograph it in 
an exhibition and be able to use it to make money selling notecards, calendars, posters, 
etc. with no agreement with me or compensation to me.  In fact, some of these possible 
uses would be in direct competition with my own attempts to market my work as cards, 
etc. 


 
My posting of a work on my own website or social media posting is a necessary part of 


marketing my work these days.  It is not meant to put these images in the public domain.  
There could be a terrible consequence of vastly diminished American creativity and 
inventiveness if copyright laws are weakened. 


 
To be forced to register each and every work with a commercial registry would add 


another layer of time and expense to hard-working and barely profitable endeavors.  And 
the registries, again, an entity that didn’t put in all the hard work and expertise, would 
profit from fees they charge, whether or not the hard-working artist ever makes any 
money from the sale of the work. 


 
Please reconsider the contemplated changes to the copyright laws.  Artists should 


automatically retain copyright to their work unless they specifically sell or sign away 
those rights for any given piece. 


 
Thank you, 
 
Jane Levy Campbell 
 
 
 
 
 
 








Okay, now, I'm not normally one to involve myself with this sort of stuff. But, think about it, do you 
really want to fuck over people who make a living by doing art? And don't pull the 'oh but it's super easy' 
shit, because it's not, drawing makes your wrist's ache and your arms cramp up if you go at it to long, 
and most people whine about it being to expensive like we artists are machines. 


And in making this law official, it's going to make it even easier for us artists to get stolen from by idiots 
who won't take the time to do it themselves, and make it harder for us to get our stuff taken back so 
people know it's rightfully ours. 








To whom it may be of concern,  
 
 Hello. My name is Kris Hayes. I am a young artist who works in the trade of creating art 
by commission. I am currently writing my own novel, as well as planning an original graphic 
novel in the near future. Currently I am under protection by law, so that my works cannot be 
commercially targeted and sold against my will. It has come to my attention that there are to be 
changes made to that law, and that my works will no longer be my own unless commercially 
copyrighted by myself. I believe that this is wrong, as the intellectual property of an artist is 
theirs alone, and it is not there to be preyed upon by the hands of a corporation larger than 
myself. The entire artistic community will be jeopardized and stolen from if it should come to 
pass that intellectual property is no longer under protection of copyright.  I implore that you stop 
this bill from becoming law, as it will mean the end for creative freedom and ownership.  
 
 Sincerely,  
  Kris Hayes 








My name is Jessica Hickman. I am a freelance artist having worked with such companies as 
 
Topps, Lucasfilm, The Walt Disney Company, IDW Publishing, etc. 
 
I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital  
 
environment. 
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing  
 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a  
 
living. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of  
 
doing business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces  
 
income for myself. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws  
 
with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to  
 
make a living.  Why would the government favor  
 
corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work? 
 
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers,  
 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is  
 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan  
 
Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared  
 
a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would  
 
allow internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of  
 
creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger  
 
challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to  
 







compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and  
 
compete with us for our own markets. 
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers,  
 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden  
 
for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like  
 
banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as  
 
they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such  
 
as myself. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In  
 
the end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will  
 
be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain  
 
our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can't  
 
afford to register, or those we can't find the time to register, or those we can't find  
 
decades old metadata to register will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of  
 
images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others. 
 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to  
 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 
In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for  
 
reference but that is about all. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding  
 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
 
The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too  
 







familiar to me. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties  
 
diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly what is going  
 
to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. 
 
To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that  
 
supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the  
 
creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists  
 
organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation  
 
to profit even further off the artists they were created to help. 
 
I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be  
 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new  
 
copyright act. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Jessica Hickman 








Dear copyright people,


Hello. I'm writing to you as a high school student
 who likes to post his/her (because honestly what 
my gender is shouldn't matter to you) work online 
on websites such as tumblr. I write poetry, mostly
, and while I don't know very much about how being
 an author works in the legal sense, I think I kno
w enough to understand that the whole orphan works
 thing wouldn't end very well for my hopes and dre
ams. 
I don't have access to attorneys I can ask questio
ns to, but I've done some research, and I've infer
red that, while, under the current copyright law, 
I would be able to keep people from using my work 
in ways I didn't like and keep them from using it 
to make money without my written permission, under
 the proposed change, I would have to make sure th
at EVERYTHING I put online was easily traceable to
 me, the creator. This would be kind of tedious, a
nd as a very forgetful person, I'm certain that at
 least five percent of my work would slip through 
the cracks.


I've always been sort of skeptical about putting m
y work online for anyone to see, but it's really t
he only way my creations will get any exposure. If
 the proposed change is made, I'd probably end up 
taking down all my work and never posting any more
 of it online. This would affect my growth as a wr
iter, because currently, I get most of my feedback
 from random internet people who read my stuff and
 tell me what they liked and didn't like. It would
 probably close the entire career of authoring to 
me, honestly, because I am not comfortable with th
e idea of people being able to use my work however
 they want with minimal repercussions, and since I
 am more successful with poetry than with full len
gth books, I can see some of my poems being taken 
and used in ebook anthologies that don't give cred
it to any of their authors (There are websites tha
t do this, actually, there was a big stink a littl







e while ago on tumblr about this ebook site that s
tole a bunch of fanfiction from Archive of Our Own
 and sold it to people in ebooks). Since I wouldn'
t be hosting any of my work online at that point, 
a simple google search for some lines of the poem 
would not be enough to locate me, and since I doub
t the people who run those shady ebook websites ke
ep great records, whoever wanted to copyright my p
oetry would be able to say they had made every att
empt to find me. 


This probably wasn't as detailed or coherent as so
me of the letters you guys have gotten, but I felt
 like I should put in my opinion, since this propo
sed change is something that would really affect m
e. I appreciate the chance to give you feedback, s
o thanks for that. I hope you understand the point
s I've made, but if you need me to clarify anythin
g, you can use the email I put in the form to cont
act me. 


Thanks again,
J Stephens, 15 year old poet








To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I strongly oppose the propose change in the the current copyright law.  Greedy 
corporations don’t want to pay for a creator’s work, and again have their Congressional 
lackeys giving them license to steal.  All under the guise of paying a fee to license a 
creator’s work.  I’m a cartoonist/ designer, and since the 1970s I’ve created 28,000 
individual pieces of art  To pay to register even half, 14,000, would at this time be 
prohibitive.  The market for cartoons, as we move from print media to digital is down, 
way down.  My income is only a fraction of what it was before 2000.  
 
In summery, It is wrong, criminal, to steal from me, and all artist, via fees, to enrich 
others who have done nothing to profit from our creative work.  Please keep the 
copyright laws as are currently.  Thank you.   

























July 21, 2015


Maria Pallante


Register of Copyrights


U.S. Copyright Office


101Independence Ave. S.E.


Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (80fr23054)


Dear Ms. Pallante,


I am writing to ask that you create policy to protect visual authors and their exclusive 


rights, and support a sustainable environment for professional authorship.


Licensing my rights is how I derive my income and my copyrights are my 


economic assets. Copyright is also of the utmost importance to me for creative control 
of 


my work to protect its accuracy, integrity and authenticity. The 1976 Copyright Act has 


enabled me to sustain a professional career. However, I have experienced a substantial 


and growing loss of rights. I am also facing threats to the integrity and preservation of 
my 


lifetime body of work, which is my business inventory and also my legacy. My concerns 


and experiences are shared by my colleagues and by fellow visual artists throughout 
this 


country. 


Sincerely yours,


Janel Houton
www.janelhouton.com
15 Old Town Road







Beverly MA 01915 








I am a creator.
 Private organizations are trying to steal the inherent rights to all artists that we get when we create our work. When 
the copyright Office devolves into a series of private sector registries, organizations will be able to sell anybody's work 
that don't have any copyrights to it; if and when the organization registers that copyright to themselves. Artists will now 
have to register (spend money that most artists starting or even working in the industry already don't have on) every, 
sketch, painting, anything that they have ever created. That is an unnessecary burden for any artist to have to partake 
and prevents them from being able to upload their work and advertise themselves without having to spend money on 
every illustration, or even sketch that they create and intend to upload online on even their portfolio. Nobody that works 
in any industry will be able to make a feasible living off of their trade. This is dispicable and they have no place in 
trying to rob citizens off of a trade that many put years into trying to make sellable. Many of which go to school for 
years only to graduate and find jobs that barely scrape them by for the amount of money that the spent in loans and 
living expenses.
 This is a very serious issue, in which many people do not take the profession of visual art serious and they feel that 
we should work for free and that they are entitled to the works that we have created because we enjoy doing it. Is that 
not sickening ? They feel that they need us to pay them to manage rights that should be inherently ours to begin with. 
Obviously the current system works, as I currently have met no artist that wants to change it. So who are the people that 
want to change it ? Are they artists ? Or are they thieves ?
 It makes it harder for people like me born into poverty and without money to make a living off of the trade and is 
clearly a system that is put in place not only to make an extra buck off of people that may have the money to spend on it,
 but to rob others of the oppurtunity to get to work in the business. Art is not something that you can work in and work a
 part time job on the side. Either you sink or swim and alot if not most will sink; many will be turned off by the idea of 
even working in any art industry. Why spend 5- 10 years and 100 thousand dollars+ trying to get my skill to the level to 
work in a profession that is almost impossible to survive off of. Because some other guy that doesn't have my skill 
thinks I should be giving my art out to the public for free ?
 People can easily say that they believe they have the right to use the image and that they could not find the artist, 
that they looked as hard as they could. This is theft, clear as day, and I would be extremely outraged if these changes go 
through. This will crush the visual creative industry and there's no way people are just going to stand by and watch as 
some small group of people rob them of works that they created; not through natural born talent, but through years of 
frustration and breakthoughs of figuring out how to become a competent visual story teller. It is not the publics rights to 
anything that I've created and I will not stand by as some private organization tries to rob us of our inherent rights to 
things that we have created through years of headache and hard work.
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July	  20,	  2015	  
	  
	  
Maria	  Pallante	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
101Independence	  Ave.	  S.E.	  
Washington,	  DC	  20559-‐6000	  
	  
RE:	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry,	  Copyright	  Office,	  Library	  of	  Congress	  	  
Copyright	  Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  (Docket	  No.	  2015-‐01)	  
	  
Dear	  Ms.	  Pallante	  and	  the	  Copyright	  Office	  Staff:	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  the	  opportunity	  to	  provide	  feedback	  on	  the	  current	  problems	  with	  
copyrights	  for	  artists.	  	  
	  
I	  have	  read	  the	  letters	  that	  Brad	  Holland,	  Ken	  Dubrowski,	  Keith	  Ferris,	  Victor	  Juhasz,	  
Teri	  J.	  McDermott,	  Marcia	  Hartsock,	  Margaret	  Gerrity,	  and	  Alexander	  Turner	  have	  
written	  to	  your	  office.	  Rather	  than	  repeat	  crucial	  points	  and	  examples	  they	  have	  said	  
I	  will	  simply	  say	  that	  I	  agree	  with	  their	  opinions.	  	  
	  
I	  may	  not	  be	  a	  well-‐known	  artist	  with	  decades	  of	  experience	  under	  my	  belt,	  however	  
I	  should	  not	  be	  bound	  to	  those	  criteria	  in	  order	  to	  be	  granted	  my	  rights.	  It	  is	  my	  
right	  to	  own	  what	  I	  create,	  to	  receive	  credit	  for	  creating	  it,	  and	  to	  be	  paid	  properly	  
for	  that	  work.	  Copyrights	  give	  creators	  a	  means	  to	  manage	  their	  creations.	  
Infringers	  should	  not	  be	  able	  to	  legally	  get	  away	  with	  stealing	  others’	  hard	  work.	  
Approval	  of	  the	  orphan	  works	  proposals	  will	  be	  the	  end	  of	  the	  art	  industry.	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  your	  time	  and	  I	  hope	  you	  make	  the	  right	  choice.	  
	  
Respectfully,	  
	  
Jeffrey	  Kuang	  








Copyright Office, 
 
My name is Jesse Easley, I am a visual artist, and I am strongly opposed to “The Next Great 
Copyright Act, 2015 Orphan Works.” 
 
I rely completely on my work and art being protected. My copyrights are the products that I 
license to give me livelihood. These so called Orphan works, are stealing my intellectual 
property. 
 
I have been a professional artist for four years, and have to make money with my copyrights. 
These acts are here to steal my work from me, and I am against it. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Jesse Easley 








Aquarelle Studios & Galleries, Inc.  
 


www.AquarelleStudiosandGalleries.com 


PO Box 565658, Pinecrest, FL 33256-5658   786.303.5293   AquarelleStudiosandGalleries@aol.com 
 
July 22, 2015 
 


Dear Copyright Office: 
  
I am a visual artist residing in South Florida. I am a professional artist, and have operated my art business 
for 20 years, creating original works of art, and selling limited edition giclee prints of my works on canvas 
and paper. I also teach at venues across the country, and hold signature membership in several large 
prestigious art and watercolor societies across the country. I exhibit my original works of art in solo 
exhibitions, as well as juried exhibitions across the country.  Articles about me, and my artworks, have 
appeared in nationally distributed magazines including Watercolor Magic, The Artist’s Sketchbook, and on 
the cover of Watercolor Artist magazine. Images of my artwork has appeared in 4 nationally distributed 
books including “Splash 10,” “Splash 11,” “Splash 14,” and “Artistic Touch #4” as well as “The Best of 
American Watercolor Artists.”   
 
Publication of my art in nationally recognized publications has not reduced the value of my original artworks, 
which sell for several thousand dollars each.  Controlled publication serves to promote my name 
recognition, and national recognition of my art. It generates invitations for me to travel across the country, to 
teach workshops, to speak at conferences, and goes a long way toward filling the seats at all those venues. 
All of these publications required me to sign affidavits that the work of art was mine, original, conceived 
solely by me, and created only by me. These publications and venues have credibility, and the art 
community recognizes that they can be trusted to be valid representatives of the artist.  
 
I have learned that you will be voting on a change to the copyright law as it pertains to Visual Arts, and I am 
in total opposition to the proposed change.  This change would impact me and other visual artists in a 
terrible way, both financially and emotionally.  I work extremely long hours, and I put a lot of sweat and time 
into developing my artworks, framing them myself, shipping them across the country, having my works 
printed in limited editions, packaging them, and marketing them.  I spend a lot of money in advertising, and 
most of the time I struggle to keep up financially. I have taken strides to monitor others’ use of my images, 
and have had to serve notices to violators of my copyright, all of which have since been resolved. Any law 
that would weaken the legal ground I stand on to claim copyright for my works of art, and would make it 
easier for “art hackers,” so to speak,  to profit by their reproducing my art without my consent and without 
legal recourse on my part  is totally unacceptable, and unconscionable.  
 
Please do not approve the new copyright law as it is being written. Please do not vote this into legislation, or 
allow it to be voted into legislation.  
 
Artists have a difficult enough time surviving without being dealt this terrible blow.  
 
Don’t let it happen! 


 
 


Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 


 


Jaimie Cordero, sdws, fws, mws  
____________________________________________ 


 


Original Watercolors ~ Giclees ~ Framing ~ Classes ~ Workshops 








 
July 21st, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff: 
 
I am writing to you as an artist, a growing artist, from the world of commercial art. My 
projects with clients are a supplement to my income, and most importantly, my overall 
professional experience. Copyright protects me, and it also protects the clients that I 
have worked with.  
 
As an artist, my work is custom to the client. I ensure that my client receives artwork 
that truly satisfies and fits their needs. The artwork my client receives is unique; they 
cannot receive another set of images like it. From my experience with clients, 
relationships grow and continue even when the drawing is complete. The dialogue 
continues, which I believe is one of the most important elements in the life of a freelance 
artist.  
 
My experience as an artist is still growing, and due to this, the questions that you have 
provided are of high caliber for me to answer; however, there are thousands (if not 
more) artists who have the greater experience, the challenges, the struggles, and the 
stories that they have shared via their letters.  
 
 
 







As a growing artist, I hope that I can continue to work with clients where copyright 
continues to protect all artists. I hope that all artists can continue to receive the 
compensation they deserve on the works they have worked so hard to create. I hope 
that all artists can continue to create work without fear of another party taking their work. 
Every artist has their own philosophy, but we all share the same common goal: to 
create. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Jennifer Sese 
 
 


 








I am writing to express my concerns with the new copyright legislation currently under discussion. The 
onus cannot be placed on the individual content creator to secure specific legal rights for each and every 
creation. The language of the currently drafted legislation could be interpreted such that a family’s 
vacation photos posted to social media, or even on a personal web page, could be subsequently used for 
commercial purposes without their knowledge or consent, simply because they didn’t think of it as a 
monetized commodity worth filing paperwork for. But this legislation would then immediately transfer 
the rights to these images out of their hands. 


There are only two futures in a world where this legislation is allowed to go through unchanged. In one, I 
give up my rights to my own image or that of my family, or any small project I create, forfeiting not only 
my privacy but any potential unexpected benefits from a third party who might see my work in a forum 
for hobbyists or amateurs and only then consider it for publication. In the other, I maintain my privacy 
and control of my works, but I give up the ability to share them with others – even casually or on a web 
site of my own making - unless I am willing to pay the fees and file the paperwork associated with 
maintaining my ownership. 


This legislation is a reversal of all precedent in the matter of copyright. An individual should have 
absolute rights to their work and their image unless they have knowingly given or sold those rights, or 
sufficient time has passed since the creator’s death so that the creation has passed to the public 
domain. This has been and must continue to be the default state of all creative works. Artists, even 
amateurs and hobbyists, deserve to be fairly compensated for their work if it is ever used in a 
commercial context, and to remove that default legal protection is a slap in the face not only to 
everyone who creates art and music for a living now, but to anyone who dreams for future recognition 
in these fields. 


I hope that the persons responsible for guiding future copyright law will make the correct decision and 
not proceed with redefining the relationship between an artist and their works. 


Sincerely, 


Ken Walter 








7304 Colonial Road
Brooklyn, NY 11209
July 6, 2015


U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20559-6000


To whom it may concern:


My Name is John Tomac. I am an illustrator from Brooklyn, New York. I am lucky enough to make a living drawing pictures. This is not a hobby, it is a 
small business. The foundation on which I've been able to build that business is copyright law. I am extremely concerned that any changes to 
existing copyright law will seriously undermine my ability to make a living and destroy the small business I have been building since 2003.


I do more than draw pictures. What I offer is a unique service. When newspapers, magazines, publishers, advertising agencies or any other 
business, large or small, needs a an easy-to-understand visual to explain a complex subject they call me. This ability is not some God-given talent, it 
is the end result of studying art and illustration for four years at the Rochester Institute of Technology and spending over a decade working 
professionally. In exchange for my services I am paid hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars. The reason my work is that valuable is not simply 
because it is unique. It is because current copyright law allows me to control how and where it is used. 


This is not unique to just newly created or recently published work. In fact, it applies to old work as well. Because I can control how and where that 
old work is used, it retains its value. For example, if a magazine wants to reuse a piece of art I created for them in a subsequent issue, they have to 
pay me to do so. If a publisher sees an image I created for someone else and thinks it would be perfect for a project they are working on they have to 
pay me to use it. If an advertising agency wants to extend the length of a campaign and continue using my work in it, they have to pay me for it. 
These entities do not get a discount because the work has already been completed. They are buying the right to reproduce the art, which does not 
fall simply because the work is done. In fact, old work my be more valuable than new work because the client knows exactly what they are getting. It 
is not uncommon for the secondary use of art to be more valuable than its original use. In a way, my art my business' inventory. In the digital age, I 
have the ability to distribute that inventory around the globe. I cannot do this without the benefit of the strong protections afforded me under current 
copyright law.


I understand that the Copyright Office and Congress are attempting to update copyright laws to address "problems" like orphan works and mass 
digitization. I ask who finds current copyright law problematic? Proposed changes seem to benefit large internet firms like Google at the expense of 
people like myself who hold copyrights and depend on them to earn a living. These suggested changes are not making the law stronger, they are 
creating loopholes that allow for people to steal my work and deprive me of my income.


Some say copyright holders are hard to find. I disagree. I am not difficult to find. In fact, businesses ranging in size from Fortune 500 companies to a 
one-man operations headquartered in an Ohio garage have had no difficulty in finding me. I have a website . I am listed in several commercial 
directories of professional artists. My contact information is embedded in the metadata of all the digital files that I publish on to the internet. If you 
conduct a reverse image search on Google using my art, my name will show up in the results. Anyone who asserts that it is difficult to find the owners 
of copyrighted materials is simply not trying very hard. Giving individuals and businesses who make a "good-faith" effort to find copyright holders and 
exemption from copyright law opens a Pandora's box of problems. What exactly constitutes a "good-faith" effort? Will businesses have an incentive 
do the bare minimum to avoid paying creators for their intellectual property? How do I protect myself from competitors who would create derivative 
works from my art after deliberately failing to find me in a "good-faith" search? How will businesses enforce the exclusive use of work clauses in 
contracts? Will creators be protected from breach of contract lawsuits when someone making a "good-faith" search for the owner and publishes the 
work elsewhere. 


So far, the only remedy to these problems is the creation of registry for visual artwork. This solution seems in adequate to deal with the problem. 
Right now, I pay the U.S. Copyright office a filing fee every time I register a copyright.  Would I have to re-register and pay in this new orphan works 
registry? If so, it would create a giant financial burden on my small business. Who is going to maintain this registry? Does the technology exist to 
make it feasible in 2015 or is it still years away? Does failing to register with this new orphan works registry create a loophole that legalizes what is 
currently infringement? How does this not run afoul the provision in the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works that say 
copyright is in effect from the moment a work is created? How does this not violate the Constitutional provision that gives creators exclusive use of 
their creation for limited amounts of time?


Let's be honest, if Google and others are intent on digitizing all of humanity's work, they have the resources and the ability to locate and pay the 
copyright holders to re-publish it. For the three months ending in March 31, 2015, the internet giant reported $17.26 billion in revenue and $3.6 
billion in profits. This is not an insignificant amount of money. If successful in digitizing everything, Google will almost certainly sell ads against all 
this new, searchable content. That will only increase their revenues. Internet companies are not embarking on this project of mass digitization for the 
good of all people, they are doing it because they believe it will be profitable.  I think that it is reprehensible that Congress and the Copyright Office 
would consider helping Google and others pad their bottom line by granting them the 21st Century equivalent of a letter of marque and reprisal to 
pillage the intellectual property of small business owners.


Changes to the copyright law that deprive creators the exclusive right to determine how and where their work is used should be rejected. These 
changes violate the Berne Convention. They are at odds with Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8 of U.S. Constitution. They threaten small business 
owners like myself with economic ruin. We as a country can and should do better than revisiting problematic legislation that has already failed twice.


Thank you for your time.
-John W. Tomac








Kaitlyn Lawson July 20, 2015 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Those It May Concern, 
 
As I am Kaitlyn Lawson, a freelance illustrator. I am a small Virginia based artist and  
illustrator. Since 2007, at the very least, I have produced well over 500 pieces for the same 
number of the public to view. Via online, in person, or whatever makes sense. I am also a 
member of the Illustrators Partnership of America and have been an advocate for protecting, 
collecting and distributing long-overdue foreign royalties to artists. I am writing to address the 
problems visual artists face in the new digital environment. 
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
As a freelance artist, I need to maintain my right to my own works. The resale of my past, 
present, and future art is a day to day part of my life and business. My collection of work is a 
valuable resource that produces access to new career opportunities and jobs. Any attempt to 
replace our existing copyright laws with a system that would benefit internet companies would 
endanger my ability to make a living. Certain companies would have complete access to my 
work, my ideals, my ideas, my life-- And they would not have to pay me. Not have to ask. Not 
have to do much except copy and paste. Why would the government favor corporations like this 
instead of those of us who actually create new work? Why would they go and cheat their way 
through life by using other’s works?  
 
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 
The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress are against my values. It is 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan Works bills 
have been overzealously opposed by artists since they first appeared a decade ago. A copyright 
law built on the foundation of orphan works law would allow internet companies to drain off 
revenue from the artists with the hopes of creating an even better revenue stream for 
themselves and no one else. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our 
living creating new works than to have to compete with giant corporations that can get artwork 
free from artists and compete with us for our own markets. 
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden for artists and 
their families. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, they 







would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater and 
greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such as myself and many great friends and 
colleagues. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world or is not an artist 
themselves. In the end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will 
be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain our images in 
somebody else's for profit registries. Every single image we want to create, have created, and 
so forth, would be countless hours and even weeks to get it through and not to mention the 
financial crises that will arise. As for the images we can't afford to register, or those we can't find 
the time to register, or those we can't find decades old metadata to register will all fall into 
noncompliance and a lifetime of images created at great expense and effort will be free to be 
exploited by others. Free to be used, again and again, and even changed to the new ‘owner’s 
view that wouldn’t be how the original art was intended. Countless families will suffer, and 
countless cities, counties, states, and more, will find themselves at a great loss and even bigger 
crisis than what the United States is already going through. 
 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use 
of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
In my work, and lifetime, I have made fair use of photographs, stock images, and other graphic 
artworks for reference and help in proportions; but, that is about all I ever use. I have come to a 
point in my art where I can simply focus and draw what I desire without reference. At times, I will 
browse the free to use stock images for posing and help-- but I always give credit back to the 
site, person, image, etc. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too unfairly 
researched and biased. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties diverted 
away from them for at least 20 years. I fear, as many others do, this is exactly what is going to 
happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. To prevent this unjust 
conflict of interest, it is vital that no artists group that supports this legislation be allowed to 
receive any financial benefit from the creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. 
These artists organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation 
to profit even further off the artists they were created to help. There are more artists, patrons, 
and families of artists, than you think there are in the United States. If this act goes through, 
then there are plenty of dying inspirations to follow and plenty of hopeful-creative minds, gone to 
waste. 
 
I want to thank you for reading my letter. I ask that you to recommend that visual art be 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act. 
 
Thank you, 
Kaitlyn Lawson 








11725 36th Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98125-5634
July 9, 2015


U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20559-6000


Re: Changes to the Copyright Act


Dear Sir or Madam:


As a professional artist for more than forty years, I have depended upon the copyright laws to protect my 
artwork (watercolors and oil paintings). They allow me to have free control over who uses them and for 
what purpose. The current rules also prevent anyone else from altering my work or images of my work. As 
the owner of the copyright for my artwork, I can continue to publish my works in various forms and earn 
money on them. All works I have ever created are part of my inventory. My works retain their value, even 
after being published.


Per the proposed changes to the copyright act, to do otherwise (remove current protections for artwork; let 
others copy my work, alter it, publish it, etc.) is to steal from me. 


Making a living as a watercolorist or oil painter is hard enough. Please allow us to continue to keep our 
artwork protected.


Thank you for your time and attention. 


Sincerely,


Julie Scandora
206-525-8359
scandora@netzero.net
www.OilandWatercolorGallery.com



























Dear Congress, 
 
I, along with many other artists, do not agree with this new Copywrite Act. It robs us of 
our art and lets others take what we have created. We are proud of our artwork and giving 
others the chance to steal and sell it is just wrong. Art sites such as DeviantArt get money 
from artwork that is submitted from artists and are teaming up now to try and stop this 
act, even as I type. And hopefully, we will have enough people who actually CARE about 
what we create to do something to stop this. I am going to help put a stop to this act 
however I can and will not stand to let something like this go by. Thank you for your 
time and patience and possibly think before you decide to do something that the rest of 
the nation disagrees with.  
 
         Thank You, 
          Kylie Warrick 








July 20, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff: 
 
I am a concerned citizen writing on behalf of artists I know and do not know. If the 
law passes taking away copyright protection from artists the damage will be 
irreversible, and will affect unforeseen aspects of life. The lose of copyright 
protection attacks the middle and lower class because of the costs that the artist will 
need to endure in order to protect their work. Replacing the current copyrights laws 
gives too much freedom to companies for commercial purposes while taking away 
freedoms of the individual. Artist will lose their incomes and the will to create art.  It 
will give fewer choices to our youth and infringe on the right to pursue happiness. 
 
Artist desire current past and future secondary rights income without exception. 
Please do mot reward those who have unlawfully stolen these rights. 
 
Please protect the rights of the artists and do not give this responsibility to private 
sectors that hide the details of their operation from public review.  Protecting the 
artists in the intention of the constitution allowing them the rights to their work, 
and in no small way, protects American and the world from corruption.  
 
 
Sincerely 
 


 
 
 
Julie Wyble 








ATTN: U.S. Copyright Office 
 


 


It has been brought to my attention that a new U.S. Copyright Act is slated to be passed in the 
upcoming year. The purpose of this letter is to address my concerns, in an effort to protect my work and 
ensure that I receive proper representation, royalties, funds and rights to any work I produce. Said 
“work” includes visual works, literary works, audio works, etc.  As an Artist with several copyright claims 
pending, any Act that removes the rights to my work, which are entitled to me as the original 
creator/author , is a serious matter. As a working-class American, the notion of not being properly paid 
for my work is disheartening. 


I graduated from Michigan State University in 2009, with a BA in English Literature. I used my 
skills to intern for Marvel Entertainment, Inc. (a non-paid internship).  Seeing a need for my skillset in my 
hometown of Detroit, MI (during the recession), I utilized my talents to uplift my community and 
provide them with the knowledge they needed in order to advance in society  (GED and ESL tutoring). 
This often meant that I worked for free or for the small, Americorps stipend of 6.46/hr. With any extra 
time I had, I produced visual/literary works in an effort to return to my preferred career-field (editorial). 
I have sacrificed a lot in service of my countrymen, in neighborhoods with Iraq-like conditions, where 
the danger is equivalent to what a soldier faces in Afghanistan. The only difference between my self and 
an American soldier is that I entered dangerous territory unarmed. Of course, this was not totally 
unfamiliar…this is poverty, this is where I grew up. I knew what I was doing and I knew I wanted to get 
out (again). Marvel Entertainment, Inc. wanted me to return for another non-paid internship, but this 
was not an option as student loan debt hovered over me like a thirsty fiend. There were no job openings 
in editorial, especially not for a young college student from the Eastside of Detroit who believes in being 
paid for their work.  


I am currently a Material Handler for R.R. Donnelly. During break time and days off, I focus on 
my illustrations. I’m either prepping for an exhibition or self-publishing comic books. This is all my 
original work, my own labor, which not only benefits me but also the economy. The purpose of my 
registering my work for copyright claims is to protect my work from outside forces. Every day, when I 
clock in for work, I am counting hours. I sign-up for overtime, which I may or may not receive, every day. 
This is a necessary exercise in order to have a proper cushion as I tend to my living expenses (rent, 
utilities, medication, groceries, art supplies, etc.) I do not have many luxuries. As a working-class 
American who seeks to rise above his financial woes, my only hope is utilizing my skills as an Artist. This 
requires me to take any extra money I have and register for copyright claims, publish my 
books/illustrations, distribute my work and handle any problem that arises in my effort to do so. 
Publishing my work is a necessary move. Although my passion for Art is undying, I do not produce work 
with the intention of not being paid for my time, labor, supplies and talent. If any company outside of 
my self seeks to use my work or any part of my work, they are more than welcome to contact me to 
discuss business. I do not seek to see my work used for the wrong purposes, for political/social 
movements I do not personally agree with, by people who would manipulate others into believing in 







something that is not there. This is why it is important that my self, the original creator, retains full 
rights to my work. This is why, it is important that I am paid properly by any individual, organization, etc. 
who seeks to use my work or ideas derived from my work. This is about business. This is in the interest 
of capitalism. This is to enforce the 1st Amendment as the most crucial Amendment in our country’s 
constitution. 
 
 


 








July	  5,	  2015	  
United	  States	  Copyright	  Office	  
Department	  of	  the	  Library	  of	  Congress	  
	  
To	  Whom	  It	  May	  Concern:	  
	  
	   I	  am	  writing	  to	  share	  my	  concerns	  for	  the	  new	  copyright	  law	  now	  being	  considered.	  	  	  
	   I	  have	  been	  a	  visual	  artist	  all	  my	  life.	  	  For	  35	  years	  I	  have	  been	  filing	  my	  taxes	  as	  a	  small	  
business-‐person	  in	  the	  arts.	  	  Currently,	  my	  work	  produces	  well	  over	  half	  of	  my	  yearly	  income.	  	  
Early	  in	  my	  professional	  life	  I	  earned	  2	  Masters	  degress	  (MFA,	  Hunter	  College;	  M.Ed,	  Columbia	  
University,	  Teachers	  College.)	  	  I	  have	  presented	  over	  18	  solo	  exhibitions	  of	  my	  work	  and	  received	  
grants	  and	  fellowships	  regularly.	  	  My	  work	  resides	  in	  many	  collections,	  both	  public	  and	  private,	  
included	  the	  New	  York	  Public	  Library,	  Memorial	  Sloan	  Kettering	  Cancer	  Center,	  St.	  Mary’s	  Church,	  
The	  New	  York	  City	  Department	  of	  Education	  and	  the	  Reinhart	  collection	  in	  Germany.	  
	   Copyright	  law	  is	  not	  an	  abstract	  legal	  issue,	  but	  the	  basis	  on	  which	  my	  business	  rests.	  	  My	  
copyrights	  are	  the	  products	  I	  license.	  	  When	  someone	  infringes	  on	  my	  work	  it	  is	  like	  stealing	  my	  
money:	  everything	  I	  create	  becomes	  a	  part	  of	  my	  business	  inventory	  and	  when	  anyone	  can	  use	  it	  
to	  create	  products	  I	  do	  not	  sanction,	  my	  ability	  to	  create	  income	  from	  my	  own	  work	  is	  stolen.	  
	   It’s	  important	  to	  my	  business	  that	  I	  remain	  able	  to	  determine	  
voluntarily	  how	  and	  by	  whom	  my	  work	  is	  used.	  	  My	  work	  does	  not	  lose	  its	  value	  upon	  publication:	  
it	  gains	  value.	  	  My	  business	  inventory	  is	  more	  valuable	  to	  me	  than	  ever	  before	  in	  this	  digital	  age,	  
precisely	  because	  of	  the	  increase	  in	  value	  upon	  publication	  that	  the	  work	  undergoes.	  	  
 As	  I	  understand	  the	  new	  proposal	  for	  copyright	  law,	  it	  would	  void	  my	  Constitutional	  right	  
to	  the	  exclusive	  control	  of	  my	  work.	  	  It	  would	  “privilege”	  the	  public’s	  right	  to	  use	  my	  work.	  	  It	  
would	  pressure	  me	  to	  register	  my	  work	  with	  commercial	  registries.	  	  It	  would	  “orphan”	  
unregistered	  work.	  	  It	  would	  make	  orphaned	  work	  available	  for	  commercial	  infringement	  by	  good	  
faith	  infringers.	  	  It	  would	  allow	  others	  to	  alter	  my	  work	  and	  copyright	  these	  “derivative	  works”	  in	  
their	  own	  names!	  	  It	  would	  affect	  all	  visual	  art:	  drawings,	  paintings,	  sketches,	  photos,	  etc.;	  past,	  
present	  and	  future;	  published	  and	  unpublished;	  domestic	  and	  foreign.	  


	   These	  changes	  are	  completely	  unacceptable	  to	  me.	  	  They	  will	  undermine	  my	  business	  and	  
take	  the	  control	  of	  what	  I	  am	  producing	  out	  of	  my	  own	  hands,	  giving	  anyone	  in	  the	  public	  domain	  
the	  right	  to	  use	  my	  work	  as	  they	  wish.	  	  This	  devaluing	  of	  my	  work	  will	  destroy	  my	  business,	  my	  
livelihood,	  my	  source	  of	  income.	  


	   Please	  reconsider	  the	  parameters	  of	  this	  new	  law.	  	  I	  want	  the	  work	  I	  create	  to	  remain	  in	  my	  
control,	  to	  remain	  a	  source	  of	  livelihood	  and	  to	  provide	  for	  my	  children	  when	  I	  am	  no	  longer	  here.	  	  
Under	  current	  copyright	  law,	  my	  work	  is	  protected.	  	  Please	  keep	  it	  that	  way.	  	  	  


	  


Thank	  you.	  


Karen	  Fitzgerald,	  MFA,	  M.Ed	  	  	  


	  








To whom it may concern at the Copyright office, 
 
 My name is Jason Hite. I am a professional artist and have 
been so since 1995. Hard to believe it has been 20 years! I am 
primarily a sculptor and costume designer. My sculptures have been 
in museums and galleries in the US and Australia. I also register all of 
my sculptural works with the Copyright office. My art is sold and seen 
primarily on the internet, via my website and social media or gallery 
websites. My website is http://hitestudios.com/. I professionally 
photograph each sculpture which costs me money to hire a 
photographer or purchase/rent expensive camera equipment. The 
photos of my sculptures take 100's of hours of work from the start of 
the design on paper, to clay, from clay to mold, to cast, paint and 
often inserting internal lights. To get one picture represents maybe 
$2000 in labor and material expenses alone. I do not copyright my 
photographs, only the actual sculpture. These photographs represent 
my body of work, especially after a piece sells. These images are 
paramount to my business as an artist. I cannot afford to register 
every photograph of my work and I am not OK with images of my art 
potentially becoming "Ophaned". I have already seen much of my 
work on the internet without my name or links to me. If someone were 
to use my images without my knowledge or consent to make money, I 
would consider it theft.  
 
The current copyright reforms proposal or new US Copyright Act, 
does not appear to favor the artists who create the rich content that 
inspires millions of people.  This reform needs to cater to the artist, 
not the public or corporations. A reform that could potentially steal 
from an artist is un-American and un Constitutional.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jason Andrew Hite 
7/23/15 
 



http://hitestudios.com/






To whom it may concern, 


 I just received word of the new copyright laws concerning artists with the deadline on the 23rd. 


Needless to say I am outraged. Honestly, if this is just for money don't you have enough? My family is in 


a tough financial spot. We are a family of two just me and my mom with no one to help us. My mom 


tries to work but she needs three jobs just to support the household. I THOUGHT I could help her out by 


selling some of my art, which are usually dragon sketches that people seem to like. Now you're telling 


me that unless I register each one of my little sketches some random person can come along, steal 


them, and start selling them and I have no more legal right to them? Are you serious? 


 Our art is rightfully ours, you are just stealing from people now in an attempt to make extra 


money. This violates basic constitutional rights. Why? WHY are you doing this? Now whenever people 


want to share their art with the world they can't for fear it will be stolen. Is this what you want?  


 To put your law in a hypothetical situation. A seven year old child can make a sketch, and a 


twenty three year old man can just come along and copy it, claim his own child did it, and sell it.  


 You do realize even if you pass this bill you won't be getting the money you hope for. Many 


people won't go out of their way to register for copyright, exept a few professionals. You are giving 


anyone permission to take anyone's creation and sell it for personal gain. This means many art thieves 


will finally have a job. Now they can just take what they want from the small time artists, and it's 


perfectly legal. You are basically handing criminals money. 


 I'm begging you to stop this law. This is wrong, and you know it. We work hard on our art. We 


put our hearts and souls into our creations and now we can't even share them for fear of theft. And if 


we do dare to share them, they will only be taken from us. Well, if you do end up passing this law then I 


only have one thing to say: 


 I hope the extra money is worth all the pain and suffering you cause. 


 


Signed, 


 A concerned sixteen year old artist. 








 
July 21, 2015 
 
United States Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave, S.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20559 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
My name is Kris Westerson and I am an artist and have 
been one for seven years. Although I have multiple sources 
of income my main energy goes into creating original new 
works in the medium of hand papermaking, book arts, and 
poetry. I have taken community classes in these media and 
have shown in regional and local art shows winning best of 
in the category of papermaking and book arts. I have also 
been awarded grants from city and community grant making 
organizations to continue my work with the community.  
 
For me, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, is the 
the basis on which my business rests. With every piece I 
make I copyright the designs and images on the handmade 
paper. I have also registered my copyright for different series 
of works with this office. Making a living from making art is 
challenging enough, what with the idea that anyone can be 
an artist, but when a copyright is infringed it is like stealing 
money out of my pocket.  
 







My work does not lose its value when it is published. Instead 
it is given a broader audience to appreciate and relate to 
what I am saying as an artist. To that end it is essential that I 
remain able to determine voluntarily how and by whom what 
I create or my work is used. Everything I create is part of my 
business inventory and is used on handmade paper and in 
artists’ books.  
 
The digital era we are living in is remarkable. It makes my 
work as an artist accessible to so many more people from all 
over the world. What once might have taken years to share 
now takes seconds and that leaves more time to make work 
and a completely new platform to reach patrons. This makes 
my inventory more valuable than it was before the rise of 
digital communication.  
 
Please do not change the copyright law so anyone else can 
get access to my creative product. Without original work by 
artists with copyright retained by artists what would our world 
be?  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kris Westerson 
1627 Waterstone Lane 
Charleston, SC  29414 
 








  Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 


       You all conclude that it is [within the public interest for artists’ work or anything submitted to the 


internet to be available for anyone to use], but do you really understand what that means? Would you 


really want anyone to be able to utilize your personal photos or any of your close family’s photos for 


their own use as long as they have the money or the higher right?  


       From reading that we would have to register every picture we want to retain the rights to with 


‘for-profit’ registries, is this really the direction you guys want to go? Will you all really go as far as 


to exploit our own rights for monetary gain? If it were the other way around, most of us would be set 


on private and nothing much would be shared so globally or publically. Some of us had already had 


enough of third party sites using us for their ads because it is ‘within their right to.’ Would you prefer 


we set photos or other forms of art to public to show to friends and family before hiding it way? 


       We show publically to share, not to let it be used for commercial reasons unless they are actual 


artists out to sell their work. They already have enough with people taking their work and selling the 


other’s hard work for their own profit. Some of you guys may think that’s innovative or allowed 


because they had set it to show to public, but that is stealing. How will they be able to sell it to a more 


broad  market without showing it up on the internet? This isn’t a competition between those who can 


sell it better. It shouldn’t be, because the other’s work isn’t theirs. They are a fraud.  


       Also, there are families separated so the internet is an important tool to keep in contact with them 


and share memories. It is enough to already be paying to use internet, along with buying games, apps, 


amongst other things. 


This is going too far. 


[Orphaned work would be available for commercial infringement by “good faith” infringers. 


Good faith infringers would be anyone who believed they had made a “reasonably diligent,” but 


unsuccessful effort to find you.]  







       This is an unsuccessful attempt to tell me that these infringers couldn’t utilize Google correctly.  


[Infringers could also ALTER your work and copyright the “derivative works” in their own names.] 


       All throughout school, we learned that this is a variation of plagiarism, and this is not allowed. 


Even if it’s amongst classmates, who obviously had made their work public for the sake of getting a 


grade, it is not allowed. You just don’t take another person’s work and get credit for something you 


didn’t do. You all are literally telling us to take what we have learned and integrated into our young 


lives and toss it out as if it never mattered. As a student, I am not sure exactly what good you all think 


this will accomplish for the present and the future. This is just another blow to our rights and to our 


pockets. 


 


Sincerely, 


Jasmine Thavisack 


 








         Kristi Caterson                                                                                               www.lizabellestudio.com
         LizaBelle Studio LLC                                                                                  kristicaterson@icloud.com
        16205 Ternglade Drive                                                                                                      813-410-1473
         Lithia, Florida 33547                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 


                                                                                            
July 23, 2015


U.S. Copyright
Orphan Works


Dear U.S. Copyright Office,


I am an Artist and Graphic Designer and have made this field my sole source of income for the past 
24 years.  I have a BFA from the University of The Arts in Philadelphia. In addition, over the past 20 
years, I have invested huge amounts of time and money in ongoing training and courses related to 
my professional career in the field of Art Licensing.  


Over the past 24 years, I have created a large body of art works that have become the inventory for 
my business.


Copyright is the basis on which I do business.  Infringing on the work I create is the same as 
stealing from me.  


Copyrights are the products that I license as well as derivative works in both my Graphic Design 
Business and my Licensing and or selling of my art.


For any business, a large part of a logo’s design value is inherent in the copyright. 
Apple, Starbucks, Wells Fargo or any other large large corporation in this country would put their 
foot down if the rights to their intellectual property were removed. 


My art is licensed on products.  Copyrights allow me to certify that it is my work, deal with people 
who steal it, cause them to stop profiting from it, and keep it off of websites and products that I view 
as inappropriate and damaging to my reputation.


In this digital age, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before. EVERYTHING we create 
becomes part of our own business inventory.


Publishing my art works through licensing significantly increases its value.  If one manufacturer is 
successful with one or many of my images, other manufacturers are eager to get on board and 
license the same artworks for other products.  Publishing increases the value of my work, increases 
my income, and also increases the business of those who are selling products with my work on 
them.


I do not ever want someone else monetizing my work without my knowledge or consent.
If you were in my shoes, or the shoes of one of the hundreds of thousands of artists in this country 
whose sole source of making income would you want to see happen regarding “Orphan Works” 
legislation?


    Sincerely,  
  
    Kristi Caterson



http://www.lizabellestudio.com

http://www.lizabellestudio.com

mailto:kristicaterson@icloud.com

mailto:kristicaterson@icloud.com






July	  23,	  2015	  
	  
Maria	  Pallante	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
101	  Independence	  Ave.	  S.E.	  
Washington,	  DC	  20559-‐6000	  
	  
RE:	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry,	  Copyright	  Office,	  Library	  of	  Congress	  	  
Copyright	  Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  (Docket	  No.	  2015-‐01)	  
	  
Dear	  Ms.	  Pallante,	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  the	  opportunity	  to	  express	  my	  concerns	  about	  copyright	  law	  as	  it	  
concerns	  visual	  artists.	  I	  am	  a	  freelance	  graphic	  designer	  with	  over	  five	  years	  of	  
professional	  experience,	  also	  in	  the	  very	  early	  stages	  of	  a	  freelance	  illustration	  
career.	  My	  target	  industries	  for	  illustration	  will	  be	  games,	  book	  and	  magazine	  
publishing	  (covers	  and	  picture	  books),	  and	  editorial.	  My	  husband	  (a	  freelance	  
architectural	  designer)	  and	  I	  have	  just	  created	  our	  own	  small	  business	  that	  offers	  
creative	  consulting,	  design	  services,	  and	  illustration.	  I	  went	  to	  a	  top	  U.S.	  institution	  
of	  higher	  learning	  for	  a	  BFA	  in	  design,	  the	  loans	  for	  which	  I	  am	  still	  paying	  off.	  As	  
someone	  who	  makes	  of	  art	  for	  a	  living,	  I	  sincerely	  request	  that	  the	  U.S.	  Copyright	  
office	  take	  the	  rights	  and	  livelihoods	  of	  creators	  seriously.	  
	  
Retaining	  the	  copyrights	  to	  my	  work	  is	  of	  great	  importance.	  According	  to	  first-‐hand	  
accounts	  from	  professional	  illustrators	  and	  mentors	  I	  trust,	  the	  ability	  for	  artists	  to	  
license	  work	  as	  we	  see	  fit	  is	  a	  major	  source	  of	  revenue.	  While	  I	  do	  not	  have	  specific	  
experience	  at	  this	  point	  in	  time,	  I	  know	  that	  my	  copyrights	  would	  be	  my	  most	  
valuable	  assets.	  The	  reality	  of	  being	  an	  independent	  artist	  means	  I	  will	  sometimes	  
rely	  heavily	  upon	  my	  right	  as	  creator	  to	  license	  (or	  not)	  my	  work	  in	  order	  to	  support	  
future	  family	  and	  myself.	  
	  
If	  orphan	  works	  legislation	  becomes	  law,	  I	  would	  think	  more	  than	  twice	  about	  
posting	  work	  online.	  Please	  consider	  how	  upsetting	  that	  should	  be:	  Artists	  hesitant	  
to	  share	  their	  work	  in	  fear	  of	  having	  their	  work	  stolen	  in	  broad	  daylight	  for	  someone	  
else’s	  capital	  gain.	  An	  example	  of	  an	  issue	  artists	  face	  in	  this	  vein	  is	  watermarking.	  
Watermarking	  images	  interrupts	  the	  integrity	  of	  posted	  images,	  which	  is	  something	  
that	  could	  potentially	  affect	  my	  first-‐impressions	  with	  potential	  clients	  viewing	  my	  
work	  online.	  However	  without	  a	  watermark	  invasive	  enough,	  anyone	  skilled	  with	  
Photoshop	  can	  remove	  my	  watermark	  and	  add	  their	  own	  mark.	  
	  
Just	  because	  we	  post	  work	  that	  has	  yet	  to	  be	  licensed	  for	  public	  viewing,	  does	  not	  
mean	  in	  any	  way	  that	  we	  have	  given	  consent	  for	  others	  to	  steal	  it	  for	  their	  own	  
commercial	  gain.	  I	  fear	  that	  “good	  faith”	  infringers	  will	  become	  bolder	  over	  time	  and	  
increasingly	  lax	  in	  their	  “attempts”	  to	  obtain	  permission	  to	  use	  visual	  works	  from	  







creators.	  If	  potential	  users	  cannot	  find	  what	  they	  are	  seeking	  for	  free,	  the	  solution	  is	  
quite	  simple:	  hire	  someone	  to	  create	  it	  and	  keep	  artists	  working.	  
	  
For	  the	  record,	  as	  a	  designer	  I	  have	  used	  other	  people’s	  photography	  and	  
illustrations	  for	  commercial	  work.	  The	  difference	  is	  that	  my	  past	  employers	  or	  
clients	  paid	  for	  the	  right	  to	  use	  such	  work,	  either	  through	  reputable	  stock	  websites	  
or	  via	  directly	  hiring	  creators.	  	  
	  
It	  is	  incredibly	  disturbing	  for	  me,	  as	  a	  member	  of	  the	  next	  generation	  of	  new	  content	  
creators,	  to	  think	  that	  orphan	  works	  legislation	  is	  even	  in	  consideration.	  The	  
confidence	  and	  livelihoods	  of	  young	  and	  up-‐and-‐coming	  artists,	  designers,	  and	  
creators	  will	  be	  severely	  undermined	  if	  our	  rights	  are	  not	  respected.	  Originality	  and	  
creativity	  will	  gradually	  wane,	  suffocate,	  and	  drive	  promising	  talent	  away	  from	  
contributing	  beauty	  and	  meaningful	  content	  to	  the	  world.	  It	  is	  already	  costly	  enough	  
to	  have	  our	  work	  stolen	  and	  used	  without	  compensation;	  imagine	  the	  struggle	  many	  
of	  us	  will	  have	  with	  paying	  fees	  to	  “protect”	  our	  work	  with	  commercial	  registries.	  By	  
letting	  the	  power	  rest	  with	  commercial	  registry	  organizations	  and	  not	  the	  rightful	  
copyright	  owners	  (the	  creators),	  it’s	  only	  a	  matter	  of	  time	  before	  rates	  are	  increased	  
to	  a	  point	  beyond	  artists’	  means.	  	  
	  
Please	  consider	  the	  serious	  ramifications	  of	  taking	  copyright	  and	  licensing	  rights	  out	  
of	  the	  hands	  of	  visual	  works	  creators.	  I	  sincerely	  want	  to	  belong	  to	  the	  ranks	  of	  
successful	  artists	  and	  small	  businesses	  that	  contribute	  to	  our	  communities	  and	  
economy	  in	  meaningful	  ways.	  Everyone	  loses	  if	  orphan	  works	  and	  mass	  digitization	  
legislation	  get	  approval.	  Artists	  are	  a	  healthy	  and	  important	  part	  of	  any	  economy,	  
and	  I	  am	  legitimately	  both	  disheartened	  and	  angry	  that	  there	  are	  those	  who	  lack	  
enough	  foresight	  and	  empathy	  to	  try	  and	  stifle	  future	  generations	  of	  artists	  and	  
visual	  content	  creators.	  Please	  do	  the	  right	  thing	  and	  fight	  for	  artist	  rights.	  
	  
	  
Thank	  you,	  
	  
Katherine	  Spitler	  
	  








 
 


Radiant Jasmin  
Radiant Creations  
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Maria Pallante                                                                                               July 23, 2015 
Register of Copyrights  
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E.  
Washington, DC 20559-6000           
 
 
Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress Copyright 
Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff, 
 
My name is Radiant Jasmin AKA Jasmin Davis-Shearer. I am a Visual and Performing 
Teaching Artist from Boston. I am writing because I am very concerned about the 
proposed changes that will impact visual artists. I earn my living from the creation and 
sale of my drawings, paintings, photographs and other visual art mediums. 
 
From what I understand the Copyrights are going to be distributed through private 
entities. There will be no governmental department monitoring these entities. The 
Copyright Office is going to dissolve and all of their former responsibilities would be 
undertaken by private entities. Artists would bankrupt themselves to comply with 
the private registration if they are required to register all works, whether it was a sketch 
or finished work. 
 
From my understanding, these private entities are for profit. They have no reason to 
protect the rights of artists and will be able to exploit artists if they have not registered 
and even if they are, there are enough loopholes that artists can still be legally 
exploited. Commercial infringement will be the standing order of the day. 
 
My intention is to remain with what we have, if it’s not broken, why go about the trouble 
to change it? Since current Copyright law works and preserves the rights of visual 
artists without bankrupting them there is no reason to change it for the benefit of private 
entities looking to further exploit visual artists through such means as mass digitization.  



mailto:radiantjasmin@comcast.net

http://www.radiantjasmin.com/





The earnings of a freelance artist is unpredictable enough without taking away what we 
have. The USA has lost out to many other countries with the decline of the STEAM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Math) disciplines in our education system,  we 
are finally starting to see a slight increase in these areas, but will backslide if up and 
coming artists see no benefit in pursuing a creative career.  


Under current US copyright law, if one’s work is registered with the Copyright Office and 
was infringed/used without permission, compensation for  attorney fees are covered and 
statutory damages are awarded, this makes the most sense and is as it should be.  
 
Thank you for your work in protecting copyright holders. 


 


Keep on Creating, 
 
Radiant Jasmin 








7/20/2015 


 


 


 


 


To Whom It May Concern, 


 


I am hearing a lot of internet buzz about the revival of the Orphaned Works Act of 2008. 


This bill is unacceptable and I strongly oppose it. A country in which an artist, or any person, is 


not the sole owner of their intellectual and practical property upon the moment they create it is 


not a free country. 


 


Sincerely, 


Kalvin Ross Goodlow 


Digital Artist 


 








                                                                                                
                                                                                  Keith Ferris, Freelance Artist/Illustrator                                    
                                                                    Founder 
                                                                    American Society of Aviation Artists 
                                                                    50 Moraine Road, Morris Plains,  NJ  07950                               
                                                                    Tel; (973) 539-3363  FAX: (973) 605-1863                 
                                                                    kferris303@aol.com                                                                        
   
                                                                                                             July 14, 2015       
                                                                                                  
Library of Congress 
U.S. Copyright Office 
Docket #2015-01 
 


Thank you for this opportunity to respond to your invitation to comment on 
the affects of copyright law on my career as fine artist and illustrator. 
My art is reasonably well known since it has served the advertising, 
editorial, public relations and historical documentation needs of the 
aerospace industry, publications, the military services and air and space 
museums for 68 years. Some of my clients have included: Aviation Week & 
Space Technology Magazine; Boeing Corporation; Republic Aircraft 
Company; Garrett Corp; General Dynamics; General Electric; Grumman 
Aerospace Corporation; Pratt & Whitney and Sikorsky Aircraft of United 
Technologies Corporation; Lockheed Martin; McDonnell Douglas;  
Mitsubishi Aircraft; Northrop Corporation; and the National Air and Space 
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution.  
The most well known of my works are my 1976 25 foot high by 75 foot 
wide B-17 mural in oil “Fortresses Under Fire” created in the World War II 
Gallery of the National Air & Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution 
and my 20 foot by 75 foot “Evolution of Jet Aviation” mural in the 
museum’s Jet Aviation Gallery created in 1980. I transferred my copyrights 
in the B-17 Mural to the Smithsonian Institution which was a mistake, and I 
retain the copyrights in the Jet Aviation Mural. 


Among many honors received based on my art are the 1995 honorary 
doctorate of humane Letters from Daniel Webster College in Nashua, NH 
bestowed for my years of documenting aviation history through art. I am a 
2004 member of the Aviation Week & Space Technology Laureate Hall of 
Fame in the National Air & Space Museum, again for Lifetime Achievement 
in Aerospace art. I am a member of the Society of Illustrators Hall of Fame 
in New York and was enshrined in the National Aviation Hall of Fame 
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as “Dean of Aviation Art” in 2012, the only artist enshrined in the Hall of 
Fame’s fifty years of existence. Also in 2012, I was honored to be the 
recipient of the National Aeronautic Association’s Distinguished Statesman 
of Aviation Award and in 2014 the Honorary Aerospace Engineering 
Engineer Alumni Award from Texas A&M. 


In managing artists and artists’ affairs, I served as Air Force Art Chairman 
for the Society of Illustrators for 18 years, being responsible for coordinating 
artist tours for the US Air Force Art Program in the Pentagon and served as 
the Society’s Executive Vice President for two years. I am a founder and 
past president of the American Society of Aviation Artists, the organization 
now entering its thirtieth year.  


 My entire career has relied on the protection and licensing of intellectual 
property and the careful managing and control of copyrights. I have 
recovered fees from guilty infringers, licensed innocent infringers, while 
vigorously protecting my and others’ copyrights. 
I can say with confidence that the best thing that happened for creators of art 
and other intellectual property was the enactment of the Copyright Law of 
1976 which made earning a living from art much more likely for the artist.  
 
Automatic copyright protection bestowed on the author in the 1976 act 
without the requirement for registration guaranteed the author of works 
created after January 1, 1978 the exclusive right to control his/her copyrights 
for life plus seventy years. The only way the creator could lose his/her 
copyrights was to transfer them to someone else in writing. An artist’s 
copyrights serve as a source of income far beyond their first licensed use. 
Since copyrights are infinitely divisible, one’s inventory of copyrights is as 
good as a bank account and amounts to very valuable personal property. The 
advent of the internet with  its rapid communication ability has actually 
greatly increased the value of our personal inventory of copyrights.    
 
Any effort to allow third parties to exploit these rights other than through 
exercise of the artist’s exclusive right to do so would be theft of his/her 
personal property, resulting in the stealing of money belonging to the artist. 
It is important for the successful business of art that we voluntarily control 
all uses of our art. 
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Any plan which reverses current law and requires registration of an artists’ 
entire inventory of copyrights to avoid exposing them to potential 
infringement would be unconscionable. For artists with huge bodies of work 
this would be a total disaster.  Few, if any artists will have the time and/or 
financial assets available to register their entire inventories.     
  
Mandatory registration with a commercial entity would place that entity 
between the artist and the buyer and would remove the artist’s exclusive 
right to control his/her intellectual property guaranteed under current law. I 
expect such a government action would serve to dampen creativity (the exact 
opposite of the primary purpose of copyright law) while reducing the ability 
of the nation’s artists to make a living in the arts.   
 
There are many contractual arrangements in place across the art 
industry in danger of being negated by government action. Entire 
business models are in jeopardy.  
 
A great number of Art Collectors around the World own valuable limited 
edition prints created by our nation’s artists.  The majority of these editions 
are long out of print, their value deliberately designed by their business 
models to increase in value through planned scarcity, a business model 
which has created a valuable after-market for thousands of signed and 
numbered limited reproductions. These limited prints are accompanied by 
Certificates of Authenticity which legally bind artist and publisher in 
guaranteeing the buyer that there will never be another fine art edition 
created of the work.  If the copyright law were to no longer honor the 
creator’s control of his/her copyrights promised for life plus seventy years, it 
will no longer be possible for artists to guarantee the integrity of the limited 
edition print.  Owners of these limited editions will lose the value of their 
investments if unauthorized copies were to come on the market, and that is 
exactly what would happen if artists lose control of their copyrights. It is not 
only the artist creating the work, but the many States with laws requiring the 
inclusion and honoring of Certificates of Authenticity who rely on 
maintaining the integrity of these certificates and limited editions.  
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Another area which should be of great concern to the government is the 
art residing in the Air Force Art Collection. This collection of over 
10,000 works has been donated by artists over the past 65 years. Artists by 
law are unable to claim more than the actual costs of materials used in the 
creation of their donated art for tax purposes, The monetary value of time 
and exercise of talent are not accepted as donations by the IRS as income tax 
deductions. When that law was instituted, the loss of  these tax deductions 
became a major deterrent for many who would have otherwise participated 
in the Air Force Art Program. 
 
To compensate artists for the loss of these tax deductions, I, as Society of 
Illustrators Air Force Art Chairman during the 1976-78 time period, 
negotiated an arrangement with both Air Force and Coast Guard JAGs 
allowing the artist to donate all right, title and interest in their original works 
to the government while, under the Offer of Gift, opting to retain the 
copyrights in their work. The artist transferred a paid-up license to the 
government to reproduce the work for government purposes only.  
  
This served to prevent the artists’ own work in the collection from being 
used without compensation by unscrupulous publishers who might otherwise 
use Air Force art in lieu of commissioning art from the artist. It allowed the 
artist, who had received no remuneration for his/her donation to the 
government, to retain the copyrights – and their inherent commercial value 
– in his/her inventory. By retaining this valuable source of potential income, 
artists have been able to replace lost earning time expended in creating the 
donated works, these residual license fees having since served as vital 
additional income for countless donating artists.  
 
I personally am honored to have 62 major paintings in the Air Force Art 
Collection. Any law that were to compromise my copyrights in those 
paintings would undermine their value to me and likewise, to all the other 
artists who, in good faith, have donated their work to the country. Any 
change in copyright law which would remove artists’ exclusive control of 
our copyrights would greatly impact our future income streams, and amount 
to theft of this vital source of income.  
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Removal of this opportunity for return on art donated under the Air Force 
Art Program could also have an adverse effect on artist interest in 
participation in this important program. 
 
A few final thoughts: 
 
I expect that all artists and creators of intellectual property, who are aware of 
these potential threats to their livelihood, would hope that the government 
will decide to continue the protection of the rights of our nation’s artists. 
 
Everyone must understand that the theft of value in an artist’s inventory of 
copyrights will also adversely impact his/her potential retirement income.  
 
It is also worth noting that the freelance artist is engaged in an unpredictable 
vocation without employer provided health insurance, retirement plans or 
unemployment insurance. The self employed carries full responsibility for 
all of these requirements themselves, plus their own full social security and 
all of the usual requirements of family.   
 
It makes no sense for the government to put in place an action designed to 
end or reduce the taxable income and potential savings of artists, adversely 
impacting the business and livelihoods of an entire segment of industry. 
 
It is clear that my own successful career has been made possible by my 
exclusive right to the exploitation of my intellectual property as guaranteed 
by the Copyright law in effect since January 1, 1978.    
 
Very respectfully, 
 


 
 
Keith Ferris 
Career Freelance Artist/Illustrator 
Founder, American Society of Aviation Artists   
  
 
 








 
23rd July, 2015 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
  
I place the copyright symbol and my name on each piece of art that I publish. This is 
very important because my art is very visible in the art world.  It is marketed on the 
Internet and in publications worldwide. The Orphan Works Act will drastically hurt my 
business of creating art for profit on products because if manufacturers market their 
products without visual credit given, we artists will or may not be allowed to receive 
due acknowledgement or financial profit.  
 
Although the existing Copyright Act needs improvement, it does protect ownership of 
the individual’s art. The Orphan Works Act would guarantee infringement if a 
plagiarist could not find my name as artist. 
  
I hope that the Copyright Office will seriously listen to this and the comments 
submitted by other artists.  If the Orphan Works Act is enacted it will drastically change 
the art licensing industry. It will reduce the number of artists willing to license their art 
to manufacturers. We will have little hope in protecting our art with a copyright act that 
does not work. It will hurt the manufacturing of products that depend upon a steady 
supply of great work that sells products.  
 
Please do not send The Orphan Works bill to Congress. Our livelihood depends on  
your decision.  
 
 
Most sincerely, 
 
Janice Gaynor 
Janice Gaynor Design 
 








7/19/15 
347 FreewayDr 


Napa, CA, 94558 
 


Notice: Copyright Protection/ Orphan law 
 
To Whom it may Concern... 
 
 My name is Joshua N. Isaac. I graduated from college in the year 2015 with hopes of becoming 
a graphic artist/ Illustrator. My dream has always been to become a cartoonist, where my ideas could 
come to life in a field in which could and wold compensate me for my services, be it working for a 
company or  as a freelance artist for hire. While I may have just heard of the idea of this “Orphan 
Works” Law as of recently, I am here to tell you as a concerned artist, that I do not like what I am 
hearing.  
 
 Did you know that most artists who are just beginning may not have learned/ know how to 
protect their work via copyright? By instating this law, I have come to the understanding that an artist 
would need to register their work under a certain time restraint, or risk their work being free to use by 
companies or other people who may have interest. This concerns me not only because of my career of 
choice, but also because of the degree in which I HAD to fight for tooth to nail in order to get.  
 
At this point in my career, I am about two months out of college and still looking for work. Depending 
on when this law would take into effect, if passed, how would anyone expect me to be able to pay the 
fees on loans that will be in effect within four months, not to mention the bills of living in a employed 
world. What would be the point of getting a degree in my field of work if someone else could take my 
work without compensating me( the artist)  
 
 With all that being said, I'd like to insist that you ( the writers of the proposed bill and to those 
who would want to vote on this motion) to do one of two things if possible; Either re purpose the bill so 
that we ( the Artist) would know exactly how to copyright our work in our own domain and have it be 
protected, or better inform the people it effects ( which would also be the artists of the concerning 
party)  If anything I have said in the above passage proves to be true, I'd be more than happy to learn 
more about this law ( which is being indicating by this letter of concern) to know just what is going on 
( to either confirm or relieve stress on both ends)  
 
While I respect the motions and decisions of the Library of Congress, I'd also would like to say ( with 
no disrespect) that you will do what is best for the artists who are trying to make a living in the world. 
Every person who fights and earns their degree should have their work and efforts be paid and 
compensated for.  
 
I thank you for your time 
 
Humbly  
 
Joshua N. Isaac  
 
 








Comment to the Copyright Office 
 
I have recently stumbled upon various pieces of information about a possible change to 


Copyright Laws regarding to the visual arts. Although I have also found out that certain attempts 
have previously failed, those of which seemed to have had similar characteristics to that of the 
possible law that will be created in our near future, I am no less worried about the possibility of 
this future bill’s success.  


I must admit that I am not a professional artist, writer, designer, etc. but only a student in 
Graphic Design and Animation who has been creating visual art since I was very young. Keeping 
this in mind, I do apologize for any and all misunderstandings I have of the current situation and 
possible future changes, but I still would like to voice my concerns sooner rather than later. 
Moving forward, I recently discovered that trying to fight one’s passion in life is as futile as 
trying to hold your breath for too long without your body forcing you to take that necessary gasp 
of life again; by this, I simply mean that other areas of study have failed to interest me and I do 
hope to become a professional in the visual arts industry in my future and am thus worried about 
potential changes to Copyright that will strongly apply to my business and overall life in this 
country. Even now, with sketches or ideas that I create and post on social media, I am protected 
by the current Copyright laws and although I do not believe any of these pieces are industry 
worthy, or even worthy of charging to view and share, followers and fellow art lovers keep in 
mind that I have the Copyright to any of my original creations and they must obey the law’s 
restrictions when sharing or realizing that they may not recreate/make profit from my work 
without certain communication and agreements from me first. However, from what I have 
understood so far of the consequences from the passing of this possible Copyright bill, it is 
practically being assumed that many pieces of visual art are so valuable to the society and culture 
as whole that is only fair to be able to “share” them without necessarily paying or giving the 
creator that automatic/ initial Copyright to their work. This unfortunately seems completely 
ludicrous to me and makes me think that if that were to be a viable argument, then it would be 
made toward various other industries including medical and scientific fields. Although I do not 
claim to have even the slightest right to say that I know the ways that medical discoveries are 
credited and named, I do think that many medical drugs and cures are incredibly important to our 
society and culture and would then, by the previous assumption, not matter if someone stumbles 
upon the discoverer’s work and takes it as their own to share and exploit as they see fit because it 
would be for the sake of our society’s growth and well-being. This may not be the best example, 
but I do hope that it conveys my dismay as to the arguments credibility and shows that it would 
be nothing short of bold-faced theft to simply take someone’s pain-staking hours, and perhaps 
even their entire lifetime of work, and making profit (whether monetary or for fame’s sake) 
without repercussions if the person chooses not to inform the creator of their piece’s use or give 
them any profit later on.  


As I stated previously, I do hope to someday become a professional artist, and I realize 
that acknowledging current Copyright is just as important as learning any changes that are made 
to it as far as protecting my potential livelihood goes, but the fact that I can currently have the 
automatic right to my own creations and work, thus giving me time to research further if I was 
faced with someone who stole my work gives me a much better outlook on being able to protect 
my earned income than perhaps not registering a piece of work of mine with a Copyright office 
for whatever reason and then not having any claim whatsoever if someone stole it and made a 
profit for themselves.  I do acknowledge that any future changes with this potential Copyright 







bill would not change the fact that you could still sue someone for infringement, but it is already 
hard enough for artists to find lawyers who will represent us. Whereas if this bill were to be 
passed, it would be practically impossible as you would not know about the other person’s 
possible way of arguing that it was an orphan piece when they took it until the paperwork and act 
of suing was in progress. Meaning that the lawyer would have even less guarantee of being paid 
in any way, thus giving them the rightfully so reason to deny most future infringement cases 
from artists and creators of all types. Lastly, I would like to bring up a point that I do not claim to 
masterfully understand, but the bill would immediately defy if passed. In Article 9.2 of the 
International Copyright Law, there is the three step test, which as it states in the writing itself, 
has to be obeyed when limiting the scope of Copyright in any way (which the bill would not be 
doing as it defies the first point in the “test”).  


In any case, I hope that my lack of legal understanding is forgiven in the case that my 
passion for this potential change in law is heartfelt as it directly affects the potential of having a 
successful livelihood in my future, or possibly living within a government that has passed a bill 
that will be a detriment to an incredibly large portion of its people. I do not mean to create a 
dramatic exaggeration, but without artists feeling comfortable to create their work and be able to 
support themselves doing so, the entire edge of businesses who use our work to advertise and 
promote themselves would fall part and lose more profit than they care to imagine, among many 
other losses in our culture as a whole. I appreciate the fact that we are able to send in our letters, 
and I hope that our voice as artists (although perhaps not very respected at times) will shine 
through and stop these negative changes to Copyright from being further pursued in Congress.  


 
Thank you, 


Graphic Design Student 
Katia Ojea Fernandez  








July 20 2015


Maria Pallante 
Registrer of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain visual Works (Docket No.2015-01)


To Whom it may Concern:
Thank you for taking the time to hear my Thoughts on the new proposal regarding the new Copyright act. Let me 
introduce myself. My name Is Josh Jordan Sharabati. I am a new up and coming artist who is striding to pursue a Art 
Career in the entertainment Industry regarding : video game's, movies, Comic books,etc. its a Big dream of mine to have
 a Intellectual Property within this field as well inspire the next generation of newer artist who want to pursue this.


however seeing where the new copyright act that is going to be taking place in a few days I want to express my concern 
on the topic at hand. I really don't like the new proposal that congress had in mind and for what its worth; the current 
Copyright law's are good enough to keep around? let me express why this can be a huge problem for me and Many 
others on this new bill.


1.) What are the most significant challenges related to the monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic artworks, 
and/or illustrations?


The biggest problem for this issue is the fact that we are signing our "exclusive Right's" away if this bill were to pass; 
we are giving up our ownership of our work. This poses a huge threat that can make it more difficult to control, and as a 
person who is pursuing a job in the creative field? this can hurt current and newer content creator's for the sole fact that 
it can lose revenue over a product or better yet an idea to continue to produce newer idea's to the public. if I have to give
 up my work and not be able to claim my "exclusive right's" will  not just hurt me but everyone in the creative field; 
having to forfeit our work isn't going to make things better but instead worst. the current law's are good enough for us.


2.) What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artist, and/or illustrator's?
 
 With the Cost of the High legal fee's to Having the orphan act being becoming part of the new law isn't going to benefit
 the artist; but rather the "infringer's" who want to claim other people work as them making it? This Proposal will have 
to take every artist that is from the U.S. harder to deal with. if we found someone infringing on our work, we have less 
of a chance on correcting the issue. while major corporations can claim that someone's else work an Orphan. it would 
make it extremely more harder for a content creator like myself to compete with the other markets. even though the 
Orphan act has be propose back in 2008 this wouldn't solve any thing if this were to be part of the new law.


3.) What are the most significant registration challenges for the photographers, graphic artist, and/or illustrators? 


Having the new proposal will cause both a Financial crisis for any current and newer artist in this field not to mention 
that the million's of artist that have to catalog all previous to current work. I don't know how the Copyright office is 
going to organize millions of people artwork if this bill were to pass. and to cover the cost of paying a small fee with 
each piece of artwork isn't going to be feasible for anyone to even they are starting out. were basically making it more 
harder for every artist to pay for registering our work or better yet? covering the cost on someone who can potentially 
infringe on our artwork. this isn't a very good idea.


4.) What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photographs, 







graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


Considering where we are at current law. there isn't really much any major issue's with the use since most of the 
material is under "fair use" since I need to something to inspire me and help me give me a idea on how certain art styles 
or better yet how to tell stories from the people I'd admire. so where things stand right now. I feel that these current laws
 have more of a impact and use rather than the newer one.


5.) What other issues or challenges should the office be aware of regarding the photographs, graphic artworks, and/or 
illustrations under the copyright act?  from my stand point the stuff I've seen and heard over at the copyright office I get 
the idea's that they had in mind? but seeing that some of the other countries that give more rights to their artist and deal 
with some of their draw backs well I can see a huge problem if this were to happen.


6). What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals become law? Well to 
summarize what I've mention in the letter. This new act would cause a huge backlash in the art community and in the art
 industry not just in the U.S. but in the Whole world. every Creative person will consider less opportunities to make a 
living off of the art career. And for what its worth the people in the both the Art community and the industry will try to 
go to other countries who can cater to them... meaning that the U.S. will lose out on a lot of business opportunities for 
any start up companies and small business's a like. not to mention? for any one developing newer products like 
:Apple,Tesla, etc. well they can get affected because of the people who have to design those products will lack a lot of 
creative freedom and idea's for those products. The current artist & newer artist can't produce material if this law has 
pass because of higher fee's that the copyright office is going to allow to use, and more harder for creative people to own
 their right's if anyone has stolen our work and claiming that they made it? this will cause a major outcry of the not just 
the art community but also the major business's who will make it less friendly toward artist. personally this would give 
me a reason to move out of the country because of the new laws that are being propose. I can't work with a country that 
won't uphold my right's as a artist as well as many other rights of my fellow artist; and for that I give another country 
that would give me the benefits of allowing me to think freely on my idea's on my work.


for what I've mentioned regarding my thoughts on the topic. I hope that this will insight on I feel about this new bill. the 
current law for Copyright work just fine? why change it if its not giving everyone a hard time? the orphan act doesn't 
seem to help everyone here and it has no place within that new law.


hopefully you can reconsider your decision on this one. and please think about what the future for the both the art 
community and industry.


thank you kindly for your time


sincerely 
Josh Jordan Sharabati
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7/18/15


From: Jason Williams
            510 Sanders Ave. Apt. A
            Hammond, LA 70403


To: The United States Copyright O�ce


Dear Sirs,


I am not a professional artist, but it is my dream to be one. I have been an artist for many years and 
I fully intend to support myself and my family with my artwork in a professional aspect. It is my belief 
that “The Next Great Copyright Act” would cause that dream to fail. 


I would prefer to have control over my own work, both in how it is distributed and what parties are 
allowed to pro�t from it. I do not want others to have access to my work without my permission in any
way whatsoever.


Please accept this letter as my personal notice and or vote against the new copyright law.


Thank you for your time,
Jason WIlliams








I am writing about the proposed new changes in Copyright law. My husband is a freelance illustrator and 
I help him a lot with his business. This is our lively hood, and is giving power to the bigger corporate 
entities and making it so that if I don’t document everything about our art someone can take it away. 
The responsibility shouldn’t be on me to jump through all your loopholes to protect my artwork. We 
have had multiple times in the past where under these new suggested changes, people would have 
been able to steal our work and not pay my husband for the work he does. We already have to work to 
protect the art work or lose the license this just makes it double hard. Please just leave my husband to 
do what he does best, art, not having to be a lawyer document everything he does for a living. 


 


Kat Oertli 


Steve Argyle Studios 








To Whom It May Concern:
I became aware of the proposed changes to copyright law from my former professor at the 
Savannah College of Art & Design, where I received a very expensive master’s degree that I am 
struggling to parlay into a viable career. In the two years since my graduation, I have repeatedly 
found clients unwilling to pay reasonable wages for my efforts. All too often, I find that I am 
asked to create work for free as an “audition” or chance at exposure. I know that this is due in 
large part to the extreme devaluing of original creative work that the internet has caused


I have been a professional illustrator, cartoonist, and designer for around ten years creating 
work for Verizon, Samsung, Oprah Winfrey, Paste Magazine, Flagpole Magazine, political 
candidates, musicians, and publishers. Employment has been intermittent and the 
compensation can vary wildly. A large corporate client might casually pay $1000 for a few days 
of work, while another might offer $20 for the “opportunity” to publish a comic strip that took ten 
hours to create. It is a daunting struggle to make a living as an artist. Therefore it is absolutely 
vital that every protection be granted to prevent outside business interests from exploiting artists 
and the work on which they have spent thousands of hours creating—even tens of thousands. 
The median incomes of visuals artists and designers are not particularly high. In certain 
specialized fields like comics, an artist might end up working for compensation below minimum 
wage. Artists have enough financial stress due to unfair contracts, inconsistent opportunities, 
heavy competition with each other, and a world oversaturated with easily obtained visuals. 
Please do not allow for yet another factor that prevents artists from seeing fair compensation for 
the fruits of their labors.


If I create a compelling image that has a life beyond its initial publication, it is essential to me 
that I continue to benefit from that ongoing value. I never know when I may have similar 
success. If public or business interests were allowed to exploit that creation without being 
required to pay or acknowledge me, I could potentially be missing my only chance at an income 
that would sustain me through hard times or poor luck finding other opportunities for my work to 
connect with clients or an audience. Such a scenario is damaging to the future of art and 
creativity, as it is often unsustainable to create anything new or exciting in an environment that 
makes that so risky. Worse yet, using my work without any kind of compensation is taking food 
out of my mouth.


Sincerely,
Jacob Hunt








As a writer and artist working for more than 40 years, I am 
disturbed to learn of possible changes to the copyright law.  It is 
vital that all artists, no matter the genre, be allowed to decide how 
and by whom our work is used and to be paid accordingly.  Thank 
you for your time.   








July 20, 2015


Maria Pallante


Register of Copyrights U.S. Copyright Office


101 Independence Ave. S.E.Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works(Docket No. 2015-01)


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff


Thank you for taking the time to read my letter over my concern of the possible new copyright 
law trying to go into effect.  I am among other artists trying to reach out and prevent this from 
happening. The main reason for our concern is because our rights as Americans are being 
violated and ignored for a financial gain that does not profit creators or our country.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


I am asking for protection from hours and hours of trying to perfect our craft.  In the art 
community there is a fictional 10, 000 hour mark where it is the time you have invested in 
grinding away day and night to become better to try and get work for money. Allowing others to 
simply take an image an individual has created and use it for profit without any repercussions is 
ridiculous.  Many artists are always looking for work and many of them like to invest in creator 
owned projects, which in turn would make profit allowing them to pay taxes, mortgage, 
food...etc helping making this country go round. Taking away rights of the individual is going 
against our constitution. How would you like it if a corporate company took a picture of you and 
your family to be used as a marketing tactic to lure more clients but they profited all the while all
you can do is sit there and watch someone bully you out of royalties.


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 


Trying to sue infringers due to the high costs.  Most of the time artists have to settle with just 







getting their work taken down and knowing that no one else is profiting from their work.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 


Mainly it would be expense and time. Many artist have been creating for decades and to go back
and try and register all the work would cost personal time. Time is something many artist hold 
close. We try to juggle our work time as best as we can 5-7 days a week all while trying to put in 
personal time with family.  We manage our time as precisely as possible to make room for all the
necessities of a day to day struggle.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use 
of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


The current copyright law is in perfect standing with many artists.  I was raised to know that if 
you didn't create something and used it for your own financial benefit then it was called stealing.
With the new proposed copyright law it will make it incredibly difficult to keep someone from 
erasing the name, maybe making a small adjustment or changing the color and turn into 
something that they "created" and now the original creator has no ground to stand on as the 
sole producer.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic 
artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


There is already many sites online that offer free, or for a fee, stock pictures for personal and 
business use. Also many sites build images for business to profit or to use as part of financial 
gain.  These sites were designed by artists to create a market for companies that need this. In 
the end they understand that business is business and everyone needs to benefit from each to 
coexist. 


 


6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals 
become law?


Trying to profit out of the created art. It will make it incredibly difficult to stop anyone from using
something that someone has worked hard to create. Many countries actually have created 
organizations to protect royalties and for whatever reason in the U.S. artists are  being cheated 
out of it. 







Thank you for taking the time to read my letter and i do hope it has raised more awareness in 
issues that many artists would face if the new copyright law went into effect.


Thank you, 


Jesus Martinez 








I am deeply aggravated that the voices of so few have the chance to change the fate of millions of 
Americans concerning the changes to the Orphan Works Act of 2008 proposed by Orrin Hatch and 
Patrick Leahy.  
 
As an artist, I rely on my ability to sell my own work as part of my annual income. I also should expect 
the right to sell future works as well as freely post my creative works without previously registering said 
works to private, for profit businesses. Often, I use my art in teaching aids for various online art groups 
to help teach, inspire and motivate the artists of the future. Art belongs to its creator until sold, licensed, 
donated or gifted. 


This new legislation will take away my ability to maintain ownership of my art and to how it is used. My 
works are mine the same as you would not want someone else to use your hard work without your 
permission and then profit from it. Would you like someone else using a bill/act that you have written 
and taking credit for the work? You spend weeks writing something that you so passionately care about 
and could be part of your legacy and then no mention of your name…  
 
The threat of legal action is what currently holds our fragile market together in the trust we place in our 
clients and vice versa. This new legislation would tip the balance of power so greatly in favor of large 
corporations as to send individual contractors back to a time where the idea of owning an idea -wasn't 
an idea. Our current copyright laws have helped the little guy rise to middle class - giving us recourse in 
cases of infringement. Side stepping the checks and balances will be too easy if this proposal passes. 
 
THIS PROPOSAL IS THEFT OF SERVICES! Article 1.8 of the Constitution provides protection for our work. 
 
The public will still be able to view our creations. They should not so easily be able to “legally steal” from 
artists as your proposal would allow. 
 
Please - DO NOT change the US copyright law to reflect anything written that is in anyway similar to the 
Orphan Works Bill of 2008 
 
Thank you, 
Keith Cowan 


Artist 








7.20.15 
Jim Terry 
 
Please do not change the copyright law. Further litigating artistic expression and 
opening the exploitation of peoples who are, by a whole, struggling to get by as it is, 
would be crippling. It is difficult to protect one’s work as it is, and changing the 
copyright law to benefit big business will make it nearly impossible.  
 I ask you to please consider the individual artist who, much like the small 
business, is struggling to stay alive in America. Changing the copyright laws in such 
a way will usurp the few rights we have.  
 Thank you very much for hearing me out, and please, once again, leave the 
laws as they are. 
 
Thank you, 
Jim Terry 








Karen M. Beers 


140 J. Holzmann Rd. 
Acra, NY 12405 


518 755-8625 
kgbeers@yahoo.com 


July 21, 2015 


US Copyright 
Re:  Orphan Works 
Washington DC !
Dear US Copyright Office: 


An attempt at changing the ability to do business has come to my attention. I am aware 
that there is a potential change to the Copyright Law which would eliminate the ability of  
artists, like myself, to earn a living from their creative visual art.  


Copy-written Art that is Licensed for use by its original artist to manufacturers is how 
many artist’s earn a living. Removing that protection would be a terrible thing. Making 
changes for change’s sake is not improving anything.  


Having every artist register every sketch, variation, note, etc. would be cost prohibitive 
and cause such a bog down in the process. 


Please note that publishing an artwork does not render it useless and without value. It 
helps every creative person in the knowledge that their creation is protected through the 
registration of  Copyright from fear of  theft; in a age of  constant hacking and outright 
plagiarism, it is the one recourse Artist’s have left.  


Please don't destroy our sense of  security and source of  income.   


Sincerely yours, 


!
Karen M. Beers 


Illustrator for over 30 years








Hello: 


I’m writing to express my concern over the new proposals to the copyright laws. I’ve been working as a 
creative most of my life. Four years ago I began creating digital paper collages. I now have over 200 
pieces. Each will take 2 to 3 days to create.  


I’m earning less than $10,000 annually between my original art and my freelance graphic design gigs. I’m 
horrified that this change in copyright laws will cost more money and registration time. On top of this, 
others will benefit from my artwork. It will offer less protection and less income from my original 
creations. This is a terrible deal for artists all around.  


Janet Carlson 


Aquamarine Studio 


1111 SW 110 Lane 


Davie, Florida 33324-4135 


954-452-9318] 


www.aquamarinestudio.com 








July 20, 2015 


Maria Pallante 


Register of Copyrights 


U.S. Copyright Office 


101 Independence Ave SE  


Washington, DC 20559-6000 


 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No.2015-01) 


 


To Whom It May Concern: 


My name is Joslyn Schmitt, a Media Artist from Robbinsdale, Minnesota. I am a graduate of the 
Minneapolis College of Art and Design with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Animation. I am writing to you in 
regards of the proposed Orphan Works Law. 


It is terrifying to me that the Orphan Works bill is being proposed. If this bill turns into a law it will make 
it easy for infringers to take my work and all work posted by fellow artists. Many artists already face 
challenges of having their work stolen/altered from people and large companies. Passing this law will 
only make it easier for people to steal from the hard working artist. 


Second, you would be making life immensely difficult for all artists trying to survive. Creating is their 
biggest asset, it is not only a form of expression but is a tool they use to make a living. A lot of us have 
families to support, piles of bills to pay, and like me, have a lifetime of student loan debt to pay back. 
Artists create over hundreds of work, if they have to register each sketch, each thumbnail, each 
illustration, you are making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to earn their way of living. It is not only tedious but 
expensive. As an artist who creates her own original work, I should not have to register to protect my 
work. I made it, it is mine, if someone wants it or wants to use it they need to ask my permission and or 
pay for it. I went to art school to improve my craft. I put in a lot of hard work and hours for what I do. I 
have a skill that not everyone has and can use. I should NOT have to give that up for free.  


I hope you understand and will make the right decision to not support infringing individuals and 
companies. Bury this bill for good. Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. 


 


Sincerely, 


Joslyn Schmitt 








July 23, 2015 
 
Catherine R. Rowland 
Senior Advisor to the Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Rowland, 
 
 
I am a board certified medical illustrator with over 10 years professional 
experience creating visual content for the publishing and healthcare clients both 
in the U.S. and Canada. 
 
The ability to license work to which I own copyright provides an important 
revenue source. However, infringement of copyright on this work is a constant 
concern and threat to my livelihood. I am writing to request that the Register of 
Copyright consider the rights of illustrators and the significant challenges they 
face, when creating policy related to copyright law. 
 
Along with my U.S. colleagues, I routinely face considerable pressure from 
clients (mostly large corporations and institutions) to sign work-for-hire contracts, 
relinquishing not only reprographic rights, but surrendering my underlying 
“source” material — visual assets that I use in the creation of illustrations. 
Refusal of work-for-hire often results in losing a job. The illustration pricing model 
that most corporations follow is tenable only if consigned artists are allowed to 
retain their source material — for use in the creation of future work. Work-for-hire 
puts undo hardship on individual illustrators and I urge the Register of Copyrights 
to remove it from U.S. Copyright law. 
 
Orphan works are perhaps the biggest threat facing illustrators in North America. 
Assigning the burden of protecting copyright to individual illustrators, while third 
party users need only demonstrate that they attempted to determine ownership 
of a visual work is grossly unfair and will result in illustrators losing control over 
their reprographic rights. 
 
Finally, I urge that the copyright registration requirement be removed from U.S. 
copyright law. It’s an expensive, arduous process, yet necessary if creators are 
to have any legal recourse for the theft of their works. The United States is the 
only nation that still requires registration in order to protects artists’ rights, 
causing unnecessary hardship for creators. 
 
 
 







Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns. 
Sincerely, 
 


 
 
James Jason Sharpe 
B.Sc. Engineering, B.Fine Art, M.Sc. Biomedical Communications 
Board Certified Medical Illustrator 
Governor, Association of Medical Illustrators 
20 McCord Road 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M4S 2T6 
 
 
 
    "1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
    "2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
    "3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
    "4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish 
to make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 
    "5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?" 
 
[Emphases added for clarity] 
 
And we might suggest a 6th question of our own: 
 
    6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new 
copyright proposals become law? 
 








Jamie Hogan


www.jamiehogan.com


7-20-15


U.S. Copyright Office


101 Independence Ave. S.E.


Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


To Whom It May Concern,


I am writing to you as an award winning professional illustrator of over 35


years whose work has appeared in publications, books and advertisements. 


I illustrated Rickshaw Girl, which was on the New York Public Library’s 100


Great Book of the Last 100 Years, as well as many other children’s books.


I am a member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators and


the Maine Writers and Publisher’s Alliance.


I write this letter with regards to a proposed law that would replace all 


existing copyright law; a law designed to supply the general public with 


access to other people’s copyrighted work with the clear intention of making it 


legally possible to use work without paying the artists. This proposed law comes under 


the guise of a “reform” though the real intent is very clear, allowing the internet 


companies to stock their databases with our images, by either forcing the 


artist to hand over the work as ‘registered’ works or having unregistered 


work treated as orphans and copyrighting them as “derivative works”. For 


some reason, while acknowledging that this will cause special problems for 



http://www.jamiehogan.com

http://www.jamiehogan.com





visual artists, the Copyright Office has concluded that the artists should 


still be subject to orphan work laws.


This is robbery. I cannot make a living as a visual artist if all of my work


automatically is available for free. 


For professional artists whose livelihoods depend on what we create and 


the agreements we make to determine how the art is used, this is 


not an abstract legal issue. Our work does not lose value upon 


publication. Our published work becomes part of our business 


inventories, assets even more valuable to us in the  digital age. The current


“reforms” in the newly proposed law would in  effect waive the responsibility of a 


potential user to find the copyright  owner and redefine an orphaned work 


as any work by any artist that  anyone finds ‘sufficiently’ hard to find. It’s a convenient 


loophole to exempt the responsibility of the potential user from proper searching and 


void every rights holder’s exclusive right to his/her own property, a right stated 


in Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.


Independent artists are finding it hard enough to earn a decent living without 


the further erosion of potential earnings as imagined in these morally and 


ethically corrupt proposals by those who have consistently devalued 


creative and intellectual property, culture, art and the artists who create 


it. This proposed law to replace existing copyright law should be dismissed 


as the outright robbery that it is.


Sincerely,


Jamie Hogan








July 22, 2015 
 


Library of Congress 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
 To Whom It May Concern: 
  
 My name is Johnathan George. I am an undergrad college student and an art hobbyist who tries 
to learn greatly at art. Afterschool, I study about the foundations and history of art and design.  
 
 What I love to be is a professional freelancer someday in the future. Most of my peers, whom I 
know in person and online, are freelancers that their work are based around on what they do such as; 
web designing for clients, character commissions, and creating comics. What I asked and learned about 
their experiences upon doing freelancer work is to always know about the business details, and always 
strengthen your copyright laws as an artist, especially when you are getting hired and working for 
someone. Be it a client, publisher, commissioner, or a company. Getting paid for what they designed for 
a client, an artist who make their own business and to get paid by the artist’s commission rates, and a 
comic artist who has been published by a fair publishing business who then pays the artist for great 
outstanding work. All of their stuff is protected by their copyright laws that help them to get through 
life as a freelancing artist in this day of age. This current copyright law works for any artist, which is 
something that I would strive for to be as a freelancing artist, but this new upcoming law for the New 
Copyright Act that is coming won’t work at all for me, or any professional artist. 
 
 This new law, that was originally called the Orphan Works Act, will create inevitable problems 
for not only professional artist, but for any artist who is soon-to-be professionals, young students, 
hobbyist, or anyone who published a certain picture or any type of artwork media. The new law means 
that whatever a person publish, a drawing or picture, it becomes the public's picture to use, rearrange, 
and register it as their own. With this knowledge, that somebody can steal and infringe art, fighting for 
it would be extremely difficult since the new law would support mostly to the infringer. Also, if this 
new law were to past, every piece, old and current artwork that any artist did in their lifetime, would 
need to be registered as copyright at an office as such. That actually frightens me since there are many 
artists who are busy with certain deadlines, financial struggle, and have to pay a substantial sum of 
money just to keep many pieces, instead of the current original copyright law where the artwork is just 
yours. Period. 


 
Furthermore, since the new law includes that every piece of artwork of any kind to be mass 


digitized, the resignation would have to be mandatory if you need to keep all your pieces, which is 
daunting and stressful as it is since it eliminates the meaning of making a business of your own as an 
artist altogether. With skills and dedication of any growing artist and their craft, young, old, 
experienced, and amateur, big businesses don’t have the decency to show any support for the artist at 
all. I do not want this current law to change since this new law does not give fair rights for any artist. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Johnathan George 








Joy	  Kroeger	  Beckner,	  Sculptor	  
15268	  Kingsman	  Circle	  
Chesterfield,	  MO	  63017-‐7412	  
636-‐532-‐3216	  
	  
July	  19,	  2015	  –	  Addendum	  to	  letter	  of	  July	  18,	  2015	  
	  
Maria	  A.	  Pallente	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  &	  Director	  of	  U.	  S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
	  
Dear	  Maria	  and	  your	  constituents,	  	  	  
	  
In	  1990,	  after	  working	  in	  business	  for	  many	  years,	  I	  got	  back	  into	  art.	  Then,	  when	  my	  oil	  
paintings	  became	  thick,	  I	  tried	  sculpture	  and	  loved	  it!	  I	  created	  14	  bas-‐relief	  bronze	  portraits	  for	  
the	  National	  Cosmetology	  Association.	  After	  that,	  I	  created	  a	  clay	  sculpture	  of	  my	  old	  dog	  Anna.	  
Bronze	  dogs,	  dachshunds	  in	  particular,	  are	  what	  I	  am	  known	  for.	  My	  works	  have	  earned	  many	  
awards,	  including	  the	  National	  Sculpture	  Society	  Silver	  Medal;	  the	  Society	  of	  Animal	  Artists	  
Award	  of	  Excellence,	  as	  well	  as	  quite	  a	  few	  Best-‐in-‐Shows	  and	  Museum	  acquisitions.	  	  
	  
The	  proposed	  changes	  to	  the	  copyright	  law	  would	  not	  only	  hand	  a	  huge	  blow	  to	  my	  income	  by	  
giving	  others	  the	  right	  to	  reproduce	  my	  work	  without	  my	  knowing	  it,	  but	  would	  also	  hand	  a	  
blow	  to	  my	  ego!	  Last	  month	  a	  woman	  contacted	  me	  about	  how	  to	  fix	  a	  broken	  Chinese	  resin	  
copy	  of	  my	  bronze	  bookends.	  My	  bookends	  sell	  for	  $3200US,	  and	  her	  knockoffs	  were	  $14.95US	  
at	  Home	  Goods.	  How	  would	  you	  like	  that???	  For	  me,	  copyright	  law	  is	  not	  an	  abstract	  legal	  issue,	  
but	  the	  basis	  on	  which	  my	  business	  rests.	  
	  
I	  understand	  Article	  1,	  Section	  8	  of	  the	  U.S.	  Constitution	  states	  that	  we	  authors	  (artists)	  have	  
the	  rights	  to	  our	  work.	  Please,	  do	  not	  let	  greedy	  infringers	  take	  away	  artists’	  means	  of	  making	  a	  
living.	  We	  are	  essential!	  Why	  else	  would	  someone	  want	  our	  work???	  If	  someone	  wants	  my	  
work,	  they	  may	  buy	  it	  from	  me.	  They	  may	  not	  infringe	  (steal)	  my	  work.	  It's	  important	  to	  my	  
business	  that	  I	  remain	  able	  to	  voluntarily	  determine	  how	  and	  by	  whom	  my	  work	  is	  used.	  My	  
work	  does	  NOT	  lose	  its	  value	  upon	  publication,	  except	  when	  publication	  is	  by	  someone	  
unauthorized	  by	  me!	  Instead	  everything	  I	  create	  becomes	  part	  of	  my	  business	  inventory.	  	  
	  
As	  it	  is,	  I	  am	  going	  to	  have	  to	  pay	  my	  web-‐master	  a	  big	  chunk	  of	  money	  to	  add	  copyright	  notice	  
to	  each	  photograph	  on	  my	  site.	  Copyright	  notice	  is	  in	  the	  type,	  but	  this	  whole	  new	  law	  smells	  of	  
something	  not	  at	  all	  pleasant.	  I	  was	  so	  happy	  when	  I	  got	  all	  my	  art	  registered.	  By	  so	  doing,	  I	  felt	  
as	  if	  I	  someone	  was	  protecting	  me	  from	  greedy	  thieves	  AKA	  copyright	  infringers.	  	  
	  
Maria,	  please	  leave	  the	  law	  as	  is.	  Life	  is	  too	  short	  to	  have	  to	  find	  another	  line	  of	  work	  at	  age	  70.	  
Many	  thanks	  for	  your	  consideration.	  	  
	  
Sincerely,	  	  	  
Joy	  Kroeger	  Beckner	  -‐-‐	  www.joybeckner.com	  








 


To whom it may concern: 


 


 My name is Jason Blankenship, I am an artist and I am concerned about the proposed changes 
to Copyright law. As an artist, one of the things we have to be increasingly vigilant against is people 
criminally infringing upon our art and selling it illegally. We are aided in this by the law protecting every 
picture, every sketch, every finished piece of art being legally ours. No muss, no fuss. You made it, it 
belongs to you.  


 Forcing artists to register everything they wish to protect and leaving other works “orphaned” 
and fair game for anyone to steal and make money off of is, immoral. It is endangering the livelihood of 
hundreds of thousands of illustrators, comic artists, photographers and authors. Hardworking 
Americans. And to do so in order to further fatten the coffers of multibillion dollar corporations is 
against the very principles that America was founded upon. I hope that you can find it in your 
conscience to reconsider the proposed changes to copyright law.  


 


Thank you for your time, 


Jason Blankenship 








 
 U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
Dear Sir/Madam: 


It is my understanding that the current copyright law is under consideration for considerable 
revision which would dramatically affect the careers of illustrators, designers, fine artists and 
businessmen in the creative community. 


I am an art rep who represents some 35 artists since 2002 to the children's publishing market. 


It takes approximately one week for an artist to produce one children's full page illustration for 
which they get paid around $350-$500.  So if they did just one illustration a week, they would 
earn about $25000 annually.  Many don't get this many commissions in a year, so they need 
residual and additional income for their work in order to survive. 


In all of our contracts, unless otherwise specified and agreed upon, we strive to have the artist  
retain the complete ownership of their work after publication. The resale or redistribution of the art 
allows for additional income and a wider audience for their work. Their art does not lose its value 
after first publication. 


The ownership rights that our artist's retain are the basis for the success or failure of their business. 
(Any deviation as to the ownership rights is negotiated though the contractual process.) 
The career of the illustrator/artist has changed dramatically over the years as technology has 
created fantastic tools for creativity while at the same time allowing incredible access to the 
creator's work. The ability of an entity to legally download or seize the results of a creative 
endeavor from any source will most assuredly be a detriment to the business and ultimately the 
careers of creative artists everywhere. 


Please consider this carefully and don't let pirates seize my artists' artwork! 


Sincerely, 


Janice Onken 


WendyLynn & Co. 


504 Wilson Rd. 


Annapolis MD 21401 








Dear Sir/Madame, 


 Hello! I am a fellow high school student who has just recently been aware of such 


ridiculous acts to remove copyright laws to artists; To be quite frank, this is astounding. I had no 


idea greed could take hold of the government in such manners. As a high school student, I have 


worked hard to keep my grades; even as a little child, I was motivated to go to school. The 


reason for being so motivated was because I knew school would bring me one step closer to my 


dreams - everything I have ever dreamed of. Good grades, good heart, and the perseverance to 


graduate with honors has been my goal - to become one of the greatest artists of my generation.  


 Unfortunate acts from the congress has put my lifelong dream to risk now. It truly pains 


me to see such natural rights being at risk today. What is almost impossible to comprehend is 


that copyright laws will be used privately for profit. The art that I create is mine, not anyone 


else's. How can people be greedy enough to take away the right of personal belonging? If laws 


are being changed in the future similar to what is occurring now, it would not be surprising for 


other belongings of the citizens to be taken away without warning or real need. 


  How can this possibly be? I have worked so hard and shed tears to reach my level of 


expertise - my dreams and what inspires me the most could quite possibly be gone in the blink of 


an eye. This is ridiculous and needs to stop, as you've probably heard from many other artists. 


Greed is what powers our nation nowadays. The right for creativity will soon be slaughtered 


unless those that have power have a change of heart, quite possibly from the words you are 


reading in this letter or from someone else. The death of current copyright laws will be the death 


of my dreams and the dreams of so many other artists. Do not make the mistake of slaughtering 







our natural rights as creators; even currently, artists are fighting a war against theft from people 


that claim art as their own to make a profit.  


 Without our copyright laws, consider the war lost. Some artists have a hard enough time 


to financially sustain themselves; in my shoes, for example, my mother works full time and we 


live in a humble apartment. We do not usually have spare money for vacations or many luxuries, 


but what we do have is creativity and the love for art.  


 What little we have as United States citizens will soon be taken because of greed - 


nothing more. If you can find reason to believe what is soon to change is wrong, I will know in a 


few short days. Thank you for taking the time to hear my concerns on the issue we as artists now 


face. 


 


Thank you, 


Katherine Monleon 








John A. Galvan 


521 N. Sunset Ave. 


West Covina , 91790 , CA 


 


My name is john A. Galvan, I am a freelance artist ,animator and designer, this act would threaten my lively 
hood and throw me on the street, I am opposed to this reform and am 100% against this. 


Leave copyright alone as it is now and stop trying to reform it so it can be easily turned into theft. 


 








To Whom It May Concern:


I have been a weaver for over 20 years and now going in the direction of sketching/painting. 
Being creative is very important to me and my work in weaving, and now art, is an integral part 
of who I am. For this reason, I believe my work to be “my own” and it is important that I know 
who uses my work and they use it. It became clear to me as I traveled in Europe sketching and 
various people wanted a copy of my work. It became very important to me that these sketches 
not be used for profit from the people that wanted copies of this work without my knowledge or 
consent. 


I expect the copyright law to protect my constitutional right to exclusive control of my work. 


Sincerely, 


Judith D. Langhoff








July	  20,	  2015	  
	  
Maria	  Pallante	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
101Independence	  Ave.	  S.E.	  
Washington,	  DC	  20559-‐6000	  
	  
RE:	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry,	  Copyright	  Office,	  and	  Library	  of	  Congress	  	  
Copyright	  Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  (Docket	  No.	  2015-‐01)	  
	  
To	  Whom	  It	  May	  Concern:	  
	  
My	  name	  is	  Kyla	  Phakhailathavong	  and	  I	  am	  a	  22-‐year-‐old	  freelance	  Illustrator.	  I	  
just	  received	  my	  Bachelors	  Degree	  in	  Illustration	  from	  Nossi	  College	  of	  Art.	  I	  am	  in	  
the	  earliest	  stages	  of	  my	  career,	  that	  hasn’t	  had	  sufficient	  time	  to	  bloom.	  	  I	  am	  
writing	  to	  express	  my	  concern	  about	  the	  changing	  copyright	  laws.	  I	  don’t	  have	  as	  
much	  to	  tell	  you	  about	  my	  career,	  and	  myself	  but	  what	  I	  can	  tell	  you	  is	  why	  the	  
changing	  of	  copyright	  law	  would	  reduce	  the	  amount	  of	  budding	  artist	  and	  creators.	  	  


	  
Having	  been	  out	  of	  College	  for	  only	  two	  months	  means	  that	  I	  am	  just	  now	  
submitting	  my	  artwork	  to	  different	  publications	  and	  companies	  in	  the	  hopes	  that	  my	  
artwork	  catches	  their	  eye.	  That	  way	  I	  can	  get	  my	  name	  out	  there	  and	  build	  my	  
reputation.	  Sadly,	  I	  have	  to	  admit	  that	  I	  have	  not	  been	  able	  to	  register	  my	  works	  due	  
to	  lack	  of	  funds.	  This	  being	  cause	  I	  haven’t	  received	  a	  steady	  flow	  of	  jobs.	  That	  stated	  
if	  this	  change	  passes	  my	  work	  would	  be	  considered	  Orphan	  Works.	  	  
	  
This	  can	  cost	  a	  more	  than	  what	  a	  fresh	  college	  graduate	  that	  is	  drowning	  in	  new	  
student	  loan	  payments	  can	  afford	  when	  trying	  to	  also	  purchase	  art	  supplies	  and	  
promotional	  tools.	  All	  of	  this	  will	  put	  budding	  artists	  under	  a	  lot	  of	  pressure	  and	  
make	  it	  where	  they	  can’t	  get	  themselves	  established	  in	  the	  industry.	  Meaning	  we	  
would	  have	  to	  go	  out	  and	  find	  whatever	  job	  we	  could,	  be	  it	  in	  our	  field	  or	  not,	  just	  to	  
be	  able	  to	  make	  our	  student	  loan	  payments.	  	  
	  
I	  have	  seen	  first	  hand	  artists,	  be	  it	  illustrators	  or	  photographers,	  that	  already	  have	  to	  
scrap	  by	  to	  make	  ends	  meat,	  buy	  their	  supplies,	  and	  get	  their	  name	  out	  there.	  
Unfortunately	  I	  am	  one,	  I	  have	  been	  married	  for	  a	  year,	  starting	  my	  own	  family,	  and	  
just	  moved	  to	  another	  state	  in	  the	  hope	  of	  helping	  my	  career	  blossom.	  Building	  your	  
career	  as	  an	  artist	  takes	  time,	  every	  time	  you	  throw	  your	  work	  out	  there	  for	  others	  
to	  see	  you	  are	  laying	  a	  foundation,	  similar	  to	  bricks	  on	  a	  house,	  bit	  by	  bit.	  Eventually	  
you	  are	  standing	  in	  a	  solid	  career	  that	  is	  your	  home.	  	  
	  
In	  the	  beginning	  a	  lot	  of	  artists	  have	  to	  rely	  on	  the	  knowledge	  that	  the	  moment	  they	  
created	  something	  that	  it	  solely	  belongs	  to	  them.	  Of	  course	  this	  means	  with	  the	  
sufficient	  proof	  of	  creation.	  This	  also	  means	  that	  artists	  view	  their	  work	  as	  a	  little	  
piece	  of	  their	  soul.	  They	  create	  it	  with	  sweat	  and	  hard	  work.	  Telling	  them	  that	  they	  







have	  to	  accept	  that	  the	  public	  has	  right	  to	  that	  work	  because	  they	  are	  too	  lazy	  to	  
search	  for	  them	  is	  unbelievable.	  That	  signature	  or	  watermark	  on	  a	  finished	  piece	  of	  
work	  is	  proof	  that	  you	  made	  it;	  it	  is	  yours.	  	  
	  
If	  it	  is	  known	  that	  passing	  these	  changes	  in	  the	  copyright	  law	  would	  create	  
“challenges”	  for	  artist,	  be	  they	  new,	  a	  few	  years	  in,	  or	  twenty	  years	  in,	  why	  would	  
you	  want	  to	  reduce	  the	  value	  of	  our	  work.	  What	  we	  went	  to	  college	  and	  got	  a	  degree	  
for,	  spent	  hours	  or	  years	  working	  on,	  and	  put	  our	  sweat	  and	  tears	  into.	  This	  is	  our	  
bread	  and	  butter,	  without	  it	  we	  will	  starve.	  	  
	  
Respectfully,	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Kyla	  Phakhailathavong	  


	  
	  
	  








Dear Congress, 
 
My name is Jasmyne White. I am majoring in Visual Arts at the University of 
Louisiana in Lafayette. Please do not pass that bill. I am a concept artist who makes 
sure to watermark my own work to ensure people that my art is mine and should 
not used without my permission. 
 
You changing the copyright laws is going to result in art thieves easily taking works 
from hard working artists who do this for a living. 
 
DO NOT PASS THIS BILL.  
 
You will be causing thousands of artists to never advertise their work online, which 
means getting jobs will be difficult, and will ultimately make the visual design job 
market decline greatly because artists will get scared of people taking their work 
and other people taking credit for the artist’s work.  
 
The visual design for magazines, websites and more will not be creative anymore. 
Artists won’t have jobs and the profession will diminish. Graphic Designers for 
companies will decline.  Passing this bill will make it ok for THIEF to happen and 
will block expressing creativity in a free country.  
 
PLEASE DO NOT PASS THIS BILL. THOUSANDS OF ARTISTS’ LIVES WILL BE 
RUINED IF THEY CAN’T EVEN SHOW THEIR OWN WORK TO THE WORLD.  I’M 
BEGGING YOU AS AN ARTIST MYSELF! 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jasmyne White 








To whomever this may concern, 
 
Do not allow this copyright bill to be approved. As an artist, I know how this law would 
hurt so many artists financially and artistically. Many artists share their work online to 
get recognition for their work, to be seen and known by a greater community. If this bill 
is passed, then many companies as well as people in general will steal the credit of the 
artist. This makes it harder for artists to get commissions, to be recognition, to get paid 
for their work. There is already a huge problem with copyright online without this bill in 
place. If the bill were to be approved, the fight again stealing art, credit, and reputation 
would suffer a huge blow.  
Do not allow this copyright bill to be approved. No artist wants their work taken and 
controlled by anyone, other than themselves. This bill essentially removes the control of 
the original artist and gives it to everyone else to use. This is highly unfair, since it is the 
artist who spent the time and effort producing their craft, not some stranger who steals, 
unjustly replicates, and uses copyrighted artworks as their own. The bill will own aid to 
those plagiarizing art. Do not allow that to happen.  
Do not allow this copyright bill to be approved. There are artists who have hundreds of 
art pieces online ranging from the contraception of posting art online to now in 2015. If 
we have to register all our art, many pieces will be missed not out of negligence or 
resigning the piece to “orphanage” but because of the mass number of work made, it will 
be hard finding the original files and submitting them. Also, if this bill is passed, then 
your servers must be ready for all the files made. If the server crashes, then art thieves 
will steal and submit things as their own when the server comes back up.  
 
If you believe in hard-work and the recognition of workers, then do not approve this bill. 
With this unjust, unconstitutional bill, artists will lose their rights over their work, their 
reputation, their art. Do not allow this to happen. Do not approve this bill. Do not approve 
artists losing their work to an unfair system.  
 
Yours truly, 
Kellie Tagawa 
 








I am an independent artist that makes one of a kind pieces of jewelry.  I cannot copyright 
every piece. Someone else should not have the ability to put their name on a piece of 
jewelry that I made, copyright it or copy it, and sell it as their own. I should be able to 
keep an artist blanket copyright, just by the fact that I created the jewelry, without doing 
anything else. I should have some rights just by being an artist. 
Kim Depenbrok 
9665 Vena Ave 
Arleta, CA 91331 








To whom it may concern. 
 
Hello my name is Jenny M. Stead.  I’m a professional illustrator and graphic designer.  I had heard of the orphan 
laws that are trying to come into effect over copyrighted material.  This is a serious issue that must be addressed 
but not for the reasons that congress thinks should be changed.  As an artist with my own intellectual property it 
scares me to know that this is even being discussed in office.  There are many setbacks for all artists in ties with this 
bill, and this bill will enable art theft and the thieves responsible for said theft in the future if this is passed. 
 
Please understand that as an artist and character designer I am creating new work on a daily to hourly basis and 
for me to register every single item doodle or finished piece it’s nearly impossible for me to afford or even have the 
time to send each and every creation that I own in for licensing.  The same goes for photographers as well. 
 
The bill, I understand, is trying to protect this intellectual property from being stolen from the artist and creator in 
question, but what it’s doing is enabling thieves from claiming our work as their own.  Having to register all of our 
work and get paperwork on it, or face the consequences of having our work claimed by someone else because “it’s 
not registered” is ridiculous.  Anyone can go to any of my online sources, grab one of my pieces, magically place it 
in Photoshop and alter it to make it “theirs” and then register it as their own.  This is wrong and will cost not only 
jobs for artists around the globe, but cost us our dues for the work that we’ve worked our lives (because most of us 
are self-taught) to create.   
 
Please take this into account and understand what is happening and what is trying to take into effect.  It’s going to 
cost a lot in the long haul and this isn’t a price that any of us artists and creators want to pay.  Taking work and 
claiming it as their own or changing and altering works created by others is no different that plagiarism or even 
COUNTERFEIT.  Last I checked these were against not only basic ethics in every industry but also against the 
law.  Don’t allow this bill to pass.  It’ll cripple the graphic arts and art industry.  Artists struggle enough to hold 
onto our rights for our works.  Don’t make our lives even more difficult. 
 
Thank you for taking your time to read my responses toward this dire situation. 
 
Jenny M. Stead 
jennymstead.com 
jennymstead@gmail.com 


 



http://jennymstead.com/

mailto:jennymstead@gmail.com











I strongly oppose the new copy write law that would strip artists of ownership of their own work. 
Do not allow this disastrous regulation to become law!  








July 23, 2015


Dear Mrs. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff, 


I am writing this brief letter to express my concerns with the new recommendations that 
could resurrect the Orphan Works Act of 2008.  As a graphic artist and webcomic artist 
whose entire works exists online, this news is of great concern to me.  I write to you now 
in the hopes of not only rejecting the current suggested policies set before you but to 
instead integrate policies that will protect the rights of visual artist as well as music 
artists.  The internet has grown into the greatest means of sustainable income for 
countless creative artists and authors.  I ask that you protect the rights of these people, 
rather than chase us away for fear of having our work stolen or used with out our 
permission.  Far too often I have found my artwork being sold on posters and mugs in 
the far reaches of the internet, but at least with our current laws I am able to request 
that they desist and they are obliged to obey.  I am greatly concerned that people and 
companies will now be able to more easily get away with such theft.  Our hard work 
should be considered our own, we deserve that much at the very least.


Thank you so much for your time,


Katherine Haynes
9 Davis
Irvine, CA 92620








7-21-2015 
 
Dear Whomever this May Concern, 
 


I am writing in opposition of the Orphan Works Copyright Act. I am an artist, a graphic 
artist by hobby, and an illustrator. I certainly can't afford for my work to be registered to 
independant copyright holders just to protect my works from getting stolen.  
 
I believe that this law is very unconstitutional in the fact that it basically takes the artist's 
rights away on how they protect and distribute their work. There are a lot of artist's 
livelihoods that would be greatly affected by this unconstitutional legistature and it would 
seriously hurt and demean everything they've ever done and basically make it "open 
season" for anybody to use theirs or even my artwork that I've ever created and posted 
online.  
 
People post artwork online to show what they've done. They want to share their work 
with the world and in some cases sell it. In my case I personally enjoy creating different 
types of art to share with my friends online. I know when one posts a work they do run 
that risk of it being taken. But this "Orphan Works Copyright Act" would make it that 
much easier for works to be stolen, altered, and reposted as theirs and if the original artist 
can't afford to have their copyrights registered, they're basically up crap creek with out a 
paddle. And this is very wrong and again unconstitutional. 
 
Since when do we live in a world where our rights are slowly being taken away? I pray 
that whoever reads this takes this to heart and listens to what I have to say. My opinion 
may not matter to some but it matters to me. Please think about what you're doing can 
have serious consequences for many types of artists, writers, graphic arists, illustrators, 
etc.  
 
In conclusion if this gets law gets passed, a lot of people who practice the craft of art in 
some way shape or form will be severely affected. It is wrong to strip us of our rights and 
again very unconstitutional. I wouldn't say that if I didn't believe this was and I do believe 
that this Orphan Works Copyright Law is indeed very unconstitutional in every sense of 
the word.  
 
I'm serverly against this legislation passing. It spells trouble for everybody who calls 
themself an artist. Please don't take our rights away. That's why our founding fathers 
signed the Declaration of Independance and why the Constitution and Bill of Rights were 
created. So the American people can have rights and freedom. To declare freedom from 
those that threaten to take our rights away as independant American citizens and if this 
law gets put into effect, that's exactly what you're doing, taking our fundamental rights 
away to be a free thinking American artists. I declare that the Orphan Works Copyright 
Act very Unconstutional, for American artists and artists everywhere.  
 
Signed, 
By an American Artist 








July 16, 2015


To the US Copyright Office, 


I’m a visual artist and graphic designer. For over 35 years I’ve been earning my living with my 
talent and skills. I have a BA in Fine Arts from Hofstra University, NY. I’ve studied painting at the
Institute for European Studies, Vienna, Austria; and surface design and illustration at the School
of Visual Art and the Arts Students League in New York.


ALL of my work is part of my business inventory. And in this digital age that inventory is more
valuable than ever for me as for every artist. For example, if one manufacturer is successful
with some of my images than another manufacturer will also want to use my work. When I 
publish my work that increases its’ value and so my income. 


Copyright protection is CRUCIAL to my business. As I license more work any infringement of
that work steals from my income. These days my copyrighted images are my products!


A copyright allows me to keep control of my work, deal with individuals who would steal and
profit from it. It allows me to decide which websites host my work and what manufacturers use
my work.  


Any large corporation (Nike, Microsoft, Target, Bank of America) wouldn’t allow thier logo and
brand to be infringed on. Shouldn’t that be the same for all artists’ work?  


Please don’t let this “Next Great Copyright Act” replace all existing copyright law because: 
• large internet companies should not be able to give the public access to my work without 


my knowledge and without a good licensing agreement and royalty payments to me. 
• corporations should not be able to steal my work — my intellectual property — through 


“mass digitization”.
• the public and corporations do not have the right to alter my work and then copyright that 


derivative work in their own name. 
• I should not be forced to register my work (from sketches, paintings, photos — past, present 


and future) with “commercial registries”. (What are they? And who would control them?) 
• it’s not right to have “Extended Collective Licensing” replace voluntary business agreements


between me and my clients. 


I’m the sole creator of my work. If others can monetize it without my knowledge or consent
that’s just wrong. A copyright law should be a way for every individual’s work to be protected
not given away. 


Sincerely,


Judith Moderacki 


JUDITH ELLEN MODERACKI








Copyright	  Office	  regarding	  its	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry	  on	  Copyright	  
Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works.	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  July	  23,	  2015	  
Julie	  Castillo	  
8	  Hamilton	  Avenue	  
Cranford,	  New	  Jersey	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  07016	  
908-‐653-‐0702	  
	  
To	  whom	  it	  may	  concern,	  
	  
I	  have	  been	  a	  freelance	  commercial	  Illustrator/Designer	  over	  
28	  years	  and	  an	  artist	  since	  I	  was	  a	  child.	  	  I	  was	  a	  very	  
successful	  commercial	  Illustrator	  in	  the	  late	  1980’s	  and	  1990’s.	  	  
As	  an	  Illustrator,	  copyrights	  I	  have	  retained	  have	  allowed	  me	  to	  
resell	  works	  I	  would	  not	  have	  been	  able	  to.	  	  The	  same	  is	  also	  
true	  of	  works	  that	  I	  have	  created	  as	  a	  fine	  artist.	  	  The	  ability	  to	  
resell	  works	  cannot	  be	  denied.	  	  As	  it	  is,	  art	  is	  considered	  in	  the	  
U.S.	  as	  something	  that	  is	  easily	  created.	  	  When	  in	  fact,	  it	  takes	  
an	  intense	  thought	  process,	  hand	  eye	  coordination	  and	  actual	  
application	  of	  mediums	  used	  to	  create	  something	  from	  nothing.	  	  
Not	  very	  many	  things	  are	  made	  this	  way.	  	  I	  don’t	  think	  the	  fact	  
that	  someone	  who	  makes	  and	  designs	  a	  machine	  would	  ever	  
lose	  his	  or	  her	  ability	  to	  keep	  their	  ownership	  to	  their	  patents.	  	  
I	  don’t	  really	  understand	  why	  this	  change	  in	  the	  Copy	  Rights	  
Act	  would	  even	  come	  under	  consideration.	  	  Commerce	  should	  
never	  be	  able	  to	  take	  artist’s	  copyrights	  away.	  	  This	  is	  our	  
bread	  and	  butter.	  	  This	  would	  make	  the	  true	  artists	  un-‐willing	  
to	  publish	  their	  creations.	  	  In	  return	  we	  would	  have	  a	  fall	  in	  the	  
new	  ideas	  put	  out	  to	  the	  public.	  	  The	  things	  that	  should	  be	  
changed	  about	  the	  Copy	  Rights	  Act	  are	  that	  it	  should	  be	  easier	  
and	  less	  expensive	  for	  an	  artist	  to	  register	  his	  or	  her	  work.	  	  	  
Things	  should	  not	  be	  made	  easier	  for	  the	  exploiters	  to	  profit.	  	  
The	  advent	  of	  the	  internet	  has	  brought	  a	  lot	  of	  change.	  	  We	  are	  
constantly	  having	  inventions	  that	  change	  the	  world.	  	  We	  do	  not	  







adjust	  laws	  according	  to	  internet’s	  use	  and	  acceptance	  into	  
society.	  	  We	  make	  changes	  within	  the	  laws	  so	  the	  past	  is	  still	  
honored	  and	  the	  new	  is	  worked	  into	  this.	  	  An	  example	  are	  the	  
changes	  to	  music’s	  copyrights.	  	  Do	  not	  rewrite	  what	  is	  already	  
there.	  	  Please	  do	  not	  rest	  on	  your	  laurels	  and	  let	  the	  creative	  
suffer.	  	  We	  are	  the	  ones	  who	  make	  new	  paths.	  	  We	  are	  always	  
struggling	  to	  make	  ends	  meet.	  As	  we	  have	  been	  labeled	  
throughout	  history,	  “Starving	  Artist”	  is	  not	  far	  from	  the	  truth.	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Sincerely,	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Julie	  Castillo	  








July 22, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Avenue S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


Dear Ms. Pallante:


I am a practicing artist and have been for the past thirty-five 
years.  


Protection of my art has a direct bearing on my income.  
Licensing my art in various forms provides needed income and I 
am opposed to having third party corporate interests acquire the 
ability to make it difficult for me to protect art which I alone have 
created.  


It would be absurd to think that some corporation through their 
lawyers and lobbyists, could establish orphan works laws which 
put the burden of proving that my intellectual property rights no 
longer belong to me, but become available to their clients or the 
general public.  These groups have had no investment in my 
talents and would seek to exploit my creations for their gain and 
profit.


The fact that a corporation would be given the legal right to use 
my work without my permission based on their conclusion that 
they had made a “reasonably diligent” but unsuccessful effort to 
find me, and therefore conclude my work would be considered 
“orphaned,” is ridiculous.
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It is my hope that the Copyright Office will not return to copyright 
registration of every picture an artist wishes to protect.  
Personally, this puts a financial burden on me, since it requires 
time to have my images photographed, registered and mailed.  
Although registration would allow me to preserve my right to sue 
in federal court, that in itself would be an expense I am not sure I 
could sustain.


I urge you to reject the corporate world’s effort to infringe on the 
creative process of artists.  This is merely an attempt on their part 
to negate the copyright protections for artists.  The corporate 
world’s orphaned works proposal is a scam.


Sincerely,


John W. Clark
13330 W. Gelding Drive
Surprise, Arizona 85379�2
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Jujubee Illustrations LLC 
Julie Olson, Owner and Professional Illustrator  
2496 E 1580 S 
Spanish Fork UT 84660 


July 2, 2015 


To Whom It May Concern: 


My name is Julie Olson and I have been a freelance illustrator for seventeen years creating art for 
everything from board games, to magazines, to websites, to books.  I paid for my own college 
education and graduated with a BFA in Illustration in 1998. I am registered as a limited liability 
company and run my business just like any small business owner. My art is my source of income and I 
rely on that income to help support my family of four children. 


It has come to my attention that there is an effort launched to change the copyright law to allow for 
Mass Digitization of artists’ intellectual property, extend collective licensing to replace our voluntary 
business agreements with clients, and overall strip the rights we have over our art after it has been 
published. This has already been happening illegally and it seems the people doing it have finally 
joined together and thrown enough money at the law makers to try and say what they are doing is 
legal. Saying stealing is legal certainly doesn’t make it right.  


If the copyright law is changed to allow for the proposed alterations, thousands of small business 
owners, artists, and the like, will no longer be able to earn a living. The copyright law is not some 
abstract legal issue, but the basis on which my business (and the thousands of others like it) rests. 


The copyrights of my work ARE the products I license. Therefore, infringing on artists’ work is like 
stealing our money. It is important to our businesses that we remain able to voluntarily determine 
how and by whom our work is used. My work does NOT lose its value upon publication. I sell the 
rights for someone to use my art in certain publications for a certain period of time. Once that 
contract is up, I still own the product (the art) and can then allow others to use that art for their 
purposes upon agreement. When companies or people use art they did not create themselves or 
contract the use of, they are stealing another person’s intellectual creation. Everything I create 
becomes part of my business’s inventory and then I sell the use of that inventory to others. That is the 
livelihood of my business. And now, in this digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever 
before.  


Imagine a costume rental company created some beautiful, original costumes and then rented out a 
costume to a customer. Then that customer wore the rented costume, came back to the company and 
said, “Ok, now that I’ve worn this and used it, I’m just going to give it away to someone else to use. You 
already got your money out of it by me renting it. It’s no more use to you.” And that costumer walks 
away with the costume. The renter at the rental company calls the police and says, “A customer of this 
description just stole one of my costumes.” That customer would then be charged with stealing 
property.  


The same is true with using art. A customer should not be allowed to pay for the use of art only one 
time and then allow the world to use it for free in perpetuity.  Please do not allow this proposed 
copyright law alteration to take place. It is stealing and will ruin the livelihood of many people. 


Sincerely, 


Julie Olson, Professional Illustrator 








July 22, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Kelly Leahy Radding. I am a fine artist who makes my living off of selling my original art, licensing
the rights of my original work to companies whose philosophies and standards of excellence match my own,
and teaching workshops based upon my reputation in the fine art world.


I am writing to address the problems both commercial and fine visual artists face in this new digital age envi-
ronment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic art-
works, and/or illustrations?


As a fine artist who works in a time-consuming style/medium, I do not create many works in a years’ time. 
This does limit my potential annual income from the sale of my original artwork. I rely on the ability to license
my work to companies I choose to work with to increase my annual income. In this new digital world we visual
artists are encouraged to have an internet presence both for exposure and sales, but the very nature of the 
internet has led to much illegal use of our own works which are protected under the current Copyright Law.
There are internet companies that have already ‘stolen’ my work from my internet presences without my 
permission or financial compensation. I have worked very hard over my career to build up my reputation and
the illegal use of my fine art images for cheap derivatives undermines all of that hard work over the past 30
years. I cannot believe our government would cave to the pressures of large corporations to change the 
Copyright Law at the expense of the thousands of artists who create the art.


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


I am very distressed to see that the proposals that the Copyright Office has made to Congress is essentially a
revised Orphan Works bill, but in my opinion would be even worse. Visual artists vehemently opposed Orphan
Works bills since they appeared a decade ago. A copyright law virtually built upon the foundation of orphan
works law would open the floodgates of large, influental internet companies to increase their own revenue at


Kelly Leahy Radding
9 Westgate Road


Columbia, Connecticut  06237
(860) 208-2353


www.leahyraddingart.com


Contemporary Artist-Naturalist







the expense of the artists who create the works. I can’t think of any bigger challenge for us visual artists who
make our living creating new works than to have to watch our images ‘stolen’ from us, essentially ‘for free’
where we would then be competing with ourselves for our own market and market share. It is a losing scenario
for us as these large corporations would be able to offer our work for a much lower fee due to the shear vol-
ume of works they have available to them to create their own revenue stream. I believe that this situation is
fundamentally illegal, unethical and would be insurmountable to many visual artists.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become a major financial and time-consuming burden for artists.
Even if the registration fees were minor to begin with (and I consider ‘minor’ to be a relative term) I truly believe
that as the registration company(s) began to realize a profit the fees would increase and there would be extra
charges, etc created to gain greater profit at the expense of the artists. I believe that there are artists who
make a comfortable living but most artists I know struggle to make a decent living. Another challenge is the
sheer amount of time artists would have to spend to gather all the information, fill out paperwork, and track
down all the metadata for older works. That is simply not a feasible expectation. This would really add injury 
to insult as all works not accounted for would fall into noncompliance and would then be free to be exploited by
anyone who chooses to.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photo-
graphs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?


I very rarely make use of photographs for reference in my own work, but when I do, I come to an agreement
with the artist for a fair use fee. The frustrations I see in this issue is the advent of ‘sharing’ in the internet 
environment, especially across social media. Images are shared across the various social media platforms with
no credit given to the artist so even if someone wished to pay a fair compensation fee to the artist, it is most of
the time virtually impossible to locate the artist. I do believe that most users sharing images without copyright
information or even just the artists name, are doing so ignorance of copyright law and issues, but it creates an
environment for rampant illegal use of artists images. I believe that the issue of ‘Fair Use’ will alway remain an
amorphous and exploited idea, and would be a difficult issue for an artist to challenge.


5. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photo-
graphs, graphic art works, and/or illustration?


The proposal to create a Small Claims court for artists to fight illegal use of their works is a farce. I don’t be-
lieve that challenging illegal use of our art would be a simple matter. No matter how it is set up, corporations
will still have copyright attorneys on retainer whose sole job is to win these challenges for their clients. Most
artists take care of all aspects of their business, bookkeeping, marketing, etc all the while still trying to create
their art; they will not be able to afford the lawyers fees to fight the illegal use of their works and would not be
able to afford to take the time away from creating their livelihood to pursue in a court of law. This proposal is
just paying lip service to artists; I believe it would only serve to validate that the Orphan Works proposal once
again has been created to benefit the large corporations with strong lobbying positions and will only harm the
livelihood of artists. 


I thank you for taking the time to read my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from
any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act.


Respectfully,


Kelly Leahy Radding








Dear Catherine Rowland  
Of the Senior Advisor to the Register of Copyrights, U.S. Copyright Office  
 
The outrageous demand for copyright 'reform' has come from large Internet firms and their legal allies. Their 


business involves supplying the public with access to other people's copyrighted work. They wish to legally 


obtain artworks and use and gain from these works and without paying the artists who actually make the 


works.  


Copyright law is a business law, and the lawyers writing these laws know little and care nothing about the 


art business that feeds an artist and artists families. 


 
Can the lawyers answer the following crucial questions from experience? I think not. 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic artworks, 
and/or illustrations?  


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?  


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators?  


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photographs, 
graphic art works, and/or illustrations?  


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic artworks, and/or 
illustrations under the Copyright Act?    


6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals become law?  
 
"The Next Great Copyright Act" would replace all existing copyright law. 


1. It would void artists Constitutional right to the exclusive control of their own works. 


2. It would "privilege" the public's right to use an artist’s work. 


3. It would "pressure" all artists to register their life's work, at a cost, with commercial registries. 


4. It would "orphan" unregistered work without due compensation to artists. 


5. It would make orphaned work available for commercial infringement by "good faith" crooks. 


6. It would allow others to alter artworks and copyright those "derivative works" for profit. 


7. It would affect all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and future; published 
and unpublished; domestic and foreign. 
 
Please do not let lawyers and greedy corporations take away our rights to our own works!  
 
Thank you, Sincerely, 
 
Jane Bucci 
Collier House Studio 
325 collier Drive 
Springfield, IL 62704 
 








July 21, 2015 


 


To Whom It May Concern: 


 


Please protect the rights of artists. The proposed reforms to current copyright are 
absolutely terrifying. We need our Constitutional right to exclusive control of our work to 
be upheld. The proposed changes would allow large internet firms and corporations to 
take further advantage of independent artists' work. 


 


Please help us. 


 


I have been a professional illustrator and designer for over 12 years. I am also a 
photographer. My work is a part of me. I have been working entirely independently for 
the past 6 years, and I depend on copyright to protect my work. 


One of my primary means of income has been illustrating and designing invitation suites 
for weddings and parties. I also design many greeting cards. These illustrations and 
designs don't lose value upon publication. In fact some illustrations and designs are so 
popular with multiple clients that they become primary sources of income for certain 
times. The published works become valuable parts of my business inventory.  


 


Copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, it is what my business depends on for 
survival. It sometimes feels like my only lifeline in our digital world. Please protect artists 
from others that want to steal their hard work. 


 


Thank you for your time. 


 


Sincerely, 


Kristine Minke 


SayLULLOW Creative 


kristie@saylullowcreative.com 







612-269-9765 








To	  the	  Copyright	  Office.	   	   	   	   	   	   6	  Trematon	  St	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Poundbury	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Dorchester	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Dorset	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   DT1	  3AN	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   UK	  
22nd	  July	  2015	  
	  
	  
To	  whom	  it	  may	  concern.	  
	  
I	  am	  a	  self-‐employed	  illustrator	  based	  in	  the	  UK,	  working	  with	  clients	  both	  in	  the	  
UK	  and	  US,	  as	  well	  as	  other	  countries.	  I	  recently	  heard	  about	  possible	  changes	  to	  
copyright	  law	  which	  could	  affect	  the	  very	  basis	  of	  my	  business.	  	  
I	  rely	  on	  payment	  for	  the	  artwork	  I	  create,	  which	  is	  licensed	  with	  clients	  
worldwide	  and	  am	  making	  new	  art	  every	  single	  day.	  	  
If	  the	  changes	  suggested	  are	  implemented,	  it	  would	  mean	  I	  would	  have	  to	  
register	  and	  pay	  for	  hundreds	  of	  artworks	  each	  year,	  as	  well	  as	  all	  my	  archive	  of	  
images,	  which	  amounts	  to	  approximately	  12000	  pieces.	  I	  can’t	  possibly	  afford	  to	  
do	  that	  and	  I	  don’t	  think	  I	  should	  have	  to.	  It’s	  my	  work,	  which	  I	  trained	  for	  over	  4	  
years	  in	  art	  college,	  and	  have	  developed	  for	  over	  20	  years.	  I	  think	  it	  is	  unfair	  to	  
expect	  creative	  people	  to	  have	  to	  pay	  to	  protect	  everything	  they	  
sketch/draw/create.	  I	  really	  believe	  this	  is	  no	  different	  to	  stealing	  money	  from	  
me.	  
I	  really	  hope	  you	  will	  listen	  the	  thousands	  of	  people	  like	  me	  who	  work	  so	  hard	  to	  
build	  a	  career	  from	  their	  skill,	  at	  already	  difficult	  times,	  and	  please	  don’t	  make	  
this	  any	  harder	  for	  us.	  
	  
	  
Yours	  truly	  
	  
Jillian	  Phillips	  
	  
	  








July 22, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


Ms. Pallante, 


I am a self-employed photographer and have been in the business of creating images and 
licensing rights to those images since 1985. Copyright is the basis of my income and 
ability to support my business. It is the only way I have to protect my images, and to 
negotiate a fee for licensing of said images. I am writing to address the problems visual 
artists face in the new digital environment. 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


Resale of my images is part of my day to day business. My images are a valuable resource 
that produce income for me. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with a 
system that would benefit others would endanger my ability to make a living. Certain 
companies have already begun digitizing my work without my permission or financial 
compensation. This is theft of my personal property. It is important for my business that I 
control all uses of my images. 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic 
artists, and/or illustrators? 


The biggest challenge to monetizing/licensing my images is to keep control of where it 
appears and who uses it, and to keep my copyright notice and contact information 
associated with the image. I attach metadata with my name, copyright statement, and my 
website URL to my image files. The metadata is almost always removed from the image by 
every website the image appears on. I also watermark the images posted online - but 
there is software and tutorials instructing users how to erase watermarks. Removal of the 
metadata and watermark make it impossible to prevent my images from being considered 
orphaned. 


Jo Ann Aiello


916-771-7148      Joann@AielloStudios.com      9413 Eagle Springs Place, Roseville CA 95747







The only real protection for creators would be to eliminate the concept of orphan works 
altogether. It should be it illegal to remove a watermark, illegal to remove metadata, illegal 
to remove copyright information, and illegal to mass digitize any works not in the public 
domain without written permission from the creator.  


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 


A requirement to resubmit all of my work to a different registry would be devastating to my 
ability to claim ownership and therefore license any work in the future. I have registered 
much of my work with the US Copyright Office. The Copyright Office has these records 
and all of the associated images. If there is to be a clearing house for image searches, it 
should be the Copyright Office, with no additional fees or labor required of the creator. It 
would be physically impossible for me to re-register, scan or photograph the hundreds of 
images I have created over the years. As for the images I can’t afford or find the time to 
register, those would fall into noncompliance and would be free to be exploited by others. 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal 
use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


I know of no challenges or frustrations in making legal use of visual art.  


I am very troubled by the overall tone of the proposed language that potential users rights 
are equivalent to those of creators. They are not. If I as the creator do not want my image 
licensed beyond the original use, that is my choice. If I want to sell an image only once, 
that is my choice, the potential user should not be able to claim otherwise. If I want to 
create an image and never license it at all, that is also my choice. Potential users have no 
rights to my images. If a potential user wants to further their business by using imagery, 
and can’t find an image they can legally use, then they can do what has been done for the 
decades before electronic file sharing - commission a new one, and keep photographers 
working. 


Sincerely yours, 


Jo Ann Aiello








After reading about the Orphan Works Copyright Act, I got a sense of dread as my chosen profession 
and field would suddenly become hopelessly more complex. I am an artist who makes works of art on a 
near daily basis. I get paid for these artworks sometimes. My brother is also an artist and this is his 
main job. The Orphan Works Copyright Act is a threat to how we make a living. By passing these laws, 
you suddenly take the power of our artwork out of our hands and give it to anyone who wants to use 
our artwork without our knowledge. Half our time would suddenly be spent stopping theft and the other 
half would be filing paperwork to allow our artwork to be sold in our name. 
 
Please, stop this act. It is a vile threat to artists. If the law won't stop art theft, then how can we be 
expected to make more art? 








Kimberly Krauss
Illustration Student


July 22, 2015


Dear Copyright Office,


While I have no professional experience, and so cannot properly answer your 
questions regarding registration and license, I would still like to impart my thoughts on 
your proposed legislation and how it may affect my future career. Though not 
professional I have experience in commissions amongst peers, and have witnessed the 
turmoil involving uncredited works. 


The proposed Orphan Works legislation is in the clear benefit of users while 
hurting artists. I understand you want to be able to distribute these orphaned works, but 
the fact remains that the artist has exclusive rights. Anything they plan to do with the 
work could be ruined by good faith users' infringement. Because such infringement can 
jeopardize work for the artist, compensation is necessary, and when you lessen that for 
the benefit of the user it really affects the artist's livelihood. From the suggested 
legislation is seems as if reputation is considered not compensable, when reputation is 
what gets us work. It is not only the lack of pay for the orphaned work that hurts the 
artist, it is the association in its use. Good faith users have no way of knowing if their 
project is something the artist would have consented to or not. I also noticed in the report 
mention of "reasonable compensation" based on the assumption that business would have 
occurred normally if the infringement had not taken place. Because there is no way of 
knowing that without contacting the artist first, such compensation is not appropriate.  
Statutory damages are the only way to properly compensate. 


Orphaned works are not unused assets drifting in the void, they are still being 
managed by their owners. One instance of infringement could affect the artist's entire 
career. I hope you will consider this when writing this legislation. 


Thank you for listening,


Kimberly Krauss
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July	  19,	  2015	  
	  
Dear	  U.S.	  Copyright	  Office,	  
	  
	   I	  am	  writing	  to	  you	  today	  as	  both	  an	  artist	  and	  student	  about	  my	  concerns	  on	  
the	  apparent	  renewal	  of	  the	  Orphan	  Works	  Act	  and	  the	  possible	  major	  revision	  of	  
copyright	  laws,	  because	  I	  believe	  it	  will	  be	  harmful	  to	  me	  and	  many	  other	  artists	  in	  
our	  ability	  to	  protect	  our	  works	  and	  make	  an	  honest	  profit	  from	  our	  abilities	  and	  
skills.	  
	  
	   From	  what	  I	  understand,	  the	  Act	  proposes	  that	  if	  an	  artist	  is	  too	  difficult	  to	  
find,	  then	  anyone	  can	  use	  a	  piece	  to	  make	  a	  profit.	  This	  is	  incredibly	  dangerous,	  as	  in	  
this	  day	  in	  age,	  it	  is	  very	  easy	  to	  erase	  signatures,	  re-‐distribute,	  edit,	  and	  display	  
images	  online	  in	  ways	  that	  completely	  erases	  any	  traces	  of	  the	  original	  creator’s	  
mark.	  This	  makes	  every	  artist	  susceptible	  to	  what	  will	  be	  legal	  theft	  if	  this	  Act	  is	  put	  
into	  place,	  and	  will	  essentially	  punish	  any	  creator	  for	  letting	  their	  work	  be	  seen	  in	  
public,	  something	  that	  is	  essential	  to	  building	  a	  creator’s	  career.	  
	  
1. What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  challenges	  related	  to	  monetizing	  and/or	  licensing	  


photographs,	  graphic	  artworks,	  and/or	  illustrations?	  
	  
	   The	  most	  significant	  challenge	  is	  competition.	  Most	  artists	  that	  are	  just	  
starting	  out	  will	  find	  it	  is	  very	  difficult	  to	  draw	  an	  audience	  to	  their	  work,	  and	  if	  
someone	  who	  is	  well	  know	  wanted	  to,	  they	  could	  easily	  steal	  the	  works	  from	  any	  
artist,	  and	  claim	  they	  did	  it	  legally	  under	  this	  act,	  be	  it	  dishonest	  or	  otherwise.	  I	  have	  
heard	  countless	  stories	  of	  artists	  already	  having	  their	  work	  stolen	  by	  large	  
companies,	  and	  hurting	  their	  profit	  tremendously.	  An	  Act	  like	  this	  will	  only	  increase	  
the	  incentive	  to	  do	  so.	  
	  
2. What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  enforcement	  challenges	  for	  photographers,	  


graphic	  artists,	  and/or	  illustrators?	  
	  
Most	  creators	  do	  not	  have	  the	  means	  to	  compete	  with	  big	  companies.	  As	  stated	  
before,	  theft	  from	  larger	  companies	  is	  already	  a	  common	  occurrence,	  and	  most	  
artists	  are	  still	  unable	  to	  take	  legal	  action	  due	  to	  having	  little	  to	  no	  monetary	  power.	  
An	  act	  like	  this	  would	  completely	  destroy	  and	  hope	  to	  reclaim	  what	  is	  rightfully	  ours.	  
	  
3. What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  registration	  challenges	  for	  photographers,	  graphic	  


artists,	  and/or	  illustrators?	  
	  
	   Money.	  Most	  artists	  are	  very	  low	  income	  no	  matter	  how	  popular	  they	  are,	  
and	  registering	  every	  piece	  of	  work	  we	  create	  will	  add	  up.	  Not	  to	  mention	  the	  
companies	  charging	  may	  begin	  to	  take	  advantage	  of	  artists	  and	  over	  charge	  licenses.	  
In	  the	  end,	  the	  only	  people	  who	  should	  be	  making	  a	  profit	  off	  an	  artist’s	  work	  is	  the	  
artist	  themselves,	  and	  anyone	  who	  was	  given	  permission	  by	  the	  artist	  to	  do	  so.	  
	  







4. What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  challenges	  or	  frustrations	  for	  those	  who	  wish	  to	  
make	  legal	  use	  of	  photographs,	  graphic	  art	  works,	  and/or	  illustrations?	  


	  
	   Typically,	  from	  personal	  experience,	  there	  is	  very	  little	  challenge	  or	  
frustration.	  It	  is	  not	  difficult	  to	  do	  the	  right	  thing.	  
	  
5. What	  other	  issues	  or	  challenges	  should	  the	  Office	  be	  aware	  of	  regarding	  


photographs,	  graphic	  artworks,	  and/or	  illustrations	  under	  the	  Copyright	  Act?	  
	  
	   I	  believe	  that	  if	  someone	  wants	  to	  use	  a	  piece	  of	  art	  so	  badly	  that	  they	  are	  
willing	  to	  steal	  it	  for	  their	  own	  gain,	  whether	  they	  “searched	  diligently”	  or	  not,	  than	  
they	  need	  to	  be	  prepared	  to	  face	  the	  consequences	  if	  the	  original	  artist	  finds	  out.	  It	  is	  
so	  easy	  to	  find	  an	  artist	  and	  commission	  them	  for	  the	  perfect	  piece	  these	  days	  that	  
stealing	  a	  piece	  of	  already	  existing	  art	  is	  inexcusable.	  We	  should	  not	  punish	  or	  
charge	  creators	  for	  creating	  art,	  especially	  when	  artists	  get	  paid	  very	  little	  in	  the	  
first	  place.	  I	  have	  heard	  countless	  professionals	  warn	  students	  like	  me	  on	  how	  
people	  are	  not	  willing	  to	  pay	  artists	  for	  their	  works,	  and	  setting	  in	  an	  act	  like	  this	  
will	  only	  help	  those	  people	  keep	  artists	  struggling.	  
	  
6. What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  challenges	  artists	  would	  face	  if	  these	  new	  


copyright	  proposals	  become	  law?	  
	  
	   It	  all	  comes	  down	  to	  money.	  And	  in	  an	  Economy	  that	  is	  essentially	  stagnant,	  it	  
is	  more	  important	  than	  ever	  that	  artists	  get	  paid	  for	  their	  work.	  Be	  it	  new	  or	  already	  
existing.	  If	  a	  person	  or	  a	  company	  cannot	  find	  the	  original	  artist	  for	  permission,	  than	  
they	  can	  easily	  go	  find	  someone	  else	  to	  make	  something	  similar	  (with	  out	  
plagiarizing).	  They	  have	  no	  right	  to	  take	  what	  is	  not	  theirs.	  
	   Artists	  simply	  cannot	  afford	  to	  patent,	  license,	  and/or	  register	  all	  of	  their	  art.	  
We	  are	  constantly	  creating,	  and	  what	  we	  create	  is	  ours.	  It	  came	  from	  us,	  and	  we	  are	  
the	  only	  ones	  who	  get	  a	  say	  on	  what	  happens	  to	  it.	  We	  do	  not	  create	  just	  to	  have	  
someone	  else	  profit	  off	  of	  us.	  We	  make	  very	  little	  as	  it	  is.	  
	  
	   I	  hope	  my	  concerns	  as	  well	  as	  the	  concerns	  of	  other	  artists	  are	  all	  taken	  very	  
seriously,	  as	  something	  like	  this	  copyright	  revision	  could	  ruin	  us	  financially.	  I	  also	  
appreciate	  that	  you	  asked	  for	  our	  opinions	  on	  the	  matter.	  It	  makes	  me	  confident	  you	  
are	  willing	  to	  listen.	  Thank	  you.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
Abigayle	  Kress	  








Dear Lawmakers. 
 
I am an artist who's sole living is the sales of my art. 
I work in digital media and fine arts (traditional media) 
The current laws of copyright are of the upmost necessity for an artist to be successful in today's 
world, and taking that away, or modifying it is damaging to jobs and to personal middle class 
entrepreneurs. When I make something, it is personal, and it is mine unless I say otherwise, and 
thus it should remain. By taking away my income, and prospects of a living, you are stealing 
financially and industrially from my own hard work. I don't want anyone touching my work in 
any way beyond viewing, unless stated otherwise in informal or formal permission. My work is 
valuable, as I have posted creative works digitally, that have went on to sell for large sums of 
cash. Creation, and then the online uploading of those creations, is part of how an artist grows a 
fans-base and becomes better known and higher paid. This is my stock, my inventory, my way of 
life. I wish to kill the Orphan Works Acts before it helps to destroy a failing economy, and even 
the growing art community at it’s roots. 








Dear	  Members	  of	  the	  U.S.	  Copyright	  Office,	  
	  
It	  has	  come	  to	  my	  attention	  that	  new	  Copyright	  legislation	  is	  being	  considered.	  	  I	  am	  
very	  concerned	  about	  the	  possibility	  of	  artistic	  and	  intellectual	  properties	  being	  
used	  for	  profit	  by	  individuals	  or	  corporations	  who	  did	  not	  generate	  the	  work.	  	  I	  am	  
not	  a	  professional	  artist	  but	  have	  entered	  art	  shows,	  so	  my	  work	  has	  been	  viewed	  by	  
the	  public.	  	  Most	  of	  my	  work	  has	  deep	  personal	  meaning,	  and	  I	  am	  distressed	  that	  
someone	  could	  take	  a	  picture	  of	  my	  work	  and	  use	  it	  to	  make	  a	  profit	  for	  themselves	  
without	  my	  knowledge	  or	  permission.	  	  	  
	  
At	  this	  point	  in	  my	  artistic	  endeavors,	  I	  haven't	  sold	  or	  made	  a	  profit	  from	  my	  work;	  
however,	  I	  may	  in	  the	  future	  wish	  to	  sell	  some	  of	  my	  drawings.	  	  It	  is	  important	  to	  me	  
that	  I	  determine	  how	  and	  by	  whom	  my	  work	  is	  used.	  
	  
Please	  protect	  the	  artistic	  and	  intellectual	  properties	  of	  all	  artists.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
	  
Jeanne	  Macomber	  
	  








The Orphan Works Copyright Act is a violation of my rights as a creator of original works and 
fan works. This does not have my support, this is unconstitutional. The idea that someone should 
be able to use anything that I have created or participated in without my express permission just 
because they could not get in touch with me is disgusting. If you cannot get in touch with 
someone in order to ask if you can use their creations then you must go about doing things as 
everyone else does, commissioning people to write or draw your content for you. This is the lazy 
man's way out of working and is frankly sickening to think that such a thing would even cross 
anyone's mind as laudable and worthy of being put into print as a law.  


In short: This act does not have my approval and should not go into effect ever, in any form.  
 








Kathy Lund 


812 Cherry Hills Drive 


Bakersfield, CA   93309 


 


21 July 2015 


 


Maria Pallante, 


Register of Copyrights  


U.S. Copyright Office 


101 Independence Ave. S.E.  


Washington, DC 20559-6000 


 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress Copyright Protection 


for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)  


 


Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 


 


I am writing to ask that you create a policy to protect visual authors and their exclusive rights, 


and support a sustainable environment for professional authorship. 


Many artists are extremely prolific, creating thousands of images each year. It would be 


prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to force them to register every design created in 
order to protect it (including past, present and future works). 


Although I am not a prolific visual artist myself, I can certainly understand the concern within 


our community and would not welcome someone else monetizing my work for their own 
profit without my knowledge or consent.   


In summary, the copyrights to our photos, artwork, and other tangible creative expressions 


are VALUABLE and enable us to determine how and where our work is used, which 
companies to work with, and what products we want our designs to be on. When the bill is 
written, I would hope and pray that the U.S. Copyright Office will take the needs of visual 


artists and the Art Licensing community into consideration when drafting this new 
legislation.   


Sincerely, 


 


Kathy Lund 








Dear Copyright Office, 
 


This letter is regarding something that I was shocked to recently hear about which is the 
egregious way that the legislature has proposed to destroy the rights of artists and creators of 
every sort. The word destroy is heavily charged, but in this situation it is entirely fitting. I am not 
at all sure what the motivations behind passing such a bill could possibly be except to 
undermine the works of creative individuals and make it easier for companies and private 
entities to infringe upon and steal works of art in the effort to make fast profits with minimal work 
put in. Is this ethical? Is it in someone’s best judgement to create a bill like this? Is it in anyone’s 
best judgement? The answer to these questions is a resounding no.  


I will now walk you through a very plausible scenario that deals in cause and effect. The 
effects of such a bill as this will be absolutely detrimental to art, and culture as a whole, on the 
national and international levels. If this bill is drafted, once again, and passed, artistic careers 
will be forfeited in the hundreds of thousands. Entire industries will drown. Artists will no longer 
be able to sell their work and survive on it and culture will become a further homogenized batch 
of pitiful drawl. Every aspect of society will be altered and distorted. Many people will cease to 
share their work and others will cease to make work altogether. The joy and sharing and 
communities that have been built up and soared in the creative world, that have gathered so 
many smiles and drawn so much intuitive contemplation will fall to the ground, crumbled. The 
pillars of culture that had revealed to us just what was possible and how we might one day 
achieve what the great craftspeople and artisans of the past had will be no more and society will 
quickly approach dark ages. The present era will become synonymous will stagnation and 
morose grays that cover everything. Humanity will lose itself. 


None of this is hyperbole and that is exactly why a bill like this is suspect. It seems more 
bent on destruction and creating hopelessness than anything else. As an artist, an illustrator, 
and a writer who is just beginning to embark on the journey that is my life and my career, I am, 
frankly, ashamed that I have to write this. That we live in a time where there are people who are 
actively trying to thwart the blooming and further expansion of creative thinking and positive 
consciousness. It is sick and the cure for such a sickness, is, and will always be: good, proactive 
thought. Thought that is focused and concentrated from minds who refuse to dwell in anything 
but what is right.  


Thank you for the time it took to read this, and thank you for desisting in any further 
efforts to push this or any similarly detestable legislature. 
 
Regards, 
Josh Gibson. A concerned citizen and young creator.  








To whom it may concern: 


 It is important that visually created works of art continue to be protected. “Everyone” is now a 
photographer for instance, in the age of social media. It is not acceptable that a picture I take for 
personal use and enjoyment may end up promoting a product without compensation for the fact I am 
now a “face” for said product. 


 It is also important that I am allowed to protect my “brand” of photographs. As I take pictures 
primarily of my children, nature, and pets I need to trust that somebody else cannot claim these pictures 
as their own or modify them without my consent. 


 As a photographer I should not be required to register every piece of my art. This causes a heavy 
burden on the artist and no burden on those who would use my art without my permission. If it is my 
picture, which I can prove with the original files and GPS metadata then I have a right to request an 
entity stop using my picture without proper credit and payment. 


 Without strong copyright I cannot protect myself or my products. I urge you to please dismiss 
this “orphan works” process in favor of something that places the burden on those who wish to 
potentially misuse works without properly paying the correct and original owner of the work. 


 Once a photograph is published it is no longer value-less. It is simply one object that has been 
sold for one specific use in one specific place. In most cases I retain full ownership of the product and 
could therefore license it again in the future. 


 


Thank you for your consideration. 


J. Helton 








To Whom it May Concern, 


 


I’m writing to voice my opposition against current proposed legislation to alter the existing 
Copyright Law in the United States. As has already been stated, the proposed alterations to the 
law would rob current full time artists and illustrators of their income and livelihood. And if that 
one sentence alone wasn’t enough to dissuade the Copyright Office from backing off of making 
changes, they should also consider the fact that such legislation will effectively stomp out the 
incentive for any young artist to pursue a career in illustration, thus effectively putting an end to 
professional art as a career choice.  


 


Do the responsible thing. Listen to those who create the work, not those who stand to benefit 
from it. 


 


Jordan Peterson  


7/20/2015 








Dear Copyright Office, 
 
As I’m sure you’ve seen by now, many artist and photographers have written to you 


that oppose this act; I am one of them. Do not allow the new orphan act to pass. It 


would make easier for people to steal the work of hard working artists and harder 


for artist to keep their rights. If people have that hard a time to contact artists to get 


permission to use their work, then it’s a problem for them and not the artist. Artist 


shouldn’t be punished for such things. As an artist myself, I work hard on the art, 


comics, and even animation that I put online; I’m not about to let someone just take 


it away without even given right credit. Copyright shouldn’t be changed in support 


of lazy people. Please reconsider this act. 


 


Sincerely, 


Kyle Mentus 








July 20, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


To Whom it May Concern:


July 20, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


To Whom it May Concern:
As a freelance artist, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a 
living for my business. It is my sincere hope that this Copyright Office will 
take care to firstly cause no harm to visual artists. 


July 20, 2015


Maria Pallante








Kathy Brennan 
kbfishes@gmail.com 
Independent Visual Watercolor Artist (Amateur) 
 
To Whom It May Concern (U.S. Congress) 
 
I am writing to comment on hearings presently underway to discuss changes to the U.S. 
Copyright Act which would include bringing back the Orphan Act.  I am strongly urging 
you NOT to make this change to the present copyright laws. Art is a very personal 
medium; it is costly in time, energy and necessary supplies to create as well as to market. 
And, not to be overlooked, it belongs solely to the artist who created it! America is a 
nation of entrepreneurs and artists of every kind embody this spirit of creativity in a 
unique and profound way! How I wish that Congress would quit trying to regulate every 
facet of our lives and focus on ways to encourage the American people to do what they 
do best, create! Create jobs, products, tax revenue and, yes, even beauty! How we need 
beauty in our lives! It is essential to the human spirit! So, as representatives of the 
American people, please move on to matters of weight and importance and leave the 
copyright law as it stands! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kathy Brennan 
Independent Visual Artist (amateur) 



mailto:kbfishes@gmail.com






Jacob Price 
July 20, 2015 
JJAPrice15@AOL.com 


Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 


 I heard about your little plan of the return of the Orphan Works act and I would ask you to please step down from 
this madness and reject that bill. It violates the creative freedom of the people of America and that's not fair. We 
Americans have the RIGHT to be creative and do the things we love most, such as fan fictions, fan arts, pictures, videos,
 etc. Please try to understand. We don't want that awful bill to be passed into law. 


 It's too much for Americans like me to even stand nor accept. Please reconsider the whole thing and please don't 
pass that evil-like bill into law. I'm begging you. Think about the creativity-loving folks of America. Take away 
creativity and the fandom of many, then you end up taking away the freedom of America and that's unfair, unjust, 
unacceptable and unforgivable. Please take the side of American freedom and people's rights and reject the Orphan 
Works act immediately. We want to keep our creative freedom, for America's sake. 


 We Americans will never tolerate our creative freedom to be taken away. Without all that creativity, there would 
be no way to enjoy anything in honor of the official entertainment. So, please, come to your senses and reject that plan 
of yours immediately for the sake of America! As they say, fair is fair and that's American! But unfair makes it NOT 
American, so please respect America and let our creativity stay. Do it for America and the people who want to KEEP 
their freedom! Think of Freedom of Choice, Speech and Thought, for America's sake! 


From, 
Jacob Price. 
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July 19, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the problems visual arts face in the marketplace. 
As it is currently my work is protected for my benefit and it discourages the unauthorized use of 
it, without excessive costs by me and loss my creative time. I also have the right to pursue legal 
recourse upon those that would infringe upon my work. As I understand this proposal, as a lay 
person, the changes would require me to not only register individually my current and future 
work, but that I would be required to go back and do the same for each and every piece of my 
past works. My failure to do so would allow those pieces to be used by the public, corporations, 
or any such entity to not only use my work in any way they please, but to also change it, 
however slightly and claim it as their own; therefore giving them the rights to it. This in essence 
would be stealing my income and any future income from my creation.  
 
I simply and humbly ask that the copyright laws not be changed. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 
 
Jamie Hatfield 
1757 Fay Dr. 
Conroe TTX 77301 
 
 








Us Copyright 
Orphans Works 
  
Dear copyright office, 
  
I am a children’s book illustrator author and teacher. I have over 50 published children’s 
books with major publishers, two self-published books, and the creator of 
multiple images I sell as prints on the Internet. I have been working in the field for over 
25 years. 
  
I write this letter regarding the proposed “reform” that would replace all existing 
copyright law; a law designed to supply the general public with access to other 
people’s copyrighted work with the intention of making it legally possible to use work 
without paying the artists. 
  
These “reforms” as they are called, would allow the internet companies to stock their 
databases with artists images, by either forcing the artist to hand over the work 
as ‘registered’ works or having unregistered work treated as orphans and copyrighting 
them as “derivative works”. 
  
This newly proposed copyright act would press for a mass digitization of our intellectual 
property by corporate interests, an extended collective licensing with the intent 
of replacing voluntary business agreements between artists and their clients. 
  
The argument is that once an artist’s work is published it has virtually no further 
commercial value and should therefore be available for use by the general public! 
Artist’s work does not lose value upon publication. If anything the published work 
becomes part of the artists business inventories, and these inventories are now 
even more valuable in the digital age. The current “reforms” in the newly proposed 
law would in effect waive the responsibility of a potential user to find the copyright 
owner and redefine an orphaned work as any work by any artist that anyone finds 
“sufficiently” hard to find. It’s a convenient excuse for the potential user shirk the 
responsibility to properly search and void every rights holder’s exclusive right to their 
own property. 
  
This proposed law to replace existing copyright law should be dismissed as 
unconstitutional. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Judith Moffatt 








1561 Olympia Circle #302, Castle Rock, CO 80104  |  731.499.3805  |  joshuabrunet@gmail.com  |  www.libbyford.com


July 22, 2015


United States Copyright Office


To Whom it May Concern,


The purpose of this letter is to express my interest in protecting th copyrights on my artwork in regards 
to the proposed new copyright act.


I have been a professional artist and illustrator for fifteen years. I graduated from Indiana Wesleyan 
University in 2000 with a B.S. in Illustration, and from The Unviersity of Hartford in 2011 with an M.F. A. in 
Illustration. I have three published children’s books and am currentlly working on a fourth, as well as 
hundreds of published editorial illustrations.


For me, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which my business rests.
My copyrights are the products I license. This means that infringing my work is no different than steal-
ing my money. It’s important to my businesses that I remain able to determine voluntarily how and by 
whom my work is used. My work does NOT lose its value upon publication, instead, everything I create 
becomes part of my business inventory and in the digital era inventory is more valuable to artists than 
ever before.


Please protect the interest of small business owners, artists and illustrators and refrain from passing the 
copyright act.


Thank you for your time,


Joshua S. Brunet


  








Jeffrey Comstock 


July 17th, 2015 


 


To whom it may concern, 


 


-AS AN ARTIST I DO NOT SUPPORT THE UPCOMING COPYRIGHT LEGISLATION. 


 


As an illustration student I need to own my ideas, my art and my other assets in 


illustration.  These laws would destroy what little power the artists had to protect 


their work. Artists WOULD NOT be able to make a living with these new laws and all 


artistic industries would be crippled if this legislation were to pass.  


 


The fact that we would have to register our own work is ludicrous. What’s even 


more insane is this gross concept of “orphaned” art.  Which the argument is basically 


“Your art is to valuable and important to keep so you HAVE to register it, and if you 


don’t we will take it an register it as a ‘derivative’ work.”  


 


It makes no sense for our government to create laws designed to end or reduce the 


taxable income and potential savings of artists, adversely impacting the business 


and livelihoods of an entire industry. 


 


I implore congress to make the right decision and protect artist’s rights.  


-I DO NOT SUPPORT THESE NEW PROPOSALS. 







-THESE LAWS ARE A PROPOSAL TO ALLOW CORPORATIONS TO BULLY AND 


STEAL FROM ARTISTS. 













 


 


July 22, 2015  


To whom it should concern at the US Copyright office: 


Copyright is the basis of my income and ability to support my family, my business and to pay my taxes even!  The only way I 


have to protect the accuracy and integrity of my work, and to negotiate an appropriate fee for re-licensing is to be protected. 


Please do not allow big money and easy access for big money to destroy artists! My responses are in red.  


 “According to "Copyright Office proposes pilot program for extended collective licensing to address mass digitization" report "Orphan 


Works are works where the copyright owner cannot be identified or located.”  But why does that mean that someone can steal an 


artists work or ‘take-it’ over? It should not allow this. Not all artists are digital yet their works find their way onto digital platforms. 


“As the Copyright Office observes, this compromises the ability of a potential user to seek permission or negotiate licensing terms. The 


legislation would apply to all categories of copyrighted works as well as to all types of uses and users who engage in a good faith 


diligent search. The Office concluded that existing features of the current copyright system, such as voluntary and licensing 


agreements, best practices documents or the fair use doctrine, do not sufficiently address the legal uncertainty of the mass digitization 


of protected works." 


What this will prove is that someone with a large staff and pocket book can profit from an artists work well before the artist may know 


what is happening!  


 


"The demand for copyright 'reform' has come from large Internet firms and legal scholars allied with them. Their business models 


involve supplying the public with access to other people's copyrighted work. Their problem has been how to do this legally and without 


paying artists." is stated by Brad Holland in "The Return of Orphan Works: The Next Great Copyright Act". It is of course about a large, 


wealthy entity wanting to do whatever they want, and perhaps ‘apologizing’ later-after the fact – not acceptable to artists who create 


work and should have the sole RIGHT to own it and SELL it.  


 


• How Orphan Works will Impact Artists – Brad Holland in "The Return of Orphan Works: The Next Great Copyright Act" states:   


"The Next Great Copyright Act" would replace all existing copyright law. 


1. It would void our Constitutional right to the exclusive control of our work.  Why is this right? Please reconsider what you are thinking 


of doing here! Allow artists to own and control their own work or we become slaves-literally. 


2. It would "privilege" the public's right to use our work. It is hard enough to keep track of who is stealing our work now – do not help the 


stealers!  


3. It would "pressure" you to register your life's work with commercial registries. Commercial = profit-mongers –this is another way to 


say – you will PAY for registries and still lose control! 


4. It would "orphan" unregistered work. – So someone who posts my work on facebook – a relative for example – could inadvertently 


hurt me and I have NO RECOURSE???? 


5. It would make orphaned work available for commercial infringement by "good faith" infringers. This is another way to say – big 


business can profit from my creation without compensating ME!! There is NO GOOD FAITH by the likes of big money companies – do 


you recall how Target tried to bring down Manhattan toys? They also have American Girl doll clones are their shelves right now! They 


have said at trade shows they can steal my art and reproduce in 24 hours…and they are not the only anti=art bullies out there! 


6. It would allow others to alter your work and copyright those "derivative works" in their own names. This is happening right now – 


people stealing my works and I do not have the time or resources to fight the world! A copyright is important – IF IT SUPPORTS ME! 


7. It would affect all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and future; published and unpublished; 


domestic and foreign. A travesty. Truly a travesty is that what you want to stand for? The end of the individual artists movement? 


Because Pixar and the like will have the dollars to fight – we won’t! 


Respectfully, K. McCrobie-Quinn 


224-238-8990 


Quinn.Kathi@gmail.com 



http://copyrightalliance.org/2015/06/copyright_office_proposes_pilot_program_extended_collective_licensing_address_mass#.VZ_kk0VDJMs

http://www.drawger.com/holland/index.php?section=articles&article_id=15400

http://www.drawger.com/holland/index.php?section=articles&article_id=15400






 
Joan Perrin-Falquet 


Illustration 
www.falquet.com 


 
 
July 21, 2015 
 
U.S. Copyright Office 
 
 
 
RE:  Notice of Inquiry on Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works. 
 
 
 
Dear Madam and/or Sir, 
 
I am writing in response to your inquiry, and want to express that this possible change in copyright law that 
could change my life, and not in a good way.  I read the five questions you posed, and I respectfully tried to 
answer them below. 
 
I am a leading illustrator known for my inspirational and spiritual artwork.  My published work 
(books, ebooks, calendars, website art, greeting cards, CD covers, magazine illustration) is into the millions of 
products and editions throughout the world, but, mainly in the United States. 
Although, I have had very good professional success, it is very challenging to earn a good living doing what I 
do.  So, my work is a work of love, as are my skills and dedication that I have applied over many years.  It has 
been a sacrifice, in some ways for me and my family as I could have pursued a more lucrative field. 
 
One of the ways I have sustained a living is by owning the copyright to all my work.  My clients 
(authors, publishers, Creative Directors) really respect my ownership of what I create.  Because I try to give my 
clients much more than 100%, they usually come back to me with "secondary usage" of my work. They realize 
the work is successful, so they want to take the image from a book cover and use it on a phone app., for 
instance.  And I might not have gotten paid a lot for the first use, but because of the quality of my work, I get 
additional income from "secondary rights". 
 
I have spent a great deal of time and money studying and educating myself on the legalities of copyrights, so I 
could continue my work as an artist, and hopefully add something good to the world.  My book I illustrated for 
Louise L. Hay (You Can Heal Your Life) for instance, has sold millions, and many readers have expressed how 
my art has helped them. 
 
The internet has helped empower artists to generate their own work and not rely so much on publishers and 
agents, and at the same time the downside is that it creates a space where my work can be shared, and 
downloaded without my knowledge and consent. 
 



http://copyright.gov/fedreg/2015/80fr23054.pdf





2. 
 
 
One of the few things artists like myself  have "in our court", is our copyright.  Most people still respect that.  
And we appreciate all the Copyright Office has done over the years to educate and stand up for copyright 
protection. 
 
The other "digital" power we have is that in order to create high quality printed material, I have to provide the 
high resolution file to my client.  The low resolution found on the internet usually is not good enough for 
publication. 
 
If my copyright is not protected, and this new law is enacted, I will lose a lifetime of dedication, work and 
building a career and body of work that I can share with people.  It is so unique to the American experience to 
have the opportunity to be an individual, who creates valuable and unique work, and to be protected and 
compensated for it.  It is part of the American spirit of creativity and dynamism that must be loved, and fought 
for.  We must protect the copyrights of artists, photographers, graphic designers.  It is priceless. 
 
Thank you for hearing my thoughts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Joan Perrin-Falquet 
Wayne, PA  
 
 
 








Dear U.S. Copyright Office,  
     
    I heard about the return of the Orphan Works act, and I want you to cease and desist that idea and 
reject the bill. If it were to be passed, there would be no fan fictions, no fan arts, no pictures, no videos or 
anything that we create. Without all that creativity, there would be nothing to enjoy in honor of the official 
entertainment. That is called taking America's creative freedom away, and it is not fair at all. 


         Sincerely, 


          Kenny Benjamin 








Please don't pass this copyright law. As an artist my livelihood depends 
on my work, and I cannot afford for it to be copied or stolen.








July 20, 2015 


US Copyright Office 


Re: Notice Of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library Of Congress, Docket #2015-01 


 


My Comments On Orphan Works: 


I am writing this office to request that this office protect the copyright of the artist that has created the work 


and continue to allow the artist to control the licensing of their work to other parties. 


I am an independent  graphic designer, I create artwork to sell on t-shirts, fabric and other products on print on 


demand companies online.  I have been working as an artist for about 5 years. I do all my work from home and 


don't make enough money for an office.  My funds have been used for software to create digital images and my 


computer and any profit I have made has gone to paying bills.   


Many hours are spent on each image I submit to be used on articles for sale. I submit my digital art images 


electronically and work with the print on demand companies under the license terms by each company. Each 


company recognizes the artist as the copyright owner of the images submitted. My images are my inventory 


which is presently protected by today's copyright laws.  These proposed changes would be taking my current 


inventory, which is thousands of products with my images, and make them subject to use by anyone because I 


have not paid to register them with a future copyright registration company.  I believe this is ethically wrong. 


I also write a few blogs and share my photos on the blogs. I don't want people making money off my family 


photos and other photos shared on my blog.  


I do not have the money to go through every image I have ever submitted to the internet to register it for 


copyright.  I am assuming photos shared on social media will also be subject for people to steal and make money 


off of them too. 


This proposed change to the current copyright law will allow my competitors to use my work without my 


consent.  No other industry allows persons or companies to take works and use them for their own businesses 


without any license fee payment to the original creator.  Please take the time to look at how this will hurt people 


like myself. Print on demand companies have thousands of artists like myself at each company. This is our 


livelihood that is in danger. 


These changes will put the small independent artists like myself out of business and will be harmful to our 


economy. 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this subject. 


Sincerely, 


 


Kathy Gagliano 








Keith Williams  
240 South 5th Avenue 


Mount Vernon, NY 10050 
914-319-8836 


www.ferald.net 
keithkaw@hotmail.com 


 
 
 
 
 
 


July 12, 2015 
 
U.S. Copyright 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 
 
I am an Artist and Cartoonist for over 20 years. My main business relies on my copyright 
Artworks and Characters, as I license my creator-owned material to various companies 
and manufacturers to be placed on their products; it’s how I make my living. 
 
I am writing you because I in no way want someone else monetizing, representing or 
using my Artwork or/and characters without my acknowledgement and written consent. I 
am not for the Orphan Works to be included within the current Copyright Laws. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 
Keith Williams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 








To whom it may concern, Please protect stuggling
artists. Do not change existing copyright law!!!
I am a member of the Mamaroneck Artists’Guild
in Larchmont, New York
                                                 Joseph Giunta
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To Maria Pallante, Register of Copyrights


I have been a creative professional my entire life. I have earned a good
living as a creative director, art director, writer and photographer. I have a
Bachelors degree in Visual Communication, and have been active as
photographer since I was seven years old. Working for various advertising
and marketing agencies for thirty years, I was responsible for hiring
photographers, illustrators and designers, and licensing their work for
commercial use.


Since leaving the commercial field ten years ago, I have worked as a fine
art photographer, selling my work at over 200 venues across the country.
My work is online, and published on social media, to attract and remind
past, future and potential buyers that my work is available, FOR SALE,
and not for THEFT. My entire income is generated through personal sales
at art shows, galleries and online via my own websites and blog, and
through commercial assignments and licensing of images.


My photographs are unique. They are the product of over fifty years of
study, training and hard work. While bad actors may steal my ideas,
giving them permission to freely use my published work after a brief,
“diligent” search is not fair to me as an artist or a business person. It is too
easy to circumvent this requirement and claim forgiveness after the fact.
Proposed Orphan Works legislation may make it easier for large
companies to benefit from the fruits of my labor, especially under the
Extended Collective Licensing idea, but would not provide any additional
income to me, especially if my work is included without my knowledge.
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After reading extensively on both sides of the argument, I believe that
allowing ANYONE to use my work without my express written permission
should remain unlawful, and subject to more than “reasonable usage fees”
in compensation for copyright infringement. Better for the US Copyright
Office to make it illegal to remove metadata, copyright watermarks and
identifying information from published work.


From my point of view, registering my work with the US Copyright Office
is and continues to be cumbersome and awkward. Putting in place
additional barriers to the legal remedies now available to me would hurt
my business in the long run, and only benefit those with no skin in the
game. Streamlining the current system of copyright registration would do
more to benefit current content creators. Asking me to register work in
order to gain protection now offered under current copyright law places
an additional burden of time and money on me, neither of which I have in
great supply.


More importantly, allowing extended collectives to digitize and monetize
unregistered, or orphaned work, will dilute an already diluted market, and
drive licensing fees even lower. The advent of micro-stock, photo-sharing
services such as Flickr and Instagram, and an overabundance of amateur
content creators has already made it difficult to license high-quality,
unique work for a fair price. Adding massive amounts of “free”, public-
domain and “orphan” works to the mix will only dilute the market further.


Reading over the proposed language gives me the willies. Giving
“potential users” equivalent rights to those of the content creators
assumes that the potential users contributed as much to the work as the
original creator. I don’t want my images used by anybody else without my
express written permission. My images are my own, and I wish to
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continue to be able to direct their potential use, licensing and printing. If a
corporation, business or individual wants to use one of my images, or
hang it on their wall, they can contact me, or my heirs and assigns for
permission to do so. Or they can hire me to create an entirely original
work on assignment.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.


James W. Parker


parkerparker :: design | photography


Rochester Hills, MI 48309


http://photo.parkerparker.info


htto://parkerparker.net








Dear Copyright Office,


As an artist and illustrator, you’re basically attempting to rob me of any lucrative gain I 
could receive from my craft. How such a thing can be drafted in good-conscience is 
beyond me. Do I believe one letter will make much of a difference, not really. But I’d 
regret not trying. Whatever decision is made is ultimately your own, but please consider 
the world outside of your own pocket.


Sincerely,


Jon PJ Smithey








Joy	  Kroeger	  Beckner,	  Sculptor	  –	  Society	  of	  Animal	  Artists	  
15268	  Kingsman	  Circle	  
Chesterfield,	  MO	  63017-‐7412	  
636-‐532-‐3216	  
	  
July	  17,	  2015	  
	  
Maria	  A.	  Pallante	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  and	  Director	  U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  	  
	  
Dear	  Maria	  and	  your	  constituents,	  	  
	  
As	  a	  sculptor	  for	  the	  past	  25	  years,	  I	  have	  had	  my	  fair	  share	  of	  intellectual	  property	  
theft.	  I	  had	  marked	  each	  piece	  in	  an	  edition	  with	  my	  name,	  the	  ©	  sign	  and	  the	  date	  and	  
the	  number	  of	  the	  piece.	  At	  the	  time	  I	  had	  no	  idea	  that	  I	  needed	  to	  register	  each	  piece	  
with	  the	  US	  Copyright	  Office.	  After	  the	  events	  below	  I	  dutifully	  filled	  out	  the	  appropriate	  
forms	  and	  sent	  them	  to	  the	  US	  Copyright	  Office.	  The	  office,	  in	  time,	  sent	  me	  proof	  that	  
my	  bronzes	  had	  be	  registered	  and	  are	  protected.	  	  
	  
I	  was	  first	  alerted	  to	  copyright	  infringement	  of	  my	  work	  in	  2010.	  Maybe	  I	  was	  lucky.	  I	  did	  
not	  feel	  lucky	  at	  the	  time.	  At	  least	  THREE	  pieces	  had	  been	  knocked	  off,	  two	  of	  which	  
happened	  in	  China.	  My	  sleuthing	  led	  me	  to	  a	  Chinese	  distributor	  in	  Memphis.	  A	  third	  
was	  found	  on	  a	  European	  auction	  house	  site,	  but	  who	  knows	  where	  it	  was	  “made?”	  
China???	  Later,	  this	  past	  year,	  a	  friend	  alerted	  me	  to	  another	  piece,	  using	  my	  own	  
photograph,	  on	  Alibaba!	  They	  had	  the	  nerve	  to	  use	  my	  photo!!!	  	  Well,	  they	  hadn’t	  
actually	  made	  any,	  but	  were	  fishing	  for	  orders.	  Alibaba	  took	  the	  images	  off	  their	  site	  and	  
off	  two	  manufacturer’s	  sites	  within	  about	  two	  weeks.	  THAT	  was	  much	  easier	  than	  the	  
months	  I	  spent	  on	  the	  first	  encounter	  with	  intellectual	  property	  theft.	  	  
	  
PLEASE,	  keep	  your	  American	  Artists’	  Intellectual	  Property	  (sculptures,	  paintings,	  
drawings,	  etc.,	  protected	  from	  Copyright	  infringement!!!	  Think	  about	  it	  ...	  would	  you	  
want	  someone	  stealing	  your	  art	  ideas	  and	  not	  being	  punished,	  and,	  your	  not	  being	  PAID	  
for	  what	  they	  might	  sell?	  I	  don’t	  think	  so...	  	  
	  
Remember	  the	  Golden	  Rule:	  Appreciate	  your	  artists	  and	  keep	  the	  copyright	  laws	  exactly	  
like	  they	  are!	  Please	  allow	  us	  to	  punish	  the	  culprits	  who	  steal	  our	  work,	  and	  ideas!	  	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
	  
Joy	  Kroeger	  Beckner	  
www.joybeckner.com	  
	  
	  
	  








Kathryn Carr 
 
www.email@gocarrgo.com 
 
www.gocarrgo.com 
 
 
7-21-2015 
 
 
U.S. Copyright Office 
 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
 
I am writing to you as an independent artist, illustrator, and teacher for the past  
 
seven years whose work has appeared in many galleries and shops worldwide.  
 
I am a board member of The Craftsmen’s Guild of Pittsburgh,  a member of the  
 
Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council, and Society of Children’s Book Writers and  
 
Illustrators.    
 
 
I write this letter with regards to a proposed law that would replace all  
 
existing copyright law; a law cleverly concocted by large internet firms  
 
and their legal advisors. Their business models are designed to supply the  
 
general public with access to other people’s copyrighted work with the  
 
clear intention of making it legally possible to use work without paying the  
 
artists. This proposed law comes under the guise of a “reform” though the  
 
real intent is very clear. 
 







These “reforms” as they wish to call them, would allow the internet  
 
companies to stock their databases with our images, by either forcing the  
 
artist to hand over the work as ‘registered’ works or having unregistered  
 
work treated as orphans and copyrighting them as “derivative works”. For  
 
some reason, while acknowledging that this will cause special problems for  
 
visual artists, the Copyright Office has concluded that the artists should  
 
still be subject to orphan work laws. 
 
This newly proposed copyright act would press for a mass digitization of  
 
our intellectual property by corporate interests, an extended collective  
 
licensing with the intent of replacing voluntary business agreements  
 
between artists and their clients, and a nightmarish scenario of a  
 
Copyright Small Claims Court to handle the guaranteed flood of lawsuits  
 
resulting from orphan works infringements. 
 
Lobbyists and corporate attorneys have “testified” that once an artist’s  
 
work is published it has virtually no further commercial value and should  
 
therefore be available for use by the general public. This is an astonishing  
 
and callous absurdity that reflects more on the mindset of corporations  
 
and their legal advisors than on the actual value of the artist and what  
 
he/she does. Essentially the case made by these corporations is for a gross  
 
infringement of our intellectual property that is no different than robbery.  
 
For professional artists whose livelihoods depend on what we create and  
 
the agreements we make to determine how the art is used, this is most  
 
definitely not an abstract legal issue. Our work does not lose value upon  
 







publication. If anything our published work becomes part of our business  
 
inventories, and these inventories are now even more valuable to us in the  
 
digital age. The current “reforms” in the newly proposed law would in  
 
effect waive the responsibility of a potential user to find the copyright  
 
owner and redefine an orphaned work as any work by any artist that  
 
anyone finds ‘sufficiently’ hard to find. It’s a convenient setup to exempt 
 
the responsibility of the potential user from proper searching and void  
 
every rightsholder’s exclusive right to his/her own property, a right stated  
 
in Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution. 
 
Freelance, independent artists are finding it challenging enough these days  
 
to earn a decent living without suffering further erosion of their earnings  
 
and potential earnings as imagined in these outrageous, morally and  
 
ethically corrupt proposals by those who have consistently devalued  
 
creative and intellectual property, culture, art and the artists who create  
 
it. This proposed law to replace existing copyright law should be dismissed  
 
as the dishonest, and unconstitutional, affront that it is. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kathryn Carr 








I began college as a graphic design student. I made it into my school's graphic design program before deciding that 
illustration was more my style. I've since moved on to computer science in the name of money. That pursuit of money 
caused me to put my art on hold for years. I've just recently gotten back into doodling and digital painting and was 
shocked to read about the proposed copyright changes. Is the proposed changes take effect, I very well may cease 
posting my art for fear of losing legal claim to them. I don't want to see someone else benefitting from my hard work!


The internet makes being an artist a fantastic and a scary thing. It's wonderful to be able to receive quick (and often 
overwhelming) feedback on art you've spent, hours, days, or weeks creating, but there's always the issue of people 
improperly using what you've worked so hard on. As a freelance/hobbyist illustrator, I enjoy posting my art online, but I
 constantly fear having to track down someone who's improperly using my work. I am comforted by current copyright 
laws since I know that I hold legal claim to my work without having to specifically register each sketch I post.


Money is by far the most significant registration challenge for all visual artists. "Starving artist" isn't just a proud title, 
it's also a truth. If law makes it harder for artists to make art and support themselves doing it, we're going to see far less 
art which will mean less "magic" and imagination. I don't want to see America in that sad state.


I don't think it's overly difficult as laws stand now for people who would like to legally use visual media that was 
created by others. All they really need to do is contact the artist. If they do so kindly, I've seen artists license their work 
for free use more often than now.


Respectfully,
Jesse Millar
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Please, do not make things harder for us. Most artists are hanging on by a thread as it is. 
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Jasmine Washington 


North Carolina 


First of all I just wanted to thank you for being open to inquiring artist on this 
major subject, I hope you listen to us and make the right choice 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?  When artists 
work, or any creator for that matter, has their work monetized without their 
permission it is essentially theft. 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?  People taking credit for work they didn’t 
create, using art that one didn’t create without the original creator’s permission is 
insulting and theft. 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?  The first thing that comes to mind is jobs; 
everybody wants to take artists work but nobody wants to give us money to work. 


 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?  I do not 
have personal experience with the subject of the question but I have seen art be 
stolen by companies and robbing the artists of pay and credit. 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?  I’d 
just like to reiterate my previous point of artists owning their work unless it’s for a 
specific company or are credited. 


 


Again, thank you for listening to me. 


 








7/17/2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Jud Guitteau, and I am expressing my alarm at the potential adoption of “The Next
Great Copyright Act”.


I am a successful, nationally known freelance illustrator for over 35 years.  My work has been used in a 
great variety of mass market and trade publications including Wall Street Journal, US Post Office, 
Harvard Business Review, AT&T, Adobe Systems, and VISA.  A significant portion of my income is 
from resale of my images.


This possible change to the Copyright Law would deprive me of exclusive control of my work, open 
the door for large internet firms to effectively steal my “orphaned” images, and greatly reduce the 
possible income I could derive from my inventory of well over 1500 images.


I have worked extremely hard over all these years to accumulate this inventory and do not want 
this body of work diminished in value, or used in a way not controlled by me. Nor do I want to
be pressured to register the work with commercial registries, when the current copyright laws should
be sufficient.


Thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from any
 orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act.


Sincerely,


Jud Guitteau








Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 


I am writing to respectfully request that changes to copyright law occur without damage to my 


ability to protect my rights as the creator of my art.   From what I’m learning, the proposed 


changes would seriously impact the ability of artists and other visual art professionals from 


protecting their work and benefitting from their creations.   


 


Please do not allow these negatively impactful changes to occur.   


 


Thank you 


 


Joseph Kight 


New Orleans, Louisiana 


 








To Whom It May Concern: 
 
As a professional designer and photographer for the past ten years, the 2015 Orphan Works and 
Mass Digitization Report is extremely troubling.  Photography is an art form that shares a rich and 
important history within the United States.  It shapes our memories, our ideas of who we are as a 
country, and emblazes the halls of our museums,  history books, homes, officials,  government 
buildings, stores, and just about every part of our daily life. And while each and every American has 
some kind of personal relationship with Photography and design- - very few people outside of the 
field understand the myriad challenges that professional Photographers have faced for many years. 
 
While the proliferation of the internet has afforded artists the ability to reach new audiences across 
the planet, it has also served as one of the greatest impediments for an artist’s livelihood. Digitization 
has allowed for an artist’s work to be exponentially shared and therefore almost impossible to exert 
complete control over how it is used.  Most of the time our images are utilized simply as decoration 
on social media sites.   But just as often our names and copyright information are unlawfully 
removed, rendering our images particularly vulnerable to orphaning and thus appropriation.  It is 
almost daily that I read about a fellow artist’s work being monetized by an unscrupulous third party 
with zero profit or credit being afforded the creator. 
 
Generally, a client will commission me for a shoot and I give them the rights to print that shoot for 
themselves.  I retain the rights to the image that may be shared all over mass media by friends of this 
client without credit – a fact that the authors of the Orphan Works and Mass Digitization Report 
seem to not understand. Unfortunately, there seems to be a misconception that upon publication our 
artwork loses it’s value.  This is an inaccurate and potentially dangerous falsehood.  For the 
Photographer, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which our business rests.  
Our copyrights are the products we license, so in essence taking our work because it is deemed 
orphaned is literally stealing money out of our pockets.   Everything that we create, whether for a 
client or for our own personal enrichment, becomes part of our potential future business.  In the 
digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before. 
 
Please reconsider how the 2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization Report could have potentially 
disastrous effects on not only the fields of artwork and image creation, but on the future creation of 
quality art in the public realm. It is already a difficult thing to make one’s way in the business of art, 
if we pass this bill it will put a strain on our already taxed artists, making our country loose out on 
countless artists who could have once provided us with art and beauty to last the ages but will now 
not be able to view it as a viable career. Help us to protect the work we work so hard to create and 
enrich the lives of everyone in our country. 
  
Sincerely, 
 
Janel A Norris 








July 20, 2015


U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress       
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works  (Docket No. 2015-01)


To whom it may concern,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the possible upcoming changes to copyright 
laws regarding the Arts. I have been an art/hobbyist for over 15 years. Retaining ownership 
and copyrights to my work is critical to my growth and success as an artist.


It is important to me as a self an artist to retain control of all works created by me and to 
determine how it is used and by whom. As an artist I would not welcome anyone or any 
company monetizing or using my works without my consent or knowledge. Copyright law is 
the basis on which an artist business rests. Our copyrights are the very products that we 
license. And without that protection it places our livelihood in jeopardy.


Lobbyists and corporation lawyers have "testified" that once our work has been published it 
has virtually no further commercial value and should therefore be available for use by the 
public.  This is completely untrue as many famous artist's works are still used in commercials 
by large companies.  Example: http://www.designer-daily.com/advertising-inspired-by-famous-
painters-19619


The changes proposed by Orphan Works lobbyists would put an end to retaining rights to my 
works and impose costly fees. Their proposal is morally and ethically corrupt and infringes on 
the rights of all artists and should therefore be considered illegal and unconstitutional. 


All artists should automatically retain their right to their own works as currently provided by the
law. 


Sincerely 
Joel Ghany
Joelghany@gmail.com








Dear representatives of the US Copyright Office, 


I write to share my opposition to certain components within the drafting of the new US Copyright Act, in 
particular the return of Orphan Works. As someone who has many friends that are artists and other 
content creators, I cannot see how this draft will benefit them and many others who do not have the 
backing of corporate interests.  
 
I believe that these reforms are not beneficial towards encouraging content creation on an individual 
level and that they should be revised to not include the voiding of artists' constitutional right towards 
exclusive control of their work. If I were in the position of my friends, I'm sure that I would condemn the 
usage of someone else monetizing my efforts, especially without my knowledge.  


Thank you for your time and I hope you take these thoughts into consideration. 


Sincerely, 


Joe Pallon  








July 20th, 2015 
 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff, 
 
I am an artist, I know many artists.  I have seen first-hand what artists go through when a 
company steals their artwork for their own profit.  It’s a gut wrenching betrayal, and a 
despicable theft.  This is what you would make legal?  Allowing corporations to legally 
exploit not just their own workers, but any person’s artist endeavor around the world 
because it makes easier profits?  It will destroy an artist’s ability to make any sort of a living 
from their unique creative work.   
 
Art makes this world a better place.  It makes all of us better people.  It promotes thought, 
hope, reflection, and redemption.  It is already remarkably difficult, if not impossible to make 
a living as an artist – the term starving artist is quite accurate.  
 
This is the world – the new law and order - you think is going to better our nation, strengthen 
our workers, and inspire a population?  It isn’t.  We’ll create for ourselves because we must 
create, but we’ll stop sharing it.   
 
People are more important than corporations.   
 
We don’t exist to be exploited.  Our art is not for the taking.   
 
Do the right thing.  Be better. 
 
Very sincerely, 
 
Jenna Tomlin 
 
From Kansas City 








Friends at the copyright office, 
 
 
I am a graphic artist and illustrator with over 20 years of experience. I have received 
awards from many of our industries top organizations, including AIGA, Print, the Society 
of Illustrators, the Society of Publ. Designs, and the Type Directors Club.  
 
My experience includes creating art and illustration, but also acting as art director to 
other artists, and includes tenures at such famous publications as Rolling Stone.  
 
This experience leads me to understand the tremendous value of the copyright for artists 
and other creatives. These are our assets. This is not an abstract concept, but rather is our 
physical AND intellectual property.  
 
The Orphan Works concept seeks to put an undue burden on us for protection of our 
works, rather than putting the liability of use on the end user (where it belongs). And it 
leaves a dangerous likelihood of entities using anything they find online, then claiming 
ignorance / due diligence.  
 
In short, while it certainly protects media giants like Google, it has the potential to be 
devastating for those of us who created this intellectual property to begin with.  
 
I therefore can not express strongly enough how bad this idea is, and how much it 
threatens America’s creative industry (which is one of our most powerful and lucrative 
industries.)  
 
Surely there is a better way. 
 
 








To whom this may concern, 
 
I have become aware of the new copyright plan that copyright has come up with. I 
have to say, I absolutely hate the idea!  
 
As a student artist who will soon become professional, I already have a hard time as 
it is selling my work and getting myself out there. Giving people the right to infringe 
upon my rights, as an artist, is not something I’m quite keen on. Art is everything to 
me, and I put my blood, sweat, and tears into everything I do. As an artist and citizen 
of the United States of America, I don’t deserve to have my rights over my 
intellectual and physical property taken away.  
 
I want to have my property be my property for the rest of my life, plus 70 years 
without the fear that I’d have to throw away money I don’t have at the copyright 
office to ensure no one steals my work from under my nose every 15 or so years. I 
also don’t want to give infringers the possibility of abusing those ideas you have for 
the new copyright in order to make money off of my work while I’m still alive. They 
didn’t make my intellectual property. I did. So they should keep their hands off 
unless I strictly give permission. 
 
Overall, I don’t like your idea of the “new copyright act.” It goes against artists, 
businesses, architects, authors, engineers, and inventors—anyone who has the 
ability to create something—and their rights! Please don’t go along with such an 
awful plan! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kristina Kamstra 








My name is Kyle Hoskins and I have freelancing as an artist for several years. I am currently in the middle 


of building a multi-media brand made up of all of my original material. This bill directly affects my 


potential earnings. Copyright law is not an abstract legal issue; it is what protects the work I spend my 


time, energy and money on from being stolen. The market has placed clear and consistent value on 


artistic works. Entertainment is a multi-billion dollar industry, as is advertising which relies on artistic 


contribution. Art is not simply a hobby or a therapeutic tool, it is also an industry. Art isn’t just fan fare, 


it is a product with real world value. 


It is unethical for the United States Government to tell its citizens that freelance construction workers 


are worth getting paid but the people who write the copy for the real estate firm, or design the website 


for the firm, or provide concept art for the website, are not worth getting paid.  


Even if an artist is not contracted, stealing someone else’s creation for financial gain without 


compensating the source of that work is unethical. It’s wrong. It’s regulating theft. It is breaking the door 


to my house, walking in, and stealing my hard work. 


Please do not endorse theft. 








July 23, 2015


Karen Temple Claggett
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. SE
Washington, DC 20559-6000


Dear Ms. Claggett,


I am a professional photographer and have had my own enterprise doing commercial work for advertising for 35 years. My work 
is included in the permanent collection of  the Library of  Congress, and has been recognized in numerous international 
competitions including Graphis, Communication Arts Annual Awards and The New York Art Directors Club Annuals.


I own the copyright to every work that I have produced since 1976, whether for personal or commercial purposes. I license some 
of  these works to clients, each for a specific purpose, and generally for a limited period of  time. Many of  the images were 
produced at great expense to me, and I incurred the financial risk for their production, paying all my expenses for travel, film, 
processing, etc.


In creating those works I have built a large library of  images, some of  which have great value, demonstrated over the years by 
multiple sales of  licenses to clients including, among otheres, MCI and GTE (both are now part of  Verizon). The reason that I 
mention these clients specifically is that they no longer exist. The images, however, do still exist and have likely been passed on to 
successor corporations, the copyright notices possibly removed, and the trail to me as a creator no doubt lost in the process. If  
the companies still find them useful, and choose to publish them, they still have value. If  they have sold them to others, they still 
have value.


I make my living by selling licenses, essentially “renting” images to clients for a specific use. Imagine that rather than being an 
enterprising photographer, I were Enterprise Car Rental, and an “Orphan Car” law were passed. The car that I rented to my 
customer would be free for the taking if  that customer were to leave it on the street unlocked. Further, there would be no locks 
on the vehicles at all. Anyone walking by could simply get into the car and drive it away. And if  they were then to somehow alter it 
by painting it or removing some trim, they would now own it. They would be issued new license plates and the car would now be 
theirs to keep and use as they see fit. You would be correct in saying that this is ridiculous. So maybe you can see my point.


The Constitution established the principle of  copyright law in the United States for a reason -- to protect owners of  property 
from theft. Please consider the position of  all the creators (owners of  copyrights) in upcoming recommendations to Congress. As 
a nation, we all stand to lose if  the entities backing the “Orphan Works” provisions prevail. The value of  creators’ assets will be 
diminished, creators’ incomes will decrease, and with the reduction in their incomes. the loss of  an enormous tax base that their 
works represent will have been lost. The forethought of  our Founders has thus far precluded a game of  “Finders, Keepers” with 
intellectual property. Let’s not lose sight of  their principled intent.


                                                                


Sincerely, 


Jim Olvera, Photographer                     6130 Del Norte Lane                       Dallas, Texas 75225                          214.760.0025








Dear Legislators, 
 
I am writing to express my shock and outrage at the proposed changes to the U.S. Copyright Laws, 
specifically the Orphan Works Act. I have been a professional illustrator for over forty years. I have 
earned my living by producing drawings and paintings for a wide variety of clients in advertising, 
publishing and other institutions including the U.S. Federal Government. I have been commissioned to 
produce various historical artworks for the National Parks Service including a mural of the battle of 
Lexington and Concord now on display at Minuteman National Park. The U.S. Department of the Interior 
has commissioned me to produce a series of murals illustrating the construction of Hoover Dam which 
are now exhibited in the Hoover Dam Visitor’s Center. 
 
The U.S. copyright laws have been critically important to my ability to make a living. They have 
protected my artworks’ reproduction rights from theft by any persons or organizations wanting to 
reproduce my work in any form without paying me. The Copyright Laws have also allowed me to choose 
to whom I sell these rights and how my work will be reproduced by them. In the age of the internet and 
online publishing, selling second reproduction rights has become big business. It is therefore more 
important than ever that I retain the right to license the art that I have created over a lifetime of work.  
 
If these rights are infringed by corporate interests, I will lose an important source of income today and 
possible an critically important source of income in the future. There is another issue. If I no longer 
control how my art is reproduced, it can modified, cropped, hacked up, cut apart and added to other 
artwork, photos and other graphic work for any purpose. This new creation could then be copyrighted 
by its creator. As well as being potentially very embarrassing to me, this could have a very detrimental 
effect on my reputation as an artist. Along with my talent, my reputation is the most valuable 
professional asset that I possess.  
 
If the Orphan Works Act becomes law, it will make it much more difficult and in many cases impossible 
for hundreds of thousands of people in this country to earn a living from their creative works. If the pool 
of independent professional artists and writers is reduced, it will seriously damage America’s cultural 
energy. I, therefore, implore you to say no to the self-serving corporate pressure to pass this law. In 
doing so, you will uphold and help preserve the United States’ tradition of individual liberty and at the 
same time support and protect this country’s creative cultural power, one of America’s greatest assets. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Rush 
 
 








Hello.  My name is Kenan Brack.  I am a creator.  I create music, write blog posts, write screenplays, etc, etc.  My 
ability to create is a natural gift and it is something that I enjoy.  It is with great displeasure that I am having to write this
 for something that I rarely concern myself with.  Copyright.


Most American's including myself do not concern myself with this sort of issue.  We have taken for granted that once 
something is created, it belongs to us.  That is the way it should be.  To change it, to enforce a major change to the law 
as is, would be harmful to creators.


Privatizing copyright like most things, is a bad idea. 


Article 1, Section 8 of the constitution gurantees each creator the exclusive right to his or her work.


If you change the way copyright works, then someone could in theory claim ownership of the planet under the new 
changes


I'm going to try to answer the questions.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or
 illustrations? 


Finding clients.  Copyright generally isn't an issue, because it is assumed that I own the copyright for whatever I create.


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


Enforcement challenges.  Well if someone was stealing my work or violating my copyright, I wouldn't have a method of
 enforcing my copyright.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


This is obvious.  Money and time.  Most artist are struggling, they don't have the money or the time to register, every 
single piece that they produce.  Nor do they have all the time and resources.  Forcing artist and creators to be beholden 
to private companies, only benefits those companies.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photographs, graphic 
art works, and/or illustrations? 


They don't know where to go, in order to obtain those rights.  This is not something that should be privatized.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic artworks, and/or 
illustrations under the Copyright Act?


The ability to get paid for their created work.


6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals become law?


"The Next Great Copyright Act" would replace all existing copyright law.


It would void our Constitutional right to the exclusive control of our work.


It would "privilege" the public's right to use our work.


It would "pressure" you to register your work with commercial registries.







It would "orphan" unregistered work. 


It would make orphaned work available for commercial infringement by "good faith" infringers.


It would allow others to alter my work and copyright these "derivative works" in their own names. 


It would affect all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and future; published and 
unpublished; domestic and foreign


I am a published author and writer having written screenplays, comics and articles on websites.
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July 20, 2015 


 


To Whom It May Concern: 


 


It is of great concern to me as a visual artist that proposed changes to the current copyright act are 
under consideration. 


I oppose the privatization of the copyright process.  I oppose the change of copyrights to require that 
current and past material will need to be processed through a bureaucratic and profitmaking process 
leaving creative content makers without legal coverage for their personal intellectual properties.   


Creative content is too valuable for artists, writers, and photographers to give up to private parties 
without fair compensation. 


Please put an end to this venture immediately. 


 


Sincerely,  


Kirk Taskila 


Artist 








July 22, 2015 


Re: U.S. Copyright Office Docket No. 2015-01: Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 


To Whom It May Concern, 


I am writing today to ask you to keep in force the current legislation that grants the visual artist immediate copyright 
protection and exclusive control over their intellectual and physical property. Artists depend on income generated from 
their creative ideas, including any royalties or commissions that should be paid by a third party who wishes to duplicate 
the artists’ work for profit.  


I am a painter. Registering each new painting (large or small) with the Copyright Office can be cost prohibitive. In the 
current digital world in which we reside, contact with my collectors and fans via social media, blogging, and posting my 
paintings on my website is necessary. Posting images of my paintings helps me to promote my work, reach a wide 
audience, and generate revenue. Publishing of a painting in a magazine or other printed publications (with the artist’s 
permission) allows the artist to build reputation and credibility, increasing the value of their work and increasing their 
ability to generate income. 


I understand “fair use” of my paintings. If another artist likes an image that I have created and decides to make his/her 
own original painting based on that inspiration, but changes the work significantly enough to be easily distinguishable as 
different from my own, I have no opposition to that. I think the digital world is a great avenue for the sharing of ideas. 
However, a print shop (like wallpart.com) that steal a digital image of my painting that is offered for sale online and 
offers a print service to an online buyer, printing an exact copy of my painting, making a profit from it, and not paying a 
commission to me as the artist is currently against copyright law. It is this exact protection I count on when I contact said 
print shop to request that they stop using my image without permission. 


While many instances of this kind of copyright infringement do and will continue to occur, at least the artist has the 
backing of the U.S. copyright laws to protect them should they decide to pursue the matter with the online thief, 
allowing the artist legal backing to request recompense for the stealing and exact reproduction of their image for profit 
outside of the “fair use” standard.  


Changing copyright law to make any painting an artist posts online available for print shop thievery – exact replication of 
the image without permission or fair compensation – will force artists to move away from the use of digital media for 
promotion and sales of their original work, thus hindering their ability to generate income in an already challenging 
economic environment. A change in this law, making all images posted online “free use” (not “fair use”), will mean the 
government is siding with the online thieves – allowing the stealing of digital images and intellectual property without 
recompense.  


Our country is built upon ideals that encourage free thinkers, small businesses and entrepreneurship. There is intrinsic 
value in beautification and expressionism in our culture. If the government wishes to encourage small business and 
entrepreneurship as an illustration of the enterprising nature of our American culture, then artists must be allowed to 
keep up with other businesses by utilizing the digital venues available to them for promoting and selling their work. In 
order for artists to compete and succeed in today’s digital business environment, digital and physical copyright 
protection for artists MUST remain intact. 


Sincerely, 
Jennifer Love 








As an artist and creator, I find this act to be invasive and downright offensive to my work. As being an artist is not my 
career, but something that helps me express myself fully and relieve stress. This makes me never want to share or 
publish my art ever again, if it would mean that anyone could manipulate and use it. This violates me rights and ideas as
 a person.
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July 20, 2015 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear US Copyright Office, 
 
I am writing to explain to you, in regards to the new US Copyright Act 
and proposed Orphan Works, that being stripped of the ability to retain 
the copyright to my work would essentially eliminate my business, and 
my livelihood. 
 
I am an illustrator and have been for 27 years.  I graduated from Moore 
College of Art and Design in 1988 and have been working steadily in my 
field ever since.  In that time, I have amassed a huge inventory of art. 
 
Currently, I license my art to manufacturers to use on their products.  As 
I sell specified, limited rights to each manufacturer, I am able to sell that 
same art or derivative works of that art to multiple clients at once.   
Therefore, my work retains its monetary value to me even after it has 
been licensed several times.  
 
Copyrights allow me to retain the integrity of my work, certify that it is 
my intellectual property, and deal with infringements.   
 
Please do not allow others to easily profit from my and other artist’s 
hard work. I have spent many years perfecting my craft, and building 
my business.  Please do not legislate away all I have worked for.   
 
Krista Hamrick 
Krista Hamrick Illustration 
2559 Washington Drive  
Gilbertsville, PA 19525 
www.kristahamrick.com 
 


 








I am a professional artist and art educator and am submitting comment in response to the 
Copyright Office’s Notice of Inquiry on Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works. It is with 
serious concern that I learned, just within this week, of the fact that Congress has, for about a 
year, quietly been holding hearings for the drafting of a brand new US Copyright Act and that a 
core feature of the proposed new law is the return of Orphan Works.  Similar laws such as the 
proposed “Orphan Works Act” have failed in Congress more than once, probably because 
artists have voiced strong opposition because such a law would negatively impact their ability 
not only to make a living from their work on their own terms, but also, more importantly, 
negatively impact the ability to retain the rights to their own work.  After reading through the 
Notice of Inquiry and scanning the much larger 2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization 
Report, it appears to me that this newest permutation under consideration is no better than its 
failed predecessors, for mostly the same reasons, and in some ways, is far less protective of 
our rights as artists than the laws currently in effect.  Further, it is my understanding that this law 
would not attach to existing copyright protections to artists, but would replace all now-existing 
copyright law.  It is obvious to me that I have to voice my objection to this proposal, especially 
regarding the issue of the return of “Orphan Works”.   


As I have indicated above, I have been a professional artist for about 40 years, including 
working for a while as a free-lance graphic artist.  The overarching heart of my work over as an 
artist is being a painter.  I hold a Bachelor’s degree in Studio Art and a Master of Fine Art 
degree.  Additionally I have supplemented my work in the studio with working as an art educator 
since the 1970s and continue to do so presently as an Adjunct Professor of Art at a local 
community college.  I also hold juried membership in several fine art organizations locally and 
nationally. 


My primary concern includes the fact that, for me, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, 
but the very basis upon which my art and its attendant business is built.  It appears that the 
proposed “Orphan Works Act” would negatively affect my primary focus – my work (paintings 
and any licensing product agreements- my copyrights - I make) and how my work is 
representative of whom I am as an artist.  I have had works accepted and awarded at 
innumerable national exhibitions and I sell my work on a regular basis.  It is this last point that 
connects to my serious reservations of what I understand to be the core of this proposed new 
law.   


I have worked hard over the years to make sure that my work is a vehicle for my artistic “voice” 
and “brand” – my very identity of myself as an artist.  I am very skeptical about what I read 
regarding this proposed overhaul to current copyright laws because I see it as a threat that 
undermines a lifetime of work in this regard.  The work I create in my studio is mine from 
concept to sale and beyond, and it is not an inexpensive thing to produce because I use archival 
quality materials.  I do not work collaboratively, nor does anyone else purchase the materials I 
use in my work for me.  I work hard to earn the money to afford them.  I believe that if it is worth 
spending my creative energy to make the work, it is worth doing well with the finest materials I 
can afford, for the sake not only of the quality of my work, but also for the purchaser of the work.  
The threat I sense in this new copyright law proposal is that it both reinvents the definitions of 
authorship and ownership and transfers some of the rights of the author/artist to the 
owner/purchaser of the work.  Ownership and authorship are two different things and always will 
be.  As I see it, both my work and I should always be “first” copyright protected simply because I 
am the author of it.  This is a basic right that has not been earned by any other party.  


Consider, for example, that just because the Sistine Chapel ceiling was commissioned and is 







owned by the Vatican, and just because its restoration was paid for by the Japanese does not, 
in either case, transfer the ceiling’s authorship to either of these two parties and away from 
Michelangelo Buonarotti.  This new law would erode this distinction based upon a “good faith” 
argument by an infringer or the power of money. 


As I understand what I have read, under this sweeping replacement of the present copyright 
law, my Constitutional rights regarding the exclusive control over my own work – something that 
should be a virtual no-brainer, would be essentially voided.  In 1971 had a sold painting stolen 
within 24 hours of delivery to the paying collector.  In 1974 my intellectual property was stolen 
when I answered a classified ad in the newspaper for a free-lance graphics job.  The art director 
asked if hold my work overnight for “further consideration and review”.  I did not get the job, but 
within two weeks, I found it used in an ad campaign of a large (now extinct) department store 
splashed across major city newspapers.  When I called on that same art director to inquire 
about the turn of events, he would only say, in a cavalier manner, that the decision was made to 
not work with free-lance artists after all, and that he did not consider my work’s theme and style 
“very similar at all” to the work his firm published for the department store’s ad campaign.  I still 
recall how violated I felt and, more importantly, powerless to do anything about it.  Laws 
changed not long afterward and I became less vulnerable to this sort of piracy of my work.  I 
view the proposed overhaul of the existing law as a step backwards in time to 1974. 
Infringement of my work is then informs my read of how this proposed copyright law could easily 
rob me of an income from a body of work that I have built over a lifetime and that I have worked 
hard to earn for myself. 


It is a poorly guarded secret that the Federal government is not good at administering electronic 
programs such as this, and the sheer inundation of images “out there” in this digital age makes 
“registering” them all in any meaningful – and more importantly to the artists – affordable way is 
intimidating.  This, I assume, is the reason for auxiliary companies that would do so instead of 
the Copyright Office.  While it is laudable that there is some attempt by the Copyright Office to 
bring both the process and the need for it into this digital age to a place that at least tries to 
keep pace with the unique problems all of this presents, my fear is that the price of such 
“registration” of my work with outside companies will be for me, as an artist, cost-prohibitive.  


It appears to me that I would be pressured to register my work with commercial registries (the 
cost of this “service” yet to be determined), and my work would be considered  “orphaned” if I 
failed to do so.  This would effectively “privilege” the public’s “right” to use my work by effectively 
undermining my rights as the its author.  This would result in making my newly reclassified as 
“orphaned” work available for commercial infringement by “good faith” pirates who would be free 
to use and/or alter my work without my permission or payment of royalties to me because they 
could argue that they were unable to find the author of the work to make these remunerative 
arrangements after really, really trying very hard to do so.  I’m not buying this one little bit.  This 
begs the question of what criteria would need to be met to actually prove beyond reasonable 
doubt that all reasonable means to find the author of the “appropriated” work were exhausted, 
and who’s doing the checking?  What happened to my rights?  Once my work somehow is 
found to be considered “available” for the purposes of infringer(s), my work might be somewhat 
reworked for commercial purposes – or not - and the pirated work, based on and/or directly 
“appropriated” (a.k.a. “stolen”) and repurposed for the profit of the infringer(s).  To make matters 
even worse, this proposed new copyright law further appears to allow infringers to do all of this 
and their own names and claim authorship without consequences.  To see this as right on any 
level is just wrong.   







In this digital age, it is not uncommon for persons familiar with graphics software to replace 
pixels in a work of art that has been digitized.  This includes the digital replacement of a 
signature by the original author of the art and followed up with the later claim to be a “good faith” 
user. This is both unethical, immoral, and the last time I checked, theft is a crime all over the 
world – including that of art.  In this age of digital images and artist websites (an expensive 
process for the artist, who is the one in the food chain of images least likely able to afford to 
subsequently have his/her artwork used for profit through theft) and gallery websites in large 
numbers, the exposure that is afforded to both artists and galleries by the Internet is a double-
edged sword, to be sure, because the exposure makes the images and the artists behind them, 
vulnerable.  It will become, for my purposes, a case of catch them if you can, then prove they 
are in the wrong.  This does nothing but take more of my money to address what I see as a 
crime someone else committed.  In this game, nobody wins but lawyers.   
 
It appears that virtually all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present 
and future; published and unpublished; domestic and foreign are targeted by this proposed 
overhaul of the copyright law.  One way or another, many-to-most of these sorts of works find 
their way to the Internet, even if the artist/author of the work was not the one to post it or even 
be aware of its posting.  The concept of having to deal with the ramifications of having my work 
considered “orphaned” and therefore offered less protected under the proposed copyright law is 
a frightening prospect and a frightening déjà vu moment for me.  In a more recent incident I 
emphatically told a person (in person) to take down the use of my image that he acquired from 
my then-New York City gallery’s exhibition website, which he felt was his for the taking to use to 
illustrate a poem he wrote and placed on his website/blog.  I had sent the gallery the image for 
the exclusive use of the gallery to further my work, not for this individual to appropriate and 
publish without either my permission or credit me with the work on his website/blog. He knew I 
could be contacted through the gallery, but simply disregarded the laws currently on the books 
and couldn’t be bothered.  Perhaps he believed the erroneous concept that a work of art loses 
value after it is published, so where’s the problem?  Easily acquired does not equal valueless in 
this digital age.  He was totally wrong.  The image is mine – made with materials I bought, using 
my time and expertise, my expense in framing and all of the other expenses that goes with 
putting work into a New York City gallery, the image taken with a camera I bought, translated for 
the gallery with a computer and software I bought, yet he felt it was fine to just use it without 
asking.  Really?  So much for a “good faith” user’s plea either of ignorance of the law or inability 
to locate the artist!  I don’t see this situation improving for me or other artists under the new law 
in any way except becoming even more “blessed” by the system, especially if the work is 
deemed to be “orphaned” simply because it is not “registered” so the artist could not be found.  I 
just find it hard to believe this will improve with the proposed new copyright law.  When his 
offending posting came to my attention, I told (not asked) the individual to take it down 
immediately and to not try it again.  I enlightened him that it was against the law and that he was 
now on my “radar screen”.  Perhaps it was something about the quiet rage that translated in the 
delivery of that demand on the night of the opening reception, but he image came down within a 
few days.  Score “one” for the artist!  It is my understanding of what I read that this proposed 
new copyright law would go beyond even the private rogue thief and go even further to allow for 
the mass digitization of my intellectual property by and/or for corporate interests.  I have spoken 
about how that felt about that sort of scenario early during my art career.  It still is still offensive 
and frustrating to me.  Does this color how I see this proposed clearinghouse of images?  
Absolutely!  And the color is dark, very dark. 
 
Additionally, I note that if this proposal becomes law, it would be as though the expense of the 
website to the artist, both in its establishment and maintenance, effectively puts the artist in the 
dubious position of knowing that they are paying for the easy access of someone else to the 







theft of their artwork and income potential, and in the knowledge that there are fewer protections 
under the law of their online images than they had under the currently in-place copyright law.  It 
is important to me and my business that I am the one who determines voluntarily how and by 
whom my work is used – published or not.  It is important to note here that, contrary to the 
proffered argument put forth by proponents of this proposed law, my work does not lose its 
value simply because it is published.  I also note that everything I create is part of my business 
inventory – not someone else’s – posted and/or sold or not.  Especially in this digital age, my 
personal inventory of my work is more important than perhaps at any other time in art history, 
and I value it as such, even though others look upon it as theirs for the taking – literally - 
because it is seen as being of little value.  If that were true, why would they want to use it?  
 
Another part of this new copyright law proposal that bothers me is the Extended Collective 
Licensing provision, which appears to simply be a form of (or other name for) socialized 
licensing that would replace voluntary business agreements between myself and my clients and 
collectors.  This cuts my income potential from my own images drastically and should be 
considered theft.   


I asked myself why this ill-conceived law was even being considered.  What I have found out 
along the way was that the history of this proposed copyright  “reform” includes the fact that its 
genesis is large Internet firms and legal scholars aligned to them, whose business models 
involve supplying the public with access to other people's copyrighted work, and whose problem 
has been how to do this legally and without paying artists.  At the end of the day, it really is all 
about the money!  As I understand it, if any part of this is true, these “reforms” would allow these 
firms to stock their databases with my pictures, and those of other artists. This would happen 
either by forcing us to hand over our images to them as “registered” works, or by harvesting 
unregistered works as orphans and copyrighting them in their own names as "derivative 
works".  While I “get” that “registered” works would have an electronic paper trail, it does not 
mean that they can’t be modified and then used by second or third parties – innocent or not - 
after artists’ names have been removed from any connection with the image(s) and then argue 
that they had no way of finding the originator of the pirated work(s).  
 
Evidently, based upon what I read, by your Copyright Office’s own admission, it acknowledges 
that this new law will cause certain and special problems for visual artists but somehow judges 
that it would still be OK for artists to be subject to an “orphaned works” law.  With all due 
respect, this just makes no common sense at all.  It is intuitively obvious to me that somewhere 
along the line there is pressure being applied to the Copyright Office in this matter by those who 
stand to gain in a hand-in-glove arrangement via this proposed law.  The proposed 
establishment of a Copyright Small Claims Court to handle the flood of lawsuits apparently 
expected as a result of “orphan” works infringements speaks volumes about how smoothly this 
is expected to roll out in real time.  It is a tacit admission by your office that it is inevitable that 
disputes are bound to occur.  So why in the world is this proposal even being seriously be 
considered by the Copyright Office and not filed under the “back to the drawing board” 
category? 
 
In summary, I vehemently oppose this proposed overhaul of the copyright law, which will 
effectively throw out the baby with the bath water.  I say that our nation’s creative community 
deserves better than this, which for me, include flashbacks of my ugly experiences of 1971 and 
1974.  
 
 








From: Jessica Bryant 
Date: July 22, 2015 
Attention:  Copyright Office  
Regarding: Notice of Inquiry for Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works  
 
I have been a professional artist for seven years.  My work has appeared in several magazines and 
newspapers, at national exhibitions, in solo exhibitions, and at art fairs.  I have won numerous awards and 
recognition for my paintings at both the local and national levels.  I care very much about my work, it is 
my passion as well as my career.  It is a struggle to bring home a living wage as a visual artist, particularly 
in this modern digital age where images saturate our daily lives and are too frequently viewed as 
something that belongs in the public domain. 
 
I am a watercolor painter, working in great detail, often on large pieces.  Since I easily spend 60-100 
hours on a single painting, my original work is not inexpensive.   The majority of my income comes from 
the sale of limited edition giclée prints.  A tertiary income source is licensing use of my images for items 
such as posters and postcards.  The value of my prints and image licenses depends on the scarcity of my 
images.  If it were possible for a third party to reproduce my images without my consent or ownership, 
my ability to sell my prints and licenses at a price that affords me a liveable income would be 
compromised. 
 
My income depends upon copyright law that protects digital images of my work as my property.  My 
copyright is my product that I license.  Infringing on my copyright is akin to robbing me of my income.  
No one should be allowed to monetize my work for their own profit without my knowledge or consent.  It 
is essential that I remain able to determine, voluntarily, how and by whom images of my work are used.  
My work most certainly does not lose its value upon publication, instead when images of my work are 
published with proper credit, people contact me directly to purchase my prints, original paintings, and 
image licensing, and they know that these products are the only means of having access to my visual work.  
Everything I create becomes part of my business inventory, and this inventory is more valuable now than 
ever before.  The digital era allows potential clients to view low-fi examples of my work online while 
copyright law requires that they contact me to purchase prints or the license to produce prints, posters, and 
other products.   
 
Copyright is not an abstract legal issue for visual artists, it is the foundation upon which our business rests.  
Without copyright protection, we have no control of ownership of our product, no control over 
distribution, no claim to funds collected by third parties from sales of images, and therefore no means to 
survive as professional artists.  Artists are a group that largely lacks the financial means to pursue legal 
action, and so we require the protection afforded by our image ownership and copyright. 
 
Please, protect current copyright law for visual artists.  Allow us artists to maintain our livelihood.  Our 
visual creations are our intellectual property, please respect our work and don't create an environment that 
allows third parties to profit on our expertise and hard work.  Thank you for your consideration.  








Dear	  Copyright	  Office,	  
	  
I	  am	  an	  architect,	  graphic	  designer	  and	  illustrator	  and	  have	  been	  working	  in	  various	  
creative	  fields	  for	  over	  30	  years.	  I	  am	  very	  concerned	  about	  the	  possibility	  of	  
changing	  existing	  copyright	  laws	  that	  would	  weaken	  protections	  of	  artists’	  work.	  
	  
In	  particular,	  I	  am	  concerned	  about	  provisions	  that	  would	  allow	  others	  to	  alter	  my	  
work	  and	  copyright	  “derivative”	  work	  in	  their	  own	  name.	  	  I	  do	  not	  believe	  it	  is	  just	  
to	  “orphan”	  unregistered	  work.	  
	  
Please	  help	  to	  preserve	  the	  livelihood	  of	  people	  in	  creative	  industries,	  many	  who	  
work	  with	  a	  passion	  for	  their	  art	  with	  minimal	  compensation	  as	  it	  is.	  	  Depriving	  us	  
of	  our	  due	  ownership	  causes	  material	  harm	  to	  the	  community	  and	  makes	  for	  a	  more	  
hostile	  world.	  Shouldn’t	  we	  be	  encouraging	  the	  arts	  instead	  of	  waging	  an	  assault	  on	  
them?	  
	  
Allowing	  others	  to	  use	  our	  work	  without	  compensation	  is	  patently	  unfair.	  	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  your	  consideration	  of	  my	  views,	  
	  
Julie	  Hampton	  
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July 21, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


To Whom it May Concern: 


My name is Karrie Ross. I am an internationally shown museum fine artist and well 
known California based artist/designer. Since the 1990s I have created, copyrighted, and 
published well over 500 pieces of art and illustration for my business, characters, clients 
and personal sales.  


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment. 
Because of our past opposition to orphan works legislation, the Copyright Office has 
issued a special Notice of Inquiry on Visual Works. In it, they acknowledge that visual 
artists face special problems in the marketplace and they've asked artists to respond to 
five questions:  


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?  


Being seen as the owner, building a reputation of excellence know for my unique take on 
imagery. Establishing my brand as mine. 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic 
artists, and/or illustrators?  


Stopping people from copying and using my work without approval or payment. 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators?  


We are not rich… for me I create all the time, and I’m just a me. Registration would take 
me away from making a living. I already wear many hats. And until you have been self 
employeed AND a creative person, you would not understand these as challenges. 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make 
legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?  


Maintaining ownership and use rights. We can have people sign contracts agreements 
until pigs fly and never prevent the unauthorized use of our work if someone want it. 
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5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?  


The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too  to me. 
Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties diverted away from them 
for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly what is going  to happen with the proposals the 
Copyright Office has made to Congress. To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is 
imperative that no artists group that  supports this legislation be allowed to receive any 
financial benefit from the  creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. 
These artists  organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this 
legislation  to profit even further off the artists they were created to help. 


And we might suggest a 6th question 
   
6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright 
proposals become law?  
	  
Gee….	  Being	  sarcastic	  here…	  when	  would	  I	  ever	  have	  time	  to	  create	  and	  make	  a	  
living	  and	  bring	  to	  the	  world	  the	  wonder	  and	  excitement	  and	  questions	  that	  art	  
does.	  
	  
I	  thank	  you	  for	  reading	  my	  letter	  and	  I	  ask	  you	  to	  recommend	  that	  visual	  art	  be	  
excluded	  from	  any	  orphan	  works	  provisions	  Congress	  writes	  into	  the	  new	  	  
copyright	  act.	  
	  
Sincerely	  
Karrie	  Ross	  
www.karrieross.com	  








To: Maria Pallante, Register of Copyrights



July 23, 2015

To: Maria Pallante, Register of Copyrights:



I am a creator of visual imagery, a self-employed commercial photographer, and have been in the

business of creating photographic images and licensing subsequent rights to those images since 1984. I have won 
national and international recognition for my original work. Copyright is the basis of my income and ability to support 
my business. It is the only way I have to protect the accuracy and integrity of my

work, and to negotiate an appropriate fee for re-licensing.



The biggest challenge to monetizing/licensing my work is to keep control of where it appears

and who uses it, and to keep my copyright notice and contact information associated with the work. I

routinely attach metadata to my electronic image files - that metadata is routinely erased by every

website the image appears on. I require that my name and copyright information be included with the

image by my client - they will do so, but often the image is appropriated by someone else and that

information is cropped off. I always sign my work within the image area, essentially a watermark - but

there are multiple companies with software and tutorials instructing users how to erase watermarks.

There is nothing I can do to prevent my work from being ‘orphaned’.



If the Copyright Office is sincere about protecting rights of creators, it should make it illegal to

remove a watermark, illegal to remove metadata, illegal to remove copyright information, and also

illegal to mass digitize any works not in the public domain without written permission from the

creator, all with stiff financial penalties. The Copyright office should make all of its registered images

searchable by image, not just by textual data. If Google and Bing can do it, so can the Copyright Office.

In addition, the suggestion of a text-based ‘Notice of Use’ of a work assumed to be ‘orphaned’ would

be useless. I personally have several images titled ‘Stages of Acne’ - there are subtle differences

among them and I have difficulty telling them apart solely from a text description. The only real

protection for creators is to eliminate the concept of orphan works altogether. No work is an orphan,

it all has been created by someone, even if a ‘potential user’ doesn’t know who it is.



If there is to be a clearing house for image searches, it should be the Copyright Office, with no additional fees or 
labor required of the creator. It would be physically impossible for me to re-register, scan or re-photograph the 
hundreds of images I have created over the years. In many cases, I no longer have the published work, or the 
original art, even though I own the copyrights. A requirement to resubmit all of my work to a different registry would 
be devastating to my ability to claim ownership and therefore license any work in the future. Even the PLUS registry 
under development appears to be utilizing metadata and watermarks - both identifiers that are useless currently to 
protect ownership information.



I am very troubled by the overall tone of the proposed language that ‘potential users’ rights

are equivalent to those of creators. They are not. If I as the creator do not want my image licensed

beyond the original use, re-used, re-purposed, re-imagined, re-combined, that is my prerogative. If I

want to sell an image once, then let it collect dust, that is my choice - it is not the right of the

‘potential user’ to claim otherwise. If I want to create an image, put it on my website, and never

license it at all, it is also my choice. ‘Potential users’ do not have rights to my images, I do. If a

‘potential user’, individual or company, wants to further their business by using imagery, and can’t

find an image they can legally use, then they can do what individuals and companies have done for

the decades before electronic file sharing - commission a new one, and keep illustrators working.



Sincerely,

Jeffrey R. Behm

Jeff Behm Photography

Walkersville, MD. 21793

www.jeffbehm.com








To the Copyright Office and Congress 


The changes by this new copyright laws will make it very difficult for professional and casual artist to 
protect their work. Please reconsider these changes. 








	  


	  


 
July 6, 2015 


 
To the United States Copyright Office, 
 
I am writing to you about the potential changes in US copyright and my deep concern 
about any changes that my negatively impact the creators of imagery or any type of 
orginal material.  
 
I am a small business owner who has made a living in commercial photography for 
twenty years, photographing mainly food and lifestyle imagery but also other subjects, 
which I create and license/relicense to a variety of clients.  I create and license imagery to 
clients, sometimes licensing the same image to multiple clients over many months or 
years (or in some cases, even over decades).   I am absolutely reliant on the copyright and 
the ownership of my content to make a living.  Without full and complete ownership of 
the copyright of the image, I would be extremely limited in my options, so much so that I 
might not be able to continue in business.  For me, copyright is the absolutely central 
basis on which my business rests. 
 
Anyone who uses my imagery without compensation, my consent or my involvement is 
stealing my livelihood, my business inventory and assets and compromises my ability to 
make a living in this industry.  Without control over the clients and the manner in which 
my images are used, I am no longer able to control my business’ assets (i.e. my business’ 
intellectual property). 
 
It is absolutely essential that artists and any creators of intellectual property retain control 
of their creations in order to make a living and continue creating and adding to the 
nation’s economy. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Kate S. Baldwin 
Kate Baldwin Photography 
206.284.5678 
 
 








Dear sirs/madams, 
 
As an artist/illustrator/designer who has created art for a living for many years, I value 
the protection of the copyright laws as they were originally written, because they protect 
the small individual creator from those corporate entities who think that they are entitled 
to use the creations of an artist’s hand and mind without compensation or 
acknowledgement.  As one who was almost victimized by this kind of “theft, the law has 
deep meaning for me. 
 
I had been contracted to create a design for a book cover by the Macmillan Company 
titled “Curso Basico De Espanol” for which I was paid.  Some years later, however, I 
happened to be in a bookstore where I saw my exact design, in different colors, but  
used for another book titled “Curso Intermedio De Espanol”.  Since I had not been 
contacted regarding this re-use, nor paid the customary fee for re-use, I wrote to the 
company several times, billing them, only to have my requests ignored.  I almost gave up, 
until another felicitous accident came my way.  It was in the form of a notice I happened 
to see in my local newspaper. It came from a Bankruptcy Court in charge of a case 
regarding the Macmillan Company, which requested letters of explanation from any 
persons who had claims against that company; so I wrote to the court, and because of the 
copyright laws, and their protection, my plea was successful:  the court made Macmillan 
pay me for the work that I had created.  Without the law’s protection, I would have been 
robbed of this just compensation for work that I, alone, had created with my own hands. 
 
Jacqueline Kahane Freedman 
 
Northern Ohio Illustrators Society 
  








July 19, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (80fr23054)


Dear Ms. Pallante,


I'm really not very good at writing letters, but this issue is so important I'm going to try it anyway. I'm 
an illustrator who largely shares my work online, and have many friends in the same situation. While 
it's not my main source of income, I do make money from my work and the proposed changes to 
copyright law would seriously damage an artist's ability to do that.


The idea of protecting the rights of the public to use art and photos they found online for whatever they 
want rather than protecting the artists who put hard work into creating those things is honestly 
absolutely offensive to artists of every kind. The idea that the average person has more of a right to an 
artwork than the person who actually created it is downright ludicrous.


As a graphic designer at a print shop, I have people asking me all the time to “just pick something from
google” to put on their advertisements and collateral for their businesses because they often aren't 
willing to pay extra for stock photos to use, and it's so frustrating trying to tell them those pictures 
aren't just for anyone to do whatever they like with them. Just because all these images are so available 
for viewing on the internet, people seem to think it's okay to take the ones they like for their own 
purposes, but that is illegal, and should definitely stay that way. 


Forcing artists to register every single thing they create just to keep people from using it for their own 
purposes whether it's just a sketch or a full illustration puts an unnecessary burden on the artists to 
protect their own work constantly, and it kind of sounds like people want to put this registration into the
hands of private for profit groups, which suggests that they'll expect all artists to pay for every single 
piece they register. Artists are drawing all the time, and many of them like to share their work online. I 
can't even imagine how much it would cost to register so many pictures, or how long it would take to 
do so. Would an artist have to wait until it went through this registration process to even post it rather 
than being able to share it right away? 


I can easily see this kind of law making artists afraid to share their artwork online, which will also 
make it harder for them to gain exposure and find paying work from the people who do find it and 
contact them. Society as a whole seems to not value artists as what they are: skilled people that should 
be compensated fairly for their abilities. The fact that nobody values art enough makes it so hard for 
artists to make a living from what they do, people think it's just a hobby or it's easy for us but we spend 
years of our lives practicing and refining our skills. It's hard enough to convince people to pay us a 
decent amount of money for the work we do for them, we can't afford to spend that much money just to
make sure people don't steal from us, and that's really what it seems this system promotes, pure and 
simple art theft. And if it's easier to just steal existing art, people will be even less willing to contact an 







artist and pay them for their hard work.


Taking the rights away from the artist allows anyone to take the images they created and put it on 
whatever they like, potentially to the point where they are selling and profiting from the hard work of 
others. There are already too many people who do things like take artwork they found online, slap it on 
a t-shirt, and pass it off as their own work. Please don't promote this kind of behavior by protecting the 
public's rights after artists and making it harder for us to stop this kind of fraud.


Please do not allow such a harmful law to pass. This would hurt artists everywhere, and further show 
that society considers us unimportant and the unique pieces we put so much effort into creating are 
basically disposable trash for anyone to pick up and use as they like. It is absolutely more important to 
protect the rights of artists over their own work, and I know I would feel this way even if I weren't one 
myself. 


Sincerely,


Katrina McMillin


Keller, TX 76248








July 20, 2015 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independent Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante, 
 
I am a current student at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, working to complete my 
masters in medical and biological illustration. It is a highly specialized field, requiring extensive 
medical and artistic knowledge and skill.  The Johns Hopkins University provides one of only three 
accredited programs in the United States and getting to this point in my education has taken an 
extensive amount of time, energy, and effort over a number of years at a substantial financial cost.   
 
After learning of the proposed changes to copyright legislation, I am gravely concerned for the future 
of my career. Medical and biological illustration is a business in which retaining copyright allows us 
to build a library of work from which new works can be developed. This enables us to produce work 
in a timely manner for clients. In addition, the licensing of these existing works is critical to the 
sustainability of the career.  Surrendering our copyrights would severely impact how we work and 
force us to recreate some of the commonly used elements in new styles so not to infringe on our own 
work. This would cost us time and money to create the new physical work and hinder our 
marketability due to a lack of cohesive style. 
 
The intent to privilege the public with access to my work will deny me my constitutional right to the 
ownership of my work. We live in an age where metadata can be stripped and copyright and 
signatures easily removed. The unlicensed use of a work can severely damage client relationships 
and devalues the work we create.  This proposed legislation would add tremendous expense by 
having to register all work with multiple registries to avoid being an “orphaned work”. Then, should 
someone copyright a “derivative work” from an allegedly “orphaned work”, we would have to 
contest the ambiguous idea that the infringer reproduced the work after “due diligence” to identify 
the author and also be reduced to having the money generated by our work used against us when 
fighting for due royalties.  
  
I greatly enjoy the work I am doing and have long looked forward to establishing my career in the 
field. To continue producing my work, I need the value of my skills and products recognized and 
protected. I deeply appreciate your time and consideration of this issue.  
 
“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and 
Inventors the Exclusive Right to their respective Writing and Discoveries”. 
U.S. Constitution, Article 1, Section 8 
 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Kari Opert 








July 21, 2015 


Orphan Works 


Dear U.S. Copyright Office,  


I am writing you in regards to the Orphan Works proposal.  


I’ve been a cartoonist & illustrator for more than 35 years.  


Copyright is the basis on which I do business. Infringing on my work is the same as 
stealing money out of my pocket. 


Copyrights ARE the products that I sell, as well as derivative works in the cartoons, 
illustrations & art I produce. 


Copyrights allow me to certify it is my work, deal with people who attempt to steal it, 
stop them from profiting from my hard earned work. 


An artist’s copyright should have the same legal protection from poachers as giant 
corporations like Nike & Disney. 


EVERYTHING I create becomes part of my inventory that I use to create my income 
for today & into the future.  


I’ve worked hard to become the artist I am today & I in no way want anyone making 
money from my artwork without my knowledge or consent. Would you? 


Sincerely yours, 


Kevin Ahern


913.205.6456 
penanink55@yahoo.com 


9112 El Monte St. 
Prairie Village, KS 
66207


Kevin Ahern Illustration








July 20, 2015 


 


Maria Pallante 


Register of Copyrights 


U.S. Copyright Office 


101Independence Ave. S.E. 


Washington, DC 20559-6000 


 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


 


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff: 


I am writing to you because this anti-copyright law is wrong. It would essentially make it legal to 
steal an artist’s work under the guise of being lawful. There are so many artists who already have 
to deal with others reposting what they have worked hard to do, work that they are proud of and 
want to share. It is already very difficult for many artists to make a living. They are often 
underpaid or told that the work they will do will just be for ‘exposure.’ Artists are already taken 
advantage of in a major way, this law will ensure the downfall of many careers. Why pay an 
artist when you can just take their work, and with no repercussions (if the law passes)? Copyright 
laws protect artists and their work. It is an asset for them. Taking it away would be wrong and 
cruel, and stealing, even if it technically becomes legal. The fact that this law is even under 
consideration is strange and appalling to me. Please, for the sake of artists working hard to make 
a living, do not pass this law. 








I am writing to voice my concern about the copyright laws possibly being rewritten in the 
“Orphan Works copyright act” 
While I am a hobbyist publishing artworks and comics under a pen name, if I am reading 
the proposal correctly, this new act would make promoting my work online not only 
extremely work heavy and cost heavy, making profit  and marketing practically 
impossible, but the possibility of my work online being taken and used without my 
permission or consent is very worrying. 
Please do all you can to make sure this new law does not pass. It will make upcoming and 
struggling artists efforts become an endless circle of red tape and possible theft, making 
creativity itself a risk. 
Thank you 








Katina Lowe 


2398 E. Floyd Pl.  
Englewood, CO 80113 


720-217-8902 
katinamlowe@gmail.com 


July 23, 2015 


Maria Pallante  
Register of  Copyrights U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E.  
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


RE: Notice of  Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of  Congress Copyright Protection 
for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 


Dear Ms. Pallante, 


My name is Katina Lowe, and I am artist living in the Denver, Colorado metro area. I 
have a graduate degree in fine art from Cranbrook Academy of  Art, and, currently, I 
have three art teaching jobs as well as a beginning art career and business. I am strongly 
opposed to copyright changes currently being proposed, due to its harm to my financial 
situation and personal intellectual property.  


I would like to own a house and have children and invest in America’s future; however, 
artists are faced with a very tough economic situation, and, more than most, we have to 
navigate a demand and audience for our work, like any entrepreneur. Our passion and 
talent make culture and inspire change, and our creativity needs to pay off  if  we are able to 
find an audience. This means protecting our copyrights and not allowing infringement 
upon these rights. Rather than loosing value, our work increases in value upon 
publication, due to more shares, more viewers, more fans, more interest, and, thus, 
potentially more clients and buyers investing in us as art entrepreneurs. Please do not 
deny us potential financial gain, for we work hard and want to invest in the prosperity of  
our country, ourselves, and the middle class.  


Sincerely yours, 


Katina M. Lowe








Medical Illustrator 
Kari C. Toverud AS 
Kari C. Toverud MS CMI 
Sorkedalsveien 293 
0754 Oslo, Norway 
 
tlph: +47 22 50 39 88 
fax:+47 22 50 39 87 
cell: +47 917 13 868 
e-mail: post@karitoverud.no 
www.karitoverud.com 
Designbasen.no 
 


Orphan Works Act 
I	  am	  an	  American	  citizen	  living	  in	  Oslo,	  
Norway	  and	  working	  as	  a	  board	  certified	  medical	  illustrator.	  I	  have	  a	  Master	  of	  Science	  
degree	  in	  Medical	  illustration	  from	  The	  medical	  College	  of	  Georgia	  (Now	  called	  Georgia	  
Regents	  University).	  I	  have	  been	  working	  as	  a	  professional	  award-‐winning	  medical	  
illustrator	  for	  32	  years.	  I	  provide	  informative	  medical	  illustrations,	  animations,	  interactive	  
learning	  sites	  and	  storyboard,	  script-‐writing	  for	  a	  variety	  of	  clients	  including	  publishers,	  
international	  medical	  journals	  such	  as	  Nature,	  physicians,	  advertising	  agencies	  and	  the	  
pharmaceutical	  industry.	  I	  have	  provided	  illustrations	  for	  230	  textbooks	  for	  medical,	  
nursing,	  junior	  high	  and	  high	  school	  students.	  Many	  of	  these	  titles	  have	  been	  translated	  into	  
Danish,	  Swedish	  and	  Finnish.	  	  
	  
For	  me,	  copyright	  law	  is	  not	  an	  abstract	  legal	  issue,	  but	  the	  basis	  on	  which	  my	  business	  
rests!!	  Over	  65	  %	  of	  my	  revenue	  is	  from	  re-‐licensing	  my	  artwork	  to	  new	  customers.	  Due	  to	  
the	  nature	  of	  the	  subject	  matter,	  the	  human	  body,	  there	  is	  a	  huge	  need	  for	  these	  
illustrations	  in	  many	  different	  publications	  without	  a	  conflict	  of	  interest	  for	  my	  different	  
clients.	  	  
My	  copyright	  is	  the	  product	  I	  license.	  If	  the	  new	  law	  will	  allow	  public	  access	  to	  my	  work	  
then	  over	  half	  my	  revenue	  would	  disappear!!	  The	  "reforms"	  you	  have	  proposed	  would	  
allow	  large	  Internet	  firms	  to	  stock	  their	  databases	  with	  my	  pictures.	  This	  could	  happen	  
either	  by	  forcing	  me	  to	  hand	  over	  my	  images	  to	  them	  as	  registered	  works,	  or	  by	  harvesting	  
unregistered	  works	  as	  orphans	  and	  copyrighting	  them	  in	  their	  own	  names	  as	  "derivative	  
works."	  This	  means	  that	  infringing	  my	  work	  is	  like	  stealing	  my	  money.	  
	  
I	  have	  never	  signed	  over	  the	  copyright	  to	  any	  of	  my	  clients.	  My	  medical	  illustrations	  do	  NOT	  
lose	  their	  value	  upon	  publication.	  It	  is	  VERY	  important	  to	  me	  to	  be	  able	  to	  re-‐license	  my	  
artwork	  or	  make	  derivatives	  of	  my	  work	  to	  new	  clients.	  It	  is	  of	  utmost	  importance	  that	  I	  
remain	  able	  to	  determine	  how	  and	  by	  whom	  my	  work	  is	  used.	  	  I	  have	  built	  up	  a	  HUGE	  
image	  bank	  that	  is	  my	  business	  “inventory”	  and	  it	  is	  more	  valuable	  then	  ever	  since	  the	  
digital	  era	  arrived.	  	  Customers	  from	  all	  over	  the	  world	  are	  now	  my	  clients	  and	  if	  the	  new	  
Orphan	  Works	  Act	  is	  passed	  in	  it´s	  present	  form	  it	  will	  ruin	  my	  business	  and	  deprive	  me	  of	  
control	  over	  my	  own	  creative	  images.	  
I	  sign	  all	  my	  artwork,	  but	  I	  have	  experienced	  on	  many	  occasions	  that	  people	  have	  digitally	  
removed	  my	  signature	  and	  used	  my	  images	  illegally.	  This	  piece	  of	  artwork	  would	  with	  the	  
new	  bill	  be	  considered	  as	  “orphaned”	  even	  if	  it	  was	  not	  and	  thereby	  making	  the	  image	  
available	  for	  commercial	  infringement	  by	  “good	  faith”	  infringers	  unless	  I	  was	  forced	  to	  
register	  my	  work.	  	  The	  new	  bill	  would	  also	  allow	  for	  others	  to	  alter	  my	  work	  and	  copyright	  
these	  as	  “derivative	  works	  in	  their	  name!!	  
	  
I	  strongly	  encourage	  you	  to	  not	  pass	  this	  bill	  since	  it	  will	  void	  my	  constitutional	  right	  to	  the	  
exclusive	  control	  of	  my	  work.	  	  
	  
	  
Sincerely,	  Kari	  C	  Toverud	  
 
 


 
 








 


 


To Whom it may Corncern 


U.S. Copyright Office, Dept. of the Library of Congress 


With concern of the Return of the Orphan Works, 


 I am writing to ask you NOT to Change the current Copyright Laws!!! 


As a Artist I work in many Mediums from Photography to Scultural Wood and Steel, it has been Hard 
enough to protect from Piracy of the concepts to actual production of my works. Bringing the works that 
I do from in a small town to a Big City brings the critical concerns of my financial hardship due to the 
Piracy and release of these Ideas and images released to the public through internet display. I have 
already seen massed produced copies of my originals. I am work on fighting this right now and with that 
expence it may hurt but I beleave I can recover.  


If you go through with what you are proposing in the change I see only devastating results for all Artist in 
all venues of the Art World! In each work of Art we produce we put a piece of ourselves. You are 
distorying and taking our rights. 


So you want someone to take the picture of you and plaster it all over cheap cups and mugs and they 
added what a butt. Or you can look at it this waynit's like this you beleave in the Sports player you watch 
on TV, or the Gardener that you paid extra to have fantastic animals shaped hedges in your yard. OK 
then aren't you offended when the Player takes Air out of the Ball in a vital game or when you look next 
Door and the Neighbor has badly copied and made all of his Hedges the same as yours, remember you 
paid extra he did it himself, then you go back to the game to watch that game and your team Lost, and 
now there is a knock at the door and the Co. demands you cut down the Hedges as they are a distraction 
to drivers. 


We are Artists we produce works of Art, someone Dreams of the perfect house, thats passed to a 
Arcitect they Draw the Plans, then a capenter builds the House. Our work in compasses all of this the 
thought to the completed piece wether it be Photography, Ceramics, Illustration, Jewlery, Textiles, 
Woodworking, Painting, Drawing, Steelwork, Printmaking, Sculpture, etc........ In Art, Our Work is Ours, 
OURS, there is no right to take and use these things without our permission!!!  


Leave the Copyright Laws alone we can work with what we have. Again we are not complaining we are 
working with what we have NOW! 


With all the stupid work and money that went into the thought of Change who gained the Money, it 
wasn't us Artists it was the goverment. We live our works we will defend them, how can you live your 
lives with how you want to change the Current Copyright laws on us it only helps others profit with our 







hard work and works. I wish that Leanardo, Picaso, Vango, Warhol, Hopper, Bacon, Turner ........... Could 
hear what you are turning the realm of true Art into. It is so sad! 


 Again NO CHANGE to the Current Copyright Laws! 


Thank you for your time 


Sincerely, 


Kathy A Schroeder,  


Independent Multi Medium and Scupltural Artist 


 








As president of the National Watercolor Society, I am very aware of the financial vulnerability of nearly 
all artists - including myself. We rely on current copyright laws to keep larger entities from depriving 
us of our livelihood. Please do not take away this only advantage which favors creative individuals 
more than large corporate entities. If this law passes, Large entities will steal original art and have no 
obligation to acknowledge or reinburse the actual innovators.
I urge you to vote NO on this proposed law.


Thank you,


Ken Goldman
President
National Watercolor Society








Justyna	  Babinska	  
www.justasuta.com	  
www.justasuta.tumblr.com	  
	  
	  
July	  22,	  2015	  
	  
Maria	  Pallante	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
101Independence	  Ave.	  S.E.	  
Washington,	  DC	  20559-‐6000	  
	  
RE:	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry,	  Copyright	  Office,	  Library	  of	  Congress	  	  
Copyright	  Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  (Docket	  No.	  2015-‐01)	  
	  
To	  all	  it	  concerns,	  
	  
	  
I	  am	  a	  recent	  college	  graduate	  with	  an	  Illustration	  degree.	  Like	  many	  of	  my	  peers,	  I	  


enter	  a	  field	  where	  I’ve	  been	  told	  it’s	  difficult	  to	  make	  a	  living.	  That	  hasn’t	  stopped	  


me.	  But	  I	  still	  fear	  whenever	  the	  topic	  of	  copyright	  in	  this	  country	  comes	  up	  in	  a	  


conversation	  with	  other	  professionals.	  As	  a	  young	  artist,	  I	  don’t	  have	  years	  of	  


experience,	  clout	  or	  a	  large	  audience	  to	  offer	  as	  protection	  and	  validation	  of	  my	  


work.	  As	  a	  young	  artist,	  the	  internet	  is	  my	  main	  tool	  of	  getting	  my	  work	  seen	  and	  


recognized	  and	  thus	  far,	  I	  thought	  it	  had	  been	  safe	  by	  the	  presence	  of	  my	  watermark	  


and	  signature	  on	  my	  work	  –	  that	  that	  would	  serve	  as	  evidence	  that	  the	  work	  was	  


mine	  and	  that	  the	  rest	  of	  my	  body	  of	  work	  would	  prove	  it.	  I	  don’t	  have	  nearly	  the	  


amount	  of	  means	  to	  register	  the	  copyright	  for	  everything	  I’ve	  ever	  made	  and	  it	  


scares	  me	  that	  I	  might	  not	  get	  the	  protection	  that	  should	  be	  inherent	  in	  something	  I	  


created,	  without	  registration.	  	  


	  


I	  understand	  the	  need	  and	  benefit	  of	  digitization	  of	  books	  and	  media:	  to	  bring	  these	  


materials	  to	  a	  new	  audience	  and	  to	  enable	  them	  to	  be	  searched	  for	  more	  easily	  


online.	  But	  I	  also	  believe	  that	  if	  the	  effort	  exists	  to	  digitize	  this	  large	  massive	  amount	  


of	  media,	  then	  the	  same	  effort	  should	  go	  into	  finding	  and	  compensating	  the	  


copyright	  holder.	  The	  Internet	  is	  a	  new	  platform	  that	  is	  vast	  and	  difficult	  to	  monitor,	  







but	  that	  shouldn’t	  be	  an	  excuse	  to	  make	  rights	  easier	  to	  be	  given	  to	  people	  who	  are	  


not	  the	  artist	  –	  just	  for	  the	  sake	  of	  convenience.	  The	  law	  should	  adapt	  to	  include	  a	  


new	  platform,	  but	  not	  remove	  the	  fundamental	  right	  that	  artists	  have	  guaranteed	  


copyright	  to	  something	  they	  DID	  indeed	  create;	  there	  shouldn’t	  be	  a	  need	  to	  pay	  for	  


registration,	  it	  should	  be	  inherent.	  


	  


The	  Internet	  is	  such	  a	  wealth	  of	  information;	  pooling	  the	  collective	  resources	  of	  


many	  different	  users	  with	  access	  to	  and	  knowledge	  in	  all	  different	  fields,	  finding	  the	  


author	  or	  authors	  of	  a	  work	  may	  be	  time-‐consuming	  but	  it	  is	  possible	  and	  should	  


not	  be	  given	  up	  on	  just	  because	  it	  is	  a	  time	  investment.	  The	  creation	  of	  the	  work	  


itself	  is	  an	  even	  greater	  time	  investment.	  Anyone	  can	  do	  a	  Google	  image	  search	  to	  


start	  tracing	  the	  work	  back	  to	  an	  original	  source;	  there	  are	  forums	  where	  the	  


community	  can	  be	  asked	  to	  contribute	  information	  if	  they	  recognize	  a	  work;	  most	  


work	  generally	  has	  an	  artist’s	  mark	  or	  original	  source	  where	  information	  about	  who	  


the	  author	  is,	  can	  be	  found	  –	  with	  that	  author	  holding	  the	  inherent	  copyright.	  I	  


understand	  that	  it	  might	  take	  time	  to	  find	  the	  original	  author,	  but	  when	  they	  are	  


found,	  they	  should	  be	  compensated	  in	  full	  for	  the	  oversight;	  using	  copyrighted	  work	  


without	  proper	  acknowledgment	  of	  another’s	  work,	  is	  a	  symptom	  of	  the	  country’s	  


failure	  to	  recognize	  the	  incredible	  amount	  of	  work	  that	  artists	  do.	  As	  a	  former	  


student	  who	  lost	  nights	  of	  sleep	  over	  work	  assignments,	  spent	  weeks	  perfecting	  a	  


series	  of	  5	  piece	  or	  an	  entire	  picture	  book,	  and	  has	  lived	  under	  adults	  telling	  my	  


peers	  and	  I	  that	  artists	  can	  never	  make	  as	  much	  as	  doctors	  and	  lawyers	  –	  the	  idea	  


that	  my	  work	  or	  anyone’s	  artistic	  work	  –	  which	  really	  is	  like	  your	  child	  –	  could	  be	  


deemed	  an	  orphan	  because	  their	  parent	  couldn’t	  immediately	  be	  found	  –	  is	  


frustrating	  heartbreak.	  


	  


There	  are	  blogs	  and	  websites	  dedicated	  to	  finding	  and	  exposing	  art	  theft	  by	  


individuals	  and,	  more	  dreadfully,	  companies	  that	  use	  artists’	  work	  for	  their	  own	  


profits,	  sometimes	  without	  the	  artists	  knowing	  until	  someone	  in	  their	  audience	  


brings	  it	  to	  their	  attention.	  In	  these	  cases	  especially,	  artists	  should	  not	  receive	  less	  


compensation	  because	  some	  amount	  of	  time,	  during	  which	  they	  would	  have	  been	  







allowed	  to	  complain,	  has	  passed.	  As	  a	  creator,	  I	  think	  it	  should	  be	  obvious	  that	  work	  


must	  be	  properly	  credited,	  and	  that	  compensation	  of	  the	  author	  should	  be	  prepared	  


or	  else	  the	  work	  should	  not	  be	  used	  commercially	  at	  all.	  	  


	  


This	  expectation	  should	  be	  a	  present	  for	  all	  artists’	  peace	  of	  mind.	  So	  that	  we	  don’t	  


have	  to	  fear	  that	  our	  work	  will	  be	  used	  with	  the	  assumption	  that	  it	  does	  not	  have	  an	  


owner.	  Such	  an	  atmosphere	  of	  devaluing	  artists’	  work	  would	  just	  be	  a	  deterrent	  


from	  creation.	  What	  is	  the	  point	  of	  making	  work	  if	  the	  government	  favors	  the	  public	  


being	  able	  to	  make	  use	  of	  it	  over	  those	  who	  labored	  to	  make	  it.	  Both	  sides	  of	  the	  


fence	  –	  the	  users	  and	  creators	  –	  are	  equally	  important	  to	  building	  a	  more	  informed	  


and	  creatively-‐nourished	  society.	  Both	  have	  different	  needs,	  but	  without	  the	  artist,	  


this	  work	  would	  not	  even	  be	  available;	  the	  rights	  and	  will	  of	  the	  artist	  should	  be	  


respected,	  compensated,	  and	  guaranteed	  without	  necessity	  of	  the	  artist	  sending	  off	  a	  


thousands	  of	  check	  for	  each	  of	  their	  children.	  	  


	  
	  
Thank	  you,	  	  
	  


	  
	  
Justyna	  Babinska	  
Freelance	  Artist/Illustrator	  	  
	  








Copyright Office


To whom it may concern:


I'm a professional artist who has made a living as an artist for 44 years, selling my original one-of-a-
kind work, mainly oil paintings, primarily through galleries.  I have a degree in art and have done 
additional study at the Art Student's League in New York City.  I've won numerous awards in 
international shows, taking top awards at the Salmagundi Club and the American Artists Professional 
League in New York City.


Especially in this age of the internet, maintaining control of how my work is used is very important to 
me both personally and as a business – my livelihood.  Original oils are unique by their nature.  Using 
an image of an original without the artist's  permission is stealing, pure and simple.  It is hard for me to 
imagine that this could be made legal.  I hope you can see that for visual artists in particular, this would
be a disaster and make what is already a difficult road as an artist an impossible one.  I hope you realize
the implications of these proposed changes and reverse this course of action.  The primary purpose of 
copyright, for the visual artist, is to protect the products of the individual artist.


The proposed changes to the Copyright Act are a travesty of the first order and must be reversed.


Sincerely,


Katharine A. Palmer








Dear	  Members	  of	  Congress,	  
	  
I	  have	  been	  an	  illustrator	  for	  58	  years	  and,	  since	  	  1986,	  I	  have	  been	  the	  Principal	  	  
Poster	  Artist	  for	  Lincoln	  Center	  Theater	  in	  New	  York.	  I	  have	  also	  created	  many	  
children’s	  books	  with	  my	  wife,	  Kate	  McMullan,	  and	  have	  done	  illustrations	  for	  all	  the	  
major	  US	  publishers	  including	  New	  York	  Magazine	  for	  whom	  I	  did	  the	  series	  of	  
paintings	  that	  became	  the	  visual	  inspiration	  for	  the	  movie	  Saturday	  Night	  Fever.	  
	  
All	  of	  my	  theater	  posters	  have	  generated	  secondary	  sales,	  often	  years	  after	  the	  initial	  
production.	  If,	  for	  instance,	  my	  poster	  for	  Anything	  Goes	  became	  an	  orphan	  work	  I	  
would	  be	  cheated	  out	  of	  thousands	  of	  dollars	  of	  fees	  from	  the	  use	  of	  this	  iconic	  
image	  for	  new	  productions	  of	  the	  musical.	  	  	  The	  children’s	  book	  illustrations	  also	  
have	  a	  long	  life,	  both	  as	  republished	  books	  and	  as	  individual	  images.	  	  
	  
The	  copyright	  issue	  at	  stake	  here	  goes	  to	  the	  heart	  of	  what	  it	  means	  to	  be	  an	  artist.	  
If	  the	  authenticity	  that	  we	  strive	  to	  achieve	  in	  our	  work	  can	  be	  commandeered	  by	  
anyone	  in	  the	  marketplace,	  then	  the	  law	  is	  essentially	  saying	  that	  there	  is	  no	  unique	  
expression	  in	  the	  world	  worth	  protecting.	  Since	  artists	  are	  already	  so	  much	  at	  the	  
mercy	  of	  corporate	  interests,	  to	  give	  these	  large	  companies	  the	  freedom	  to	  pick	  from	  
our	  work	  whatever	  pieces	  they	  want	  and	  to	  use	  them	  in	  any	  way	  they	  choose	  is	  the	  
final	  collapse	  of	  the	  balance	  of	  power	  that	  we	  have	  fought	  for.	  	  
	  
I	  ask	  you	  to	  step	  back	  and	  see	  the	  issue	  from	  the	  point	  of	  view	  of	  all	  of	  us	  individual	  
artists	  and	  not	  simply	  from	  the	  vantage	  point	  of	  companies	  that	  have	  figured	  out	  
how	  to	  profit	  from	  our	  work	  if	  Congress	  gives	  them	  the	  liberty	  to	  do	  so.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
James	  McMullan	  
	  








Dear US Copyright Office. 


As a young and struggling artist, this act truly worries me. I’m not a top creator in the field but 
I’d like to be someday but this makes me feel as if there would be no point. I wouldn’t be able to 
create anything. If I did, I’d have to risk someone else taking it and repurposing it for 
themselves. That’s basically taking money out of my pocket.  


An example of this would be if I were to see some company like Marvel Studios and take a scene 
from their Ant-Man film and then put it in my movie. Now obviously I wouldn’t be able to do 
that. But they wouldn’t be very fond if someone took the footage that they worked hard on and 
see someone else use it for their gain. Why would anyone do that? That’s blatant disrespect. 


I respect many artists for the work that they do. It doesn’t matter if it’s a logo, a cartoon or 
music. They made that work themselves. I’m not going to take that, use it and say “Well they 
didn’t say it was theirs” just because they didn’t understand the laws. There are people that aren’t 
aware of what’s going on and they will be subject to losing a lot of their content to people who 
didn’t work to make those images, sounds or whatever. 


We need to make sure that everyone is protected. If not, then there’s not going to be a lot of 
creativity here. People will lose the passion to create their works out of fear. This isn’t a country 
that is based on fear. It’s should be based on freedom but not freedom to steal others works. The 
freedom to make your work and get paid for what you do, not for what others didn’t do. 


Sincerely,  


Jason Kelley 








Deach Sir or Madam, 
I wish to have my voice heard over the concern of recent events involving the drastic change in copyright laws(ie the 
Orphans Work Act).


I believe that signing this into law is a grievous crime towards numerous artist and I will not stand for it. Doing such 
would diminish the integrity, value, creativity and necessary financial earnings so richly deserved by a great number of 
hardworking and talented people within the United States.


I beg of you: Do not sign this law into effect!


Thank you very much for your time and understanding.


Sincerely, 
Justi-Paul "JP" Tullier 
jp5150@live.com 
832-207-5547
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Please, please, please, strike down the Orphan Works act. My art is mine alone, and what I produce is mine unless I 
deign to sell it. Don't take my own hard work away from me. Don't let people use it willy nilly. And having to register 
my work, really ?? I have, over the past ten years, at least a thousand pieces of art, and that's just counting the drawn 
stuff. That's completely negating pieces I have crafted as in pottery, and neglecting to count pieces I have lost or sold. 
This act is ludicrous and just. A very bad idea.


Corporations don't deserve to use my art and the public does not deserve to use my art unless I say so. That's it. Please. 
Please don't pass the Orphan Works act. For not only my sake, but for the sake of all creators everywhere. Please.
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Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
US Copyright Office 
101 independence Ave. SE 
Washington D.C. 20559-6000 
 
July 21, 2015 
 RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for CertainVisual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom It May Concern,  
 
My name is Kathleen McNeil, and I am a graphic designer, illustrator and author based in New 
Jersey. Since 1986 I have created and marketed many original works of art for a living. Creating 
art is my career; it is also my passion and avocation. My images are the visual representation of 
my unique way of seeing the environment around me.  
 
The proposed changes to the existing copyright laws as pertains to ownership of visual materials 
is a grave danger to my ability to support myself as a working artist. Entities that digitize or sell 
my work without proper compensation and crediting the creator and owner are committing theft.  
 
This theft impacts my ability to support myself as an artist; I can no longer credibly present my 
work as my own. I am denied the income that I should receive as the owner and creator of a 
piece of artwork. No other part of our legal system allows a third party to take something that 
belongs to others; intellectual property laws protect the owner of an idea. As an artist, our images 
are our ideas. We are entitled to be properly compensated for our work and to retain ownership of 
our images unless we are fairly compensated for them. 
 
Copyright law is not an abstract idea for visual artists. Simply put, our copyrights are our assets. 
Demands for publishers and other entities to sign away all rights to ownership to our work deprive 
us of our authorship. The commissioning party becomes the “author” of the work. Any artwork not 
registered by its creator becomes an “orphan work” and is subject to appropriation by any party 
who can copy it. In the digital world we live it, is is much too easy for anyone to copy and take 
ownership of any image that they desire. Artists create thousands of images annually. The cost 
and time factor alone would be prohibit most artists from adding their images to some central 
database.  
 
Simply stating that something is unclaimed does not mean that you can take it. Groups who claim 
that “this is what exists now, so we should continue,” are being disengenuous. Laws such as 
Congressman Jerrold Nadler’s American Royalties Too Act of 2015 offer protection for artists and 
would begin to crate a arts marketplace that is transparent and just to creators. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to express my concerns in this critical law. 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathleen McNeil 
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 July 22, 2015 


 


U. S. Congress, 


Revisions to the U. S. Copyright Law dealing with “Orphan Works” 


 


Dear Congressmen/women, 


 


The proposed changes to the Copyright Law of 1976 would steal the livelihood of men and 
women engaged in creative artworks, photography, film and many other types of visual 
works. These people are currently protected by copyrights; but those copyrights will be 
nulified by the classification of “Orphan Works.” Many so-called orphan works have been 
stolen by unscrupulous dealers or publishers who simply removed the owner’s name and 
altered the work slightly. This is already happening to an alarming degree. Even non-
professional works such as people’s vacation photos have been stolen and used in 
advertising. Anything published on the web is subject to theft. 


The proposed law would simply do away with all protection for visual works and give the 
thieves carte blanche. The situation is bad enough for a vacationing family, but for those who 
make their living producing visual works, photos, illustrations, paintings, films, etc. would 
find themselves robbed of their due payment for their work.  


This theft is currently being justified by saying that these works are so valuable that they just 
have to be widely available to the public. Yet the perpetrators deny that the works have any 
value to those who created them. These are their livelihood. To allow them to be stolen 
without payment is to steal the only product the artisans have to sell: their creative products. 
Copyright was designed by the writers of the Constitution to protect those products. This 
change is therefore unconstitutional.  


It is also in violation of the present “Fair Use” rules: Obviously, if any or all visual works can 
be stolen for use by anyone despite their copyright protections, the rule of “Special Cases” is 
being violated. It also violates the artist’s right to decide how his/her work will be used and 
by whom. It will also unreasonably prejudice the legitamate interests of the artist to own and 
make a living from the sale of his own work.  


Please vote against this unlawful grab. Provide for enforcement of an artist’s right to his/her 
work without threat of theft. Many artists depend on web pages to sell their works. Please 
protect our right to advertise our products. 


 


Kathryn L. Bell 








Dear United States Copyright Office, 


I am a cartoonist. I do freelance work primarily for the New Yorker magazine, but also for The Wall Street 
Journal, Harvard Business Review and Barron’s.  


The business of being a cartoonist is based on the presumption that I own the copyright to my work the 
moment I create it. Because of that, publications pay me for the right to publish my work once while I 
retain ownership of the work. All subsequent publication or licensing of the work is paid to me as the 
owner of the original work.  


Cartoonists are paid relatively little for first time publication rights (anywhere from $150 to $700). And due 
to budgetary constraints, publications are using fewer cartoons. That $700 payday doesn’t come around all 
that often – on average, a few times a month. So most of my income comes from the relicensing of my 
original works. The majority of my licensing income comes from The New Yorker’s Cartoon Bank, which 
relicenses New Yorker cartoons to third parties. My arrangement with The New Yorker’s Cartoon Bank is 
based on current copyright law, which requires my permission for The New Yorker to relicense my works. 


The most significant challenge for me as an artist/individual is having the power to negotiate with larger 
entities such as publications or syndicates which have entire legal departments at their disposal. Without 
the copyright law supporting my right to the original work, I have no basis for negotiating with those 
entities who have far greater resources at their disposal than I do. You can see that this is an issue of 
inequality. The large corporate entity vs. the individual. Without my rights to the original work, I lose my 
power to negotiate. 


This is also an issue of employment. Losing the rights to the original work would mean a drastic reduction 
in my income, effectively putting me out of a job. It’s amazing to me that the very folks who talk the most 
about the need to create jobs for Americans – Congress – are the very ones who are preparing to pass 
legislation that will eliminate the jobs for an important and valued segment of the labor force.  


The most significant challenge to monetizing and licensing my work is preventing third parties from merely 
using my work without my permission by scanning the published work as an image file, or taking a 
screenshot from the computer, and simply proceeding to use it for whatever purpose – blog, powerpoint 
presentation, newsletter, what have you. The current copyright law at least acts as a deterrent in that a third 
party can be sued for using the work without my permission.  


This is an issue which touches on both inequality and employment, two of the major talking points for 
members of congress, and is an opportunity for them to put their money where their mouth is.  


Best regards, 


Kaamran Hafeez 


 








From: j r jroland002@hvc.rr.com
Subject: proposed change to existing copyright laws


Date: July 22, 2015 at 12:39 PM
To: copyright office


I’m a 72 year old artist, and the cost of forcing me to register every last piece of art that I have ever 
done in my life, or will do, to keep me from losing my own rights to copyright infringers (for their 
monetary gain) would be prohibitive, an impossible burden of compliance. 


Would you force Colonel Sanders, or Coca Cola to divulge their ’secret recipes’ to others in the same 
businesses, so that these ‘others' could make the profits that Colonel Sanders and Coca Cola have 
worked so hard to earn?


It makes no sense to me at all.  Article 1, section 8 of the Constitution guarantees the creator the 
exclusive rights to their own work. The Berne Convention, plus the S. Bono act, adding 20 years ( my 
life + 20 years ) is MUCH more amenable, and shows a fairness that this newest onslaught sorely 
lacks.  The Orphan Works Act was defeated. Must we continually fight the same thing, over & over?



mailto:rjroland002@hvc.rr.com

mailto:rjroland002@hvc.rr.com






US Copyright Office 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
I have been an artist for over 30 years, have displayed and sold my artwork through numerous art shows 
and through a co—owned gallery in Laguna Beach California, and have completed many commissioned 
works. I am a signature member of the National Watercolor Society. 
 
Copyright law is very important to me as it is the basis of protecting my artwork in the business 
environment in which I work. Compromising or dissolving this protection would create a serious 
impediment to my artistic livelihood by removing my control over my creative works and my choice of 
determining voluntarily how and by whom my artwork is used. 
 
Everything that I create is part of my business inventory which is the only asset that I can truly depend 
on. My artwork does not lose value upon publication but, instead, enhances my creative value. 
 
It is very important that copyright protection for my artwork be retained and not permitted to become 
part of the public domain. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Joan Clark 








I have worked my whole life to become a visual artist, and now that I've almost got my degree I can’t 
believe I won’t be able to actually make any money doing what I am trained to do. This bill would not 
only affect the entire internet and personal sales, but people's livelihoods and whole ways of life will be 
altered for the worse. I'm begging you, as a young student of the arts, lover of history, and purveyor of 
fine arts all throughout this great world of ours, that this bill not be passed. It’s not just my life that is 
riding on this, but thousands of young up and coming artists who will subsequently have many great 
ideas to share with the world in the effective manor of the current copyright laws. 








July 23, 2015 
 
Dear Copyright Office:  
 
I writing in regards to the changes the copyright law that are being considered. I believe it would be in 
the best interest of all artists that the copyright law remain unchanged. 
 
I'll say it now that's I'm no linguistic genius, and I don't believe that I'm prepared to write a professional 
letter. Though I won't be able to fully defend my position from a legal stance, I still feel that I can give 
my reasoning for being against the law. 
 
I'm a 17 year old art hobbyist who is just beginning to prepare to pursue freelancing as a side job. Just 
as I'm starting to plan out business operations, I hear about this law. Of course, it's alarming. From what 
I understand, this change in the copyright law will render my art available for public use, and if I want 
credit, I would have to register my art; Every sketch, every painting, every comic strip – otherwise, my 
art will be considered “un-owned” or “free for the taking”? 
 
Though it would be in the public's interest for all works to be available, it's simply not the public's right 
to be able to take whatever they want from any artist. The rule should remain as, in order to have rights 
to use a work of art, you must obtain  exclusive permission from the artist. It's not right to force artists 
to register with registries just so they can retain the rights to the work. Artists should remain able to 
choose whether they want their work available or not, and if they don't want their work available, that 
should be final. No one put in any creative effort but the artist, so the artist should be the one to choose 
what happens to their work. I feel that officials should really try to see this situation from the point of 
view of an artist; someone who's life revolves around creating. Imagine, suddenly, that what you do is 
no longer exclusively yours, and if you want the rights to what you yourself create, you must pay. 
Having to pay just to register works of art could take a serious toll on those who live off their art. 
Having to pay for every work of art would be taking a sizable chunk out of their yearly salaries, 
changing their lives.  
 
Not only that, but I don't see any need for this law. The only ones this law would assist are those who 
wish to use certain works of art but were declined permission, or those who cannot contact the artist. In 
my opinion, things seem to be running pretty smoothly as it is. 
 
Again, sorry for the brief, messy letter, but I can't just sit back and watch this happen. I feel better 
knowing that I'm at least giving my opinion. 
 
Very respectfully, 
 


Jahaira VanAlstyne 
Art Hobbyist 
 
 








July 22, 2015 


 


To The U.S. Copyright Office:  


I strongly urge Congress to vote down proposed changes in U.S. Copyright law, which would include a 
return of Orphan Works. This new law would make free-lance illustration a very expensive proposition 
indeed. Most illustrators are starting out with very little, and having to pay to register their works is an 
undue hardship. Believe me, illustrators have very few rights and very little protection anyway. Already, 
we’ve seen famous fine artists appropriating the work of book illustrators who were paid very little. 
Book illustrators already have to be on the lookout for print pirating overseas and are competing with 
workers overseas with the new digital worldwide economy. This new law would benefit anyone, 
anywhere who wants to use someone else’s illustration for free.  


I have been an illustrator for twenty years and am employed by the University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga. I am a member of the Guild of Natural Science Illustrators.  


Sincerely,  


Julia Morgan Scott 


http://juliamorganscott.com/ 








PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE DO NOT LET THE ORPHAN WORKS COPYRIGHT ACT BECOME LAW 


Artists already have an extremely hard time making a living off their works! Without default copyright it 


will greatly limit their abilities to even make a profit! They would be afraid to even post their works 


online, and posting online is how they get publicity so people will buy from them, but if they have to 


register every work they post or face legalized art theft many may become too scared to post anything. 


Even artists who don’t use art to make their living want to have the rights to their OWN ideas and work 


which they put effort into! Taking away a person’s inherent right to their own ideas and works is 


WRONG. 








Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


July 23, 2015


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff:


Hi, my name is Jaime Haney. I’ve been an artist ever since I could hold a crayon in my hand. I am 
now 45 and creating illustrations, paintings and selling prints of my work is my only income. My 
father is an artist as well, so you could say it runs in the family.


I would thank you for the opportunity to share my comments and thoughts here now on the 
problems the visual arts face in the this new marketplace with the internet being a huge part of 
our marketing.


I want to strongly stress how detrimental a change to the current US Copyright law would be 
to me in my art business and for all the artist’s that I personally know. Not one single artist has 
said “hey that sounds like a great deal for the artist!”. - referring to the proposed new copyright 
act.


I’m a painter and an illustrator. It’s rare that a sale of a painting or single drawing will put much 
food on the table, but the ability to make money off that work in the form of prints that I can 
make because of my copyright does. 


My copyright is what I use to make a living. Take that right away or have it nearly impossible for 
me to attain the copyright in the form of the proposed Orphan Works act or recreation of it 
and I’ll no longer be able to have the ability to make a living with my art.


I’d like to try to answer the questions you’ve posed as clearly as I can.


1.) What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


Like I mentioned earlier, I make very little from the original painting or drawing. It’s the ability to 
have multiple streams of income from those paintings or drawings that keep what money I make 
come flowing in. 


In the form of prints, note cards, posters and all kinds of things. With my copyright, I am able to 







have soul rights to that unless I choose to give or sell my copyright away. This means my copy-
right is my work product. My copyright is my asset.


There is so much digital theft now by internet companies and brick and mortar businesses that 
giving them a legal leg to stand on would kill my ability to continue as an artist. Why would our 
government force me to turn my assets over to my competitors? But that is what would be 
happening if the proposed act was implemented.


2.) What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is essentially 
a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan Works bills have been 
resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared a decade ago. A copyright law built 
on the foundation of orphan works law would allow internet companies to syphon off revenue 
from artists with the hopes of creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can 
be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to 
compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and compete with us for 
our own markets.


3.) What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


The proposal to reintroduce registration would be a tremendous financial burden as well as 
time burden. Just like all the banks and other companies that hold such power, the rates will go 
up, they will introduce fees, it will make many artists, including myself just give up. 


There’s not enough time in the day now to create new works, edit them, get them digital, ar-
chive them and then finally market them - let alone add the new burden of coming up with meta 
data for older works that still bring in money that some people - mainly these registration com-
panies - will claim as worthless. It’s still mine, the fact that it’s older or not registered shouldn’t 
mean that someone else should have any rights to it at all.


4.) What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


I make fair use of photographs and other graphic and non virtual work for reference but that is 
all. Why should the public’s interest in my artwork be more important than my ability to make a 
living from my artwork?!


5.) What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding pho-
tographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


This kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress is similar to foreign repro-
graphics royalties already being funneled away from the artist for the past 20 years. I fear this is 
exactly what will happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress.







To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that supports this 
legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation of copyright registries or 
notice of use registries. These artists organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed 
to use this legislation to profit even further off the artists they were created to help.


No artwork is an orphan, someone created it. There is an owner, even if a “potential user” 
doesn’t know who it is. I alone should have rights to my art. As the creator, if I choose to not 
have my image licensed beyond the original use, re-used, re-purposed, re-imagined, re-combined 
then that is my prerogative. Also, if I want to sell that image just once and then never do any-
thing with it ever again, that is my choice not the right of the “potential user” individual or 
company to claim otherwise.


It seems to me that the proposals the Copyright Office have made to Congress sound an awful 
lot like the creator of the work and the “potential user” will have the exact same rights, more 
so even than the creator. They should not. My work is mine, period.


During my many years of working in the advertising business, if a company needed an image they 
didn’t just steal it. They paid an artist to draw one up for them. Why should that change even 
though the internet has made it easy to steal it? Keep artists working - and getting fairly paid.


Thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from 
any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act.


Sincerely,


Jaime Brannon Haney








July 19th, 2015 


To the Copyright Office and by association, Library of Congress and who it may concern. 


 


I am writing in response to the Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works. Thank you for this 


opportunity to speak up as someone who has an education in the visual arts, and is making a living from 


it, based on current rights based protection.  


My work is mainly of a 3D medium, worn by customers as a performing element in theater, street 


performances, commercial and otherwise convention use. I otherwise work for myself using my works 


of illustration for others for their personal use. I went to school at the Minneapolis College of Art and 


Design and earned my degree in Illustration in order to live off my talents.  


To address your challenges;  


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, 


graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


 


As a freelance illustrator, costume builder and prop creator, I need to maintain ownership of my 


work, even when done for others of their design. It helps me get my name out to other potential 


customers, and keeps my name to my work for those looking for something specific I have to 


offer. Any attempt to “amend”, as the term is used, the current Copyright laws, would enable 


free use of my art, which was meant as an advertisement for myself in its original form. Should 


this change be made to Copyright, my very income and means of survival would be in danger. I 


would have no means of protecting myself except to take everything down. I do not understand 


why the person with more money is favored over the original creator, but it alienates the artist. 


Content all over will vanish as art will become a very private matter, if not a rare commodity.  


 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 


and/or illustrators? 


 


Right off the bat, I want to say that your revised Orphan Works (OW) bill is disgusting. It’s 


terrifying to me and thousands of artists who are kept down by companies and individuals 


begging for free work simply by implying that it will “give us exposure” and “probably” more 


work. Pardon my language, but that is bullshit. You wouldn’t work on a single piece of 


paperwork unless you would be paid for it. I wouldn’t draw a single line unless I was paid for it.  


Now to address the question:  


This new bill allows companies to use artist’s work to better their own companies, profit from it 


and further themselves. The original artist wouldn’t have a single say in the matter. Even if they 


took someone to court, all the company would have to do is financially outlast the artist.  


In the end, evil wins. The artist loses and perishes. We lose our own market to something that 


doesn’t have anything to do with our actual competition. (ie: other artists)  


 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 


and/or illustrators? 







 


Let me make things real for you:  


I am a college graduate paying off my student loans. My current payment per month ON those 


loans is an average of $850 between private and federal loans. I rent my living space, so that is 


another $300 (I got it EASY compared to other folks). I have a car, so insurance is $180. I have to 


eat, that means $120 a month MINIMUM when I’m starving myself. THIS IS NOT A JOKE. Then 


there’s gas. Materials I need to make my work. Events I must attend to in order to show off my 


work. I already don’t make much for my art, because competition is so fierce. 


Now imagine having to pay and register every piece of work I create. I create an average of 10 


works a week. Sure, the fees are small at first. But, just like a bank, additional charges and fees 


will be applied, and soon freelance artists will be taken so far advantage of, we will have to pay 


through the nose just to protect our living, barely staying afloat. Not only that, but even paying 


for our own protection is profiting some private group! SOUNDS LIKE A LOAN SHARK TO ME.  


 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use 


of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


 


I don’t find it difficult to do, as I don’t do this. There was one point where I needed something 


for school. All that needs to happen is find the original artist, ask permissions and royalties cost 


and pay them. It’s very simple. Otherwise, I use references and give credit to the original 


reference so that they may also make a living.  


 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic 


artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


 


It is of EXTREME importance that nobody benefits or profit from the copyrighting of an artist’s 


or group of artist’s work. There are already artist organizations that rip profit from the original 


creator on order to get in on someone else’s success.  


Anyone that supports this should not be allowed to profit, or charge extra fees to benefit 


themselves.  


It is our basic rights as people to have our own creations protected automatically because we 


are the original creators.  


 


6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals 


become law? 


 


We would face flooding, timing, and private hang ups with different terms and services. For 


profit groups run the monopoly and run the right to change the rules when they want, 


whenever they want, without warning. Just like a bank. If we don’t get confirmation on time, 


and something is taken from us, the favor goes to the one with more money. Sadly, because of 


our culture already appropriating visual derivatives, artists are always on the losing side. There 


are very few as successful as Margaret Keane. Please do not make it worse.  







Thank you for taking the time to read my, and other artist’s responses, I hope that the 


consideration of Article 1, section 8 of the Constitution, AS WELL AS The Three Step Test is not 


violated with this new proposal.  


 


With Great Concern, 


-Kierstin LaPatka 


http://un-do.deviantart.com 


 


 



http://un-do.deviantart.com/






July 4, 2015 


T0 whom it may concern –  


My business is my art and art is my business. I understand you are considering changes to the 


copyright laws that would make my art available to the public for free.  This obviously is not 


good news to me. When I make art, it is for me to sell and control the way that it is used. I wish 


to retain these property rights. 


I am not a lawyer, but I cannot see how giving away an artist’s work would ever be considered a 


good idea. I work hard to make a living as an artist and the proposed change, as I understand it 


would make that virtually impossible. 


I went to school and studied and since 2003, I have run a business based on my artwork. I am a 


painter and have been honored with several awards. 


For me, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which I run my business. 


My art is my product, and I need it to be protected by the copyright laws. 


The proposed law will infringe on my work, and allow others to profit from my product with no 


compensation to me. How can that be legal? 


As professional artists it is important to our business that we remain able to determine 


voluntarily how and by whom our work is used. An assumption that work loses its value upon 


publication is false. Many of my sales are for prints, cards, or calendars I make of my work.  


All of my paintings are part of my business’s inventory and still has significant value to me. In 


this digital era, it is important for artists to retain the ownership of their original work and 


have it protected by copyright laws. 


Professional artists earn their income from the sales of their art, and I cannot believe that in 


America that it would be legal to give their property away without their consent. 


Please help us continue to make a living selling our work.  


Sincerely, 


Kathleen A. Johnson  


Artist and Business Owner of Two Crows Studio 








To whom it may concern


I have been a photographer for 20 years with some interruptions where i 
could not make a living with my art.  I finally figured out how to sell my 
work and be able to continue this without having to wait tables at the 
age of 56.  My works are the only thing i have to sell or to leave for my 
wife.  they are my creation and the product of over 30000 hours of work 
and tens of thousands of $ spent on equipment, film, paper computers, 
printers, trips, etc not to mention the opportunity cost of what i could 
have made with that money and time.  all of this before  I made even a 
cent from my art.  Copyright law protects this huge investment and 
provides me with an incentive to continue producing more art, knowing 
that my work won’t just be swiped away by some individual or 
corporation.  It is a legal issue and it is a human issue. My visual work is 
a “thing”, a property that belongs to me just as the design of any motor 
belongs to the company that created it. PLEASE CONTINUE TO 
PROTECT IT!!!! 








Kenneth Mathiasen 
904 Ravine Road 
Califon, NJ 07830       7/23/15 
 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
I am writing about the Orphans Work Law. My works are not orphans, they belong 
to me. The current copyright law protects my interests and I am shocked that what I 
have relied upon in good faith is going to be changed. 
 
I do not have the time to track down every misuse of my work and send a bill. With 
the new proposed law that is what I will have to do, presupposing that I would have 
sold them the rights in the first place. Then I have to hope they want to pay what I 
ask. If not, I have to take them to court. All that time and expense for whatever the 
company might feel like paying, if they pay. 
 
In today’s America, if this law goes through, it will be legal for someone to take 
something belonging to another to make a profit, making it the victim’s problem to 
catch the thief and beg for some recompense. 
 
Please do not let this law pass. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Kenneth Mathiasen 








Karen	  Leonard	  
19015	  Corliss	  Ave	  N	  
Shoreline,	  WA	  98133	  
	  
July	  5,	  2015	  
	  
Re:	  	  Copyright	  	  Act	  2015,	  pending	  
	  
Dear	  Sirs;	  
	  
I	  am	  an	  artist,	  and	  have	  been	  all	  my	  life.	  I	  have	  dedicated	  the	  last	  three	  years	  to	  being	  
self-‐employed	  as	  a	  visual	  artist.	  I	  earn	  a	  living	  because	  people	  purchase	  art	  that	  I	  have	  
created,	  or	  an	  authorized	  copy	  of	  that	  artwork,	  either	  directly	  from	  me,	  from	  a	  shop	  
that	  represents	  me,	  or	  from	  websites	  such	  as	  FineArtAmerica.com	  and	  etsy.com.	  If	  it	  
becomes	  legal	  for	  others	  to	  take	  my	  artwork	  and	  use	  it	  for	  themselves	  for	  their	  own	  
financial	  gain	  without	  compensating	  me	  for	  my	  creativity,	  it	  will	  become	  impossible	  
for	  me	  to	  earn	  a	  living.	  I	  am	  already	  an	  underdog	  because	  I	  cannot	  afford	  to	  mass	  
produce	  and	  market	  my	  own	  artwork	  and	  must	  therefore	  depend	  on	  sales	  venues	  
where	  I	  am	  one	  of	  many	  artists.	  At	  these	  venues,	  I	  am	  paying	  commissions	  of	  30%-‐50%	  
to	  the	  operator.	  That	  makes	  the	  profit	  margin	  very	  slim.	  I	  am	  already	  marginalized	  by	  
the	  shrinking	  middle	  class	  (my	  customer	  base).	  Your	  new	  law	  would	  allow	  others	  to	  
take	  my	  artwork,	  photocopy	  and	  distribute	  same	  without	  my	  permission	  or	  gain,	  and	  
basically	  leave	  me	  with	  nothing-‐-‐-‐not	  even	  credit	  for	  being	  the	  artist.	  Or	  it	  will	  allow	  
an	  admirer	  to	  pull	  one	  of	  my	  images	  off	  the	  internet	  and	  duplicate	  it	  for	  their	  own	  
use.	  Once	  again,	  without	  compensating	  me.	  
	  
In	  order	  to	  sell	  my	  own	  work	  directly	  to	  the	  public	  without	  paying	  a	  commission,	  I	  
need	  a	  website	  and	  the	  internet.	  I	  must	  post	  images	  of	  my	  work	  so	  that	  the	  largest	  
number	  of	  potential	  buyers	  can	  see	  it	  and	  hopefully	  purchase	  it.	  This	  is	  how	  people	  
find	  me	  and	  see	  that	  my	  work	  is	  unique.	  If	  other	  entities	  are	  allowed	  to	  freely	  take	  my	  
images	  and	  use	  them	  as	  they	  wish,	  I	  am	  left	  with	  nothing.	  Every	  artwork	  that	  I	  create	  
is	  part	  of	  my	  inventory,	  and	  becomes	  what	  I	  rely	  upon	  to	  generate	  future	  
sales/income.	  	  
	  
I	  realize	  that	  tracking	  images	  on	  the	  internet	  is	  a	  logistical	  nightmare	  and	  it	  would	  be	  
so	  much	  easier	  to	  just	  let	  the	  world	  have	  everything	  for	  free,	  no	  questions	  asked.	  But	  
it	  will	  put	  an	  end	  to	  much	  creativity	  and	  beauty	  in	  the	  world.	  Without	  earnings	  from	  
my	  artwork,	  I	  cannot	  afford	  to	  feed	  myself	  and	  continue	  producing	  art.	  	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
Karen	  Leonard	  
KLeonardDesign.com	  








To whom this may concern,       7/23/15 
 
I, Jean Benvenuto Stith, am an artist and visual arts educator, and I have worked in these 
capacities my entire career (48 years). I am writing to express my concern for the 
impending changes to the current copyright laws for illustrators and visual artists. When 
I post my photographs of original images of my art on Facebook, in e-mails or my website 
it serves purposes only centered upon self-promotion. 
 
I am a painter, a fine artist, my work has been exhibited in numerous museums and 
galleries in the mid-Atlantic region. I reserve the right to determine who may use my 
artwork, who may sell it and how my artwork may be used. Because I rely upon the web 
to market my art, that very opportunity potentially increases the likelihood of a sale and, 
therefore, enhances the inherent value those products have for me. The earning potential 
is exponentially increased on the web; it is my warehouse and my store front! I reject the 
premise that putting my art on the web removes my right to the earnings from and 
control of that image. 
 
Please, assist me in protecting this very personal part of my livelihood. 
 
As an art teacher in the public school system I earnestly communicate, to even my 
youngest students, the value of original artwork, their original artwork! To copy is to 
cheat, period. It’s that simple. The College Board requires that plagiarism be explained to 
each student enrolled in Advanced Placement Art and that it be in my syllabus. Routinely 
I ask of my students “from where did this image come, what are you referencing, or may I 
see your supporting design work in your sketchbook”, because I am well aware of how 
easy it is to scam the creative process on the internet. The site Tin Eye exists precisely to 
determine from where an image may have been appropriated.  
 
Why does patent law exist? Please reconsider the Orphan Works and Digitization 
legislation. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jean Benvenuto Stith 
4541 Winston Road 
Portsmouth, VA  23703 
 
 
 








I believe that all artist should be the only people to have say over the work they have put into. No one in any right mind 
should change the work to their liking unless they had permission from the source of the artwork. I.E being the artist of 
the piece. As a artist myself and having mutiple friends who are artist in their own right I stand by that we should have 
full say and right over our work no matter what, no exceptions. We should be able to take down or atleast make a profit 
off of something if we made it in the first place. Under no circumstance should any company or people use, sell, trade a 
persons artwork without a permission, weither that be written stories or how-tos, Or a drawing of just a sunny day. 
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Julie Wiegand 
Lyon School Studio & Gallery 


4588 Lyon School Rd, Berger, Mo 63014
www.juliewiegand.com      art@juliewiegand.com


573-834-5064


                                                         July 22nd , 2015


Notice to the copyright office :


As a fine artist in Missouri , I am certain the proposed copyright changes 
will be a detriment to we artists.  When I sell one of my oil paintings , it is 
important that I retain the rights to the image . 


Please act on behalf of fine artists’ of all mediums  and  retain the law which 
supports this !                                                      Sincerely , 
                                                                                 Julie Wiegand



http://www.juliewiegand.com

http://www.juliewiegand.com

mailto:art@juliewiegand.com

mailto:art@juliewiegand.com






July 18, 2015
To Whom It May Concern,


I am a professional illustrator. I have had my work published in multiple magazines, books, 
book covers, textbooks, and other materials. I have an MFA in Illustration from the Academy of Art 
University, and have won awards from the Society of Children's Book Illustrators, The Society of 
Illustrators of Los Angeles, and Applied Arts Magazine. Illustration is not my hobby or side job, it is 
my livelihood.


I am writing to you regarding the “Orphan Works Act,” which represents a real and substantial 
threat to that livelihood. As a primarily digital illustrator, I am not selling physical paintings but 
licenses to the copyrights to my art. My artwork never exists in a copyright-less no-mans-land; it is 
either owned by me, or by a client who paid for it, at all times. Depending on the artwork, I may be 
able to license the same artwork multiple times to different clients. It does not, in any way, decrease in 
value after publication.


If the Orphan Works Act passes, my artwork is at risk of being used without permission or 
recompense by anyone who declares it “orphaned” after a search “in good faith.” Not only would this 
rob me of the income I would have otherwise collected from the licensing of that artwork, but it also 
robs me of control over my own product. My artwork could be used in ways that are morally 
objectionable or damaging to my personal brand (for example, being used to advertise cigarettes).


Such an incredibly loose approach to ownership is not legal in any other aspect of life. A person 
cannot occupy a house or take possession of a car simply because they have have concluded that it is 
abandoned after a “good faith” search. The Orphan Works Act treats copyrighted material with as much
value as a penny on the sidewalk: you found it, no one else seems to want it, so it's yours now.


Additionally, the Orphan Works Act presumes that, if a person cannot locate an artwork's 
copyright owner, they are left without any solution to their problem. But there is a very obvious 
solution: to hire a new artist to create new artwork. If the Orphan Works Act passes, not only will fewer
artists be paid to have their work licensed, but fewer artists will be hired to create new work. Nothing 
could be more devastating to artists, who are already struggling with global competition and low pay 
rates.


Professional creatives deserve more respect than the Orphan Works Act.


Sincerely,
Kelley McMorris
kelley@kmcmorris.com








The changes I've read about to copyright law are outrageous.  I'm leaning toward believing this is a hoax, it's so 
completely at odds with creative rights.  I will do whatever is in my means to discourage elected officials from 
passing this or anything like it. 


John Blair Moore 








Jonathan D Wilson 
Concept Artist, Digital Painter, 


Comic Creator 
Indianapolis, IN 46227 


 
July 17, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante,  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to make my comment on this legislation, first to tell you about 
myself. I’m a Media Arts & Animation graduate from the Art Institute of Indianapolis; since 
2011 I’ve been struggling to find job in the art field. Even though I’ve slowly but surely move to 
digital painting/concept design I’m still struggling to find a job. In that time I’m also an 
independent comic creator (who is currently working on a short story comic). Ever since I was a 
child, after being inspiration I’ve always wanted to make comics. More so I’ve always want to 
create art. 
 
Now I feel that this new legislation will indefinitely end my journey as a comic creator/artist. I 
just find this legislation unfair to us artists who have put our heart and soul into our work only 
to have our said work to be taken away by the general public. And we artists are left 
unrecognized and unappreciated. I believe that this legislation may if not will destroy potential 
art jobs if the general public is just going snatch them away from real artists. It's difficult 
enough that I'm struggling to find art jobs, now anyone can just take my work, alter it around 
and go "hey I made this please hire me". That just puts any artists at a disadvantage if non-
artists take the work and claim it as their own virtually unchallenged. And even worst, me being 
an indie comic creator I’m (or any creator) expected to spend thousands of dollars (and number 
of years) before to publish one comic/story. I can hardly pay back the thousands of dollars in 
student loans let alone getting a copyright. We’re not made of money, we have needs, and we 
have priorities. This legislation may if not will erases all of that. 
 
I’m a very dedicated artist and really wish to make a living in creating art, but now I’m so afraid 
of this legislation will preemptively end of what I’m trying to achieve. Everything I’ve work so 
hard for from college to now would if not will be for nothing. This legislation shows nothing but 
grief to all artists; basically negating all their hard work if non-artists can have open accesses 
without the permission the creators. So I’ve come to you as a hard working artist; I humbly beg 







you and the whole of congress please don’t pass this legislation. Because in the end I’ll have 
nothing to work/live for; all artists won’t have anything to work/live for. Thank for your time. 
 
Very respectfully, 
 
Jonathan D Wilson     
 
    








Please do not support this orphaned works policy. It's unfair to artists. I am writing to ask that you create policy to 
protect visual authors and their exclusive rights, and support a sustainable environment for professional authorship.
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I do not approve of this one bit. Don't you realize how much hindrance it will be to fellow artists such 
as me? Many artists depend on commissions to live. That helps bring in more income for them. It's 
also bad enough that we have many others trying to steal our work, we don't need you making it 
worse. I just want to draw freely and not have to worry about my work getting stolen. I beg of you, 
please do not pass this law. It's unethical. Many lives will be ruined if this passes. I want to be payed 
for MY work, I don't want big businesses to take the money that I will earn. You're taking our artistic 
rights by doing this! And I don't want the public to use, not even KNOW of my work! And registering 
with commercial registries? Forget it! No one, and I repeat, no one wants this passed! It's like trying 
to ban gay marriage: You take the rights away and people will be up in arms and rebel. I will not 
tolerate this. Don't you have any compassion? Big businesses make enough money by themselves, 
they don't need any more from artists who put effort into their own creations. I own my original 
characters. No one else does. And what about those that make comics? Popular artists with paintings 
in museums? Writers with novels? You're taking away their rights too and they will surely quit. If 
every artist quits, then WHO will provide your work? No one will want to make art if this passes and 
many things will be gone: no new paintings, no more comics, no more advertisements, no more 
novels, no more animated shows, etc. And what will you do then? Make it yourselves? Have fun 
taking years of art lessons, then, because art isn't easy. It takes years of patience, perseverance and 
dedication. It's a labor of love that's full of our passions and dreams. Without commissions, artists 
will be in debt, especially those unable to leave their homes for personal reasons. People will starve. 
There are jobs out there that we can't do. Art is our livelihood. Some might even commit suicide.  


Please, do NOT pass this law.  


Without the freedom to draw, I will have fewer reasons to live. 


   








July 20, 2015 


US Copyright 


Orphan Works 


Dear US Copyright office, 


I am writing in regard to the Orphan works.  My company Main Line Art & Design is a licensing company 
that represents about 40 artists.  Main Line licenses artwork to manufactures for a fee.  Many of the 
artists that we represent depend greatly on their earned royalty income from their decorative designs. 


Main Line Art & Design is a member of the Art Copyright Coalition; the ACC group was formed to combat 
copyright infringement mostly taking place outside of the United States.  ACC has made great strides in 
uncovering companies using artwork on their products for profit without paying a royalty fee.  The 
orphan works would essentially open the door for artwork to be used for profit, without payment to the 
artist or the agency worldwide. 


I urge you not to let this happen.  Protect the artist copyright. 


Respectfully, 


Julie LaDow 


Main Line Art & Design 


4628 S 200 West 


Kokomo, IN  46902 


765-450-7358 


www.Mainlineartdesign.com  


 


 


 


 
 


 


 



http://www.mainlineartdesign.com/






JJ Galloway Studios    


614 Randell Rd.� Severna Park, MD 21146 � Phone: 443-440-0784  
E-Mail: jjgallowaystudio@gmail.com Web: www.jjgalloway.com 


Date: 7/18/15 


U.S. Copyright Office 


Re. Orphan Works 


Dear U.S. Copyright Office: 


I’m an Artist, Educator and Designer with my own business for 15 years.  


Copyright is the foundation on which I protect my business. Infringing on my work that I’ve invested in through paying for 


my education and establishing my business is the same as stealing hard-earned money right out of my pockets. 


Copyright protects me, my art, and the products that are my business. No company would even think about infringing upon 


a big name organization, because they would find themselves in court with a line-up of lawyers. Your office is what the 


smaller artist has to protect them. Please don’t throw us under the bus just because Internet firms and legal scholars want to 


help others avoid just paying an artist for creative work.  


If Orphan Works goes through, artists will have an even harder time keeping people who steal our images and will end up 


spending a great deal of time and money on lawyers and courts.  


I need your help to protect my business and me.  If Orphan Works passes, the Copyright Office is a good as handing out 


money from my bank account.  You wouldn’t want anyone helping himself or herself to your bank would you? 


Sincerely, 


Jill J. Galloway 


Owner,  JJ Galloway Studio  


 








Katie Vernon --- Artist / Illustrator --- katievernon.com --- Dubuque, IA 
 


 
July 23, 2015 
 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
I have been an illustrator for 10 years. I studied Visual Communication and Design at University 
of Dayton and received my masters degree in Art Education from Indiana University. I have sold 
prints and originals of my work as well as licensed it to larger companies.  
 
The issue of copyright is very important to me and my business. It protects that which I create 
and if those rights are taken away it is the same as taking money out of my pocket.  
 
The ideas that I come up with and the work I create needs to be mine to decide who can use it 
and what products it can be put on. Not only is this a main stream of revenue for me as well as 
many other artists, but if there is no copyright in place my art no longer holds that value.  
 
I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from 
any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act. 
 
Best,  
Katie Vernon 








To the Lawmakers of my country! 


I am disheartened and also dismayed by to changes being considered regarding the new copyright law. 
Please do not take away the freedom of thought and expression! So many people all my life have 
discouraged artistic pursuits as a viable way to make a living. Many talented individuals have chosen less 
creative paths because they were told it isn’t a financially rewarding career choice. 


 If you pass this law, it will be a last nail in the coffin for many artists’ livelihoods. Art is a creative 
endeavor that is the bread and butter for hundreds of thousands of people, and many of us rely on 
being able to sell the rights to a creative work in order to create revenue when selling the piece is not an 
option or even needed by the buyer. Also, without the ability to protect our valuable products, any 
unscrupulous person can profit from them without proper compensation to the person originating the 
work.  


Would you do what you do without any way to insist on proper and legal compensation? 


 I think not.  








U.S. Copyright Office 
www.copyright.gov 
 
To whom it may concern, 
I am a self-taught artist who has sold my art to needlework/craft magazines for fifteen 
years and now has been licensing my art for another fifteen years to 
manufacturers. Unlike selling my art outright, licensing my art allows me to continue to 
receive revenue from the same image as I license it to various manufacturers for 
placement on their products.  I have been successful in obtaining licensing contracts 
from manufactures that sell their products to non-profit organizations, e-stores, 
and retail stores including large chain stores such as Lowe's.  
 


It is untrue that once my art is published it no longer has a monetary value to me as 
claimed by proponents of the Orphan Works Act. Many of my images have been 
licensed multiple times for use on a variety of products such as greeting cards, gift 
wraps, gift bags, decorative flags, mail box covers, wall decor, etc.  The success of my art 
licensing business depends on the ability to license the same images and derivatives of 
it. 
 
I place the copyright symbol and my name on each piece of art that I publish. This is 
very important because my art is very visible to everyone.  It is marketed on the Internet 
and in publications (website, blog and advertisements) to obtain licensing contracts 
from manufacturers. However, in the licensing industry many manufacturers remove 
the creators name from the art and place it elsewhere on the product depending on its 
type. Manufactures claim that the copyright symbol and artist name detracts from the 
art.  This practice is something I rarely have control over and makes my art an orphan. 
That is why the Orphan Works Act will drastically hurt my business of creating art for 
products because manufacturers market their products in advertisements and on the 
Internet with no credit given to who created the art. 
 
Although the existing Copyright Act needs to be improved, it does protect my 
ownership of the art I create. So far, I have been fortunate that I have not needed to take 
legal action against those that infringe on my copyright.  But, I have used the copyright 
law to successfully stop those infringers from selling products with my art on them by 
issuing a cease-and desist notice stating they are breaking the law.  I would not have 
that protection with the Orphan Works Act if infringers claim that they could not find 
the name of the artist. 
 
I hope that the Copyright Office will seriously listen to my comments and the comments 
submitted by other artists.  If the Orphan Works Act is installed as is, it will drastically 
change the art licensing industry. It will reduce the number of artists willing to license 
their art to manufacturers if they have little hope in protecting their art with a copyright 
act that does not work for them. And thus, it will hurt the manufacturing of products 
that depend upon a steady supply of great art that helps sell their products. Please do 
not let this happen by sending an Orphan Works bill to Congress that may work for 
Internet companies that sell art but does not work for artists that supply the art! 
 
Sincerely, 
Joan Beiriger 
 
Joan Beiriger • email: joan@joanbeiriger.com • website: www.joanbeiriger.com • blog: 
www.joanbeiriger.blogspot.com  








Dear U.S. Copyright Office,


I am an artist, owner of a commercial art studio.  I am very concerned about the potential changes being considered to 
the U.S. Copyright law. I create photographic works, original drawings, paintings and digital artworks.  These works are
 the fruit of my labor, my assets, the exclusive rights to which are guaranteed to me as their creator by Article 1, Section 
8 of the U.S. Constitution. To violate the exclusive rights to my work is to steal or allow to be stolen, my personal 
property. To require registration of each work would be onerous, costly, and contribute to the ease of infringement by 
others, including the private registration entities being considered.  I have nearly 90,000 visual works that would be 
subject to registration requirements under a new copyright law.  It would be an unreasonable burden to have to register 
each of these in order to secure rights that the constitution guarantees me upon their creation. My work continues to 
have value as it serves as business inventory from which I draw for sales.  I should have the right to determine who uses 
my work and how and should be able to negotiate just compensation for its use.   


I am also the Vice President of the American Society of Botanical Artists. With over 1300 members in the U.S. and 23 
other countries, virtually all of whom are active artists creating drawings, paintings, and engravings of botanical 
subjects. Each of these individual artists deserve the same protection of their life's work to determine who may use it, 
how, and to receive compensation for its use by others without the burden or intrusiveness of registering every work.  


It is imperative that the exclusive rights to visual works be bestowed upon the creator based solely on the works 
creation, that registration not be required to secure or maintain those rights and that those other than the creator may not 
infringe upon those rights without entering into an agreement with the creator to exchange some or all of those rights for
 as set by and agreed explicitly with the creator.


Sincerely,


Jody Williams
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July 23, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Josephine Ruff-Sloan. I am a freelance artist and illustrator. As a soon to be 
graduate of Georgia Perimeter College, I have published serval works in the school’s 
Creative License Magazine and versus other publications. My work has also been well 
received in serval local competitions to the state of Georgia. 


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?
As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams to make a living. This 
includes resale of my past images and the creation of new images to maintain my day 
to day business. It is already extremely challenging to police the digital environment to 
enforce my rights over my work. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with 
a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my market value and 
destroy my ability create a new substantial market for myself.


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?
The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill.  Orphan Works bills have been 
resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appearance over a decade ago. A 
copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would allow internet 
companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even better 
revenue stream for themselves. This would taking away what little market there is for 
individual entrepreneurs who are artist.  There can be no bigger challenge than having 
to compete with giant corporations with the ability to can get artwork free from artists 
and compete with us for our own markets.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?







The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden for 
artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, they 
would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater 
and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such as myself. If the 
government succeeds in passing this legislation, the result will place a heave burden on 
the entrepreneur artist to maintain our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As 
for the images we can't afford to or have time to register will all fall into noncompliance 
and a lifetime of images created at great expense will be free to be exploited by others.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?
In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for reference but 
that is about all. I have no intention of reselling others works for profit. 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?
Artists have already seen their royalties diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I 
fear the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress will cause a market 
collapse and further limit the freedoms entrepreneur artist have over their work. To 
prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that supports 
this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation of copyright 
registries or notice of use registries. These artists organizations have failed artists and 
should not be allowed to use this legislation to profit from creations they have no right 
to.


Thank you for your time in reading this letter. I sincerely hope you reconsider passing 
this law and see the negative effects it will have on the over all market. In the future I 
recommend visual art be excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes 
into the new copyright act.


Sincerely yours,
Josephine Ruff-Sloan








Catherine Rowland   
Senior Advisor to the Register of Copyrights   
U.S. Copyright Office 
 101 Independence Ave. S.E.   
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of 
Congress  Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket 
No. 2015-01) 


Dear Ms. Rowland, 


I am an illustrator working in the field of art licensing. My work 
has appeared in children’s products and home décor for close to 
20 years. It's important for the copyright office and lawmakers to 
realize that my copyrights are my source of income. Even after 
work has been “published” in one form it is still of commercial 
value as it can be printed on dozens of products each additional 
sources of income.  


My talent, hard work and education result in artwork created for 
licensing and is not something to be use by the public for free 
without permission. Each piece of work created is added to my 
library. Over years the library grows in size and depth which 
attracts manufacturers and licensors. Since I hold the copyright I 
can license specific pieces of art for specific products for a 
specific duration of time and earn royalties each time one of the 
products featuring my artwork sells.  In this digital era of print on 
demand my inventory of artwork grows more valuable and needs 
more protection. Copyrights = income. It is also my right to 
decide what my art is placed on, how it is displayed and the 
quality of the reproduction.  


Having to copyright each piece of work individually would put 
artists out of business. Allowing artists to upload collections of 







unpublished work makes financial sense due to the volume of art 
created. Imagine spending three to four thousand dollars a year 
to register work that would also allow people to use it for free 
until legal action is taken. This is what orphan works would do. 
Please protect our rights and livelihood. You have the future of 
many artists depending on you to protect them. 


 


Best, 


Jacqueline Decker 


	  








Dear	  Government,	  	  


This	  bill	  does	  nothing	  but	  hurt	  Americas	  and	  the	  American	  economy.	  This	  would	  
stop	  encouraging	  new	  ideas	  and	  works	  to	  be	  created.	  Which	  can	  create	  new	  jobs	  and	  
help	  push	  new	  ideas.	  We	  are	  a	  nation	  built	  on	  ideas	  as	  our	  chief	  export.	  This	  would	  
cripple	  that	  and	  help	  only	  a	  very	  few	  to	  gain	  higher	  profits	  each	  quarter.	  This	  bill	  
seems	  more	  like	  something	  China	  would	  come	  up	  then	  the	  US.	  	  China	  does	  the	  same,	  
steal	  ideas	  and	  a	  lot	  of	  companies	  are	  pulling	  out	  to	  work	  with	  China.	  We	  need	  to	  not	  
only	  keep	  new	  ideas	  but	  help	  them	  survive.	  Don’t	  do	  this	  to	  help	  the	  few,	  but	  let’s	  
help	  the	  many.	  We	  need	  to	  start	  encourage	  and	  creating	  new	  art	  and	  building	  a	  
better	  tomorrow.	  Don’t	  let	  greed	  blind	  you	  and	  help	  lead	  this	  country	  to	  a	  bankrupt	  
soul.	  	  


	  


-‐Greathouse	  	  








July 22, 2015 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress Copyright Protection for Certain 
Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff: 


My name is Kelly Greene and I am an undergraduate at a private technical college in Redmond, 
WA, studying Digital Art and Animation. I am learning what it takes to become a professional 
artist in this digitally consumed world. I work over 45 hours a week during the school year on 
my school work alone to prepare myself for the hardships of becoming a working artist.  


I fear enough for the current challenges I will face upon graduation, such as finding a reliable 
game or film company that will credit me for the work I produce. Job stability is not something 
that comes easily for an artist in the game industry, and especially not in the film industry. This 
is why freelance is an extremely important option.  


For many, freelance work is their sole source of income. Our artwork is our business and living, 
and the current copyright law is the foundation upon which it stands and holds steady. Without it, 
our already unstable means of making a living will utterly disappear, leaving us unpaid for the 
long hours put into each piece of art lovingly created, whilst someone else monetizes from work 
that is not theirs.  


I understand that it is proposed to have artist register every one of their works. While this is 
understandable, it does not take into consideration the struggle for first time start-up artist, or 
even for long time professionals to sell each and every one of their pieces. With the proposed 
Copyright law, artist’s profit margin will further decrease with the cost of registry being added 
on top of the highly expensive cost of art materials and/or the digital software we must use to 
create their work. 


The Orphan Works and Digitization document states that: 


“Currently, anyone using an orphan work runs the risk that the copyright owner may step forward and 
bring an infringement action for substantial damages. In these cases productive and beneficial uses of 
works may be inhibited not because the copyright owner has asserted his or her exclusive rights in the 
work, or because the user and owner cannot agree on the terms of a license, but merely because the 
user cannot identify and/or locate the owner and therefore cannot determine whether, or under what 
conditions, he or she may make use of the work.” 


There may be cases in which the “user” or more likely, infringer, does makes beneficial use of 
works; however, these cases are minimal in comparison to the amount of works that are used for 
the infringer’s monetary gain. As for the user “merely” not being able to identify, locate, or 







determine the owner, it should be noted that if they are unable to do so, they should refrain from 
using the work at all. There is a multitude of royalty free and copyright clear image based 
websites that any user can pull from without fear of infringing upon a copyrighted image. It is 
absolutely imperative that as artists we remain able to determine voluntarily how and by whom 
our work is used. Infringement upon our work is the equivalent of stealing our income. 


 In absolutely no way does digital artwork lose its value upon publication. It becomes a part of 
our business inventory. As a digital art student, I can say with ease, that in this digital age, an 
artist’s inventory is now more important and valuable than ever.  


I ask on behalf of the entire visual art community, to not take away our right to our own work. 
This new Copyright Act could put thousands of hardworking artists out of a job and place pieces 
of art that were slaved over for countless hours, into the hands of users who merely had only to 
click a button, and snatch away part of someone else’s income.  


 
Thank you for your time. 


Sincerely,  


Kelly Khristianne Greene 


 








Rights to my work on Deviantart.com 
 


 


Hello my name is kevin hall, I’m the user DigiRadiance on Deviantart 


http://digiradiance.deviantart.com/ 


Seeing this new rule or law is starting I just wanted make sure I have my rights to my work 


And future work that I’m producing sometime in the future and forward on. 


 


So please..my work is important to me I would not be anywhere without them. 


So please let me have my rights to them. 



http://digiradiance.deviantart.com/






From: 


Janet Adams 


St. Charles, MO 


 


To Copyright Office 


 


COMMENT:  Do not change the law.  Our art should be automatically ours. This law will 


encourage people to steal our original art and profit off it, making their own prints and/or 


originals. 


 


Please do not change the law. 


 


 


 


 


   








July 20, 2015 
 
 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
 
My name is Jonathan Leiter, I am a recent film school graduate, and am currently developing 
concepts, designs, stories, and other artistic works to further the creation of my independent 
films, now and in the future. Despite the apparent scope of the newly proposed Copyright 
reforms only covering photographs, illustrations, and other graphic arts, how do I know for 
certain that this might not also include and relate to film or video-based works? 
 
From the looks of things, it seems that the intention of these proposed reforms is to allow the 
least amount of confusion and potential lawsuits to occur when someone wishes to make use 
of an artwork or photograph that they deem useful to their ends (whatever those may be), but 
are unable to find mention of or information regarding the creator or owner of the work(s) in 
question. Understandably, if one wishes to utilize such a work inside of an educational or 
scientific institution, then they ought to have the ability to make copies of, records of, and 
restorations of ambiguous or unclaimed works, especially for the sake of posterity and later 
research. It is also understandable that certain images and works out there may not be easily 
tracked back to their original owners, and yet may appear to be something that could be either 
out of copyright, or is now within the public domain. But without proper credits, no one can be 
sure. However, should this be sufficient evidence and a stable enough argument for why all 
unregistered illustration and photographic works should be considered “orphan works:” open 
for use by anyone unless otherwise “properly registered?” No, not at all. 
 
The fact of the matter is, we all have to deal with this sort of concern. Trying to find public 
domain images or free images that serve our specific needs from time to time and have no 
known ties to anyone who would claim copyright on them is a difficult issue. But no one’s 
struggle with this problem is more important or dire than anyone else’s. If I need to find an 
image to use as the background of another, more complex image, I have three choices: I can 
either find a public domain image that suits my needs, purchase an image from a stock website 
to use, or take a photograph of my own. Some people, however, may choose to simply go 
online, take an image from a search engine result screen, and use that, without attempting to 
research the owners of the image, who could literally be anyone: even a stock photo website 
like I mentioned before. This is not only violating inherent copyright, but it is also lazy, and 
should be inexcusable, especially if the person now utilizing this image is of an adult age. 
 
Furthermore, if there is truly a “culturally important” need to utilize a photograph or piece of 
artwork that has become historically valuable in some fashion—perhaps a documentary 
photograph of a tragic or important event—then there ought to be certain stipulations 
specifically regarding the copyrightable nature of photographs of specific moments in history. 
Thus, perhaps certain social and historical events, as they occur, should be added to a list of 
visual content that are not copyrightable. Or at the very least, that their use by educational 







resources, gov’t websites, schools, museums, and so forth, should be openly allowed as they 
are too important to be held exclusively by any one person. 
 
However, if a piece of “artwork:”—that came from the interpretive imagination of an 
individual—becomes historically and socially important, should these be allowed to be made 
open to the public? No. Not unless the creators are already deceased, or a fair amount of time 
has passed since their death. A piece of artwork is also not a photograph.  
 
A photograph is a representation of real, actual, and physical things. And if a photograph is 
taken of an actual (historically significant) event in progress, then it is a documentary image, 
and does not hold as many direct ties to its photographer other than their artistic choice to 
frame and compose the picture a certain way. Photography of objects, nature, common and 
regular citizens, cultural traditions and reoccurring (weekly/monthly/annual) events, festivals, 
vehicles, buildings, infrastructure, and so on, are alternatively much more dependent on the 
photographer’s artistic choices, sensibilities, and particular interests: and should not be made 
openly public, as they are not as significant and are far more personally unique to the 
photographer in question. 
 
Illustrators, painters, and graphic artists on the other hand, create works of art straight from 
their imagination. Their creations--no matter how inspired by real life or real life events such 
works may be—come from the artists’ imaginations: their unique creative understandings. 
Thus, their artwork is an extension of themselves, and is part of who they are. Anything that is 
in my head right now could become a piece of artwork in the future. And even though my 
primary profession is as a filmmaker, almost anything that I create to develop my films and 
stories is done in an illustrative or graphical format. I draw, I paint, I take still photos, and so on.  
 
However, if the Copyright reforms currently being proposed go into effect in their current state, 
almost everything I have ever created in my short life-time will no longer have direct ties to 
myself. I will no longer inherently own the things that I have designed, drawn, or developed 
with my own mind and my own hands. And I will no longer be able to choose what others do 
with them. Even photographs taken by and of my family, or even photographs taken of myself, I 
might no longer hold the likeness rights to. So why would this be a better situation? Why would 
this truly benefit enough people to make this change a good one for everybody concerned?  
 
If anything I have ever created and anything I will create (unless it is officially registered through 
a paid service) is suddenly severed from all ties with myself exclusively, then I have no incentive 
to ever create anything new. I will have no interest or want to share my thoughts and ideas 
with others, because I cannot choose what is done with them. I cannot choose who reprints 
them, copies them, or who makes use of them on a private or commercial basis. And even if the 
argument would be that I should simply pay to have my artworks copyrighted, I think it is clear 
enough that “inherent copyright” has been around so long that there are far too many 
creations in the world today to allow mandatory copyrighting to come back into effect. 
 







Just because I allow something to be rendered physical from my own imagination does not 
mean that the world should automatically own it and be able to do what it wants with it. And I 
shouldn’t have to pay to continue to own the things that used to only reside inside my mind. 
 
This goes beyond “fair use” or “good faith:” this type of Orphan Works reform would be 
stripping me of my inherent worth as an artist. It would render me useless and powerless to lay 
claim to the things that I created or will create, and it would give me no opportunity to shape 
and reshape my ideas until they reach a point where others might come to enjoy them as I do. 
It allows me no opportunity to cultivate a brand, no chance to entice a fan-base, no chance to 
make mutual deals with other entities on the use and expansion of my Intellectual properties or 
other artistic assets, and so on and so forth.  
 
The entire business of art begins with the exclusivity of its ownership to the person(s) who 
initially created it. There are indeed arguments to be made over certain specific works and how 
moral or lawful it is to make them exclusive to their creators and be placed behind a licensing 
wall. But I would imagine that in 95-98% of all of these types of cases and arguments, the 
artworks and images in question are not culturally relevant or important enough to be made 
public for the use and exploitation by those in the educational or corporate world, and should 
remain in the hands of their creators. 
 
Any artist that I am aware of that has a large body of beautiful, fantastic, or attractive artwork 
can be easily tracked down and contacted through numerous online web services. And these 
services can also easily be researched as well with just a few optional keywords or phrases 
through any search engine. So ignorance of the owners and/or failure to track down these 
owners and creators of such works is not an excuse and should not be accepted as a defense 
for the open use of their works. If you cannot find the owner, and/or if you cannot contact 
them, or if they do not answer, then that should also not be an excuse for the open use of their 
works. Because if (and especially if) it is not being sought after for an educational or archival 
purpose, then no one should have any real or immediate need of it anyway. And anyone who 
thinks they need use of such a work (likely for a commercial purpose) is either lazy and 
unwilling to produce their own, or is unwilling or unable to purchase the rights to use an 
alternative piece of work. 
 
The current landscape for plagiarism, infringement, and copyright violation is already difficult 
enough as it is within the platform of the modern internet. But allowing all so-called “Orphaned 
Works” to be made openly public all of a sudden with no regards for the personal opinions or 
livelihoods of their potential owners will only make the landscape of infringement more and 
more ambiguous. And it will take away so much from all artists who create works either for a 
living, or even for just a hobby. And that does not sound like a better situation to me. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jonathan Leiter 








Please do not go forward with this new copyright law. As a self-made artist, digital art is the only way I’m 
currently making money, and is the only thing I can fall back on in dire times. My art, designs, and 
characters need to be protected by law in order for me to continue living the life my family and I 
deserve. If the law is changed, I will no longer have control over my hard work—I will no longer be able 
to have a job. Do not take away my job, and many other artists’ jobs as well. There will be no point in 
someone hiring me if they can just take my material, my hard work, right out of my hands. It is the same 
as stealing from a store. Do not let them steal from me. 


Signed,  
Kelly Elsbernd 








Jeffrey Joel Johnson, The Cattail Patch 
 
I am an independent business man, I recently retired to work on my art career, I have drawn and painted my 
entire life. The sole ownership of my creations is the basis of my lively hood now.  
I am a graduate of the University of Montana, my work has appeared in Fly Fisherman Magazine, Rocky 
Mountain Elk Foundation, I have illustrated three books, numerous awards, including Best of Show Uintah 
Basin Arts Council, Best Amateur Missoula Festival of the Arts.  
I am a watercolor painter and illustrator. 
The copyright issue is not some abstract legal issue it is the basis for my business model. Copy rights are 
the license for my work. Using my creations without my permission is stealing from me, and when my art 
is reproduced it does not lose value. It is very important that my art is used by me and others that I have 
given specific permission to use, once created it is part of my life’s inventory of works, not for someone 
else to use without my say so. Protection of my creations are more important now than ever given the 
digital age we are living in.  
Please protect me and my creations, thanks, Jeffrey Joel Johnson 








July 22, 2015


U.S.Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington D.C. 20559-6000


Dear Sirs,


My name is Jon Messer, and I am a professional self imployed artist and illustrator and have supported 
myself and my family this way since 1984. 


I provide architectural renderings for architects, urban planners, and developers as well 
create original illustrations for marketing, advertising, and illustrations for published children's books.
I also am a fine artist and sell my painings. I also sell multiple prints of my artwork. 


I am imploring you not to change the copyright laws that protect artists from being taken advantage of. It 
took years to create the laws and they protect our rights. Without them artists cannot bargain for fair prices 
on their original creations. I have personal business experience with clients who have tried to capitalize on 
and market posters and other point of purchase items with my imagery and pay me nothing for this useage. 
The copyright laws protect me and I are the basis for fair negotiations, or prevention of harm.For me this law 
has been a cornerstone of professional business practice and I and my family would suffer
lost income if it were to change.


Artists should have the right to be entrepeneurial in the creation of bulks of work that they can sell or license 
at will. Changing the law would create a disincentive for artists to work and create independantly. Why bother 
if you cannot capitalize to your own creation.


If one of my personal works ended up marketed by someone I had no business agreement with, what would I 
be able to do about it? This would not be fair. Conversely, I would not consider unfairly using someone else's 
original imagery, without expecting to pay for the useage.


If I show a piece of artwork even on the internet to promote myself, that does not mean I give others the 
rigght to capitalise on my creation, it is simply a way for me to promote myself and possibly generate sales. 
Sales for me, the professional artist, not sales for some company I don't have an agreement with.


In fact in this digital age my inventory of images is the cornerstone of my business. If the law changes it 
would be like giving strangers the right to enter a store, pilfer at will with no legal consequences.


Please do not change the copyright laws that protect artists from predatory practices. 


Signed,


_______________________________________________      
270 Arts, Inc.                                                       


Jon Messer Architectural I l lustration
11813 Kaman Court • Granada Hills • California 91344
818.368.8500 • Cell 818.406.3073• jon@jonmesser.com jonmesser.com


270 Arts, Inc.












Any change to the copyright law of 1978 that would enable third parties 
(specifically websites, isps) to own and sell artist’s images is of paramount 
concern to those of us who makes visual art. If anything, these safeguards 
need tightening to protect the creative output of all artists.  Any future  
changes, which would enable 3rd parties to own and sell any artist's 
images, without the express permission on a cases by case basis, by the 
artist, will be a detriment to the ability to earn a livelihood from art and, is 
tantamount to stealing the intellectual property of the artist. 
 








 
To the United States Copyright Office, 


 
My name is Kylie Jayne Smith.  I am 21 years old and have been an illustrator for three 


years now.  I may be young, but I have dreamed of being a professional artist since high school, 
and excelled in my schooling, achieving a 4.0 GPA to be accepted to Brigham Young University, 
known for its specialization its art programs.  


I have been accepted into two separate art programs, and now I am a senior, I will be 
graduating in a year with my Bachelor of Fine Arts with an emphasis in Concept Art.  I have 
received best of show in my local art contest in high school, second place in my city’s contest 
(along with People’s choice award) as well as winning the contest for my graduation cover art.  
In college I have worked as an artist on two video game creative collaboration teams, been 
accepted into Brigham Young’s 2015 student art competition, and have been accepted for two 
internships with two notable professional illustrators in the summer of 2015.   
 When I graduate in one year from now, I plan to establish my full-time career as a 
freelance Illustrator.  I want to work in fantasy art and children’s illustration.  I have already 
begun building my own website for my business, displaying my inventory of paintings and 
illustrations on my website in order to attract the attention of art directors and other clients via 
multiple social media platforms. 


It is absolutely crucial to publish my work on the Internet to gain publicity.  However, the 
only thing keeping the public from stealing my illustrations and paintings is the current copyright 
law.   In a world where an illustrator’s businesses is promoted by social media and Internet 
usage, it is easy for the public to steal my artwork and use it for their own profit or use.  This is 
theft.  It is my constitutional and legal right to own my own artwork—I have spent hours 
designing, composing, referencing, and painting my artwork.  By changing the copyright rule, 
my business will suffer.  There is nothing keeping the public from stealing my work and using it 
as they see fit, without paying me or acknowledging that I am the true artist and creator.  This is 
nothing short of plagiarism and theft of my money and property.  If Congress chooses to 
terminate the current copyright law with the “next great copyright act” reform, then my life’s 
work, earnings, and success as a business owner will be devastated. 


It is important to note that my work—and any other artist’s work—does not lose value 
upon publication. Every piece of artwork that I create is made with time and precision, and just 
because one client has published it does not mean that its value is lost.  My art, whether 
published or not, is valuable to my business as inventory; becoming a piece of my portfolio; and 
is therefore is displayed to art directors, clients, and others interested in my business.  As a 
freelance artist, it is also important for me to have inventory so that I can sell prints.  Many 
freelance artists, such as the one I interned with over the summer, published his work to a 
famous fantasy card-game company, but also sells the same prints from his website.  In short, 
any piece of art that I publish or create becomes a piece of my business inventory; which I can 
sell prints and use to show other art directors and clients.  Publication to a company does not 
give other people the right to deem my work invaluable and therefore steal my work to make 
profit without my consent. 


Please understand that in our current digital era, an artist’s inventory is more important 
than ever before.  It is crucial for artists to have a wide collection of artworks to attract attention 
from clients and followers.  Anything an illustrator publishes, whether it is on a blog, website, 
portfolio, or licensed to another client, can be for the artist’s printing and self-promotion.  







For example, I made a certain painting that attracted a client.  She loved the painting so 
much that she wanted the illustration to be included in her children’s book.  I agreed to make 
another painting, identical to the one I had already painted, but included with her own character.  
Although one painting was already published and submitted to a competition, I used the same 
painting again.  As you can see, just because I had published my painting to one area didn’t mean 
that I couldn’t re-use it to help my business.  The painting did not lose any value to my client or 
to me, although the image can be found published on both my website and in her children’s 
book.  In the future, I hope to use the same painting to attract future clients. 


As mentioned earlier, it is common for artists to make prints and sell them at events like 
FantasyCon and ComiCon.  Although many of these paintings have been published elsewhere, 
illustrators sell these same prints at events for self-promotion and extra money.  I have known 
many fellow artists who do likewise, and I intend to do the same as my inventory grows.   This is 
a tactic that will help my businesses grow and prosper.   


As an illustrator, I respectfully ask you to reconsider the notion that “publishing artwork 
decreases its value.”  This is simply not true.  My inventory is invaluable to me for future 
business and should not be made available to the public.  As a young artist and business owner, I 
rely on copyright laws to protect my money and my property.  “The Next Great Copyright Act” 
would be an unconstitutional ruling to my career as an artist and business owner, and I ask you to 
reconsider changing the copyright law. 


 
Thank you, 
 
 
Kylie Jayne Smith 








To whom it may concern, 


 I am a professional artist who will be greatly affected by changes in Copyright law. Currently, all 


of my works are protected by copyright by virtue of having been created by me. Changes to this law will 


negatively impact me, and other working artists like me, in the following manner: 


 Any work not registered may be used without my consent. 


 Corporations will be favored over independent artists . 


 Any failure to pre-emptively protect my work may result in it being used without my permission 


by being “orphaned,” and I will make no money on any derivative works. 


 This new copyright is the same as telling people not to go outside at night because they may 


mugged; the advice on this law is to never share my work lest it be stolen, or worse, to pre-empt every 


attempt at theft by paying for protection. This is putting undue burden on protection on creators, rather 


than on the law. It is fairer to respect the creator’s or creators’ wishes than to expect creators to register 


every single item they may ever create.  One slip up by forgetting to sign my name, and my work may be 


declared orphaned.  This is not a just law. The rights of an individual over their own creative works are 


more important than any corporation’s, and unjust use of creative works is not in the public’s best 


interest either. 


Protect artists’ work—it is our livelihood and our right to own our work. 


 


Thank you, 


Karen Howard.  


  








July 21st, 2015


US. Copyright
Orphan Works


Dear U.S. Copyright Office,


Let me first introduce myself: I am a game artist, 3D modeler, and cartoonist. I first started work as a freelancer 
in 2006, and have been working as such ever since. This new law that's about to pass would jeopardize my work 
and my personal creations. Taking the right to my work away is taking my money, and thus taking my time. Let 
me elaborate...


I'm sure the U.S. doesn't need more low-income workers at department stores, fast food, or otherwise. I'm sure 
that's where I would end up if I didn't have the security of creating and owning my own artwork. So far copyright 
has let me create freely and has let me confront anyone who infringed upon my rights. As far as I understand it, 
this new law that is about to pass would make it that if I didn't pay out of pocket to register my works with the 
U.S. government, my creations would be without a creator and could be taken by anyone. I'm already trying by 
best to earn money off my profession, talent, and creations. I'm sorry I haven't had enough to properly copyright 
all my creations, but "starving artist" isn't a term that showed up for no reason.


I feel hurt, and somewhat betrayed, that my free country would even consider no longer giving it's citizens the 
safety and comfort it always has. It was a country of growth, and security.


Please, don't let this law past. It's bad enough we're forced to pay for health insurance even when we can't afford 
it, and now this? I can't continue to create if I'm forced to pay for each creation I wish to share. Would you want 
the fear and stress that anyone watching you could take something you create and claim it as their own?


I beg you, please don't do this.


Sincerely,


Krisanna McKellar
kkmckell@gmail.com
(906) 281-2988



mailto:kkmckell@gmail.com






Dear Sir or Madam,


Do not void the’ Constitutional right of artists to the exclusive control of our own work. 
We work hard on the things we create. This Orphan Works proposal will steal from us. 
Many of us struggle to make ends meet and the proposal making it necessary to 
register all of our work with commercial registries puts an undue burden upon us. 


Sincerely,
James T. Morrow








July 22, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U. S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S. E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)
 
To Whom it May Concern,
 
Thank you for allowing me to make my voice heard. I appreciate the opportunity. As a young 
artist, working for a publishing company and looking forward to beginning a freelance career, 
this new “Orphan Works” proposal greatly concerns me. As I researched past, present and future 
legislation of copyrights, I came to some interesting conclusions.
 
Copyrights are an artist’s bread and butter. They are how an artist makes money from the work 
they have spent a lifetime perfecting. 
 
While the current copyright laws are certainly not perfect, the Orphan Works law will create 
more problems for artists than solutions. It is almost as if those who are  supporting this new  
proposal are maliciously attempting to drive all artists into poverty and take the money we 
should be making into their own greedy pockets. Orphan Works protects the infringer, not the 
original artist. 
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photo-
graphs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
The proposed new legislation would favor large companies who already steal the work of artists 
and keep them from making a decent living. The current copyright laws help artists put food on 
the table for themselves and their families. 
 
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 
 
Artists who create new works are constantly competing with big corporations. Any orphan works 
law would only make it easier for businesses to use an artist’s work for free as well as steal away 
current and potential clients. 
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 
 
We must think realistically and logically about this. Artists spend a lifetime creating hundreds of 
thousands of pieces (not counting the “metadata” of sketches and drawings). 







Compiling and registering all of these would make an artist, as Brad Holland put it, “the unpaid 
employee...” of these image banks as they will spend countless hours to comply with an Orphan 
Works law. For myself, a young artist, this may not be the case, but the financial burden of  
registration alone would quickly put me into bankruptcy. Then if I am unable to register the  
work I do in the future, it would be available for anyone to legally steal away from me, simply 
because I didn’t have the money to comply. 
 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal 
use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 
Personally, I only use other artists’ work for reference and fair use. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
 
Art registries and image banks do not operate in favor of artists. Any Orphan Works legislation 
will not protect artists’ constitutional rights, nor does it make any logical business sense. Those 
who are promoting these laws either don’t understand how art business works or are purposely 
and maliciously trying to steal money away from artists, as companies that claim to represent the 
artist class have done for years. 
 
The bill will make it much harder for artists to prosecute infringers, and will cost artists valuable 
time and hundreds, possibly thousands of dollars just to comply. Anyone who creates visual art 
will be effected. Remember that our work is our product, just like the iPhone is an Apple prod-
uct. No one expects the government to make a law that requires Apple to hand their product over 
to the public and to other companies for free. We currently have the right to exclusively own our 
work. Please do not force artists, who have a hard enough time making a living, to pay fees to 
big companies who will eventually steal their work. 


Sincerely,


Jennifer Himes


Production Artist
A Beka Book Publishing


www.jhimesart.wordpress.com








July 17, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
 
Register of Copyrights 
 
U.S. Copyright Office 
 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
My name is Jonathan DeLoca. I am a licensing artist in the TV and Movie business as well 
as Cartoonist and illustrator. Since 2005 I have produced artwork for many mass market and 
entertainment publications.  
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing  
 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a  
 
living for my family. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of  
 
doing business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces  
 
income for me and my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws  
 
with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to  
 
make a living. Certain companies have already begun digitizing my work without  
 
my permission or financial compensation. Why would the government favor  
 
corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work? 
 
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers,  
 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
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The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is  
 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan  
 
Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared  
 
a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would  
 
allow internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of  
 
creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger  
 
challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to  
 
compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and  
 
compete with us for our own markets. 
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers,  
 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden  
 
for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like  
 
banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as  
 
they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such  
 
as myself. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In  
 
the end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will  
 
be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain  
 
our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can't  
 
afford to register, or those we can't find the time to register, or those we can't find  
 
decades old metadata to register will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of  
 
images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others. 
 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to  
 







make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 
In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for  
 
reference but that is about all. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding  
 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
 
The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too  
 
familiar to me. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties  
 
diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly what is going  
 
to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. 
 
To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that  
 
supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the  
 
creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists  
 
organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation  
 
to profit even further off the artists they were created to help. 
 
I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be  
 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new  
 
copyright act. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Jonathan DeLoca 
 












July 20,2015


Kush R. Wright
324 East 143rd Street APT 9c
Bronx Ny, 10451


Email:Kushbronxx@aol.com


Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E
Washington, Dc 20559-6000


To Whom it May Concern,


I’m a graphic design, illustrator, who is trying to build a small buisness based on a 
clothing line concept into a major clothing line company. And by doing that, I freelance,
participate in artist conventions, and work on making exhibits for my art work. I’m a 
college graduate with a bachelors degree of communication design, and right now 
being and independent artist is not that easy as you think. With this copyright law be-
ing changed it would be even more hard for us to make a living, then our own clients 
not paying for our work at all. it takes a lot of skill and effort to do what we do as artist 
of any kind. And not only that, we all need the wealth to pay for our supplies, utencils, 
websites and so on to provide for clients and ourselves. We need our own copyright, 
with our name on it to show that is our work and our value.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing pho-
tographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?


 I found a website that is selling one of my artwork without permission. My design work 
that I’m living off of is being sold from sombody else that I have not met my life is mak-
ing money while i’m here struggling to make an honest living being an artist. does that 
sound right to you ? This effcts me, the value of my products, and my buisness


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


Other companies that compete and take our work for free would lower our standards 
as artist, and if this happens with if we stop doing our out work and posting it up in 
social media ? what will you take then if there is nothing else to take ? And since some-
companies don’t want to pay us, how can we keep creating ?


 







3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators ?


Most of us won’t be able to afford paying the registrie because it’s just to much to pay. 
If I thought paying for your own copyright is bad, this would be more worse. Not only 
that other companies take our work, but we as artist have to pay each time that we 
post up on our websites, online shops and social networks. We shouldn’t have to get 
fees for what we are struggling with from clients or paying for a copyright.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?


I use other phographs and some artwork only for reference to create my own work 
based on my idea. I don’t take or Re-establish they’re work which was already made.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?


What this copyright office try to do years ago, should not be brought up again. We as 
artist are already going through a burden with clients companies and expenses. if this 
new copyright law gets the green light, accepted, approved. Then you took our jobs 
away as artis. All that hard work and dedication and spending just to put in work for 
free.


Thank you for reading my letter, and I would like for you to exclude this new copyright 
act from orphan works provision.


Sincerley


Kush Wright








As an Artist both 2 and 3D the orphan works act concerns and irritates me. Not all art is made for 
commercial use and what IS made for commercial use should be done so at the digression of it's creator.  
The Orphan Works act directly goes against this as well as the spirit of the original copyright act, and 
will make the “starving artist” far more literal than it is today.  
 
I also dislike the idea of living in a world where any pictures I post online can be defined as Orphan 
works without my permission.  
 
I do not want to live in a world where kids have to register what they made in art class to avoid people 
stealing it and using it under their name, and I don't think I'm the only one. 








July 20, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE:  Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works  (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallente, 
 
I am writing to express my concerns about new proposed copyright rules, in particular those aimed at 
orphaned works. 
 
First of all I want to say that the term orphaned works seems misleading.  While such a work may not be 
immediately identified with the owner of the work, this does not mean it is orphaned in any way.  A work 
may be hard to identify for many reasons, both purposeful or not, as well as fraudulent or not.  So, in my 
opinion, the very premise of this whole change in law is flawed from its core. 
 
Copyright law in our country has been based on the premise that a work of art is the property of the 
creator.  This is the foundation that makes it possible for an artist to pour their time and resources into 
creating art.  If it were not so they would have to set their talents aside in order to make a living in another 
manner.  Therefore art would be left only to those who have the means to support themselves and their 
families without an income, or corporations who can pay others for their works and use them for profit. 
While l believe there is a place for such things, should they be the only environment in which art is 
created? 
 
If one of the goals of Orphan Work legislation is to make art available to the public.  How can this goal be 
reached if there is a shrinking pool of art being created? 
 
Whatever the intent of this kind of change in copyright law, I think the major beneficiaries will be large 
corporations whose works are easy to recognize and therefore wouldn’t fall into  the orphaned art 
category, and large corporations who can afford to comply with these regulations.  As is the case with 
many such regulations, they may have the original intent of leveling the playing field, but they morph into 
an entity which serves the large player and hurts the individual or small business.  This for the sake of 
providing the non creator of art access and ownership of something they haven’t created, while stripping 
the right from the creator. 
 
Another aspect of this change is the fact that a third party, a private sector corporation will be given 
control and great profit to facilitate the whole thing.  Who could possible benefit from this beside for the 
corporation?  And what part of The Constitution grants out government the right to give control of our 
property to a private corporation? 
 
After years of raising children and working several jobs, I am working on my own to become a freelance 
illustrator.  We are at a time in history when making art and reaching people is revolutionary because of 
the internet.  An artist now has a way to reach an audience without having to go through the gatekeepers.  
Yesterday I downloaded my first e-picture book for children.  It is a first step in my plan to create books for 
children and help other artists and writers do the same.  These proposed changes to copyright law have 
placed me at a crossroads.  It now may not be worth the risk and sacrifice to invest my time doing this.  I 
will likely need to seek employment elsewhere. Therefore I will not have the time to create art and should 
I find employment, it will be a job that could have been filled by someone else. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to share my concern. 







Sincerely, 
 
Judith Kowalke 
goFish Press 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








July 21st, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office/Library of Congress 
101 Independence Avenue S.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20559-6000 
 
 Dear Ms. Pallante, 
 
 My name is Jonathan Twingley. I am an artist, writer and educator living in New 
York City. I write you today regarding Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 
(Docket No. 2015-01).  
 
 A brief background: In 1998 I earned a Master’s degree from the School of Visual 
Arts here in New York City and have been working as a professional illustrator ever 
since. My paintings and drawings appear regularly in many of the most prominent 
publications around the country. In 2009 Scribner published my debut illustrated novel, 
The Badlands Saloon. As well as mentoring graduate students at my alma mater, for the 
past eights years I’ve served as Senior Lecturer at the University of the Arts in 
Philadelphia. I have dedicated my life to the arts, and I thank you for this opportunity to 
respond to the proposed changes to existing copyright law, changes that would 
effectively strip professional illustrators of their ability to earn a living. 
 
 Under current copyright law, the work I create is protected upon completion, 
whether or not the work is registered with the Copyright Office (though in the case of 
infringements, recovery of statutory damages and legal fees may not be sought unless the 
infringed work has in fact been registered). It is my understanding that the proposed 
implementation of a private collective management organization system to manage 
extended collective licensing situations would compel me to register every painting, 
drawing, sketch, doodle or any other visual remark I may make or else those 
paintings/drawings/sketches/doodles/visual remarks/etc become “orphans” in the eye of 
the law and would become, in effect, public property. 
 


The majority of illustrators I speak with are at best lax in registering their work 
with the Copyright Office. Part of this may be the cost of registering an on-going lifetime 
worth of work, but the greater reason is likely the amount of time and documentation 
registering a large and ever-expanding body of work takes. Compelling professional 
artists to register their ever-growing life’s work with private CMOs would de-incentivize 
the creation of the work in the first place. And a society whose culture is supplied by 
amateurs is not a society for long. 
 
 Until 2008, when the Orphan Works Act was brought before Congress, I’d never 
heard the term “orphan works.” None of my very successful, award-winning colleagues 
had heard about “orphan works” either. The works we’ve produced over the course of our 
careers are hardly “orphans.” This work is a revenue-generating inventory that many of 







us depend upon for our livelihood. Every professional illustrator I know makes their work 
as conspicuous as possible, in order that they may be “found.” We are all easily “found” 
in the Digital Age. 
 
 The secondary rights to the work we as artists produce are extremely valuable to 
us, particularly in the digital age where deadlines are often short or immediate and 
Content (with a capital “C”) is constantly in demand. Indeed, Bill Gates and the Getty 
family saw the value of the secondary rights marketplace or they wouldn’t have invested 
millions of dollars acquiring and licensing illustrations and photographs. Artists and 
photographers understood this a long time before people like Bill Gates came along for 
their (ever-increasing) slice of that pie. 
 


“It is a principle of American law that an author of a work may reap the 
fruits of his or her intellectual creativity for a limited period of time. 
Copyright is a form of protection provided by the laws of the United States 
for original works of authorship, including literary, dramatic, musical, 
architectural, cartographic, choreographic, pantomimic, pictorial, 
graphic, sculptural, and audiovisual creations. “Copyright” literally 
means the right to copy. The term has come to mean that body of exclusive 
rights granted by law to authors for protection of their work. The owner of 
copyright has the exclusive right to reproduce, distribute, and, in the case 
of certain works, publicly perform or display the work; to prepare 
derivative works; in the case of sound recordings, to perform the work 
publicly by means of a digital audio transmission; or to license others to 
engage in the same acts under specific terms and conditions.” 


-United States Copyright Office/A Brief       
Introduction and History 


The burden and responsibility of registering one’s entire life’s work with private 
registries on an on-going basis, as suggested in the proposed legislation, would benefit 
users rather than the creators of visual art, and defies the original spirit of Copyright 
Law. The current law allows for fair use exceptions, which was one of the selling points 
of the original Orphan Works legislation. The implementation of CMOs to authorize 
ECLs would be simply an unnecessary bureaucratic addition to the existing copyright 
law. If anything, the existing copyright registration process should be streamlined to 
accommodate busy, prolific professional artists (lower registration fees, all on-line 
registration, etc). 
 
 In our digital age, copyright laws should be strengthened to protect the work of 
professional creatives, not weakened. Thoroughly policing how my work might be used 
globally is an impossibility. The only deputy I have in that endeavor is the possibility that 
if one of my works is in fact used without my expressed permission the infringing party 
might be held accountable with serious penalties. 
 







 In closing, I’ll quote Rudyard Kipling, whose friend Mark Twain in 1906 was 
lobbying for an extension of copyright duration: “What I saw with the greatest clearness 
was Mark Twain being forced to fight for the simple proposition that a man has as much 
right to the work of his brains (think of the heresy of it!) as to the labor of his hands.” 
 


Respectfully, 
Jonathan Twingley 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








Dear U.S Copyright Office:


By now you have almost certainly been inundated with complaints. By now you have learned that your drafts of a new 
copyright law would break the legs of the world's online art communities, large and small, and cripple the careers of 
thousands, perhaps millions of people. This issue is so big and dramatic to us that warnings are being issued en masse, 
public service announcements that everything we know is about to be quite literally taken from us. There's a form and 
format for this letter, available to the public, made by concerned artists just like me.


I don't work from my art yet. I'm 17 and I draw for pleasure, but I seek to earn a supplementary amount of money from 
commissions for others. I'm going to college soon for game design, which will involve my own original concepts and 
creations. This was possible before, but with this new Orphan Works act, you will have crippled my career before it 
began and rendered my entire life aspiring to be an artist completely moot. There are many others like me, young folk 
who haven't even gotten the chance to fully enter the art world, who will be devastated as well. Some people are so 
reliant on the money they make from commissions that this act will possibly kill them. Tell me how that is 'in the best 
interest of the public?'


Here are some quotes from the PSA post I found regarding this act.


"It would void your Constitutional right to the exclusive control of your work." - This is bad enough. We create our 
work as a part of our speech and self expression. We create it as gifts for our friends to tell them that we love them. To 
have a company take a gift for my friend and use it for profit would be an insult and a theft to us both, and you would 
have silenced whatever message I wished to send. This is unacceptable.


"It would make the public’s right to use your work its defining goal; which means you would have to make your work 
available to the public. You would have to do this by registering every picture you want to retain the rights to with for-
profit registries." - My understanding of this is that we have to pay money to some company in order to keep them from 
stealing it. We lose either way. Either rob us for our work or rob us for our money. How very fair.


"Unregistered work would be considered legally 'orphaned.' Orphaned work would be available for commercial 
infringement by 'good faith' infringers. Good faith infringers would be anyone who believed they had made a 
'reasonably diligent,' but unsuccessful effort to find you. Infringers could also alter your work and copyright the 
'derivative works' in their own names." - If you knew anything about the online art community as it is now, you would 
know that this blasts open the door for even more art theft than there already is. Now any person can pick up my work 
that I put immense amounts of effort into, register it for their own benefit, and make money off of it just because I didn't
 have the cash or the desire to feed some company that doesn't need my money. They may make money off of what I 
created. What I love. A robber is punished for stealing items from a home and pawning them off for his own gain. Why 
shouldn't this?


"This would affect all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and future; published and 
unpublished; domestic and foreign. It would include family snapshots and any picture or work you ever put on the 
Internet." - This is perhaps the most frightening. The thought of my family photographs being used by some company to
 promote their product without my consent worries me. I do not want to see my face on a McDonald's ad.


"The Copyright Office acknowledges that this would pose special challenges for visual artists… But they conclude that 
it’s in the public interest for your work to be available for anyone to use." - I don't even understand this. How is it in the 
interest of the public to steal my work? What can they gain from the things I slaved over? Oh, right. My money.


This will not stand. We as a community are not pleased with this development, and with our rights to free speech that 
you are so ready to trample upon, we will make sure that you know it. Perhaps our right to petition will come into play 
next.


I seriously hope you reconsider this updated copyright law, in the best interest of the public. People like me are 'the 
public' too.







Regards,
Katelyn H.
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US Copyright Office 


I am writing in opposition to the new Copy Right Bill now being considered.  The Orphan Works 


provisions in the law will infringe on my future as a visual artist.    


I have for the last several years been training for a new career as Watercolorist upon retirement.  I have 


a Bachelor’s Degree in the visual arts with an emphasis on watercolor and ceramics and a Master’s 


Degree in Landscape Architecture.    I will retire from my life’s work as a Landscape Architect in a couple 


of years and then will start a new career as a painter.  Supplementing my income with art sales is 


important to my ability to live in the future.  


The pending law damages my ability to control how my work is used and by whom.   To have my future 


work used without compensations is a form of theft.   The actual paintings and digital images from them 


are an inventory of my work effort and should be for my use and not placed into the public domain. 


Please reconsider the Orphan Works Provision. 


Yours Truly 


 


Kent R. Baker   RLA, UWCS 


 


 








To Whom It May Concern:  


Artists make their living from images, and these images need to be protected from 
corporate poachers. Most artists cannot afford to copyright every image that they 
produce, and corporations are counting on that.  


It never ceases to amaze me how many educated individuals will attend museums, 
and say “Isn’t it a shame that Van Gogh died penniless and unappreciated?”, yet 
these same people make no effort to protect and support the artists living among 
them who are striving towards greatness. The proposed changes to current 
copyright law are another example of the corporate takeover of our country. Please 
protect intellectual property and support the artists who are a part of America’s 
legacy.  


 


Best, Kate Kretz, 


Professional Artist and Associate Professor of Art 








July 23, 2015 


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office: 


I’m an illustrator, writer, and web comics artist. I’m very concerned about the legislation congress 
wishes to pass completely overhauling the existing copyright system. 


For me, most of the income that I produce as an artist is generated by the sale of merchandise created 
from my work such as books, art-prints, and other merchandise. I sell these items to individuals over the 
internet, and at various shows and conventions I attend. I’m able to do this because I own the copyright 
to all the work I produce, and that copyright is granted to me automatically as I create my work. 


The new copyright system being pushed argues that I don’t own the copyright to my work upon 
creation. If these new laws pass, I would essentially have to buy my own copyright from private 
registries. If I don’t, all my works would become “orphaned”, I run the very likely risk of other companies 
or individuals simply removing the copyright marks from my images, and then registering those images 
as their own. This makes no sense. Why would I have to purchase the rights to my work from my own 
competitors? As far as I can tell, other industries and professionals don’t have to do this. Additionally, 
the new system gives an unfair advantage to thieves and companies with large financial power, who can 
then buy up the rights to images that have already been published online before the actual owners are 
able to afford the money and time to do anything to protect their work. 


The new laws being proposed have the power to completely destroy my ability to make a living off my 
work. It simply wouldn’t be financially viable for me, in terms or time and money, to register each and 
every one of my works with a private registry whether that be works I’m producing, or works I’m made 
in the past. While creators can make good incomes from the sale and licensing of their works, it can take 
years for that sort of income to be reliable and lucrative enough to live off of. For those of us who self-
publish our works, whether they be books , images, or merchandise that we reproduce, the ownership 
of our own copyright guarantees an inherit protection of our work from the abuse, theft, or copyright 
infringement from other individuals or companies.  Copyright ownership should be kept inherent to 
creators and in the rightful hands of creators, except in cases where owners of copyright agree to sell or 
give away that ownership. Copyright law was established to protect the creations of people. It shouldn’t 
be corrupted for the benefit of companies looking to create a way to legally steal those rights. 


Thank you, 


Jesse Gilbert 
Freelance Illustrator and Writer 








To whom it may concern,


I have been informed of the recent upturn of this rather intriguing “orphan” law that is being 
brought up. I will speak bluntly and up-front about this topic, for I feel that this idea is a rather neurotic
and shameless attempt for many companies to make money.


The document itself was indeed a long read, but from what I gathered, it is supposedly going to 
“help” stop those people who steal artwork as their own, or use it in other works without permission 
from the artist. This supposed “fix” for the problem will not make the problem of copyright 
infringement, or theft of art better. It will only allow for the stealing of artwork to become legal.


Why is this “unregistered art being orphaned art that anyone can use” considered “stealing”? Art
itself is someone's imagination, it is something they created, whether of use for themselves, or just to 
show people. Art is not to be treated as a thing that can be passed around to anyone, even if it is against 
the artist's wishes, unless they pay for their art to not be “orphaned”.


This proposed idea does not help creativity, it will diminish it in many aspects. It will make 
people not want to show what they've created for fear someone else will claim it as their own through 
means of purchasing a license to it. Not all artists can pay for licenses to their artwork, so it boils down 
to whoever has the gall enough to steal artwork, then pay for the rights to that artwork.


There were questions I was asked to answer, so I will do so:


What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic 
artworks, and/or illustrations?


• The hardest part of monetizing and/or licensing above stated forms of art is understanding how 
the licensing works. After that, it just becomes secular knowledge that we have obtained and 
can use to increase the stability of our artwork. But even then, if money is involved, money will
always be a problem.


What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or 
illustrators?


• No matter how many laws will be passed, and no matter how many safeguards are put in place, 
enforcement is all about people being willing to obey a law. There will always be people who 
are willing to steal things, and that is a tough fact artists have had to learn.


What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or 
illustrators?


• Why make it cost money to register artwork in the first place? Many of these artists make 







money off of the artwork they create. They can't make a living if they keep having to buy 
registrations for the artwork they make.


What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of 
photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?


• While I do find it challenging and frustrating, it makes sense to me. There is artwork that is 
copyrighted for a reason. It's because it does not belong to us. We may want to use artwork for a
project of ours, but it is watermarked. We'd then need the permission of the artists to use 
artwork.


What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic artworks,
and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?


• There will always be theft in artwork. There is no way to absolutely fix it. It is up to the 
community to weed and rat out these thieves. This law trying to be passed doesn't solve that, it 
just makes it easier for thieves to win at arguments, especially if they have the right money. 


What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals become 
law?


• There are many of us who would be squeamish about showing our art to people. Many people 
would ruin their images just to place giant watermarks on their pictures so people know who 
made it. Thieves will be able to buy legal rights to the artwork they stole, and no one can stop 
them. The list can go on.


Sincerely,


John Shorten








Dear Copyright Office,


My name is Joe Stansbury I am a freelance illustrator here to ask to remove the "Next Great Copyright Act" from 
consideration. As an illustrator I depend on being able to share my work online and still have exclusive rights to any 
work I post to make a living. Having my work that is posted online be relabeled as an orphan is removing my rights to 
my work nd allowing others to rename my work and label it as their own. Plus by labeling it as their own is cutting me 
out from making a profit or obtaining credit for my work casing myself to lose money and business.
Your act is simply a way for large image farms to take our work and sell or share our pieces to be labeled as their own 
and not our own. 


I do not oppose the idea of the public sharing our work, but any person or entitity that takes an image should have to 
share the original owner in a credit on said work as well as compensate the creator for use of the work in the same way 
as it would be if the entity was commisioning the creator to create the shared work. 
Putting our work out free to the public is stealing our property and our Constitutional right to our works as creators.
-Joseph James Stansbury 7/8/2015
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July 20, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


!
Dear Ms. Pallante and The US Copyright Office Staff: 


My name is Jason Piperberg I am an illustrator and comic book artist living in Pennsylvania. 
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on the problems which I and the rest of 
the visual arts community face in the marketplace. As a relatively new visual arts professional 
who began working in 2012, my perspective is that of an artist who is still at the beginning of 
their career. I believe my situation and experiences are becoming increasingly common due to 
the recent surge in number of young visual artists that have chosen the arts as a career path. I 
may not have as many copyrighted images to my name as do my veteran illustrator colleagues 
but that does not make my opinions on matters of copyright any less valid. To the contrary, 
reviving the Orphan Works Act of 2008 and basing future Copyright law on it will substantially 
hurt my commercial business as an active Illustrator and actually threatens to end my career 
almost before it begins. 


I will answer the questions you’ve posed as directly as possible using this perspective. 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


As a freelance illustrator, I am constantly on the search for clients and new work opportunities. 
One of the things that helps to alleviate this stress is the knowledge that any work I create, with 
or without being hired by a client, has the ability to be licensed and monetized in any way I see 
fit. This is a crucial part of my business and any attempt to replace the existing copyright laws 
with a system which would benefit internet companies and other corporations would, 
undoubtedly, greatly endanger my ability to make a living. It makes no sense to me why the 
government would choose to favor corporations over artists like myself who actually create new 
work and need the copyright law intact in order to make a living. 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 


As the copyright law stands now it can already be difficult and often expensive to take legal 
action against individuals or companies who have used a copyrighted work without 
compensation to the artist who created the material. Currently, if an artist has registered their 
copyright, they can get statutory damages plus attorneys fees. In this situation they may be able 
to find a contingency fee lawyer (meaning that the copyright holder will not have to pay the 







lawyer out of pocket). In these situations the copyright holder will often get more in a settlement 
than he is required to pay in legal fees. 


However if the artist has not registered their copyright then they are usually only entitled to 
actual damages which means finding a contingency fee lawyer to take their case is almost 
impossible. Thereby making the pursuit of legal action against the infringer unwise because the 
settlement received would be much smaller than the cost of litigation. 


Changing the law so that giant corporations could get artwork for free from artists and directly 
compete with them in and for their own markets, would make any legal action by artists next to 
impossible. A copyright law based on orphan works legislation would essentially make all legal 
cases of infringement akin to those situations where a copyright holder has not registered their 
copyright. Meaning that any case of infringement could potentially end up being an orphan 
works infringement. This would then be removing incentive from the copyright attorneys to take 
infringement cases, unless they were forced by law to take these cases pro bono. Thereby giving 
a legal advantage to infringers, including bad actors. 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 


To put it simply, money and time. If visual artists were required to pay to register all of their 
images in order to maintain their copyright it would be a huge financial burden and take an 
enormous amount of time. In addition to that, since the time spent registering works would be 
unpaid, it would take time away from other paying client work. I personally don’t have the 
money or the time necessary to register every image that I create. Creating work for clients, 
writing contracts, managing finances and all the other administrative tasks I have to do to keep 
my small business running is already a full time job. If I were required to register my works with 
a private registry in order to maintain my copyright, I would essentially be an unpaid employee 
for the registries who would be getting my work free of charge and under the law I would be 
forced to spend my time and money processing it for them. All of this time spent on registering 
images would effectively rob me of time that I could be spending on creating new paid work, or 
at the very least, time spent searching for clients and promoting my work. Additionally, any 
images which I can not find the time or money to register will fall into noncompliance and be 
free for exploitation by anyone who decides to infringe. 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal 
use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


Like most artists I use photographs and other graphic artworks and illustrations for inspiration 
and reference for my illustrations. But I never use these images in my work directly. They are 
only there to help guide me and give me the necessary reference I need in order to create an 
image. 


I do occasionally post images and material from other artists on my blogs and social media sites 
but these are non-commercial uses and I always credit the original artist and link to their website, 
blog, or social media sites when they are available. 







5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


The type of system being proposed, or one like it, would be disastrous for artists. Putting in place 
a system which gives privileges to private registries and infringers over the creators of the work 
that those registries and infringers want to use in order to generate profit is absurd. Without the 
artists creating the work there would be nothing to register and nothing to use in order to 
generate profit in the first place.  


On top of that, even if somehow artists were able to comply and afford the massive amount of 
time and money needed in order to register their entire body of work it would still likely take 
decades before artists were able upload the entirety of their works to the registries. Which means 
in the time that they spend documenting, processing and registering their images they would be 
at risk of an infringer finding an image or images they’d created but not yet registered (or 
forgotten to register). Which would then make that image or images vulnerable to being declared 
an “orphan work”. An infringer could then use an image editing software to remove the artists 
name from the work or somehow create a cheap “derivative” version which the artist would have 
no way of stopping. Artists would then have to directly compete with these “derivatives”, 
essentially competing at a disadvantage against their own work. This would be a continuous and 
never ending process for as long as artists create new work. Which is a daunting thought in and 
of itself.  


Creating images or art of any kind takes time and money, and a great amount of effort. Not to 
mention the years that artists spend in order to hone and perfect their craft. This is time and 
money that the registries and infringers would not have to spend themselves. They would instead 
be able to see and use the works for their own purposes without considering the person behind 
the work, and the amount of effort that went into creating the image. It is true that artwork is 
extremely relevant to culture and always will be. But the creators of that artwork should still be 
the owners of that work unless they themselves decide otherwise. They should not be required to 
spend more time and money in order to maintain the rights to a work which they created. Which 
is not to suggest that art should not be accessible by everyone. It should be, as long as it is under 
fair use. The internet has made viewing all kinds of visual art quite easy and I would not want to 
change that. I however, do not see how making any unregistered work a potential orphan makes 
finding and viewing art in this day and age any more or less doable. What it does is burden artists 
with the task of registering their entire body of work and give internet companies and infringers 
an easy way to use an image created by an artist without proper consent and compensation.  


I thank you for reading my letter and allowing me to comment on this important issue.  


!
Sincerely, 


Jason Piperberg 
Illustrator 
www.jasonpiperberg.com








 
 
July 24,2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S.Copyrght Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
Re: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Ms.Pallante and Staff: 
 
Thank you for reviewing comments re: the visual arts marketplace and the importance 
of copyright protection. My images are how I make money, for over 20 yeas now, and 
without copyright protection, how are any of us visual artists supposed to promote and 
show our work? 
 
Please reconsider doing away with copyright protection. 
 
Thank you, 
Jill Alo 
2008-b Westridge Drive  
Austin, Texas 
78704 








Dear Sirs, 
  My name is John Hulsey and I have been a self-supporting professional artist for 42 
years. The current push by large private interests to dissolve some of our protections 
and take away rights to control our work as defined under the current Copyright Act is 
nothing new to me. This effort to take the food out of the mouths of creative artists in 
this country has been going on a long time, and I think it is shameful. 
 
  Art is my vocation and it is also my business. I have University and Art School training, 
which I paid for myself. I studied painting, illustration and graphic design so that I would 
have marketable skills to fall back on if my painting did not sell. The art business is 
tough - there is rarely ready-made demand for the individual artist. I sold my first 
painting commission when I was nineteen and never looked back. Over the years, it has 
never been easy, and the government offers us no tax incentives, as it does to may 
other businesses, to carry on this creative work. I quickly found out that artists are given 
very little respect in the marketplace and must fight for every dollar. My move to New 
York from Kansas City when I was 27 taught me some hard realities. 
 
   I made sales calls on all the major publishers and design houses in the city, and 
discovered that I was often taken advantage of by them. I joined the Graphic Artists 
Guild and learned that these industries consistently and collectively low-balled fees paid 
for illustration and design. One tactic they used was to pit one artist against another to 
end negotiation and keep prices low. I was often told that if I didn’t like the terms, there 
were plenty of other artists they could call. When I accepted an assignment for a book 
cover, for example, it was a requirement that I sign a 6 - 8 page contract which 
effectively stripped me of all my copyrights to the assigned work, a tactic referred to as 
”work-for-hire”, while allowing the publisher to reproduce the work world-wide, with no 
time limit, as often as they chose. This type of contract was commonly used by all the 
major publishing houses and appeared to be a deliberate attempt to circumvent my 
rights and protections under the Copyright Act.  
  
   As currently and correctly written, my copyrights are a bundle of protections for any 
given work of art, which I may use to control the reproduction and dissemination of my 
work and hopefully create income from it. The use of my images has economic value to 
the buyers - they know very well the sales appeal of strong compelling images. For 
example, as the law is currently written, I can sell a first North American publication use 
to my original work for a U.S. book cover, and ask for a separate fee for the European 
book publishing rights. I can also resell a use of the same work for a magazine editorial, 
an art poster, or an advertising or corporate use, etc. Because I alone control access to 
high-resolution copies of my images, it is up to my own industriousness to find other 
sources of income from my work, and that is how it should always be. Over the years, I 
have been able to resell some of my strongest, most appealing images several times for 
different purposes. This means desperately needed income for me and my family. Mass 
Digitization could threaten my ability to control my work worldwide.  
 
  Over the years, I have been fortunate to have my art featured prominently in numerous 
national and international art magazines. My TIME magazine portrait of Margaret 
Thatcher resides in the National Portrait Gallery in the Smithsonian Institute.  Probably 
because of this notoriety, China-based poster publishers have already used my name 
without my knowledge or permission to use on inferior reproductions by an unknown 
artist - threatening my reputation as a serious, accomplished artist. If these same 







companies can gain access to my original images, what is to stop them from using both 
my name and my work against me? 
 
   I believe this issue is all about money, and the large corporate push to rewrite the 
Copyright Act appears to be an orchestrated effort to use economic and legal power to 
disenfranchise independent business owners in the creative arts. Visual images power 
the world marketplace and the demand for art and images is growing with the 
expanding population of the world. Collectively, there is big money in reproduction rights 
worldwide. They understand, as we artists do, that while an original work of art can only 
be sold once, the images of that art can generate recurring revenue nearly forever.  I 
believe, from my experiences, that some large internet corporate entities see artists as 
a small, voiceless and therefore exploitable group of “producers” whose rights they can 
circumvent by rewriting the playing rules to be more favorable to their particular 
business models. 
 
  Why should the Copyright Act be rewritten to allow Mass Digitization? The real value 
of Art is that it is unique - it is not Mass Produced. Mass Digitization would reduce all 
visual art to one giant banal group of products whose control and profitable exploitation 
will reside in large business entities who will then dictate the terms. This is a dangerous 
proposition.  Furthermore, once Mass Digitization is allowed, we can never go back and 
undo the harm that will be caused to the individual artists. 
 
  My wife and I are both making a modest living from selling our art and reproductions of 
it. We are completely invested in using the internet as a business tool. We have an 
online art gallery to promote our work world-wide. Five years ago we started a separate 
subscription-based educational website, The Artist’s Road, to share the knowledge we 
have gained in over 40 years with anyone who wanted to join. We have invested our 
retirement savings into this educational site, and we rely on the current copyright law to 
protect the control of that content. Our content is our stock in trade, and much of it is art, 
art videos, pictorial demonstrations, articles and slide shows - all of it created by us. 
What happens if our content is Mass Digitized? Will we lose control of the content on 
our site? If that happens, our little business is dead. 
 
  The revenue we generate through the sales of all the creative works we make in all the 
various disciplines in which we work enable us to live a decent life and pay our taxes 
each year. It is not easy. We have to work very hard to market ourselves, understand 
contracts, schedule work, maintain timely supply chains, arrange for payment, collect 
payment, maintain accurate bookkeeping, pay local and federal taxes, and last, but not 
least, do the creative work. Please resist the pressure by a small, but well-financed 
group of big business concerns to strip away the control of our work and give it to the 
“marketplace”. They should always be required to contact the individual producers one-
by-one to negotiate use and fair compensation for the images. Without artists, there 
would be no images. Without the images, they have no business. Please send them the 
message that they would be far better served by spending their time and money 
developing better relationships with the producers of art instead of with the Copyright 
Office and their congressional lobbyists. 
 
Respectfully, 
John Hulsey 
23949 Chieftain Road 







Lawrence, Kansas 
66044 








Karen McLaughlin - KM Digital Design
2768 Maxwell St.


Philadelphia, PA 19136
c- 267-825-5414
h- 215-676-5134


kamcl@kmdigitaldesign.com


www.kmdigitaldesign.com


To Whom it May Concern,


I am an artist as well as the owner of a website design and development company, KM Digital Design (KMDD). 
As such, I engage in both sides of this issue. 


As an artist, I would never allow others to freely take and use my work without fi rst contacting me. However, 
I would not want any of my art used EVEN IF THE USER COULD NOT FIND A WAY TO CONTACT ME. I have spent 
a lifetime developing my talent, and my body of work, and therefore deserve to be compensated for its use. I 
also would be hard pressed to register all works past, present and future to keep such theft from occurring.  


As a designer of online work, I have purchased, or obtained usage rights, for all imagery used throughout any 
of my sites. I also require my clients to sign a contract stating that they have the rights to use any work they 
give me for their commissioned work with KMDD. 


The U.S. Copyright Offi ce, Orphan Works and Mass Digitization, comes down clearly on the side of the user and 
not the artist. I strongly feel that this is wrong. If a user can not fi nd the owner of a work of art, the user 
SHOULD FORGO USE OF THAT ART. 


I hearby submit my opposition to the the U.S. Copyright Offi ce, Orphan Works and Mass Digitization Act.


Karen Hunter-McLaughlin


 7/2/15
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Karen McLaughlin - KM Digital Design
2768 Maxwell St.


Philadelphia, PA 19136
c- 267-825-5414
h- 215-676-5134


kamcl@kmdigitaldesign.com


www.kmdigitaldesign.com


Quote


WordPress Development


Additional Standard Fees (if needed) 


Website hosting migration  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $170.00


Site migration from Hostgator to Siteground


Donation Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $155.00


Donation page with Paypal, credit card and recurring payment options


Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $325.00


Quote Prepared for: Kerry Trueman, for Odell Studner 6-29-15


This price quote is specially prepared for Kerry Trueman and is valid for 60 days from preparation date
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Kathryn V. C. Bumbaugh 
907 Cordell Street 


Houston, Texas 77009 
 
July 21, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (80fr23054) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante, 
 
I am writing to ask that you create policy to protect artists and their exclusive 
rights, and support a sustainable environment for professional authorship. 
 
I support Congressman Jerrold Nadler’s American Royalties Too (ART) 
Act of 2015 which calls for the institution of the reciprocal resale royalty in the United 
States, and for the Copyright Office to bring transparency and justice to artists' secondary 
licensing rights. I thank the Copyright Office for recommending this bill to Congress. 
 
It is my sincere hope that this Copyright Office will take care to cause no harm to 
visual artists. Secondly, that the Copyright Office will proactively work with artists 
to craft policy to protect visual authors and their exclusive rights, and support a 
sustainable environment for professional authorship. 
 
Thank you for issuing the first Notice of Inquiry dedicated to examining copyright and 
visual artists. 
 
Regards, 
 


Kathryn 
 
 
 
 
Bumbaugh.k@gmail.com 
 







 








hi, I've been animating and drawing for nearly a decade, and have been working hard on improving my work and also 
trying my best to make a living off of it. I, like many others, put a lot of time and effort into what I do, and I feel it 
would be very unfair and morally wrong if someone else would have the very right to take my drawings and animation 
without my consent, and monetize it. we all should own what we create, and to allow others to profit off your creations 
without your consent is something that should never be allowed.


-jared kowis
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Changing the copyright law is a horrible idea it needs to be stopped
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Dear Copyright Office,


PLEASE do not allow the Orphan Works Act or any other Copyright Act to pass that would strip away 
the rights of individual artists. As a stock artist, my source of income relies on retaining the rights to 
my work. I have been a professional artist for over a decade in the tabletop gaming industry and I 
strongly oppose the concept that once my work has been published that it no longer has any 
commercial value. Every month, my income depends on the continued sale of limited copyrights of my 
work. So, the issue is not an abstract issue, but one that my business depends upon as my product is not
merely the art I create but the license I sell. Infringing upon those rights is stealing from my family of 
six over whom I am the sole provider. My business will be destroyed if I have no control over whom 
and by whom my work is used. Rather, it becomes part of my inventory and releasing the use of that 
inventory is stealing from my digital warehouse. I thank you for the consideration and trust you to 
make the right and fair decision in this matter.


With Sincerity,
James E. Shields








	  
Dear	  Copyright	  Office,	  
	  
My	  name	  is	  Jacob	  Sweet	  and	  I	  am	  answering	  these	  questions	  to	  help	  keep	  the	  
copyright	  law	  the	  same	  since	  current	  copyrights	  protect	  my	  assets	  as	  a	  creative	  
professional.	  I	  hope	  this	  helps	  you	  understand	  that	  without	  ownership	  of	  my	  work	  
either	  present,	  past	  or	  future	  works	  will	  be	  jeaopordy.	  So	  to	  keep	  others	  who	  had	  
nothing	  to	  do	  with	  my	  work	  those	  want	  nothing	  more	  than	  to	  make	  money	  off	  of	  my	  
labors.	  	  My	  work	  should	  be	  mine	  no	  matter,	  even	  if	  some	  say	  they	  tried	  to	  contact	  
me	  to	  get	  rights	  for	  my	  work.	  	  The	  Orphan	  law	  is	  quite	  truthfully	  just	  for	  non-‐
creative	  people/groups	  to	  make	  money	  on	  little	  to	  no	  effort.	  Almost	  just	  like	  
scalpers	  and	  sharks	  that	  profit	  in	  the	  3rd	  marketplace.	  Please,	  keep	  it	  so	  my	  work	  is	  
mine	  until	  I	  legally	  sell	  my	  rights	  for	  compensation.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
1.	  What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  challenges	  related	  to	  monetizing	  and/or	  
licensing	  photographs,	  graphic	  artworks,	  and/or	  illustrations?	  	  
	  I	  need	  to	  keep	  my	  multiple	  revenue	  streams	  in	  order	  to	  pay	  for	  my	  families’	  living	  
expenses.	  I	  continue	  to	  resale	  my	  past	  body	  of	  work	  as	  a	  good	  chunk	  of	  my	  business.	  
So	  in	  short	  my	  past	  work	  helps	  me	  continue	  to	  produce	  more	  work	  and	  while	  doing	  
so	  support	  family	  and	  myself.	  Any	  attempt	  to	  replace	  our	  existing	  copyright	  laws	  
with	  a	  system	  that	  would	  benefit	  Internet	  companies	  would	  endanger	  my	  ability	  to	  
make	  a	  living.	  Certain	  companies	  have	  already	  begun	  digitizing	  my	  work	  without	  my	  
permission	  or	  financial	  compensation.	  Why	  would	  the	  government	  favor	  
corporations	  like	  this	  instead	  of	  those	  of	  us	  who	  actually	  create	  new	  product	  
honestly?	  
	  
	  
2.	  What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  enforcement	  challenges	  for	  photographers,	  
graphic	  artists,	  and/or	  illustrators?	  	  	  
These	  new	  proposals	  of	  essentially	  a	  new	  Orphan	  law	  have	  me	  concerned	  for	  my	  
own	  marketplace.	  	  I	  will	  not	  (and	  many	  artist	  agree)	  allow	  small	  or	  giant	  Internet	  
companies	  get	  away	  with	  absorbing	  a	  free	  revenue	  stream	  from	  artist	  in	  hopes	  of	  
getting	  more,	  and	  more,	  while	  my	  colleagues	  and	  myself	  have	  to	  continue	  to	  fight	  in	  
an	  already	  hard	  marketplace.	  
	  
3.	  What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  registration	  challenges	  for	  photographers,	  
graphic	  artists,	  and/or	  illustrators?	  	  	  
Not	  only	  will	  this	  become	  another	  financial	  burden,	  but	  also	  another	  activity	  to	  be	  
concerned	  with	  in	  our	  already	  busy	  schedules.	  As	  freelance	  artist,	  I	  am	  one	  person,	  
not	  a	  multi-‐body	  company	  that	  tasks	  can	  be	  delegated	  around.	  I	  truly	  believe	  
throwing	  down	  to	  private	  company	  for	  rights	  would	  be	  madness,	  that	  means	  sooner	  
or	  later	  they	  can	  charge	  whatever	  they	  want,	  and	  to	  be	  truthful,	  sometimes	  freelance	  







has	  dry	  spells,	  am	  I	  to	  lose	  all	  of	  my	  hard	  labor	  just	  because	  of	  financial	  drought	  with	  
out	  the	  option	  to	  be	  compensated? 
	  
	  
4.	  What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  challenges	  or	  frustrations	  for	  those	  who	  wish	  
to	  make	  legal	  use	  of	  photographs,	  graphic	  art	  works,	  and/or	  illustrations?	  	  
	  
In	  my	  own	  work	  I	  make	  fair	  use	  of	  others	  work	  by	  crediting	  them	  or	  even	  
compensating	  them.	  Be	  it	  either	  photographic	  or	  music,	  or	  even	  written.	  If	  I	  cannot,	  I	  
won’t	  use	  others	  work	  period.	  
	  
5.	  What	  other	  issues	  or	  challenges	  should	  the	  Office	  be	  aware	  of	  regarding	  
photographs,	  graphic	  artworks,	  and/or	  illustrations	  under	  the	  Copyright	  Act?	  	  
	  
I	  quote	  Ken	  Dubrowski	  here	  who	  said	  it	  perfectly,	  
	  
	  “The	  kind	  of	  system	  the	  Copyright	  Office	  has	  proposed	  to	  Congress	  seems	  all	  too	  
familiar	  to	  me.	  Artists	  have	  already	  seen	  their	  foreign	  reprographics	  royalties	  	  
diverted	  away	  from	  them	  for	  at	  least	  20	  years.	  I	  fear	  this	  is	  exactly	  what	  is	  going	  	  
to	  happen	  with	  the	  proposals	  the	  Copyright	  Office	  has	  made	  to	  Congress.”	  
	  
“To	  prevent	  this	  unjust	  conflict	  of	  interest,	  it	  is	  imperative	  that	  no	  artists	  group	  that	  	  
supports	  this	  legislation	  be	  allowed	  to	  receive	  any	  financial	  benefit	  from	  the	  	  
creation	  of	  copyright	  registries	  or	  notice	  of	  use	  registries.	  These	  artists	  	  
organizations	  have	  failed	  artists	  and	  should	  not	  be	  allowed	  to	  use	  this	  legislation	  	  
to	  profit	  even	  further	  off	  the	  artists	  they	  were	  created	  to	  help.”	  
	  
6.	  What	  are	  the	  most	  significant	  challenges	  artists	  would	  face	  if	  these	  new	  
copyright	  proposals	  become	  law?	  	  
I	  would	  think	  that	  the	  initial	  stress	  level	  will	  rise	  knowing	  that	  my	  work	  is	  no	  longer	  
safe	  and	  my	  families’	  financial	  future	  will	  be	  in	  jeopardy.	  	  I	  create	  new	  content	  
everyday	  and	  knowing	  that	  I	  cannot	  even	  share	  my	  work	  with	  others	  over	  the	  
Internet	  without	  fear	  of	  others	  taking	  my	  work	  for	  financial	  gain	  is	  just	  a	  far	  more	  
scary	  and	  difficult	  world	  to	  be	  in	  as	  a	  artist	  who’s	  living	  comes	  from	  my	  naturally	  
owned	  and	  protected	  content.	  
	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  your	  time	  and	  understanding,	  
	  
Jacob	  Sweet	  
Illustrator/Visual	  Development/Figure	  Model	  
Jacob-‐A-‐Sweet.com	  
jacobasweet.blogspot.com	  
Jacobasweet@gmail.com	  
(760)963-‐2144	  
	  







	  
	  
	  
	  








Dear Sir/Madam,


I am an illustrator in Ann Arbor Michigan and I am writing to urge you 
to oppose the proposed changes to the US Copyright Act, often 
referred to as the Orphan Works Bill. 


I am an illustrator at the University of Michigan but I also create a lot 
of freelance art as well. I specialize in biological and scientific 
illustration and my background includes bachelor’s degrees in both 
biology and art as well as master’s degrees from the University of 
Oregon and the University of Hartford. I have published works 
through such major institutions such as Harvard University, Oxford 
University, University of Michigan, St. Martin’s Press, Sleeping Bear 
Press, McCann Erickson, California Parks Service, MIT Press, 
Arizona Highways, Weyerhaeuser Co. and many more. This body of 
work is published and reused on a regular basis and I hold the 
copyright to all of it under the current copyright laws. This provides 
me with some much needed income. Anyone who uses my artwork 
without my explicit permission is taking income from me, in essence, 
stealing from me. 


I plan to continue freelance illustration for many more years and it is 
imperative that I am able to control the copyright of my artwork going 
into the future. I must be able to voluntarily determine how and by 
whom my artwork is used or it will have a negative impact on my 
business. The work that I produce is a concept, created by me, that 
does not lose its value after it’s initial publication. Nor does it lose 
value going into the future. It is intellectual property that I hold and is 
part of my business inventory. In today’s world of instant digital 







communication and reproduction it is easy to lose control of 
intellectual property and maintaining that control is imperative to any 
business. The proposed changes to the language of the US 
Copyright act will make the determination of who owns artistic 
intellectual property ambiguous and allow larger interests to seize 
control of the work, essentially stealing revenue from small 
entrepreneurs such as myself.  


In conclusion if the proposed changes to the US Copyright Act are 
adopted it will have a negative impact on my business and the 
businesses of countless artists around the United States. The 
profession of illustration and art is difficult enough without having an 
extra source of income taken away from us. On a larger scale the 
strength of our nation depends on the health of small businesses and 
taking from from the pockets of independent artists will be just one 
more crack in our economic foundation. Please vote no on the 
Orphan Works Bill.


Thank You
John Megahan
2050 Chalmers Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104








Proposed Changes in Copyright Law: my opposition 


 


I am informed that under the newly proposed and revised copyright law that artists and illustrators will 
no longer have control of their art work after first publication.  If this is true, this change will be very 
damaging to artists and illustrators. 


Does a song writer lose control of his song after its is first sung?  No.   


Does a movie production company lose control of its cinematic output once it has been initially shown?  
No. 


Does a university press and the authors it represents lose control of book text once it has been 
published?  No 


I am a serious amateur artist.  The idea that once I paint and exhibit a picture, it can be placed in the 
public domain and that others can then make money by selling the image is outrageous.    Making the 
picture has in fact costs me thousands of dollars, from lessons, workshops, materials, framing, etc.  If 
there is income to be made from reproducing the art work, including digital reproduction, I should 
derive a monetary benefit. 


 


Prof. Jon A. Peterson 


7/22/2015 


 








Please do not change copyright law.  I am an artist and I license my designs to multiple print on demand 


companies.  The value of my artwork does not diminish upon it's publication, that is it's use on a t-shirt 


or mug, as this new 'orphaned works'  act assumes.  These designs are my assets and the only time their  


value would diminish would be if these new proposed changes to copyright law take effect and my 


rights to my artwork are taken away and given to the general public. These new proposals would allow 


anyone to steal my artwork and my livelihood.  Registering every design is monetarily prohibitive for me.   


Karen Barthol 


www.bartholgraphics.com 








this is unfair your gonna end up making young artist not want to show off their art to the world no 
matter how proud of it they are and for furtuer artists everywhere if you do this! please dont do this this 
is wrong art is a passion they tell storys be it a simple tiny image of a creature or a beauftyful painting of 
one they tell a story. freedom of speach and some artist speak their speaches though art dosnt this 
break or ruin that? i should think so, so by doing this change to the copyright arn't you defiling the bill of 
rights for artist everywhere? i would think so of this as well, so on behalf of all artist and the bill of rights 
please do not do this!!!! 








James T. Davidson 
7623 Glencannon Dr. 
Charlotte, NC 28227 
 
July 23, 2015 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing to protest the proposed changes in U.S. copyright law. These changes to 
bring back orphaned works law would unfairly benefit big Internet corporations 
and unduly deprive artists and creators’ the benefits of their work. It also would 
unduly burden the artists, the “little guy”, to register and police their works. U.S. 
copyright law currently assumes ethical intention of the user. The orphaned works 
“reforms” rips out the inherent understanding of good faith and intention and 
reduces everything down to a) benefit the huge, rich global Internet corporations 
and b) rip off the artists and creators themselves. 
 
I am currently a hobbyist. One day I hope to make my living on my art. Using the 
Internet to communicate to prospective new customers. Changing the orphaned 
works law to add MORE burdens, pressures and costs of registering each and every 
scrap of work I produce with a government commission or else lose the copyright of 
said works is unfair, unethical and un-American. 
 
Don’t do it! Please. We are watching. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
James T. Davidson 








	  
	   	                Joe Darkbugg 


-Freelance and Student Concept Artist  
www.artstation.com/artist/JoeDarkbugg 
www.artlords.com/u/joedarkbugg 
www.infernozasu.deviantart.com 
 
 
 


Jul.	  22,	  2015	  
	  
Library	  of	  Congress	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
	  
Comments: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office 
Copyright protection for Certain Visual Works  
Docket # 2015-01 


To the U.S. Copyright Office Administrators, 
 
 Thank you for the chance to write to you this month in relevance to the Notice of Inquiry on 
Visual Works, and the changes being proposed by the 2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization 
Report. This is my first attempt in writing my concerns to the U.S. Copyright Office, and I am 
hoping that my input adds aid to some of the legal differences being made by the drafting of the 
new copyright act. 
 
 In brief background of my creative work and myself thus far, I will note that my efforts in 
my output of images and artworks online and for the current digital market has been minimal and 
recent, relative to only the past 2 years. So my knowledge on self-marketing and copyright 
protection online is very limited to my experience in having my images, art and ideas published 
for digital media and social networking, as an artistic persona. 
           


I’ve personally been learning art and design for about 5-6 total years. I started comic book 
layout and illustration for small clients around 2009, which was never known for fair or reliable 
compensation. I began my understanding of digital mediums 3-4 years ago, and now have 
separate clients I’m developing projects for at the age of 22.  


 
Although my development is going slow, like many creative individuals, I can’t be too fond of 
exploitation of my creative works, in any legal situation. For me (and many other artists who own 
and want to own their own Intellectual Property(s)) legal regulations and copyright laws are 
complex topics and I alert that my information on this legislation may be respectfully misdirected. 
 
 It has been brought to my attention that the changes being considered are not healthy for my 
adventure as an entrepreneur or developer. Right now I feel as though everything involved in the 
Copyright Act that is currently set in place is perfect for me to self-publish my works, and I don’t 
feel that should change anytime soon.  
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 My adaptation to selling and publicly showing my works is very new and it would be 
unfortunate if my works were to be registered under this new act. I would not authorize the use of 
my creative works and photographs by secondary or third party individuals, groups, or companies. 
Monetization is actually also a new and complicated subject to me since I’ve only begun 
monetizing my work and having it available for commissions and print sales, YouTube, etc…  
 
With my best interest in courtesy and knowledge I will now answer the questions posed by the 
Artists Alert/Notice of Inquiry: 
 
1) What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
 I believe that there are always people out there trying to acquire something they can’t 
develop themselves, and in that comes people and companies who would love to have the legal 
rights to use these developments, freely. However, that’s a detriment to the artists who do 
accomplish these developments. Monetizing one’s own publications isn’t a simple task. It requires 
competition with falling prices. You worry about others monetizing your works on similar 
sites/feeds/channels. You worry about accidentally using other works, such as photographs, audio 
samples, etc… So being able to give them the rights to monetization is important as well. And 
more power is put into the work if the artist also develops his or her own audio or photo 
references.  
 


There are always artists who will do certain works for lower prices because they need the 
job in order to provide for their expenses. It’s a scaling challenge and when you monetize various 
publications like videos and other services like selling Gumroad or Patreon materials, or even 
prints of digital works, you want to be sure you are the only one getting the incoming revenue 
from that project. Otherwise, the person who would have free rights to publish my works might as 
well help me pay my bills! But they won’t and they’re more likely to remain anonymous. I 
haven’t monetized my work for long, but it’s been brought to my attention that keeping the rights 
of income to my work might be impacted and would make it harder to publish so many works, as 
I have until now, with the proposed Orphan Works Act. 
 
2) What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 
 
If you or your work is infringed upon and exploited without consent to gain monetization, then 
infringement lawsuits are highly costly, and you have to hire a fair attorney, and the policies being 
proposed by the orphan works to Congress would have even more an impact on such bankruptcy 
for many artists. If all infringement cases were a practical matter under the orphan works 
legislation, it would be troublesome for artists to monetize and gain a valuable income form their 
own properties. Copyright attorneys would not take most cases if they were a possible orphan 
works infringement. 
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3) What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators? 
 
 There are expenses, I believe. Again, I’ve been exposed to the legality of the artistic 
digital world for such a short time I don’t know much about it! But it all depends on how 
MUCH work you have to register and pay for. It takes time, it takes paperwork and for the most 
part the current copyright law of 1976 seems to work with the economic standpoint of most 
artists. However, in the case that artist’s works were to be legally orphaned and freely 
used/altered by second and third party infringers under the new legislation, the costs to register 
as well as to afford countless lawsuits for multiple infringements would be phenomenal. This is 
even coming from an artist who has a hard time monetizing a solid income and registering their 
works because it was never brought up as a concern until now. It would detriment my real-life 
living situation, without doubt and halting certain infringers from selling /altering my orphaned 
works would be a horribly difficult task. My first incentive would be to stop producing work all 
together! 
 
 
4) What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make 
legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 


I live in a time where most photos, tools and artworks are posted online for anybody to 
browse or use. When I’m using photographs or other “tools” from artists (like brush sets or 3D 
kitbash sets) there’s always a concern for them to notice your usage. And if the publications are 
subsequently free, then most times it’s ok! The artist has given you permission to either 
download it for free or purchase it for a fee. But with the broad spectrum of images being on 
search engine platforms like Google and Bing, one might accidentally use someone else’s 
photographs.  
-Personally I try to develop my art from my imagination, strictly out of original designing. There 
are times that I’ve used photos In experimentations of my artwork but I try my best to 
completely modify the image to absolutely no recognition, or just take my own photos! And in 
terms of audio use, I try to stray away from using other people’s recordings and create my own. 
When artists go through the trouble of “full on” development for the sake of avoiding 
infringement on another’s part, someone else should not legally have the right to steal their 
original work. 
While image manipulation can be done by other infringers as well, the new laws propose that 
even the slightest alterations to any image or artwork I post and register will be allowable and 
not totally an illegal case on the infringer’s part. Massive commercial use of my hard works 
would be allowed and I would receive no income. For all I know, an anonymous infringer would 
be making more money from my works than me.   


Because of this I believe the orphan works proposals should be dropped and copyright law 
preserved for rightful art usage and ownership rights to acquire an income from such. 
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5) What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 
graphic artworks, and or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
 
 I can only attest to the small bits of information I’ve been exposed to and I can simply 
speculate on what other unknown challenges might need attention with any upcoming law 
changes. Since those challenges (to me, as an intermediate) aren’t known, I can’t fully answer 
with a personal reference, based on experience. 
 As of now, my dialogue has been extracted in bits from the example letters that were 
provided, although my opinion on the matter matches the specific thoughts shared by those 
artists. I can’t agree any more that we need a copyright act proposal that is in favor of benefiting 
individual creators first, and not secondary or third party infringers. Secondary rights licensing 
in the U.S. under the orphan works act should not be legislated. The technologies and 
accessibility to copyrighted works have expanded so much that large registries of photographs; 
artworks, audio files, etc… would be open to these extra parties, if they so happen to exist. 
Having orphaned works exist outside of a feasible registry would create more competition for 
both freelancers and companies. Rogue organizations and websites gaining any claimed royalties 
or revenue from illegal licensing would gain more over artists. Although these issues are already 
occurring proponents that are enacted without the consent of most artist, it would be even more 
difficult to keep a job or charge enough to live when making contracted commissions. 
 


I follow the words and description given by artist, Brad Holland, who, in conclusion, 
supports the American Royalties Too (ART) Act of 2015. In his letter, I found a lot of 
information to agree with, most of which I had not known myself. But I too believe in this act as 
a start to finding solutions to secondary infringements and returning the royalties to the rightful 
creators. I’d be positively in favor for most solutions that keep the rights and income in the 
hands of hard working creative individuals and not legally allowed to those that “steal” or 
“alter” others’ works on unknown or unlawful image databases. 
 
Thank you, with deepest regards to the U.S. Copyright office, and their Notice of Inquiry, for 
allowing me to voice my concerns on this day. As a beginning artist, I can only hope my voice 
and contribution adds to the larger solutions in the passing of these laws. 
 
Sincerely,  








Copyright Office, 


I write to you concerning the return of the Orphan Works bill. I’m 32 and have been working full-time as 
an artist since age 21. This has involved working for game companies and book publishers. Income is low 
and the contracts I have to take are often work-for-hire contracts which means I’ve been left with no 
copyright for much of my work and no money to show for it either. In the past year or two I have 
decided I’d rather make less money if it meant retaining my copyrights.  


To my surprise, being able to suddenly license my work has meant that my income didn’t drop like 
expected.  I believe that other artists are discovering this truth as well. With the rise of websites like 
Kickstarter, Patreon and Hatchfund more artists are seeing the value in owning their work.  I fear that 
Orphan Works could undermine this shift. It’s my belief that as more artists turn from lower end 
commissions to pursue their own projects (where they own the copyrights) companies will be forced to 
either pay better rates or offer better contracts in order retain talent. So I think we’re on the verge of a 
real change at the bottom end of the video game,comic book and publishing industries but weakening 
copyright could ruin it before it can gain steam. 


Sincerely, 


Joe Slucher 








Ken Baughman
kenbaughman@gmail.com


July 22, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


To whom it may concern:


Thank you for issuing the recent notice of inquiry on visual works. I could be classified as a creator, and work 
professionally as a graphic designer/illustrator/artist. I'd like to take a few moments to address the five 
questions posed.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic 
artworks, and/or illustrations? 
The most significant challenge, if proposed legislation were enacted, would be to continue to earn money while 
paying to conform to the new regulations. 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
The key enforcement challenge is that many creators, especially those at the beginning of their careers, cannot 
afford to enforce their copyright against large corporations without contingency fee lawyers. If the legislation 
progresses, enforcement would be even more difficult and costly.  


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
Under new legislation, the cost and time required to register all of an artist's work would be immense. I am a 
relatively young visual artist, being in the field less than ten years, but even I would have thousands of published 
and unpublished works that would need to be registered. The cost and time required to register all of my work 
would almost certainly bankrupt me.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photographs, 
graphic art works, and/or illustrations?
In my graphic design work, I use many images from stock houses and have never had difficulty finding an 
appropriate image to use that can be properly licensed and used. 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic artworks, and/
or illustrations under the Copyright Act?
Under this new legislation, I am afraid that artists' work will be stolen from them and that corporations that do 
not represent these artists will be making all of the profits. The work of artists should be protected so that they 
can earn a living and continue to create visual work.


Thank you for your time,
Ken Baughman








Kris Gullikson 
Advantage Design 
PO Box 1437 
Seeley Lake, MT 59868  
 


Maria A. Pallante  
Register of Copyrights and Director  
U.S. Copyright Office 


 
July 20, 2015 


Dear Ms. Pallante:   


I am writing to let you know I am NOT in support of changing the US Copyright Act. I am a graphic 


artist and have been making my living doing so for 35 years. Making our work open to general use by 


the public (on or offline) would devalue it and make our lively hood virtually non-existent.   


I understand you are being told that our artist copyrights are our source of income.  That is true.  


However, lobbyists and corporation lawyers have "testified" that once our work has been published it 


has virtually no further commercial value and should therefore be available for use by the public. I 


respectfully disagree. For me, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which my 


business rests.  My copyrights are the products I license. I add that little symbol (©) to every piece of 


art I design before it leaves my office, with the express purpose of that protection from our U.S. courts.  


It's important to my business that I remain able to determine voluntarily how and by whom my work is 


used.  It sure sounds like that is going by the wayside. What a shame that would be. 


My work does NOT lose its value upon publication.  My work actually GAINS value upon publication, as 


does my reputation as a visual artist.  Instead everything I create becomes part of my business inventory 


and portfolio which actually gains me business after the fact based on how successful it was for the 


client it was created for.  SO, in the digital era, inventory is more valuable to us as artists than ever 


before. 


I request the current copyright laws be IMPROVED and not turned into an Orphan Works. 


Sincerely, 


 


Kris Gullikson, Graphic Artist 





		Kris Gullikson

		Advantage Design

		PO Box 1437

		Seeley Lake, MT 59868

		July 20, 2015

		Dear Ms. Pallante:

		I am writing to let you know I am NOT in support of changing the US Copyright Act. I am a graphic artist and have been making my living doing so for 35 years. Making our work open to general use by the public (on or offline) would devalue it and make ...






July 19, 2015


Maria Pallante


Register of Copyrights


U.S. Copyright Office


101 Independence Ave. S.E.


Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Kristina Swarner. I am an internationally known Chicago based artist and 


illustrator. Since 1996 I have produced and published hundreds of illustrations for many markets. I am 


also a member of the  Society of Illustrators and the Graphic Artists Guild. 


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a 


living for my family. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of 


doing business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces 


income for me and my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws 


with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to 


make a living. Certain companies have already begun digitizing my work without 


my permission or financial compensation. Why would the government favor 


corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work?


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is 


essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan 







Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared 


a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would 


allow internet companies to siphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of 


creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger 


challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to 


compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and 


compete with us for our own markets.


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden 


for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like 


banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as 


they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such 


as myself.  In  the end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will 


be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain 


our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can't 


afford to register, or those we can't find the time to register, or those we can't find 


decades old metadata to register, will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of 


images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others.


Freelance, independent artists are finding it challenging enough these days 


to earn a decent living without suffering further erosion of their earnings 


and potential earnings as imagined in these outrageous, morally and 


ethically corrupt proposals by those who have consistently devalued 


creative and intellectual property, culture, art and the artists who create 


it. This proposed law to replace existing copyright law should be dismissed 


as the dishonest, and unconstitutional, affront that it is.







I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be 


excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act.


Sincerely,


Kristina Swarner








To Whom It May Concern:


My name is Kyung Chyun and I am an illustrator and a recent graduate of California College of 


the Arts in San Francisco. I received a scholarship award from the Society of Illustrators in New York 


and am planing to study MFA in illustration next year. I maybe young and just starting out but I wanted 


to be a visual artist my entire life; and illustration is undoubtedly my American dream as an immigrant. 


My biggest dream in life as a 22 year old young artist is that some day, I will be making art for a living


—to sustain myself while doing something that I love.


I am writing to address the concerns and issues about the copy right law and the problems that visual 


artists face in the digitization of our discourse and practice of art. While I am aware that there were 


several proposed questions, I am unable to answer all of the questions for I am an unexperienced young 


artist who is just starting out with little to no professional experience as an illustrator. But I will voice 


my perspective truthful to my position.


What are the most significant challenges artists would face if these new copyright proposals become 


law?


A Copyright Law which protects the artist before its audience gives protection to the creator. It 


lets the artist hold control of their own work and labor while it disables the public to take the work with 


no permission and use it for their own profit. But the new copy right proposal shows that it will give 


the public a privilege to take unregistered work and use for commercial means. This decreases the  


value of our labor and years of training that took to give us the skillset to create our work. The time and 


money which will  be spent on registering each and every work that is created by countless artists  


everyday will be immesureable while to make a living in the industry with art is already a challenging 


course of career.


Thank you for your time.


Sincerely,


Kyung Chyun


http//www.kyungchyun.com


925 997 1726








Keaton West 
515-306-5814 


Keatonmidwest@gmail.com 
July 15, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff: 
 
 Thank you for taking the time to read my comments on this issue, I will 


try to keep it short.  As an artist, owning the copyrights to my own work is essential to 
my future.  I’m currently in college and accumulating thousands of dollars in debt to help 
prepare me for a career as an artist.  In order to pay off this debt and make a living I will 
have to sell copyrights of my work to my clients.  I’m am worried about the proposed 
“orphan works” changes to copyright law and ask that you deny them. If I understand 
correctly, the current law grants me copyrights to my wok from the moment I create it.  
Being required to register each sketch and idea I come up with to a private registry to 
obtain those rights will make me vulnerable to intellectual property theft.  Under current 
law I can get attorney fees and statutory damages when my work is used or reproduced 
without my consent, however without these remedies it would be difficult financially to 
pursue legal action against infringers and allow them to exploit artists work without 
compensation.  These proposed changes only benefit those who wish to infringe on 
artists’ rights and profit at the expense of the artists.   


 
Please consider how these changes will affect current and upcoming artists.  
Thank you for your time, 
Keaton West 
 








I myself am a painter and I also do a little drawing, being it online or with pen and paper. Passing this act would take 
away my right to keep any and all art I have drawn/paid for to be used by others who did not and it would make it very 
hard to stay in the US. Please, as an artist I ask that you do not pass this act/law! 
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Please, I humbly ask you to reconsider this new law. It would make it nearly impossible for young people just getting 
into the art business to keep their work safe from theft, and hard for experienced people-not to mention the impact 
itcould have on artists that do thingsfor free. Even if it seems profitable right now, it would seriously put off creativity 
of upcoming generations, making a void that will only end up hurting everyone in the long run.
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July 2, 2015 


 


Jeanne Ground 


1106 Sherman St, SE 


Albany, Oregon  97322 


 


To Whom It May Concern at The Copyright Office: 


I have been a professional artist for 30 years. I have a bachelor’s degree in art from Walla Walla 
University. 


Most of my work is digital, either photographs or paintings.  Customers can order either canvas or 
archive paper.  When I stop in at a gallery to see if they might be interested in my work they want to 
look at my website instead of me dragging in a huge portfolio.  As a result my work is visible on line.  I do 
all I can to protect my work by keeping the file size on my website small and copyrighting it.  I have to 
have an internet presence in order to sell my work.  Much of my work is limited editions which insure 
my customers that there are only a very few works like the one they purchased. 


If the law changes to allow anyone to take my work without regard to the copyright, it is like keeping an 
unlocked gallery and inviting anyone in to take whatever they want without paying me for my work.  
That is really unfair.  Some of my paintings have taken me weeks to do and the thought of anyone being 
able to just take it really upsets me. 


I am asking you to consider the drastic effect of a change in copyright law as it pertains to artists and 
illustrators.  We need to have control of our inventory.  


 


Thank you for your attention, 


Jeanne Ground 


(541)905-4761 


Jeanneground101@gmail.com 


 








Dear Committee on 2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitation Act 
 
 
I am an artist who feels strongly that the rights to the images created by 
myself and others should be automatic and that I should be the sole 
owner of these images. This right must be protected as fundamental in 
our society of digital companies seeking to use creative images without 
permission or payment.   An artist should have an implied copyright to 
his creations and should not be forced to register them.  No entity 
should be able to use images without consulting and obtaining the 
consent of the creator.    
 
In this digital age, the rights of the individual artist can be easily abused 
and ignored by entities whose main goal is to make money using images 
without payment to the creator.  These images provide the livelihood 
for many artists and regardless of whether they do or not, they are the 
property of the artist and should be honored as such.   
 
We must continue to protect these basic rights, as we have seen how 
much our society has changed due to technology and the digital 
proliferation and transmission of image.  It has become easier and 
easier for non-creators to use the product of those who create and this 
act would encourage basically legalize the theft of artistic images.   
 
I know that you are giving this issue much thought and I appreciate the 
opportunity to give you my opinion. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Karen Seabrook 
 
 








Dear Copywrite Office,


As an hobby artist, I draw frequently. I draw in sketchbooks, and I draw digitally, in Photoshop, nearly every
 single day. I produce about 3 new images a week, to post online for others to see. This is often for the 
purpose of feedback in order to perfect whatever I may be putting together.


I hope to one day make a living off my works, as I can barely afford to pay the bills each week by living off 
of SSI. I have problems getting a job in town because I can't afford transportation, so all of my potential 
money comes from creating art to sell. I don't have the money or means to go to an office every day, or 
every week, fill out several hundreds of forms (I have 1, 327 pieces on one website alone), and potentially 
pay money (which I assume I'd have to) in order to keep people who don't care about the wellbeing of 
others from stealing and profitting from my hard work.


I have very few ways of expressing myself. At home, I'm not allowed to have a bad day, I'm not allowed to 
be angry, or have a hint of frustration around my mother. When I'm with my grandmother, I'm not allowed 
to speak my ideas, and to her my dreams are worthless. Art is the best (if not the only) way to express 
myself, some days it feels like it's all I have to call my own in life.


Your idea of making people register to copyright their work is not only cruel to those who can't (What about 
children?), but it also seems to only benefit people who have a lot of money, or as we say in my family, "A 
lot of good going for them".


And what about photographers? You're saying that if I'm getting paid to take 200 pictures for a wedding or 
birthday party, I have to register all 200 photos to prevent anyone from taking them under their own name?


And my sketches?


AND more than likely sit through a waiting period for all of these registrations to go into effect (which is 
always the case, don't even joke).


Overall, what you're doing is wrong and goes against the creative community, in particular the poor creative 
community. I need to know that what I create is mine because I CREATED it, not because I registered it.


If I have a baby, it's mine because I created it, I created that life. It's not mine because I signed a document
 confirming I gave birth to it. Art is my baby. Don't take my baby away from me just because I didn't sign a 
paper.


Sincerely, Kelsie Conley


P.S. Your submission page isn't accepting .rtf files like it states.
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How would you like it if someone had the rights to take anything that is yours and do 
whatever they want with it?  This new copyright law would enable this to happen.  This 
law would make theft legal!  Even worse than someone coming into your home and 
taking your things, anyone could just take something that you have actually created, and 
do whatever they wanted with it.  This is something you have spend numerous hours on, 
something you have put your blood, sweat, and creative energy into, something you have 
spent many thousands of dollars going to school to prepare yourself for.  This is a persons 
creation, no one should have a right to take it.  No one else should have the rights to sell 
it.  This creation is how they express themselves, no one should have the right to take this 
an alter it in any way.  No one should have the right to take…PERIOD!  This is a 
person’s means to eat, to clothe themselves, to pay the bills.  This is a person’s life, and 
these new laws are doing nothing less than pillaging, making it legal so that force is no 
longer necessary.  No matter how careful the creator is, his or her creation will be 
threatened at all times from being stolen. These laws make it easy for the thief.   


 








Copyright Office 
USA 
July 22, 2015 
 
Dear Sirs: 
 
Today I received an e-mail about proposed 2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization changes that 
would affect me as a Fine Artist. 
 
Presently I own copyright of my personal creative art work in two dimensional form, but if changes are 
made to allow “anyone in any part of the world” to access and profit on my design and creativity, than it 
would destroy my way of protecting my own creations.  It would mean that someone or large group 
could profit from “my” work and I receive nothing for their theft of my art concepts. 
 
So if there is discussion and proposed changes that would affect vast numbers of artists such as me than 
I urge you not to adopt this proposal into law. 
 
I’ve been an artist trying to make a living for nearly fifty years and it isn’t easy.  Any change that would 
not protect my creative energy would be like a “flash mob” going into a store and stuffing their pockets 
with “products” that don’t belong to them.  It also would be like someone “hacking” into my financial 
information and helping themselves to whatever. 
 
Whenever I receive an award or have my art published the original work goes up in price and my 
inventory value goes up too.  But, if mass downloading and digitization of my work were possible, than 
my uniqueness and value would degrease. 
 
What protects a creative person is the innate ownership or copyright of his or her own art.   So please 
consider carefully and protect all of us who derive our income from our art. 
 
Cordially, 
   
Jack Dorsey 
2772 SE Camano Drive  
Camano Island, WA 98282 
360 387 7304 








U.S. Copyright Office


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Ken Dubrowski. I am a nationally known Boston based artist and illustrator. 
Since 1999 I have produced and published well over 500 illustrations for many mass 
market and trade publications such as Business Week, Boston Globe and Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston. I am also a member of the Illustrators Partnership of America 
and have been an advocate for protecting, collecting and distributing long-overdue 
foreign royalties to artists.


I am writing to oppose the current proposals to re-write U.S. copyright laws.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a living 
for my family. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of doing 
business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces income for me and 
my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with a system that would 
benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to make a living. Certain 
companies have already begun digitizing my work without my permission or financial 
compensation. Why would the government favor corporations like this instead of those 
of us who actually create new work?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic 
artists, and/or illustrators?


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan Works 
bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared a decade ago. 
A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would allow internet 
companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even better 
revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who 
make our living creating new works than to have to compete with giant corporations that 
can get get artwork free from artists and compete with us for our own markets. 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic 
artists, and/or illustrators?


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden for 
artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, they 
would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater 
and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such as myself. Anyone who 







says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In the end, if the government 
succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will be that artists like myself will find 
ourselves paying through the nose to maintain our images in somebody else's for profit 
registries. As for the images we can't afford to register, or those we can't find the time to 
register, or those we can't find decades old metadata to register will all fall into 
noncompliance and a lifetime of images created at great great expense and effort will 
be free to be exploited by others.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?


The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all to familiar 
to me. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties diverted away from 
them for at least 20 years.  I fear this is exactly what is going to happen with the 
proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. The proposals being made to 
Congress will merely bless this wrongful system and freeze artists out of their own 
royalties, perhaps forever.


To prevent the appearance of a conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group 
that supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation 
of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists organizations have failed 
artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation to profit even further off the 
artists they were created to help.


I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to exclude visual art from any orphan 
works provisions you write into the new copyright act.


Thanks,
Ken Dubrowski
845 Moraine Street
Marshfield, MA 02050
ken@kendubrowski.com



mailto:ken@kendubrowski.com

mailto:ken@kendubrowski.com






The Orphan Works Copyright Act would be devastating to American artists. Copyright is essential to protecting an 
artist's work, and providing them with a livelihood; allowing for "good faith" infringers would be like allowing anyone 
to build and sell a patented machine as long as they pretended they tried to ask the patent holder for permission. Simply 
put, copyright allows authors to be incentivized for their work, and this new law would ruin American artists. We're a 
capitalist society; if there's anything you should believe in, it's proper incentivizing. (Unless, of course, you really only 
care about corporate interests.)
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July 22, 2015
US copyright office


Dear Sirs,


This letter is to register my opposition to new copyright reform. I am 62 years old and make my living by creating 
art work. This copyright reform just seems like a way for people and huge internet companies to use images and 
not pay the artist,photographer,etc. there due compensation. I believe the huge companies simply don’t want to 
take the responsibility of following existing law. If some one wants to use an image there are tons of legitimate 
sources . Never before have there been so many photo stock agencies and art web sites for the public and com-
panies to make legitimate use of images. This reform is plain and simply about theft.We need to encourage artist 
to keep creating,the big internet companies are not going to create anything if they can use what belongs to 
someone else.


Sincerely yours,


Joe M. Rivera


	 	


JOE M. RIVERA      
1111 cedar st.
Daytona Beach Fl. 32114








It’s very important to me that the proposed so called “orphaned works” copyright legislation not 


become law. I am a part‐time artist who has been selling paper doll illustrations online since 1997. I have 


never registered a copyright for any of my illustrations, but I’ve had very little problem with copyright 


infringement because of the way current law and relationship selling work. My small market of 


enthusiastic niche collectors lets me know if they see a possible infringement. I then write a letter or 


email to the offender reminding them that creative work is protected by copyright and asking them to 


desist. I know that a number of my fellow paper doll artists have had the experience.  


As you can imagine, the market for paper dolls is small, and it’s important for artists to keep costs down. 


As a result, most of us do not register copyrights for our work. Imposing additional costs in the form of 


copyright fees or losing the opportunity to make sales of our work because of infringement will cause 


many of us to cease producing new paper dolls or offering our older designs. That might not seem like a 


major loss to you (obviously, you were never a little girl), but paper dolls have been a cherished art 


form, toy, and/or fashion illustration as long as printing has existed.  


I’m also a fine artist and would, of course, be unhappy to have my fine art infringed upon as well, though 


I think that is much less likely, and indeed has never happened to the best of my knowledge. The paper 


doll art is different because it is made to be reproduced. Current law is all that protects paper doll and 


other easily reproduced art from exploitation. Please don’t remove that protection. 


 








I am a professional artist: a member of the Watercolor Honor Society, and of American Women 
Artists.  The “Next Great Copyright Act” would limit and suppress independent artists working 
in our country today.  The United States was founded on principles that promote freedom and 
rights of the individual.  It is quite apparent that The Return of Orphan Works Part 1: The Next 
Great Copyright Act would benefit large companies and their legal teams.  Why would a country 
that was originally founded with such hopeful, forward-looking concepts in mind pass such a 
hitleresque, repressive act? 
 








July 21, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Joy Toltzis Makon. I am a nationally known New York City based graphic designer, art director 
and fine-art painter. Since 1976 I have produced and published work for many mass market and trade 
publications such as Family Circle, Scientific American, Harvard Business Review, The New York Times, 
Hearst Magazines, Ms Magazine. I have been a member of the Society of Publication Designers and The Art 
Directors Club and have been an advocate for protecting, collecting and distributing long-overdue foreign 
royalties to artists.


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, graphic 
artworks, illustrations and fine art?
As a painter and designer, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a living for my family. The 
resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of doing business. My collection of work is a valuable 
resource that produces income for me and my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws 
with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to make a living. Certain 
companies have already begun digitizing my work without my permission or financial compensation. Why 
would the government favor corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, illustrators and 
fine artists?
The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is essentially a revised 
Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan Works bills have been resoundingly opposed 
by artists since they first appeared a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works 
law would allow internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even 
better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our living 
creating new works than to have tocompete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists 
andcompete with us for our own markets.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, illustrators and 
fine artists?
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden for artists. No matter how 
little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and 
fees that would grow as they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such 
as myself. Anyone who says this won’t happen is not living in the real world. In the end, if the government 
succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying 







through the nose to maintain our images in somebody else’s for profit registries. As for the images we can’t 
afford to register, or those we can’t find the time to register, or those we can’t find decades old metadata to 
register will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of images created at great expense and effort will be 
free to be exploited by others.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of 
photographs, graphic art works, illustrations or fine art?
In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for reference, and obtain 
permissions and give credits for other contributor work, but that is about all.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic artworks, 
illustrations and fine art under the Copyright Act?
The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too familiar to me. Artists 
have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear 
this is exactly what is going to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress.To 
prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that supports this legislation be 
allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. 
These artists organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation to profit even 
further off the artists they were created to help.


I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from any orphan 
works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act.


Thank You,


Joy Toltzis Makon


= = = = = =
Joy Makon Design
specializing in art direction and graphic design
on paper + online


NEW: watercolors @ joymakon.wordpress.com


email: joy.makon.design@gmail.com
studio: 718/499-8370
cell: 917/535-3949
fax: 719/466-9091 (yes, 719)
41 Fuller Place, Brooklyn, NY 11215
www.joymakondesign.com/about.html
www.linkedin.com/in/joymakon



http://joymakon.wordpress.com/

http://www.joymakondesign.com/about.html

http://www.linkedin.com/in/joymakon






Copyright is a legal right given to creators to share their creations where they please and tell others 
what they can and cannot do with their creations. Thousands of people make a living off of this. These 
people depend on that right to feed their children, their pets, and themselves. As an artist, it is 
extremely hard getting work. Whether an artist is working for a large company or working from home, 
it’s hard. This new copyright law will make it that much harder on them. Not to mention yourself. You 
like sharing your personal photos on Facebook don’t you? Well if not, someone in your family does and 
you’re bound to be in one of those photos. Imagine someone, a stranger from across the continent, 
gained access to it can did as they pleased to it. Yes, it’s just a photo but you don’t want a stranger 
possessing something that belongs to you and having their way with it. Or imagine that someone 
decided that family portrait you posted would look good in a commercial or in one of the frames you 
find at the store? How creepy would that be? How angry would you be that no one asked you? Or that 
you weren’t being paid for it? That’s how an artist would feel. Do not let this law pass or everyone’s 
privacy, not just artists, will be at stake. 








Evolution In Art 
www.evolutioninart.com


Joe Rizzo
6177847789


July 22, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Cppyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


Hello Ms. Pallante an Copyright Office Staff:


   My name is Joe Rizzo and I am a professional artist and work in many different mediums. In 
addition I am an advocate for artists and art as I am the creator of an organization called 
Evolution in Art. We are dedicated to the conservation, education and preservation of American 
art.  It has come to my attention that the proposed changes in the new law would put at risk my 
paintings, art, sculptures, writings, and other forms of my intellectual property as well as the 
work of the many other artist’s I have the pleasure to know and work with.


I would like to say on behalf myself and other artist, our copyrights are our assets. Truthfully 
they are the only pure means of protecting our hard work and intellectual property. With out 
them we have no legal recourse or power of negation of the vale for income or control over their 
application or use. With that said,  If a new law is being created or proposed, artists of all 
varieties will need to be “COMPLETELY” reeducated and rein-formed. I can only stress it is for 
this reason there MUST be automatic protection built in to protect and maintain all ownership of 
created works for the creator of the art, past, present and future. Many artist may not have the 
financial ability or education, knowledge or time to pursue basic protection in any new format if 
new laws are proposed. That is why I ask you to consider any changes to be in a manner that 
automatically applies all ownership to the creator as the laws currently stand. 


The robbing of creative works and the possible misuse of it should be totally disallowed and 
proper protection must be imbedded to automatically protect the artists that create it with out 
any hardship, financial or other.


Copyrights are to protect the artist and creators products from others infringing upon their work 
as to protect us from others stealing our hard earned property. It’s important to our lively hood, 
that we remain able to determine voluntarily how and by whom our work is used. In addition it is 
critical we DO NOT  become vulnerable or lose our ownership upon publication in any medium 
or media. Everything an artists creates becomes part of our business inventory and lively hood. 
In the digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before. Laws should not 
complicate or compromise the artists rights and therefore should be simply designed to protect 
the artist and not empower second and third parties what so ever. 


Respectfully


Joe Rizzo



http://evolutioninart.com





Evolution In Art 
www.evolutioninart.com


Joe Rizzo
6177847789



http://evolutioninart.com






I'm writing today to express my concern over the drafting of copyright reform that could 
potentially destroy the careers of myself and my peers. I am a visual art student, among other 
things. I have been for many years now, and I have grown into an online infrastructure that 
allows creators and artists to collaborate and share new ideas freely. It sounds a bit like a hippie 
movement, yes, but it really amounts to is a renaissance for new media forms. There are entire 
subcultures that have emerged thanks to the existing copyright platform, and support systems 
for artists such as Patreon (which many artists make their living from) could not feasibly exist in 
any other way. 
 


To put it bluntly, the internet is the only place where money doesn't matter. Talent and 
unique ideas measure one's success. If this reform passes in its current state, people who want 
to share ideas or support themselves financially will have their hard work stolen from them. 
Creators cannot feasibly register all of their work with a for-profit copyright office. Good work, 
even by hobbyists, spreads fast and wide on the internet. Good faith efforts to find the creator 
often fail. This doesn't mean the work is "orphaned." People want to share good things online, 
and often forget to credit the maker. It's the nature of the beast. If those uncredited works are all 
considered free for the picking, then almost every image seen on popular social networking 
websites like Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Tumblr, Imgur, and others can be stolen and used by 
others for profit. This is outright theft of intellectual property. It's completely unacceptable. 
 


If "finders keepers" is the letter of the law, there will be no more sharing of ideas and 
values online. Larger companies that can afford to steal and register content for profit won't 
mind. There's a massive amount of work out there just waiting to be stolen. People do it every 
day. If it becomes legal and profitable to do so, the burgeoning cultural sandbox that is the 
internet of today will die. 
 








 
Dear Copyright Office, 
 
I am a self employed artist. I have worked as an illustrator and artist for over 
thirty-five years. Since graduating with honors from the Academy of Art University 
in San Francisco, I have earned my income creating and selling images 
commissioned by publishers and works I generated with the intent to sell both 
physically and as intellectual properties.  I resell my images nationally and 
internationally for all sorts of uses including book reproductions, prints, and many 
other licensed products. A portion of my income depends upon the reselling of 
my intellectual properties. I control the manner and quality of how the art I have 
worked so hard to produce is seen in the market place. I can negotiate the 
percentage of revenue I can expect from the uses available to me. I depend upon 
the protection of the existing copyright laws to allow me to sustain my livelihood 
and help provide autonomous creativity. 
 
The proposed changes to Copyright Law under the Orphaned Works Law would 
have removed my ability to control my creations. It would have forced me to 
register to private organizations who would hold digital records of my art. As I 
understand this change, I would need to register my copyright with your office 
and register with a private concern or concerns any unregistered works. This 
means I would pay for more copyright protection while having to allow digital 
access to my work by a corporate entity. It would have created even more 
opportunities for infringement due to the reliance upon others to protect my 
creations, taking more money out of my income while offering me less actual 
protection. 
 
This proposed law sought to enhance the coffers of large digital storage 
companies who desired to make a profit from the creative labors of others 
without compensation and inhibit the direct sale of intellectual properties by their 
creators and heirs. 
 
While the Supreme Court recognizes corporations as individuals under the law, 
they are NOT individuals regarding expression— Individuality is impossible in a 
corporate climate where stock holders decide an outcome. Granting non-creator 
non-persons access to an individualʼs creative voice, while allowing control of 
how, where, and when it may be used, will prove to be damaging to creativity. It 
will ultimately create a vampire industry that steals the lifeblood of creativity from 
true creators. Please oppose this horrible movement. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jody A. Lee 
www.jodylee.org 








 
 
 
Dear Copyright Office, 
 
 
          What is trying to be passed here is not right. People spend hours to even days 
doing what they love only for it to possibly be taken away because of this law. I’m an 
artist myself and one day I want this to be something I can make a living for. Same 
for a great number of people writing to you as well. So please for many of us, do not 
make this law pass; it will do a lot more wrong than it will good. It will make many 
artists have a harder time with their profession; many will not get jobs because of 
this law. So I’m asking you again don’t let this pass. 
 
          Sincerely, 
           Jorge Manzo 








I Joseph White do not support or endorse the proposed copyright changes. 


The following changes would make the performing of my craft nearly impossible to pay for and 
manage destroy years of skill and work I’ve built. The law is geared toward special interest 
groups and removes power from the creator for monetary gain for large companies able to 
afford this extortive register program.   


This would destroy my livelihood and make my lifes work all for not. This is destructive to the 
safety of craftsman and creative’s everywhere and only serves those with deep enough pockets 
to get this mob style protections.  


 The nation was founded on personal freedoms. Not extortive means of stealing hard worked 
for abilities.  


If this laws passes, you have made my craft so impossible to make viable that I would have to 
leave the country to find a market where making my work would be even viable. You are 
damaging your people with this. This law does no good  


Do not pass this law.  








To the Copyright office and members of congress: 
 
My name is Kimberly Mehler. I am an artist, and have been working 
in this field for over 30 years. I went to Moore College of Art, and 
hold a degree in Design. 
 
I worked for the Franklin Institute Science Museum and various ad 
agencies and design firms before working in my current mediums of 
watercolor and public murals. I have exhibited at galleries and art 
centers regularly in Philadelphia and the surrounding area, have won 
awards, and received grants and commissions from such 
organizations as the Cultural Alliance, the Leeway Foundation, 
Einstein Hospital, CHOP, SEPTA, Abington and Central Bucks 
school districts, Cheltenham Township, to name a few. I have 
received a decent amount of press coverage, including radio, TV, 
and newspapers. I have collaborated with other artists to create art 
for social justice. I am a member of an artist’s cooperative, 
Cheltenham and Abington Art Centers, and Creative Montco. 
 
To me, copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on 
which my business rests! Our copyrights are the products we 
license. This means that infringing our work is like stealing our 
money. It's important to our businesses that we remain able to 
determine voluntarily how and by whom our work is used. 
Our work does NOT lose its value upon publication. Instead 
everything we create becomes part of our business inventory. In the 
digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before! I do 
not welcome someone monetizing my work without my knowledge or 
consent! 
 
Thank you, 
Kimberly Mehler 


 


 


 


 


 








Jarvonnah Funderburg 


3651 Evans Mill rd 
Lithonia, GA 30038 


404-502-2068 
fonibo7@gmail.com 


July 20, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of  Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright staff, 


I am an aspiring artist and student. I have been making art for over a decade, and  
Although you must have worked hard to create this act, I am afraid I do not agree with 
this act. My art takes much time and is too valuable to be ‘orphaned’. When I let the 
internet see my art, I am not abandoning it just so anyone can have access and not give 
credit to me when they use it for financial or legal purposes For someone to make money 
off  of  my work that I showed publicly for free, it seems awful to make it look like I gave it 
up.  


My art is a part of  me. Every finished piece I made is mine. Permission, discussions, and 
agreements can be made. However, everyone cannot take my art, my credits, my rights, 
and make it theirs. It feels uncomfortable, if  not condescending. If  this is something you 
are that passionate about; using art from artists, leaving them in the dust of  theft, I don’t 
want any part of  it. The hard work I have put myself  through to make my art should be 
noticed and at least appreciated. I would like to be credited. I would like to be paid by 
companies who are willing to request permission for the use of  my art. I do not want to 
constantly register my art, run through search engines to find my art, worried that it will 
be infringed.  


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? The 
inspiration to make such masterpieces is a significant challenge. To ponder on an idea 
seems easy, but executing it is a hassle. Thumbnails are stressful, let alone the first line. 
When I finally get done, I feel proud. Another challenge is making sure everything is 
perfect or acceptable. It may take hours, days, months even. For example, I can’t 
imagine having to see my art in a magazine, not credited by me. Seeing millions of  
dollars go to the magazine company and no acknowledgement or a even a paycheck 
to the person who created it. 







2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? The biggest challenges of  enforcement for 
visual artists is trying to make it happen. Some of  us don’t exactly want to go the extra 
mile of  a lawsuit. If  this law becomes legalized, the infringer could be protected by the 
law. Therefore, I could never get credit for something I did. I would like to have a 
chance to get myself  justice. To have my art protected by the law, and able to get my 
art back if  wrongfully taken. 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? One hard registration challenge is whether I 
should put a signature or not. The challenge with registration is figuring out how to 
protect it. How to show people my art without giving it away. The passive protection 
law completely protects me and is much more easier than registering every piece of  
my art just to show the internet my work. 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who 
wish to make legal use of  photographs, graphic art works, and/or 
illustrations? I realize that everyone will see and appreciate my art. For some to  
underhandedly make legal use of  my art is condescending. This is a problem, for not 
just me, but for everyone. If  the only way for us to prove that what we created is ours 
is registering it as soon as we’re done working on it… It’s awful. That’s why I 
appreciate the freedom I have and want no changes or new laws like this one 
whatsoever. 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of  regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright 
Act?  One of  the biggest things to be aware of  is trying to make sure it’s okay to show. 
To try and remember that I need to put a signature on my work just make sure 
everyone knows it was me. Another issue is remembering that the world is not very 
kind at times, which means I will have to fight for my rights to protect my work from 
infringed. 


6. What are the most significant challenges artists would face if  these new 
copyright proposals become law? I will have to do my recreational art in secret. I 
will take big steps in protecting my work from being infringed. Discussing and trusting 
people enough to see my art, digital or traditional, will have to be arranged. I 
probably closed down my blogs because of  this. I do not want my art to be devalued 
to the point that just anyone can take it because I ‘orphaned’ it. Definitely, I would be 
keeping my art from the public eye, believing that certain ones can never be trusted. 
That’s a hard life for an artist when all you wanted to do was express yourself  to 
family and friends, almost unaware that people will use this law to take that away from 
me.  







Sincerely yours, 


Urna Semper








 
 
 
 
July 20, 2015 
 
 
U.S. Copyright Office 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear US. Copyright Office: 
 
I am a full-time fine artist and illustrator and have been selling my work for over 15 
years. I have a Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art from the University of Nebraska at 
Omaha. I am a member of the Missouri Watercolor Society and have won awards at 
the national level. 
 
Currently my main focus is children’s illustration and I have recently started 
licensing my designs.  
 
Copyright is the basis on which I do business. Infringing on my work is the same as 
stealing money out of my pocket. 
 
The current emphasis on “branding” ones business involves copyright. Big 
corporations like Nike, Apple, and Coca-Cola would put their feet down if the rights 
to their intellectual property were removed. 
 
My art is licensed on products. Copyrights allow me to certify it is my work, deal 
with people who steal it, get them to stop profiting from it, and keep it off of 
products and sites that I think are inappropriate and damage my reputation. 
 
EVERYTHING I create becomes part of my business inventory. In the digital age 
inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before. 
 
Publishing can significantly increase its value. If manufacturer A is successful with 
one or several of my images, manufacturer B is eager to get on board. Publishing 
increases its value and my income.  
 
I in no way welcome someone else monetizing my work without my knowledge of 
consent. Would you? 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kathy Jurek 
www.kathyjurek.com 








Congress- 
 
I am not the best at words nor will I ever be, but I plead you to not 
pass this bill. Aspiring artists everywhere work hard for their work and 
would like at least their ownership to be theirs. We all know this bill 
is being passed due to captalism, but we as artists would appriciate that 
we can own something, and that would be our own works of art. Do not let 
cooperations steal our long efforts of hours for their projects so they 
can make money. I am not sure about your stance on artists, but due to 
the bill about to be passed, it's negative. We spend hours to show the 
world what we can do, and you want to steal what we have as our passion 
from us to help cooperations, who obviously don't need help, to have 
legal rights to steal our art. We will spend hours on art sometimes to 
make pennies of a paycheck because we can't work in this broken ecomony. 
I know many artists that are bound to their houses and this is the only 
way they get paid, and you want to steal that from them to help your 
precious cooperations. Please do not steal these people's jobs for your 
own benefit. You've already stolen enough from the 99%. 








Jonathan Queen
Self-Employed Artist


www.jonathanqueen.com
July 22, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office,


I am am a visual artist who has been professionally making a living with my paintings 
since 2001.  Some of my sales are from commissioned work and I also sell 
reproductions of my paintings.  Recently I have been commissioned by the Cincinnati 
Parks board to create 32 paintings for a local carousel.  These paintings are my original 
creation and if my copyrights are removed for the sake of a future potential users I 
would be giving two years of work to away for free to anyone who wanted to use my 
artwork for their gain.


In this digital age it is important to promote through the internet and on social media. It 
would negatively impact all visual artists if anything they posted could be taken an used 
free by any person or business who wanted to infringe on that artist’s creative property. I 
spend anywhere from 10 to 200 hours to create a single painting. If the new copyright 
proposals become law there would be nothing to stop anyone from taking an image of 
my painting and altering it to use for their own monetary gains.  I am not only thinking 
about myself but also the thousands of other painters, illustrators, and photographers 
that would suffer from our images being used without our permission.  Keeping the 
rights to our images is a way to keep a level of professional integrity. There are several 
ways infringer can remove signatures to make a piece orphaned.  Giving legal credibility 
to these actions would be devastating.


Thank you for the reading my comments.  I know I am only one small echo of the letters 
being sent for this cause but I felt like my thoughts should be included on an issue so 
important to the world of visual arts. Please do not let the new proposed US 
Copyright Act strip creative professionals of their livelihood.


Sincerely,


Jonathan Queen








Copyright.gov 
Direct to Congress: 
 


 
I am writing in regard to the new copyright act being considered by Congress that will 
threaten my ability to exclusively own my own personal artwork.  The 2015 Orphan Works 
and Mass Digitation Act can and will infringe upon the creative works of visual artists and 
designers across our great nation.   Replacing all present copyright laws, it is a dangerous 
thing for us. 


Among the considerations to VISUAL ARTISTS are the following: 


It would void our Constitutional right to the exclusive control of our work. 
 
It would "privilege" the public's right to use our work. 
  
It would "pressure" you to register your work with commercial registries. 
 
It would "orphan" unregistered work.  
 
It would make orphaned work available for commercial infringement by "good faith" infringers. 
 
It would allow others to alter your work and copyright these "derivative works" in their own 
names.  
 
It would affect all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and future; 
published and unpublished; domestic and foreign. 
 
It would create a devastating and unfair void for the creativity and creative rights of visual 
artists across this nation. 


As presented, please, do not pass this law! 


 


Sincerely, 


judy g. webber 
artist – educator 
galegoesweb@hotmail.com  


 



mailto:galegoesweb@hotmail.com






Copyright Office 
July 21, 2015  


 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
I am writing in response to the possible changes to come regarding the visual arts in the 
current Copyright law. As an artist who has been making art and sharing it online for over 10 
years, I am deeply disturbed by some of the implications of the new law as I understand it. 
For all of my adult life, I have been a hobbyist painter and artist. Within the last few months, I 
have decided to start a business as a freelance commission oil painter. In putting together my 
website, I share not only paintings but digital sketches and drawings that serve to advertise 
my own work online. While I currently live in Europe, I am an American citizen and the use of 
Internet could extend my client base to the U.S. 
 
With all the challenges of starting a new business, establishing clients, and working out the 
legality of selling my work, I would be particularly affected by this new law if I chose to return 
to the United States. 
 
Specifically, if the public would have a right to use artists’ “orphaned works” freely, this would 
greatly endanger my new business as a commission artist. Everything I create, from 
sketches to drawings to the photographs of my completed paintings, is part of my business 
inventory. If someone would have the rights to my images without my knowledge or my 
consent, it would be no different to me than having my inventory stolen from me. In the digital 
era, where stealing creative work is easier than ever for big businesses as well as for 
individuals to use for their own gain, this is more important than ever.  
 
For the sake of the creator’s creative freedom, I urge you to consider how this law would 
negatively affect artist-entrepreneurs by placing their businesses in precarity before the 
process of creation has even begun. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kelsey Shelton 








July 21, 2015


Maria Pallante


Register of Copyrights


U.S. Copyright Office


101Independence Ave. S.E.


Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Kimberly M Zamlich. I am a freelancer for Disney Consumer Products, but I 
regularly post personal digital art on my blog.  These works of art are mine, should only 
be sold by me and should
only make a profit for me, because I am the sole creator and will rely on these art prints 
to pay for the  living expenses of me and my teenage daughter.  They do not belong to 
anyone else, not should anyone else make a profit off my creations, of which I work very 
hard to create.
 
I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital 


environment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 


photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a 


living for my family. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of 


doing business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces 


income for me and my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws 


with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to 


make a living. Certain companies have already begun digitizing my work without 


my permission or financial compensation. Why would the government favor 







corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 


graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is 


essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan 


Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared 


a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would 


allow internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of 


creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger 


challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to 


compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and 


compete with us for our own markets.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 


graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden 


for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like 


banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as 


they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such 


as myself. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In 


the end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will 


be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain 


our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can't 


afford to register, or those we can't find the time to register, or those we can't find 







decades old metadata to register will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of 


images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 


make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?


In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for 


reference but that is about all.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 


photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?


The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too 


familiar to me. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties 


diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly what is going 


to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress.


To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that 


supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the 


creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists 


organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation 


to profit even further off the artists they were created to help.


I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be 


excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new 


copyright act.


Thanks,


Kimberly M Zamlicy








To: Copyright.gov


I’ll keep this short and sweet. 
As an artist and board member of Nelson County Arts Council, please do NOT change 
the current Copyright laws to benefit infringers.


Thank you.
Jennifer Parker
Aritsit








 


To: U.S. Copyright Office 


From: Kyle Joshua Wolf  


The new orphaned works act, in whatever form it takes, is unacceptable. The point of copyright law is to 
protect property which cannot be held in ones hand. A copyright law which does not acknowledge to 
automatic ownership of a work by the producer of said work has failed in it's sole purpose. Requiring 
artists, writers, etc, to purchase a copyright for every work of art would bankrupt most private artists. 
For every one piece put up for sale, there are a dozen sketches and abandoned ideas. No one can afford 
to copyright every tiny thing they produce, but many could be bankrupted by the theft of those smaller 
peices. Do not allow this to go any further, for the sake of small business' and common sense. 








This is bad news for artists. An artist's work has always been protected by copyright 
through "ownership" of the image he/she has created. A majority of artists are not 
independently wealthy. They spend countless hours in the process of creating many, 
many works in the hope that one might sell.  Many don’t have the money to put into 
applying for a copyright for potentially hundreds of images of works that they have 
created. If artists have to go through the time and expense of documenting and sending 
every image they create to a copyright office, and then wait months for it to be officially 
protected, it will compromise their ability to share their work with a buying public. The 
arts need to be protected, but not over-regulated. Please don’t vote to require me to have 
to manually copyright each of my works! 
 
Kathleen Eaton 
1915 17th Ave 
Menominee, MI 49858 








July 22, 2015
U.S. Copyright Office


To the Concerned:


As a professional illustrator/artist for over 20 years, I am deeply 
concerned about the Orphan Works Acts and The Next Great Copyright 
Act. I hold a BS degree, I guest lecture, my work has been published 
in numerous print and web publications and my work has garnered awards 
from The Society of Illustrators, Communication Arts, Print, and 
American Illustration.


Copyright law is not an abstract issue. It is the very foundation of 
my business. As a creator of artwork I hold copyright on those works. 
Copyrights are the products all artists license. When I create a work, 
that work is licensed to my clients under agreed upon terms, 
conditions and fees. They understand they do not own the work, they 
are paying to use it only as outlined. Since I own my work and hold 
the copyright to them I am able to control when and how they are used. 
Over many years, I have compiled a considerable catalog of works that 
are essentially my business inventory. I am able to re-license my 
works after original publication because they do not lose value once 
they are published. In fact the opposite is true.


The Next Great Copyright Act if passed would replace all existing 
copyright law. It would void the Constitutional right to control how 
our works are used, by whom and would be a tremendous loss of income 
for all artists.


When deliberating The Next Great Copyright Act, I urge you to consider 
and understand how important it is that artists have the exclusive 
control of our work now and forever.


Respectfully,


Ken Orvidas








To: Copyright Office
Regarding Notice of Inquiry on Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works


Please understand that this issue is part of an artist’s livelihood.  To put another burden, that of 
registering all creative works in order to enable copyright, onto the backs of the people creating 
our country’s cultural legacy is the wrong solution to any issues that currently exist.


Sincerely,
Jonathan Linton








July 20th, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff: 
 
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the problems visual arts face in the marketplace, especially 
now in what is being referred to ‘the digital age’. I have been working in the visual art industry for 
almost a decade now (most of it freelance), and creating artwork is how I maintain my livelihood and 
provide for my family. I am writing to express my concern for all visual artists, including myself, if this 
new copyright law should pass. Please allow me to attempt a succinct response to the questions you 
have posed. 
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
One of the main challenges is maintaining and negotiating rights to one’s own personal work prior to 
each business engagement. For an artist, the ability to negotiate usage rights for his/her own work is 
how that artist generates income. If this basic right is removed from a business equation, the artist 
forfeits any possible bargaining power, and the transaction becomes one sided. 
 
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or 
illustrators? 
 
The fact that the orphan works policies are being proposed again to Congress presents a huge challenge 
for all visual artists. Working as a visual artist has never been an easy profession, and requires the artist 
to constantly be aware of details in contracts to protect him/herself when entering into a business 
agreement. I’m not saying people are inherently trying to take advantage of artists in each and every 
contract, but the tone of this proposed copyright law certainly sounds like any creator of a visual image 
is, by default, taken advantage of by stripping away the most basic rights entitled to creators. 
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or 
illustrators? 
 
The new registration proposed in the new law is just an absurd and highly illogical requirement for 
anyone that would require thousands of hours of locating, cataloging, scanning, paperwork, and fees 
just to register. As a concept artist, I am required to create images in high volume, sometimes up to 15 
per day. I have been working as a concept artist for almost a decade. I have created literally thousands 
of images within my professional career. For me to register all of these images would be humanly 







impossible; it would take me years to locate, scan, and fill out paperwork. Not to mention the amount of 
money in fees I would be required to pay just to register them.  
 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 
As a concept artist, I look at photographs and other artist’s work for reference and inspiration. However, 
I make fair use of these images, and credit the creator when necessary. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic 
artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
 
This proposed copyright system by the Copyright Office is a transparent attempt to take away creator 
rights, and offer them up to corporations, essentially so these corporations can ‘legally’ take advantage 
of each and every artistic creator. This new proposal to the copyright law, if passed, would only be 
detrimental to the artistic community by creating unrealistic requirements, just to continue working in 
our field.  
 
Thank you for your time in reading this letter. I implore you to not endorse this new proposal by the 
Copyright Office. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
John Gallagher 
 
 
 








k i r k  m o l d o f f  
Medical Illustration 


http://www.galeriekirk.com/ 
 
 


July 23, 2015 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and US Copyright Office: 
 
Thank you for the chance to offer my comments and thoughts about the proposed 
changes to the US Copyright Laws and the problems that professional artists face in 
today’s marketplace. For the past 35 years I have been a successful freelance medical 
illustrator having worked for nearly every major pharmaceutical company, newspaper 
and book publisher in the United States and abroad. I have seen the benefits of 
copyright protection as it exists, and also how academics, lobbyists and corporations 
have worked to weaken it to the benefit of themselves and their clients.  
 
I possess a unique skill set- I am both a scientist and an artist. I bridge the world 
between the two to take complex scientific concepts and distill them into engaging 
visuals that are both exciting, yet understandable to my audience. I have benefited from 
my creativity and its protection through the US Copyright Laws. Images that are 
hallmarks for visual interpretation in my field have been a source of income over the 
years. I shall give you an example. 
 
In 1986 the National Geographic Society commissioned me to work on a book about the 
body called “The Incredible Machine”. I was asked to create chapter “openers,” which 
would be illustrations of each organ system of the body. They served as body maps for 
the reader to refer to, as each chapter was another organ system. My solution was an 
airbrush-illustrated version of acrylic sculpture I had been creating. He became known 
as the “Glassman.” Classically posed, he was a transparent glass figure, constant in pose 
while with each chapter a different organ system was visible inside of him.  
 
You have probably seen figures like this in magazines, on billboards, in ads and in 
textbooks. The use of glass or transparency has become a common technique in 
anatomical illustration. Yet before my “Glassman”, the body had not been depicted in 
this way. It was novel and a product of MY creativity. I retained the copyright to it in an 
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agreement with NGS, since they had a small budget and I knew I would be able to make 
future income from resale of reproduction rights. It has been a constant source of 
income, though often copied. I understood that a style could not be copyrighted, but as 
for my “Glassman” original artwork, it has enjoyed the protection afforded my as a 
creative by the United States government. 
 
This is a hallowed right for the creative. It is how we profit from having the ability to 
create what others cannot. Our artwork draws customers to our clients. It is unique. And 
with the present law, it is protected. When someone created an animation based on 
one of my illustrations it was easy to show them how it was a “derivative” work based 
on my copyrighted artwork. Creativity is one of the last great things this country has 
going for it. Yet the changes being proposed to the law will make it almost impossible to 
survive as a creative. Everyone will get to profit from our hard work and ideation except 
us.  
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing illustrations? 
 
The most significant challenge I have seen related to this was the creation of “work-for-
hire” contracts. They have been the single greatest enemy of today’s commercial artists. 
We are asked to sign away our rights to our work as a condition of accepting an 
assignment. Work-for-hire contracts are now “boilerplate” additions to the back of 
every purchase order in the publishing and advertising industry.  
 
 In addition to asking an artist to surrender his rights, he can now no longer created 
versions of his own artwork for fear of infringing on artwork that he or she created! It 
would be considered derivative artwork and a copyright violation. Any future source of 
income from derivative of the work or resale of reproduction rights is now gone. The 
result has been a drastic decrease in the amount of illustrated textbooks and magazines.  
 
Another challenge would be Stock Houses. They ask artists to use them for licensing, yet 
there is no way to really track where the artwork is being sold. Especially overseas. The 
result is artists getting very little income this way.  
 
2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for illustrators? 
 
Enforcement is difficult and expensive. In the digital age, it is TOO easy to steal artwork. 
Most of my clients request that my name not appear on some pieces. Or it gets cropped 
out. Many times the owner of the copyright is not stated, so the work is stolen and re-
used. Hard to prove, and lawyers are very expensive. With the Orphan Works legislation 
much of what I have created would be considered an Orphan Work since so much of it 
appeared in publications where the attribute was not readily visible or not included. It 
will be like if I dropped my car keys and someone would be allowed to take my car, use 
it as they may, then pass it on to someone else to use, while I try to prove those were 







my car keys and therefore my care all along. It will be a nightmare for creatives and a 
license to infringe and profit for everyone else.   
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for illustrators? 
 
Copyrighting the volume of work I have created, paperwork, time away from creating 
would be prohibitive and punitive. Most of my work has been done under the existing 
law, where I was not required to copyright my creations. The burden is on the infringer, 
not the creator, to make sure the work is mine, and original. The new proposals would 
create the same kind of predators as exist with the Internet and those that “park” 
domain names. They just wait for a loophole to pop up. The protections we have 
enjoyed as US citizens with a good copyright law will be gone. 
 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make  
legal use of illustrations? 
 
It’s not much of a challenge to request the right to use an illustration. Of course as an 
illustrator I expect this. I also waive fees at times when someone uses my work and 
gives me credit. Especially with graduate students. But this brings another point: 
Creative Commons, which is just a license for educators to steal. I used to get tons of 
requests from institutions to legally use my work and they would pay a fee. Or they 
would hire me to create educational materials. No bothering with that now…they can 
use whatever they want. Copyrights are not enforceable here, and a very loose 
interpretation of the law seems to have gained a permanent place. 
 
Either way, there still exists a Universal Right to Accreditation, something that needs to 
be addressed. If someone asks to use my work, PLEASE at least put my credit and 
copyright notice on it, and let me know about it. Advertisers and the work-for-hire 
agreements have taken this away from so many artists. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding illustrations 
under the Copyright Act? 
  
The other big challenge is straightening out the whole reprographic rights issue-people 
making money here or overseas from our artwork or derivatives of it. It is a huge 
secondary market going on in the US without the protections that artists have overseas. 
Money being made from our artwork and no recourse for us.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Kirk Moldoff 







 
Kirk Moldoff Bio:  
I was introduced to medical illustration as an independent study course while studying 
neuroscience and anatomy at the University of Rochester and the University of Chicago. 
I returned to Rochester to complete a M.Sc. degree in Medical Education. My 
background in serial neuronal and embryo reconstruction from microscope images, 
model making and a keen interest in the visual depiction of transparency led me to 
create layered acrylic sculptures and later, airbrush renderings of medical and 
pharmaceutical subjects. I became a full-time illustrator in 1980, and in 1986, created 
the cutting edge “Glassman” series of transparent human anatomical studies and 
panoramic molecular “macroscapes” for the National Geographic book ’”The Incredible 
Machine” which brought my work to a wider audience. In addition to my 
pharmaceutical advertising, magazine and book illustrations, I have served as creative 
director for a number of New York medical animation studios, and my work has been 
exhibited by the Society of Illustrators. 
 








July 17, 2015 
 
Re: Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Although my undergraduate degree is in fine art, I’m not a professional artist. But I am an 
author, and I have many friends who are illustrators. And one day I might choose to 
illustrate a book of my own.  
 
It’s critical that we’re able to determine how and by whom our creative work is used, 
whether that work takes the form of words or imagery. Working in a creative field is 
hard. It takes discipline and skill, but more than that, perseverance. When one is finally 
able to make a living, it would be unthinkable for that living to be threatened by someone 
using one’s creations without permission and compensation. Creative work is a product 
that we license, so infringing upon that work is like stealing. Work doesn’t lose value 
upon publication, rather it remains part of our inventory, and in this digital age, this is 
even more important than before. In fact, I recently learned that one of my books that was 
published years ago was just licensed for use in an educational curriculum. Copyright law 
absolutely impacts our business, and sends a strong message about how we value art and 
creativity in this country. Many countries have public lending programs where visual 
artists and authors are paid for their already-published work to be used in public libraries 
where all citizens have access to it. While we don’t have such a program in the U.S. (that 
I know of), we can at least protect the rights of individual creators to their own work. 
 
Thanks so much for your time and consideration of this important issue, 
 
 
 
 
Jessica Young 
 
 
 
 








Kira Singleton 


16450 E Vera Way 
Palmer, Alaska 99645 


9079822238 
kira.sing@icloud.com 


July 20, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


Dear Ms. Pallante, 


I am writing as a private traditional painter. I work on commission and keep a detailed 
portfolio online for perusal by potential clients. My work is highly respected in my small 
corner of  the arts, and my ability to share examples of  my work without fear of  rampant 
piracy is fundamental to my ability to keep making art. 


The proposed changes to U.S. copyright law are tantamount to saying that my work itself, 
the twenty-plus years I have spent learning and honing my craft, and the efforts I go to in 
establishing trust and openness with clients can be appropriated by anyone with an 
internet connection for their own profit. However, even the legally sanctioned piracy involved 
in these so-called reforms is less damaging to my ability to continue making art than the 
obvious corporate interest at play. In short, the proposed law actively favors specific large 
database models at the expense of  independent artists, creating a zero-sum game where 
the artist will always lose. 


The proposed legislation is an affront to the development of  artistry as well as the legal 
rights of  artists in this country. The economic climate is already challenging to individual 
artists, and these ‘reforms’ are clearly a game rigged to further encourage the 
obsolescence of  artistic effort. I sincerely ask that you dismiss the proposed changes of  the 
corporate-sanctioned nonsense that they are.  


Sincerely yours, 


Kira Singleton








To whom it may concern 
 
re: copyrights 
 
My name is Jim Benton, I am 55 years old, and I have been a professional author and 
artist my entire professional life. I support a wife and two children. 
 
I create original artistic work in entertainment, publishing, and a field called 
"licensing" wherein you permit manufacturers to use your work on their products in 
exchange for royalties. There's a good chance your children have read my books.  
 
If the law is changed so that anybody may freely use my work, my career will 
effectively end, and my industries will follow: without artists, the arts dry up. Why 
would anybody pay me for work they are allowed to just take for free? 
 
Artists of all sorts depend on the royalties they receive on their work—a work can 
take years to complete, and successful works can be very far apart. Without the 
royalties to sustain themselves and their families, you doom hard-working 
Americans working in all branches of the arts. 
 
Surely it's clear that the person who creates a work has a superior right to the 
work than people who did not create it. 
 
It's already hard enough to be an artist or writer without being victimized by laws 
that let people steal from you the only thing you have with which to earn a living. 
 
Jim Benton 
jimbenton.com 
 
 
 
 








Copyright Office 


 


Keep Copyright laws to protect artists. 


 


John Homme 


July 22, 2015 








To the Copyright Office, Members of Congress, and other interested parties:  


I am a self-published author and illustrator who also spent many years in the 
newspaper business. My concerns about the proposed changes in copyright law 
are as follows:


- Freedom of expression, our constitutional right, is diminished by a system that 
mandates authors and artists to register either with a government agency or 
private or nonprofit registry in order to maintain exclusive control of what they 
create. Individual rights should never be overlooked for corporate or even public 
convenience.


- From a practical standpoint, many independent authors and artists are making 
so little money, and/or producing so many products, that it would be a financial 
and administrative hardship to register each product. Independent creators 
without deep pockets would be put at a competitive disadvantage against authors 
and artists who either have the resources of large corporations behind them, or 
are well-to-do individuals with their own administrative and legal resources. Small 
publishers might also have difficulty dealing with a complex new bureaucracy. The 
end result could be independent creators and small publishers producing less 
material. A free society needs to hear all voices, not only those with resources.


- Creative works are often more valuable after passage of time. Their value does 
not cease on publication, as some have argued. Van Gogh's paintings didn't 
provide him much income when they were originally produced, but they became 
quite valuable later. It may take an author or artist years to reach the point where 
his or her published work becomes valuable. In the meantime, most authors or 
artists are probably trying to sell the already published work in a different format, 
for example turning a comic book series into a graphic novel. 


- While bringing out of print books into wider circulation is laudable, it is upsetting 
to think that others may be able to use my work, and possibly edit it, as may 
happen with mass digitization, without my having any say in the matter. If I 
didn't agree with how my work was used or changed, I would want to be able to 
bring legal action under the current law, which in my view is stronger,  rather 
than the modified law. 


Thank you for allowing me to share my comments on an issue that is likely to 
affect the earning capability of many artists, authors and small publishers.


Sincerely,


J. C. Stevens
Author/Illustrator








To whom it may concern; 
 
You are about to pass a bill that will directly affect my way of life and how I make a living. As a 
professional artist I make a living off of my ideas and original content. When I am not being hired by a 
company to design new content for them I use my own talent to create content for myself that I can 
then continue to make a living from during times when client work is not as forthcoming. By passing 
this bill that would restructure the Copyright law in this country, you will be stealing my livelihood and 
my rights as an artist in America.  
If this bill passes it will be another example of why America is no longer a land for the people but a 
land for corporate interests. This bill can only benefit the corporations, who even now steal art work 
from artist without seeking that artist permission to use them. If you pass this bill, you are making their 
illegal acts towards the common man, and artist of this once great country, legal and a part of the daily 
status qua. This will in turn make this an unfriendly work environment for artists and designers – you 
will see many artists leave this country for other countries that respect what the arts brings to that 
countries culture and society.  








! BrandX!Games,!LLC!!P.O.!Box!2077!Redmond,!WA!98073!!! !


!
!
July!22,!2015!
!
US!Copyright!Office!
!
RE:!Notice!of!Inquiry:!“Copyright!Protection!for!Certain!Visual!Works”!
!
I!am!adamantly!opposed!to!the!proposed!changes!being!considered!to!US!Copyright!
laws.!
!
It!is!simply!not!feasible!or!fair!to!ask!artists!to!formally!copyright!every!piece!of!
visual!art!in!order!to!protect!themselves!from!those!who!would!“steal”!their!work!
for!private!profit.!!
!
This!affects!companies!like!ours!which!spend!millions!of!dollars!on!the!creation!of!
original!artwork!as!well!as!every!single!visual!artist!that!depend!on!the!current!
protection!they!enjoy!to!feed!their!families.!
!
What!is!being!proposed!is!an!unfair!taking,!from!millions!of!artists,!of!their!private,!
protected!work!in!order!to!serve!the!financial!interests!of!a!small!group.!!
!
It’s!unQAmerican!and!should!not!be!allowed.!Please!protect!our!artists.!
!
Sincerely,!
!
!
!
!
John!Caporale!
President!&!CEO!








Maria Pallente 


Register of Copyrights 


U. S. Copyright Office 


101 Independence Avenue, S.E. 


Washington, DC 20559-6000 


 


Regarding Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (80fr23054) 


 


Dear Ms. Pallente, 


Thank you for receiving and reading my letter. 


I am an artist, illustrator, like so many I am self-employed.  It’s a “hard row to hoe” as the saying goes, a 
balance between being my own salesman, agent and the guy who executes the labor. 


As you’ve probably read and heard many times by now, people in my line of business don’t make a lot of 
money on the average and sometimes the satisfaction that comes from owning what I create is all most 
of what I get in return for my labor.  It is so easy for people to lift an artist’s work from the internet and 
probably everyone in my position has had images simply copied and pasted and used with no regard for 
the owner of that image. 


People in my position don’t have the resources that Walt Disney has to go after the ones who use our 
images freely, for profit, with no intention to pay… and it is exactly as if someone reached behind the 
counter at a deli, or any small business,  and walked off with something without paying. 


There seems to be a perception that artists, writers and musicians simply do what they do and they love 
to produce work for anyone at no cost.  


Please defend our need for copyright protection.  If we don’t have the strength and protection of our 
government here we basically have nothing in this digital marketplace. Please fight against the concept 
of orphaned art in any form, with the exception of a long, lifetime plus many years protection before a 
right for free public use, and the ruthless trend of users demanding the surrender of all rights to work 
we produce. 


Sincere thanks for your attention, 


John Randall York 


809 South Chilton Avenue 


Tyler, TX 75701 


Johnrandallyorkart.com 







 








To:  US Copyright Office
Re:  Proposed Copyright Reforms 2015


My name is James E. Lyle, a cartoonist and illustrator living and 
working on the outskirts of a small town in the mountains of North 
Carolina.  I was educated in art at the small (but well-rated) 
Southwestern Community College, located near the home I grew up in.  I 
was an honor student while attending SCC, a member of Phi Theta Kappa, 
and graduatied at the head of my class.  For the past 30+ years I have 
worked primarily as a freelance artist creating artwork for numerous 
clients world-wide, in spite of my arguably humble surroundings.


I have been honored to be accepted as a member of the National 
Cartoonists Society since 2007 and have been further honored by 
election by my fellow members to serve as an officer of the Southeast 
Chapter of the National Cartoonists Society (serving two terms as 
Vice-Chairman and presently serving my second term as Chairman).  I am 
also an ordained ruling elder of the Presbyterian Church in America 
and serve as Clerk of Session for Covenant Presbyterian Church of 
Waynesville, NC.


In spite of these many honors  and a busy schedule of freelance 
clients the household income that my wife and I share is less than 
that of most public school teachers.  In twenty-seven years of 
marriage we have not been able to purchase a home of our own.  The 
cars we have been able to purchase were made possible by personal 
loans from parents (now all deceased), and frankly, we live a spare 
but generally happy existence—in spite of the usual difficulties.


As you may imagine, this means I am constantly looking for new and 
better ways to exploit my abilities to augment, even slightly, our 
income.  So if artwork that I have previously created may catch the 
eye of the public I’m more than willing to attempt to market it in 
various forms.  I often review old artwork that was created 20 or more 
years ago to see if it might fit some current trend or need.


You see, in my line of work a client may only be interested in a 
single image to ultimately purchase and publish, but many hours of 
work may be spent by me creating sample images to entice that client 
into hiring me to create their custom work in the first place.  The 
time and expense of registering all these works with the copyright 
office is simply too prohibitive to consider.


Yet for years (since the previous copyright reforms) I have been 
functioning under the promise that it was not necessary for me to 
register works with the copyright office; that supposedly merely 
having placed the work in “fixed form” was considered enough to secure 
my rights without even placing the copyright symbol on the work.  


(For the record, I have generally placed the copyright symbol on 







created works in order to discourage those who might assume the work 
was in public domain without such markings.  But as to the practice of 
registering works and paying the registration fees, I simply cannot 
afford to take part in that unless I have a pending challenge to my 
copyright ownership.)


Now I understand that certain parties are claiming that my artwork is 
“virtually worthless” once it has been published.  Well, that’s a 
matter of opinion I suppose.  For a multi-billion dollar internet 
server / media corporation, my ability to resell an image I drew for 
an independent comic book that is now printed on a tee-shirt priced at 
$10 may be “virtually” worthless--but to me it’s the difference 
between putting gas in the car or eating on the way home from an out-
of-town trade show.


These parties should know better.  For years the industry standards (I 
refer to the Graphic Artists Guild Guidelines) have stated that re-
publication of artwork requires an increased fee--not a reduced one.  
And while some may consider a few hundred dollars a pointless amount 
of money to even bother with--a mere nuisance--it’s how I keep our 
electric bill paid in the winter, and yes--even how I can afford to 
pay for the internet service (owned by some of those same companies) 
that I now use to deliver the artwork to clients.  That is, clients 
who are willing to pay for the purchase of copyrights.


In short, I consider these proposed “copyright reforms” nothing but 
attempted robbery on the part of those petitioning for unregistered 
works, like my own, to be considered “orphaned works”.  If these 
corporations don’t want to pay for my work, that’s their business, but 
to try to steal it and at the same time call it a public service is 
both crooked and insulting.


Please do not proceed with the proposed “copyright reforms”--keep 
copyrights in the hands of the creators of those works and allow 
creators to decide what rights to sell, whom to sell them to, and at 
what price they are to be sold.


Yours, 


James E. Lyle
89 Walker Road
Waynesville, NC 28786
828.456.5807
www.jameslyle.net
doodle@jameslyle.net








To:  Copyright Office, U.S.A. 


From:  Joanna Coke 


 


I am a practicing artist and teacher of fine art.    I support myself and make my living 


through the sales of my artworks.  I am the owner of that creation process and therefore, 


own the copyright images that are made, such as copies from the originals. 


 


Please keep my right si place as owner of the images I create. 


Thank you. 


 


Regards, 


Joanna Coke 


500 Wanda Place 


Nokomis, FL  34275 


941-726-5218 








Kilian Nance 


2321 Westchester Dr 


Oklahoma City, OK 73120 


 


I have been a professional artist since 1989.  Copyright law has never been an abstract legal issue for me 
as it is the basis on which my business and family rests.  I graduated from art school in 1989 and 
eventually paid back my student loans with the help of my copyrights.   


My rights of copy are not only important for me, they are important for my clients as well.  When I 
design a logo for a small business, they expect to be able to use what they have purchased for as long as 
they deem necessary.  Can you imagine a world where a small business hires an artist for logo design 
and pays for it only to be told at a later date they can no longer use the logo they purchased because a 
large online clearing house digitized the image and claims orphan rights on something someone else has 
paid for? 


When I paint a picture and sell the original, the owner has only purchased the original art.  If I were not 
allowed to keep my copyright on what I created, then I would need to significantly increase the price of 
the original work of art which would then become so ludicrously high it would overinflate the art market 
and would never sell. 


My copyrights allow me to earn residual income which helps to provide my family with that extra loaf of 
bread or gallon of milk.  Maybe even that emergency supply of diapers.  Declaring all of my previous 
works as orphaned works would be devastating to me, my family, and my business.  It would also affect 
my community, my tribe, and my state. 


How would it feel to you if the paycheck you earn each week were taken away from you because 
Walmart claims the hours you put in the previous week were orphaned and part of public domain and 
they were going to take the hours away from you by taking all of your paycheck?  How would it feel if 
they told you they have a legal right to take what you worked for because you were not spending 
enough in their store and they were doing this in order to appease their shareholders so the corporation 
could then meet their predicted quarterly growth? 


Corporations are not people, they are businesses that have done exceedingly well with growth and 
competition.  People start off as babies, grow into children, then teens and eventually adulthood and 
become elders and eventually die.  GE was started by Thomas Edison.  AT&T was started by Alexander 
Graham Bell.  Both Edison and Bell lived out their lives and have travelled on to meet their maker yet 
their companies still live on as corporations ruled by greed and CEO bonuses. 


Corporations need to understand that as long as they are still in business, then they are doing well and 
as long as they are doing well then they can continue to do business in an ethical and moral way without 







having to steal from others and claiming rights for something they have never had a right to claim in the 
first place.   


Society has laws for a reason.  We all know it is wrong to steal.  Before there were laws, anarchy was the 
law of the land.  Survival of the fittest and right by might ruled over all.  Society created laws to help 
protect the little guy because the biggest and strongest person is not always the right person.  We as a 
society have the moral obligation to put a stop to the old adage of he who has the gold makes all the 
rules.   


Do the right thing.  













To whom it may concern,


I, as a working artist URGE Congress to support fair legislation and protect the rights of 
artists work. Artists exist based upon the the sale and resale of their own images-and if 
that right is stripped from them- or the process by which we will need to claim those 
images( images we should OWN inherently) becomes prohibitively difficult for an 
individual creator- it would be a grievous injustice.
Please support fair copyright legislation! Protect the artist from the theft of their work by 
large companies.
Thank-you,
Kirbi Fagan








Good afternoon, 


I wish to say a little about myself before talking about this new Copyright Protection for 
Certain Visual Works. While I’ve studied Copyright law and how it applies to the internet 
in college and applaud a move to change the current draconian laws, I do not believe 
this is the right way to go. 


In the current proposal, it stands to profit for larger companies at the expense of 
singular artists. Many of the younger/inexperienced artists who are attempting to start 
into the world of selling their wares would not have the ability to file a copyright claim on 
their own works, causing many - some of them students still - to not be able to profit 
from current works or expand on their skills. Many artists use the internet as a source of 
critique as well as sales. Under this proposed law, it would void the artist’s right to 
exclusive control of our own works, letting anyone with an internet browser use our 
artwork for their own financial profit. 


Some artists produce such a large volume of work (regardless of their financial status) 
that it would be fiscally impossible to submit rights for every piece they’ve produced. Yet 
this is the way that many of us advertise, especially through the internet. This law would 
hurt hundreds of artists in our country - small businesses, if you will - and damage the 
growth and fluctuation of art as an international culture, regardless of where the artist 
themselves live. 


Please, for my own financial future, rethink your proposal. 








July	  22,	  2015	  
	  
Maria	  Pallante	  
Register	  of	  Copyrights	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
101Independence	  Ave.	  S.E.	  
Washington,	  D.C.	  20559-‐6000	  
	  
R.E.	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry,	  Copyright	  Office,	  Library	  of	  Congress	  
Copyright	  Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  (Docket	  No.	  2015-‐01)	  
	  
To	  Whom	  It	  May	  Concern,	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  this	  opportunity	  to	  write	  to	  you	  in	  regards	  about	  this	  change	  in	  the	  
Copyright	  Law.	  	  As	  a	  young	  artist	  studying	  illustration	  I	  believe	  it	  is	  in	  the	  best	  
interest	  of	  all	  artists	  that	  this	  change	  does	  not	  go	  into	  affect.	  	  Hearing	  about	  how	  this	  
new	  law	  would	  upset	  the	  current	  order	  of	  copyrighting	  I	  believe	  is	  rather	  absurd.	  	  
The	  change	  would	  basically	  put	  a	  strain	  on	  how	  we	  make	  a	  living	  as	  artists.	  	  Most	  
artists	  actually	  make	  money	  on	  the	  rights	  they	  sell	  than	  the	  work	  itself	  and	  by	  
eliminating	  the	  current	  way	  of	  copyrighting	  through	  basically	  the	  government	  and	  
transferring	  it	  to	  the	  private	  sector	  will	  be	  a	  time	  commitment	  and	  a	  strain	  on	  our	  
careers.	  	  Not	  to	  mention	  the	  idea	  that	  our	  work	  once	  it	  goes	  online,	  which	  is	  how	  
transferring	  work	  and	  getting	  known	  these	  days,	  means	  our	  artwork	  is	  up	  for	  grabs	  
by	  infringers	  to	  copyright	  it	  themselves	  and	  pass	  it	  off	  to	  anyone	  to	  make	  more	  
money	  for	  big	  companies.	  	  	  Currently,	  the	  minute	  you	  create	  a	  work	  of	  art,	  no	  matter	  
what	  it	  is	  is	  ours,	  no	  matter	  what.	  	  Changing	  that	  for	  the	  “need	  of	  the	  public”	  is	  
ridiculous.	  	  The	  public	  does	  not	  need	  our	  work	  for	  their	  expense.	  	  Our	  artwork	  is	  
ours	  and	  under	  no	  circumstances	  should	  that	  change.	  	  The	  government	  and	  big	  
businesses	  seeking	  to	  gain	  profit	  needs	  to	  back	  off.	  	  They	  do	  not	  need	  to	  meddle	  in	  
what	  they	  do	  not	  understand.	  	  Still	  being	  as	  young	  as	  I	  am	  I	  understand	  a	  lot	  in	  what	  
I	  see,	  hear,	  and	  witness	  and	  it	  always	  seems	  that	  art	  is	  expendable	  and	  
underappreciated.	  	  Only	  to	  be	  gained	  by	  higher	  ups	  in	  power	  and	  big	  businesses.	  	  If	  
you	  want	  art	  to	  belong	  to	  the	  public,	  then	  let	  the	  current	  copyright	  law	  stay	  or	  else	  
before	  you	  know	  it	  there	  will	  be	  no	  great	  art	  produced,	  only	  mindless,	  profit-‐gaining	  
hacks	  who	  know	  nothing	  about	  how	  to	  create	  real	  art	  that	  comes	  from	  the	  mind	  and	  
emotion	  and	  holds	  our	  human	  truths.	  	  Thank	  you	  for	  your	  time	  and	  please,	  for	  all	  
that	  is	  good	  keep	  the	  copyright	  law	  the	  way	  for	  every	  artist	  and	  every	  person.	  
	  
Thank	  you,	  
	  Joe	  Johnson	  
	   	  













I have worked as a professional artist for over 30 years in many areas of the creative industry. I am 
currently an animation designer on the Emmy Award winning show The Simpsons. I also have 
my hand in Graphic Design, Illustration and Fine Art and I know the value my work retains after 
it is created. This is why The latest Orphan Works legislation deeply disturbs me. It would appear 
that corporate lawyers are attempting again to alter copyright law for the benefit of their clients 
interests over individual artists rights. !
I do not need more middlemen leaching away profits from my business or stealing the intellectual 
rights to my work. It is important to me that I have control over my own library of work and how 
it is used. As with most artists, my work does not lose value on first publication but can continue 
to generate a much-needed income stream for years. Orphan Works legislation is poorly written 
and would damage those income streams.
 !
As technology continues to change the face of our society let us support the individual rights of 
the citizens of this country and not the faceless corporate interests. !!
Sincerely, !
Kevin Moore












Karen Stopnicki, Artist 
www.karenstopnicki.com 


July 23, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff, 


I am writing you about my concern regarding potential changes to the US Copyright Act. 


I have been an artist for 30 years, and though my work is primarily a hobby, I do sell it from 
time to time and would not welcome someone else monetizing my work for their own profit 
without my knowledge or consent.  Furthermore, it is important to me to determine how and by 
whom my work is used. Without copyright protections that exist today, I have no opportunity to 
develop my hobby into a business that would provide an ongoing income. 


I feel strongly that I have a Constitutional right to the exclusive control of my work. As I 
understand, proposed changes to the US Copyright Act would do the following: 


1. It would "privilege" the public's right to use my work without consideration to my rights of 
controlling where it appears, who uses, and how, as well as capturing any income due to me. 


2. It would "pressure" me to register my work with commercial registries. With that comes 
potential costs and additional time spent registering my work. 


3. It would "orphan" unregistered work. Essentially if I don’t chose to work with a commercial 
registry, then my work would become available for anyone to use at will. And even if I do 
register my work with a commercial registry, there are potential gaps between creation and 
registration which could orphan my work as well. 


4. It would make orphaned work available for commercial infringement by "good faith" 
infringers. I take this to mean theft of my work would become “legal.” 


5. It would allow others to alter my work and copyright these "derivative works" in their own 
names. Again,I feel this would be theft of my work. 


6. It would affect all visual art: drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, etc.; past, present and 
future; published and unpublished; domestic and foreign. 


Copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which many artists  business rests. 
Artist’s copyrights are the products we license and this means that infringing our work is like 
stealing our money. It's important to our businesses that we remain able to determine 
voluntarily how and by whom our work is used. Everything I and others artists create becomes 
part of our business inventory, and in the digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than 
ever before.  


I am writing not only on my behalf, but other artists as well because without community support 
none of us will succeed in creating and selling our work. Protection of our work protects our 
livelihood, and protects our rights. 


Sincerely, 


Karen Stopnicki 








Dear U.S. Copyright Office, Library of Congress. 


I write to you on in reference to  [Docket No. 2015–01] Copyright Protection for 
Certain Visual Works. I would urge lawmakers to defeat passage of this proposal. 
I am a botanical illustrator with a very limited inventory of completed works. What 
I create requires time, technique, research, and resources. The end result is, 
hopefully, a depiction, an image of the life cycle of an organism for others to 
identify and perhaps enjoy.  The images I create do not lose their value once they 
are in publications any more then the writings of authors lose their value once 
they are in publications. An author retains rights and authority over their written 
creations, as I believe an artist should retain rights and authority over the images 
they create. 


Regards, 
Karen J May 








 
July 11, 2015 
 
U.S. Copyright 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office: 
 
I'm writing to stress that for me, and for artists like me, copyright law is not an abstract 
legal issue. Our copyrights are our assets. Licensing them is how we make our livings. I 
am writing to ask that you create policy to protect visual authors and their exclusive 
rights, and support a sustainable environment for professional authorship. I am an art 
student who on the side does commissions, I am also looking to sell prints as do many 
other artists like myself, and we’d like to maintain a certain degree of exclusivity to our 
works so that we can properly manage our own work without having to worry about 
people infringing upon our work. Everything WE create becomes a part of our business 
inventory, and in the digital age, inventory is more valuable to us than ever before. 
There is no way anyone would consent the monetizing of their own work without their 
consent.  
 
Sincerely Yours, 
Josephine Rivera 
 








To Whom It May Concern,  
 
I am writing to urge you to strike down the considered changes to copyright law. A 
creator’s right to their work is what gives us the ability to continue creating. Taking away 
our ownership of our work is nothing short of theft. It will deplete our world of new 
creations as artists will fear putting their work out into the world. There is no moral or 
logical reason why a creator should not always retain the ownership of their work unless 
they willingly sell it. The consequences of these changes would be terrible and 
profound. I ask that you please listen to what creators are telling you. Thank you.  
 
-Katy Welte 








7-19-2015
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom It May Concern,


As a freelance artist, my art is my life and my livelihood. If the proposed changes to the law are made, then my ability to
 support myself and my family will be completely ruined. This is true not only for me, but for thousands of artists 
around the country, and around the world. Please reconsider these changes! Don't ruin the lives of artists!


Thanks,
Krystal Buckner
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July 23, 2015


Maria Pallante


Register of Copyrights


U.S. Copyright Office


101Independence Ave. S.E.


Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (80fr23054)


Dear Ms. Pallante,


I am writing to ask that you create policy to protect visual authors and their 
exclusive
rights, and support a sustainable environment for professional Artists.


I am an Illustration Student at Brigham Young University of Idaho. I have loved every 
moment there while learning and developing my Skills there as an Artist to prepare 
myself to be a Professional illustrator. This is why I write to you this day. If this copyright 
act were to go into effect then it would greatly hurt new and older artists in the business. 
In some of the classes i have taken at school, we discussed copyright law and how that 
pertains to us and how thats one of our main forms of income can be from the resale of 
previous works of art. 


If this is passed then you will have snuffed out the income of many artists. Its an action 
like this that has me fearful of the future. Artists already live in such a competitive world 
as it is, we do not need to have people able to just take our property without paying for it 
and giving credit to the owner, may i remind you, that is theft, which is a criminal act. 


If individuals want the use of our work then they need to pay for it. they are trying to use 
our work to sell something so they can make a living and so are we. Just because we 
are the smaller individual does not mean we don’t have expenses to be paid or families 
to support as well. If they can not find the artist to a specific work they want then that 
doesn’t give one the right to have it then. who is to say that they even looked for the 
artist of the work. If they can’t find the artist then they can easily look for a different artist 
to get work from. there are thousands of other illustrators out there that they have 
access to. 


In conclusion, I hope that my thoughts on this matter make a difference in the decision 
process. I hope that the right choice is made so that all of the artists can continue to do 







their job without the threat of everything being stolen from them. 
I hope that the copyright Office will help to protect artists and to cause them no harm, as 
well as work with artists throughout the future. 


Respectfully Submited,
Joshua Stevens








United States Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
Re.: Notice of Inquiry on Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 
 
July 9, 2015 
 
To Those Concerned: 
 
As an artist and educator I am extremely concerned about the changes to the copyright laws that are 
under consideration. These changes would steal the livelihood from illustrators by making the 
application for copyrights complicated and expensive, and by eliminating key protections from 
copyright infringement. 
 
Illustrators must have secure protections against the unlawful use of their work. We must be able to 
control how our illustrations are used and under what conditions. Compensation to illustrators for the 
use of their work is just and fair, and copyrights are key in this process. Our copyrights are the 
products we license. If these changes take place illustrators will lose their ability to make a living from 
their work. Please understand, an illustration that is published once still has value: additional 
publication or use of that work should be contracted with the illustrator. The illustrator must be in 
control of the conditions for use of his/her inventory of work.  
 
Theft of property has always been a strong concern for illustrators — copyright protections are more 
critical now since the publication industry is digital. With the proposed changes to the copyright laws 
our work would be even easier for others to steal and profit from.  
 
I am a longstanding member of the Pittsburgh Society of Illustrators, and have worked as a graphic 
artist/illustrator in full time positions and as a freelancer since 1983. In 2002 I was hired by Slippery 
Rock University to teach in the Art Department. As a full time educator I do not rely on illustration for 
the majority of my income, but I do not want someone else to profit from my work without contracting 
with me for the terms of its use. My illustration students are also at risk: a career in illustration will be 
undermined by this legislation. 
 
Is there any other line of work that is under a similar attack?  Your investigation of how illustrations 
are used by people and businesses should reveal that they have value. The illustrator is the lawful 
owner of the valuable work he/she creates. Do not allow others to steal it.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
June Edwards 
 
Professor of Art 
Slippery Rock University 
Slippery Rock, PA 16057 
 
412-559-8168 








To Whom It May Concern,  


My name is Kara Albers, and to be completely honest, I am not much of a commercial artist yet. 
I am just starting out; just discovering which methods of publishing work for my projects and which do 
not. That said, my work is the result of a huge investment. I have been a serious 2-D artist since I was a 
child, and any work that I produce is only possible because of the many hours that I have put in to reach 
the skill level I currently enjoy. There are many artists who are much better than I am—people who have 
worked harder, or who have utilized their resources more wisely—but my art is mine. Nobody else can 
make quite the art that I do, and I am very proud of that.  


If orphan works passes, my ability to make a living doing the thing that I love will be 
fundamentally crippled. I will be all but doomed to fail before I begin. Without copyright to protect me, 
others will be able to profit off of my work, making it very difficult (if not impossible) to turn a profit 
myself. For artists, copyrights are our assets. Removing said protection would be damaging and insulting 
to any established artist, but as previously stated I am no such thing. The passing of this bill would 
literally crush any real chance I have of being a professional artist, period.  


I cannot overstate my concern over this matter. It is absolutely imperative to the livelihood of 
artists everywhere that the Orphan Works bill not pass. Frankly, it is difficult enough to make a living 
doing what we do as it is. Thank you for taking the time to read this letter;  


 


Sincerely,  


  Kara Albers 


 


 








To whom it may concern,


I am writing to implore you to keep copyrights for photographers.  
For me, selling my original images is partly how I make a living, and if anyone can take 
one of my images from the internet, erase my watermark, scan it, and turn around and 
sell it as their own takes money out of mine and my family’s pocket!  
I sell my images through legitimate stock photography companies, as well as in a virtual 
shop, and I rest assured knowing that I have legal recourse if I find someone has stolen 
my property.
Please keep my livelihood and property safe!


Thank you,
Kelly Newbury








 
 
I’m a professional graphic designer and aspiring illustrator just getting into 
the field of creating illustrations aka visual art for a living. Currently I’m in 
my last semester of school at California College of the Arts where I have 
spent the last 2 years studying how to be a professional illustrator. One 
thing that I find that a lot of people outside of the visual arts profession 
don’t seem to understand is that people in creative fields like illustration 
and design often spend upwards of $100,000 to receive a quality education 
in the arts these days. Its more important now than ever that professional 
visual artists are able protect the rights to our work, which is the sole base 
of our income. When I create and get a piece of art published, I am paid for 
that instance of publishing only. However, I retain rights to my work to sell it 
again to someone else as I please. Essentially, I am creating and 
copyrighting a product that I own. If I am unable to retain rights to the work 
that I have created, it basically opens up the possibility for anyone out there 
to steal my work and republish it, therefore taking money directly out of my 
pocket. Which would not only make it impossible for me to sustain my 
business, but also I will not be able to live off my trade or pay back the 
exorbitant student loans I have accrued in order to be able to be a 
professional in my trade. I implore you, please don’t let this pass! Ultimately 
it would mean the end of being a visual artist for a living, which is already a 
huge challenge that we all fight for on a daily basis because we are very 
passionate about what we do.  Protect the visual arts profession, do not let 
this new copyright act pass!!   








July 20, 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 
 
 
I am an editor and author with Effing Swan Publishing and have been writing for ten 
years.  
 
Copyright is the basis by which I do business. Infringing on my work is the same as 
stealing money out of my pocket. 
 
Copyrights are the products that I license and derivative works in the licensing and 
selling of my works. Only of the only methods of protection for authors and writers 
is the copyright law, keeping others from plagiarism and infringing upon my work. 
 
Everything I write and publish is part of my business inventory. In the digital age,, 
inventory is more valuable to authors than ever before. 
 
I work very hard at what I do, and the process of creating a book takes thousands 
upon thousands of hours and dollars that you would be diminishing by allowing 
another to make money off of my hard work. 
 
In NO WAY do I welcome someone else to monetize off of my work without my 
knowledge or consent. How would you feel if you worked your 40-hr week only to 
have your boss tell you on payday that someone else claimed the work you had done 
was theirs, and therefore they received your paycheck? 
 
Not. Cool. 
 
Please don’t allow this to go through. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kelsey Keating 








Hello and greetings from Texas,  
 
 I write to you in regards to the upcoming amends to the Copyright act. This new changes 
would drastically affect, not just myself, but many other independent artist and authors. As a 
current student for a 2D animation degree, who often spends time drawing various depictions of 
pop culture icon for fun, this law would affect my work greatly.  


This law feels like it benefits corporation and companies more than individual artist. If I 
made a piece of art, which is use for publication, then use in various other forms, but see no 
money off the royalties, that seem like an unfair deal. 
 Or If I make a drawing for fun, don’t register it, and someone steals the work and uses it 
to print shirt and such, and once again gain money off it where as I don’t see a dime. Because 
they think it’s “Orphaned” also doesn’t seem right. Even more so if some one take a old painting 
I did years ago to make prints, that seem grossly like a bad idea to keep this “Orphaned”.  
 If that is not bad enough, for someone to alter my work and make a “Derivative” of my 
work, and once again makes money off it, that would affect us even more. 
 I’m sure I’m not the only one who is tell you this is a bad idea for use artist, but this is a 
really bad idea.  
 Please do not change the current copyright laws to this new form, because this will do 
more harm than good. 
 
Thank you, and have a lovely day.  
-Joseph Compton.        








Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


Dear Ms. Pallante and Copyright Office Staff:


I am writing in regards to the new proposals for visual works copyright reform, thank you 
very much for taking the time to receive and read comments about this matter.


I am a new emerging illustrator and visual storyteller, having recently graduated from 
college.  I went to an art college and went into debt in order to do so.  I have invested a 
significant amount of money and time to develop my skills in this craft.  As do so many 
others in this field of work. It is almost always a lifelong commitment.  This push for 
copyright change would make it increasingly difficult to sustain a livelihood in the visual 
arts, and I fear would be a huge impediment for the potential future artists that would 
have otherwise contributed to our cultural growth and heritage as a people.  Something 
this proposal claims to be so valuable.


The current copyright laws allow us to protect and deny that our work be used by certain 
people and organizations for things that we feel cause harm to the image or financial 
state of our business.  Our creations are our products, our inventory, our reputation, and 
keeping ownership of the rights to them is the foundation of our business.  We decide 
who can use them or not, for what purposes, and for how long.  The essentially  revised 
Orphan Works Act, The Next Great Copyright Act, abolishes this.  The claims that the 
work is too culturally valuable, but worthless to the creators once distributed online is 
hypocritical.  The value of a work, in a case such as this, is and only should be 
determined by it’s maker.


You do not walk into a gallery and take the work off the walls, claim you own it, and 
profit from it without paying for it. That is theft. The internet is essentially a global gallery.  
A work’s value does not decrease simply because it is on display.  The internet is now 
the biggest means to gain a following and grow a business in the visual arts.  Having 
personal projects and work on the web is also now the main way to getting industry and 
in studio jobs.  Taking away the copyrights is what will decrease the work’s value.  If an 
individual or organization truly wants to use another’s work, then they should pay the 
price for it.  It is a service you pay for, just like with any other job.  Everyone deserves to 
be paid for their services.  If it’s on the web it’s free to view, not free to use.


I would instead vouch that copyrights of visual works be further developed for the 
protection of the creator and creation(s).  Furthermore, to create royalty distribution 







systems for the visual arts like the ones already established for the music industry.  
Technology is vastly and quickly  expanding, rather than overhauling copyrights, perhaps 
make efforts to develop a means by which to digitally ingrain and track an image. Have 
a database that can store, identify, and track works and have it where people can 
access the information, in say the metadata, and always be able to find the creator and 
origin of the image.  Make it where no work can be “orphaned”.


Thank you again for your time and consideration.


Sincerely and Best Regards,


Jessica Dycus








Maria Pallante 
 Register of Copyrights 
 U.S. Copyright Office 
 101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
 Washington, DC 20559-6000 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


 Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 


I am concerned by the proposed changes in the Copyright law regarding visual works. I am 
a Graphics Professor and a practicing Graphic Designer and Fine Artist. Work that I create 
is currently protected under the copyright laws but I fear that the proposed changes will 
negatively impact my work and income from my original art and design work. Let me 
explain how I derive income from my designs in two ways: 


First, when I create a commercial design , like a logo for example, I charge the client for the 
creation of the design, and assign  the copyright for that image to the client, then the client 
can use the design in their business in a variety of ways I do not control the design if they 
want to use it for letterhead, business cards, or automobile wraps. I have no further claim 
on that design. Most of my Graphic Design client work I sell in that manner so the price of 
the design can be quite high because I am selling my rights with the design, and I derive no 
further income from it. 


Second, original Fine Art I create for sale in shops or online galleries is protected by the 
1976 copyright laws. When I create a watercolor or ink drawing. I will perhaps sell the 
original framed artwork, and in addition, I will sell multiple prints of that work, and 
versions of that work expressed as notecards, coasters, notebook covers, t-shirts, and a 
wide variety of other items bearing that design. I always include a statement with any sale 
that the customer is buying only the item but not the copyright or ability to reproduce or 
create derivative works or products based on my original design. If my rights to sole 
distribution of any materials or products bearing my design is no longer protected, I will 
lose a considerable part of my income. My artwork does not lose its value once it is 
published…I depend on the sale of reproductions and derivative works as my product 
inventory. In this digital age it is even more important that my work be protected so that it 
is not readily scanned or copied and redistributed without my express permission.  


Requiring me to apply for copyright and register every design individually would be 
cumbersome and far too expensive for me as an artist. Please do not change the copyright 







law in a way that will make it more difficult or more expensive for me to make a living with 
my art. 


 


Thank you for your time,  


 


 


Kari C. Coffindaffer 
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Maria Pallante 


Register of Copyrights 


U.S. Copyright Office 


101Independence Ave. S.E. 


Washington, DC 20559-6000 


 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


 


To Whom it May Concern: 


My name is Jolynn P. Loftus. I am artist based in the Washington, DC area. I have been a fine and graphic artist, 
illustrator, computer artist, photographer, art director, and project and production manager since 1972. 


Through out those years I have produced and published works and illustrations for many mass market and trades, as 
well as private collectors. 


I am also a member of multiple local and national artist’s groups. 


I am an advocate for protecting, collecting and distributing long-overdue royalties to artists. 


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment and the unfair and inappropriate 
changes that you are proposing to artists’ copyrights. 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing.  


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a living for my family. The resale of my 
past images is part of my day to day way of making a living and art is the bulk of business. My collection of work is a 
valuable resource that produces income for me and my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with a 
system that would benefit internet companies and endanger artists’ ownership of their very works would endanger my 
ability to make a living. 


I don’t know any artists that have not had their work stolen and used by others without right or permission or financial 
compensation. Why should the government favor corporations like this instead of those of us who actually conceive and 
create new work? 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


The proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me greatly. It is essentially a revised Orphan Works 
(OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first 
appeared a decade ago for good reason. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would allow 
internet companies and others to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even better revenue 
stream for themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to 
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have to compete with giant corporations that could legally steal an artist’s artwork for free and then turn around 
compete with us for our own markets. Or worse create their own copyrights of OUR work thereby rendering us unable 
to earn from Our very works we have had stolen - our work. 


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become not only another extremely financial burden but a time-
consuming for nightmare for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, they would 
soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage 
over freelance artists such as myself. We as artists do not have the time to run our businesses as is but to become 
copyright experts and basically attorneys would detract from the time required to be artists.  Anyone who believes this 
won't happen is lying to themselves or to you. 


I am an artist and if I have to become a lawyer to maintain my art catalogue then I will no longer be able to be an artist – 
and frankly I don’t want to be a lawyer and should not have to be to keep control of my art – my livelihood – my 
PROPERTY. If I made clothing or cars or houses and someone just came along and took those things or “used” them they 
would be breaking the law so what is the difference between what I produce and these other products? Why should I 
have to spend any money let alone copious amounts of time and money jumping through hoops to protect what is 
mine? My works? 


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of photographs, graphic 
art works, and/or illustrations? 


In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for references. If I use someone’s art or 
photograph in my actual work I pay them for that usage, if they aren’t for sale or I can not locate the artist/owner then I 
redesign and find work that is for sale. It is their work, they have produced it, it belongs to them and they have earned 
the compensation for their design/art. They deserve compensation. 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic artworks, and/or 
illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress is all too familiar. For the past couple of decades we 
artists have already seen our foreign reprographics royalties diverted away from us. I believe this is exactly what will 
happen if these ill-advised proposals from the Copyright Office are approved by Congress. 


It is imperative that this legislation Not be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation of copyright 
registries or notice of use registries. This legislation would fail artists, and the supposed artist’s organizations should not 
be allowed to profit further off the backs, sweat & tears of the artists they were supposed to have been created to help. 


Thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from any orphan works 
provisions that Congress writes into the new copyright act. 


 


Thank you, 


Jolynn P. Loftus 


1200 Offutt Dr 


Falls Church, VA 22046 








Hi, 
 
I am a licensing artist and have concerns about the proposed copyright legislation. I 
create patterns and illustrations specifically for licensing to manufacturers to reproduce 
on products ranging from rugs, dishes, wrapping paper, fabric, pillows, luggage... you 
name it. If you walk into a store and see a product with an image on it, that image has 
mostly likely been licensed from an artist like me. This entire industry relies on 
copyrighted images. 
 
There definitely needs to be some changes to copyright law. But the changes need to 
PROTECT ARTISTS MORE not open them up to the possibilities of large corporations 
encroaching on their rights. It’s already hard enough to keep people from stealing my 
imagery.  
 
I’m particularly concerned with the orphaned works part of the new legislation. It just 
seems stacked against artists. Terms like “good faith diligent searches” to find the 
owner of the orphaned works seems vague and unenforceable. If someone sees an 
image, makes a few attempts at an internet search to find the owner, should they be 
allowed to reproduce that image on the products I named above? If that is the case then 
it will put me out of business.  
 
The artwork I create is original, proprietary and the only product I have to sell. No one 
else should have any right to use it unless I give them specific permission and am 
compensated accordingly.  
 
Time does not de-value my art. I have images that I licensed to manufacturers years 
ago and can continue to license them to other manufacturers for years to come. If 
images become so easily orphaned because of the nature of the internet, then they 
WILL truly be de-valued because no manufacturer will agree to pay me for work they 
can get for free. 
 
Registering copyright for everything that I create would be too burdensome. I create 
hundreds of images each year. Some may never be chosen for licensing and therefore 
never generate any income. But some will generate lots of income as long as the 
copyright is exclusive to me. It would be amazingly time-consuming, expensive and 
impractical for me to register everything I produce. 
 
Please be very careful how you proceed with this legislation. Our constitution is founded 
on the rights of individuals, not on what’s good for corporate interests. The current 
proposal seriously limits my rights to own and profit from the things that I create. And 
could put me out of business. 
 
Thanks for your consideration. 
 
Kris Ruff 
 
 








To whomever this may concern,


I'm not a professional artist, but as someone who uploads their art online, I think 
this new copyright ruling is completely ridiculous. Sure, you'll get plenty of letters 
voiced similarly or even the same way. It's absolutely ridiculous that you think that you 
can take the rights of intellectual and creative property from citizens and artists is 
downright stupid.
If this were to happen, there would be so much talent that will just drop off. If our rights 
to our own work are just taken away, nobody would upload or share their art anymore. 
You might as well just be giving struggling artists or even successful artists a boot 
straight to face with this ruling. Creative growth would drop like a rock if nobody 
shared their work.


It doesn't matter how big you are, artists will group together to protect their ideas 
and their property. I'm not saying this as a threat, I'm saying this because that's what 
people who love something they forge from their own two hands.


I am aware that this isn't the first time anything like this rule has been set into 
motion, and I can't help but wonder why. Being so dead set on destroying the lives of 
others is something I would consider unconstitutional. I understand the potential profit 
that can be reached from this, but how would you feel if someone took anything you 
did, and said they owned it, unless you paid for it. A piece of work you made yourself. 
As if unless you didn't register, for example, a chair you built with your own two hands, 
someone could take it and walk away! Look at how absolutely ridiculous such a thing 
is!
I'm personally insulted that you people think you can walk all over anyone with any 
talent to make a shameless buck off their suffering. I know I'm just one voice amongst 
many, I'm not even a professional artist and I have practically no following. I don't even 
have a passion. I'm just tired of watching big greedy corporations walk all over 
anybody with a talent. It's not fair and it's downright unethical. I might even call it 
inhumane.


Don't support this plan, I don't and many other artists don't. There's no way to 
make this plan sound good and there's no way to get any content creator on board 
with such a ridiculous plan. Why don't you look at it from the perspective of a creator. 
As our government you are supposed to hear your people, you are supposed to 
protect us. However, you can't even sympathize with us from your high horses up 
there. You just want to suck more money out of us and nobody is going to stand for it. 
It's not fair, it's not right. I'm not a voice for the people. I am one of the people who 
needs a voice.
Stop walking all over us.


Sincerely,
Joseph Edan








This new Copyright law is an insult to artists.  It shows such lack of respect for the craft of 
artistic expression. 


Artists often spend years developing and perfecting their craft, their own personal style and 
techniques and to allow anyone else to be able to easily claim this effort as their own is a dis-
service to all artists. 
We paint because we love to do it.  We are proud of our accomplishments. 
We deserve to be able to control the destiny of our works 


Respect the artist. 


 


Sincerely 
Judy Horan 








To Whom it May Concern, In regards to the proposed Orphan Works – 


My name is Jennifer L Nilsson and I have been working as an artist for the past 8 years. When I began it 
was only as a hobby, it was a way to make a little extra money from my artwork to tuck away for a rainy 
day. I am now working full-time as a licensed artist, represented by an agent and working closely with 
manufacturers. My artwork has become my livelihood – the money goes to feed my family, pay my bills, 
and put any extra into savings. 


I work EXTREMELY hard creating my style which is now recognizable to many of my customers and to my 
fan-base. I put in long hours of learning new techniques, taking my ideas and sketching them out on 
paper, working with layers of watercolor and colored pencils, pen and inks, to create each and every 
image. I put money into my art supplies to be able to create. 


By allowing the Orphan Works Bill to pass, you will be stripping me of my time, talent, and money and 
handing my images over to the general public to snag from the web and use in any way they desire to 
make a profit. A profit which they did not earn. With images that they did not create. 


My artwork, and the artwork of EVERY visual artist, would no long be unique to our skills, no longer 
recognizable as our unique styles, in essence it will kill our “brand.”  


I imagine you put in long hours at your job. It takes your time and energy away from your family. Your 
job and the work the YOU do, enables you to pay your bills and provide for your loved ones. What if at 
the end of your pay period, a stranger comes along and decides that the pay you worked so hard for 
should be up for grabs. They didn’t put in the hours, they didn’t but in the effort, but they should profit 
from your time. This is the same thing that all visual artists will face should the Orphan Works pass. 


I implore you to do away with the Orphan Works for once and for all. Allow artists to maintain ALL rights 
to their creations from the minute it is created. 


Please do not take away our rights. 


Thank you,  


Sincerely,  


Jennifer L Nilsson 


 








To:   U.S. Copyright Office 


RE:  Notice of Inquiry, U.S. Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


 Orphan Works and Mass Digitilization (79 FR 7706) 


 


Comments of Karen Horne, Yale College '81, MFA Painting, Pastel Society of 


America, American Impressionist Society 


I have been a professional fine artist for over 3 decades.  I completed a BA in 


Art from Yale College, and completed my MFA in Painting at Indiana 


University.  My paintings, pastels and drawings, are in numerous corporate 


and public collections including American Express, Hilton Hotels, Utah State 


Collection, as well as in private collections through the US and in Europe.  I 


have exhibited widely in the US, in major cities such as New York, Atlanta, 


San Francisco, and throughout the state of Utah. I've been fortunate to 


receive numerous grants and awards, including a major prize at the Annual 


Exhibition of the National Academy of Design, and was selected by the 


Cultural Olympiad committee as one of the 100 Honored Artists of Utah. 


Over my career, I have already created many thousands of paintings, pastels 


and drawings.  I will continue to produce unique works of art, on commission, 


and as part of continuing series.  I also selectively authorize multiples of my 


work, giglees etc, to create another revenue stream.   My work has been 


published in numerous books, magazines and periodicals, reinforcing my 


stature as an artist, name recognition and brand.   


My business model rests on the fact that I create highly sought after, unique 


and original works of art, and have control of their copyright at the moment of 


the work's creation. It is crucial that I as the signing artist, am the presumed 


copyright holder.    This is a highly workable arrangement, that does not need 


tampering with.  As the artist, I am in the best position to determine the use 


and future of my creations.  And my income rests on that. 


I am extremely concerned about the impact that the proposed registries, and 


orphan works legislation would have on my business.  It would be highly 


problematic to demand that I complete paperwork to register each and every 


one of my thousands of creations with a public or private registry. It would be 


an undue burden, to say the least.   It would not jive with the pace or process 


of my creating now or in the past, nor of the numerous other duties I have in 







sustaining my small business.   And many of my works have multiple states, 


and revisions, and reworkings - how would that be handled?  The nature of 


the creative process does not conform to outside registries.  And why should 


my individual creations, the result of my effort, be subject to such 


requirements? 


Nor is a registry necessary.  I create my works, and sign them.  When I sell 


them, I explicity let the buyer know that I am retaining copyright, unless that is 


otherwise negotiated.  When authorizing use of images of my work, I require 


that they be attributed.  It is important that I have the control over authorizing 


use of images of my work - so that I can dictate terms, or refuse use.  The 


arrangement of someone approaching me directly to ask for permission is 


straightforward.   I can be found easily at my studio, on the phone, through my 


website or by googling.  


And it must be said that it is important that I can use publishing, both hard-


copy and online, as a publicity tool - to boost stature and reach new markets 


for my originals and any multiples I may authorize.  I need to know that 


images in circulation will be respected and presumed to be under copyright, 


not fodder for a mass digitilization effort, or raw material for reworking and 


theft. 


I believe existing copyright law not only works well for professional visual 


artists, but is the basis on which our creative vision and income is protected.  


Our industry should not have to conform to the convenience and pressure of 


mass digitalization. Nor should the fruit of our training and talents be given to 


outside entities to control.  As a professional artist with decades of effort under 


my belt, it is essential that am able to control how and by whom my work is 


used.  Keep copyright law as it is. 


 


Sincerely, 


Karen Horne 








Jennifer Hewitson, 1145 Wotan Dr. Encinitas Ca. 92024 
 
Copyright Office,            
   I have been a freelance illustrator for 30 years. I have created thousands of images 
published in books, magazines, newspapers, advertisements and other printed media. 
I have had much success, but also, as is the nature of illustration very unpredictable ups 
and downs income wise. There are no guarantees, prices for illustration remain stagnant 
or even lower that a decade or 2 ago. The saving grace is that I have the ability to re-sell 
the usage of my art, license its use, market in merchandising, make products, or even sell 
my originals, while maintaining copyrights. This ability allows me to make a living and 
support my 2 children. I have even included in my will instructions to assist my children 
in organizing and using my images to generate income for them in case of my death. 
These images are mine, and I should have the right to pass them, and the copyrights down 
to my heirs. The choice of how or whether to use them would also be their right. 
   Historically I could always count on the fact that my images, my manifested ideas, 
were my own, and automatically the copyrights were retained by me. This is logical. The 
mass of artwork I have created makes it impossible to scan and register each image. I 
should not have to worry that my images could be deemed orphan works, and taken up by 
some organization to use and sell as they please through digitization and dissemination to 
the global market via the internet.  
   I have had to fight to retain rights when publishers pushed contracts that try to take 
copyrights retroactively for images I created for their use. I have had people use portions 
of my work within their own images, or outright copies of my images produced and 
signed as their own. It is a very difficult task to monitor or even find a fraction of the use 
and abuse of my personal creations, especially with new technologies. It is hard enough 
to make a living as a creative, the act of conception and creation alone is time consuming 
and all encompassing, but to have to battle to retain rights to ones own work as well is 
crippling. I have to know when I sell the use of an image, where it has been licensed, and 
what its past usage has been, to prevent competitive uses, to control its life out in the 
world so those who pay to use it are guaranteed a certain set of rights. I can’t do that if it 
is digitized and available to all, or if others can claim it is orphaned and then abuse and 
spread the usage in undocumented ways. 
   Illustration is very different from writing or photography, it is individual personal styles 
of images, concepts, imagination translated to visuals, and the types of potential uses are 
endless, in whole or in parts. The creator should maintain the sole right to alter, combine, 
re-work, share or keep to ourselves, any images we make. This cannot be mandated by a 
government agency, to be shared for the good of the whole. If my bike is on the road, it 
doesn’t mean it should be taken and put in a community collective for all to use at will. 
That’s stealing. It seems to me that is what is happening with artwork in the digital age, 
and change in technology does not excuse theft. Ease of acquisition does not excuse the 
proper channels of permission and payment. If you can’t get permission, then get another 
image, and allow mine to remain unused, “gathering dust”, that is my right to determine, 
not the government’s or Google’s or any other entity. Please do not make our lives 
harder. Making a living from our own artwork is what we ask. I wish I had the clout of 
Taylor Swift, but I am one small fish in a great ocean. I deserve my copyrights, and 
control of my creations.        Sincerely, Jennifer Hewitson 







 








Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 


July 19, 2015 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


Greetings Maria, 


My name is Kendra Minadeo, I am a freelance watercolorist and illustrator working in Los Angeles. I am a self taught artist 


relatively new to the professional world of illustration. Currently I work with small pop culture galleries to create licensed or 


tribute work for shows and releases. Most recently, working with Marvel and Hero Complex Gallery to celebrate their 


latest Avengers film “Age of Ultron”. With every show and online release, my work becomes more desirable and my 


fan base grows. My aim is to expand into children’s books and produce my own works.  


Though online is how I meet most of my fans and share and sell my work, I am writing to address the problems visual 


artists face in the new digital landscape.  


What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain multiple revenue streams in order to make a living for my family. The 


resale of my past artwork is a large part of how I do business. My collection of work is a commodity that clients, 
galleries and fans appreciate, find valuable and are willing pay money for. Any attempt to replace our existing 


copyright laws with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to make a living and 


provide for my family. Certain companies have already begun digitizing the work of my fellow artists without permission 


or financial compensation. Why would the government favor corporations like this instead of those of us who actually 


create new work? 
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What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is essentially a revised Orphan Works 


(OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first 


appeared a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would allow internet 
companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even better revenue stream for 
themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to 


compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and compete with us for our own markets. 


What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become a huge financial burden for artists, the death of my 
freelance business, if not, my profession. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, 


they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater and greater competitive 


advantage over freelance artists such as myself. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In the 


end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will be that artists like myself will find ourselves 


paying through the nose to maintain our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can’t afford 


to register, or those we can't find the time to register, or those we can't find decades old metadata to register will all fall 


into noncompliance and a lifetime of images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others. 


What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 


Like most artists, I use photographs and works by other artists as reference or inspiration but my work has always been 


the work of my own hands. My only public use of other people's material is the fair use I make of it on social media. On  


it, I occasionally write about the work of some artist I admire, or pay tribute to the work of a colleague. In those cases 


where I include images, I credit the sources and provide links where available. If I can't credit some work that I'd like to 


use, I use a work I can credit. 


In a similar vein, I'm aware of multiple blogs where other people have used my work in similar non-commercial postings. 


In every such instance of which I'm aware, the authors of these blogs have credited me, and I have never objected to 


such uses. So, based on this experience, I would suggest that where the current copyright law is working, it is 
working as intended, compelling a certain rigor regarding the use of work that I fear will be lost entirely if the laws 


currently being proposed are liberalized to permit massive commercial infringement. 
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Libraries and museums, of course, would probably require more latitude than I should be given, for archival and 


preservation purposes. But it is my understanding that in their most recent filings with the Copyright Office, they believe 


that recent legal decisions expanding fair use exceptions are all they need for their purposes. If that's the case, then the 


original justification for orphan works legislation has vanished and the cause stands exposed as simply a drive to permit 


the commercial infringement of copyrighted art by working artists. And since there can be no just excuse for that, I,  


like most of my colleagues, believe that the orphan works crusade should be dropped and copyright law strengthened to 


"promote the useful arts." 


What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too familiar to me. Artists have already 
seen their foreign reprographics royalties diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly 


what is going to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. To prevent this unjust conflict of 


interest, it is imperative that no artists group that supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from 


the creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists organizations have failed artists and should 


not be allowed to use this legislation to profit even further off the artists they were created to help. 


Thank you kindly for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be excluded from any orphan 
works provisions Congress writes into the new copyright act. 


Best, 


Kendra Minadeo 
Freelance Watercolorist & Illustrator  


Los Angeles, California  


helloitsquokka.com 
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July 23, 2015 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I have been a commercial and fine artist my entire life. I attended Parsons School of 
Design, studying fashion illustration, and worked in advertising in New York and 
Montreal for five years out of school before becoming a freelance illustrator and 
graphic designer for twenty years. My illustrations and designs, including logo 
treatments, have been used by small businesses, nationwide.  
 
In 1985, I began producing artwork within the Fine Art domain, displayed in 
galleries in the East and West Coast. I now produce paintings and bronzes and sell 
privately. My work is displayed on the Internet and in galleries. 
 
While I no longer require my living to be provided by the sale of my artwork, my 
images and designs are the work of my life, a personal expression of who I am, and 
the value they hold for collectors of my work rests on the control I am able to 
provide for how those images are utilized. To allow anyone or any corporation to 
have free access to any work I do not have copy written, is for all intents and 
purposes, diminishing the value of my work that I or anyone else owns.  To require 
artists to pay for the service of copyrighting their work is unfair and departs further 
down the slippery slope to the corporatocracy of this country.  
 
Having been involved briefly in video work, I have the respect of the need for 
musicians to protect their creative work, where their work can be acquired and 
purchased for use and they receive remuneration. The same is for standards in 
literature for writers. Why would artists now be denied these rights? 
 
Publication of my work only enhances the value but only when I receive proper 
acknowledgement and remuneration. Why would any other entity have the right to 
financially benefit from my life work without my approval? Corporations, such as 
Disney Corporation, have incredibly stringent copyright laws on their brand, logo 
and any imagery associated with Disney. Corporations have entire legal 
departments to enforce their rights. Artists do not have the resources, nor should 
they, have to become policemen to protect their body of work.  
 
The farther away a culture departs from the appreciation, support, and protection of 
its creative contributors within its midst, the faster its decline.  
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
Jean MacFarland Altshuler 
 








July 23, 2015 


U.S. Copyright 
RE: Orphan Works 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office, 


I’m writing today to share my concern about the Orphan Works proposal.   


I am an art licensing agent representing a select group of talented artists and their library of copyrighted 
works.   


I graduated from San Diego State with a BA degree in Art with a minor in Business and have been 
successfully representing artists and licensing artwork since 2000.  The licensing industry is a multi-
billion dollar industry that relies heavily on licensed artwork. We license artwork on a wide variety of 
products which are developed and sold worldwide to specialty and mass market retailers.  The licensing 
industry is one where we depend on copyrights to secure and protect our artist’s rights to their artwork 
and the licensed products our licensees produce.   Our artist’s artwork is their livelihood and they need 
to be protected. Unfortunately artists have been taken advantage of for years…hence the term “starving 
artists” and I really hope the copyright laws aren’t changed in a way to further exploit the creative 
people who bring such creative beauty to our world.     


Licensed artwork plays a huge role in the development of products today and it is only through holding 
copyrights that licensed artists are protected.  An artist can establish themselves as a successful “brand” 
by licensing their copyrighted artwork. The more an artist’s artwork is seen on a variety of products in 
the marketplace, the more recognizable and desirable the artist’s artwork becomes…and they should be 
rewarded for that.  Being a licensed artist can become a nice means of support, but all is lost if the artist 
can’t rely on copyrights to protect themselves and the artwork they produce.  If the means by which 
artists are able to protect themselves and their artwork is taken away, it would be the same as stealing 
music from a musician.  It would be like stealing money out of the artist’s pockets as well as all those 
who rely on copyright laws to protect artists, their artwork and the licensed products produced.   There 
are stringent laws in place to protect musicians from having their music copied and there should be the 
same types of laws in place to protect visual artists.  


Please do not allow others to infringe on artists artwork and their livelihood.  


Thanks for your consideration. 


Karen Hacker 
 
CEO 
TSB & Co. 
949-215-2840 
www.TSBandCo.com 
 








As a professional artist with 30 years of experience, I strongly oppose any Congressional changes to any 
current copyright amenities that visual artists currently own, in particular, new legislation dubbed 
“Orphan Works Acts.” To endanger personal rights when work becomes published is the epitome of 
poor legislation; it will endanger the business portion of every artist’s portfolio. 


In closing, I respectfully submit my strong opposition to the concept of Orphan Works Acts. Please 
forward to the appropriate personnel. Thank-you… 


John Richards 


www.jrichardsjr.com 








July 21, 2015
Maria Pallante
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S. E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Orphan Act


To whom it may concern:


I am writing you to ask that you please do not change the current copyright laws. 


I am a self taught illustrator and artist. I started my own company 3 years ago creating art and 
children’s picture books. It’s been an uphill battle with lots of expenses and trying to outsmart 
people wanting to steal my art. I am finally starting to see an income selling my books and copies 
of my paintings through reputable print on demand companies like fineartamerica. (one of the few 
that lets you keep your rights).  Hearing of the new Orphan act scares me , it will undo all of my 
hard work and leave me with nothing.  Art is my world, I have been creating ever since I could 
hold a crayon at age 3. I went to school and got a business degree and worked  16 hour days for 
20 years  in the corporate world making lots of people rich, but hardly getting rewarded myself. I 
have always wanted to make a living doing my art, but never had the chance until I got married to 
my amazing husband Aaron.  Bless his heart, it has been a very expensive adventure, but we are 
finally seeing things turn around and I am now making money.  I heard of the Orphan Act, which 
makes me very concerned as I would loose everything I have been working so hard for.  If other 
people can take my art as their own and sell it, then what’s the point of me creating the art?  You 
say that I can register my pieces and then keep my rights, but I will not be able to afford that and 
will end up in debt. It seems very unfair that the creator of the art should not have the full 
copyright of said art. Piracy of music and movies is not allowed, so why should it be okay for art? 


Art is my world, please don’t take that away from me.


Sincerely yours,


Konni Jensen


www.monsterpicturebooks.com


www.konnijensen.com


Konni Jensen Art



http://www.monsterpicturebooks.com

http://www.monsterpicturebooks.com

http://www.konnijensen.com

http://www.konnijensen.com






July 20, 2015 
 
U.S. Copyright 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office: 
 
I cannot allow the Orphan Works law to pass. I am a 19-year-old artist, and I know the value 
of original work. I have been drawing for as long as I can remember, and I will be making a 
living out of it, and a law like this completely goes against that. For anyone to use your work 
without your consent and profit off of it is something that we, as artists, work together to 
prevent, because for us, art theft is much more than a misunderstanding. It can cost us our 
livelihoods.  
 
This law, in particular, does not benefit creators. As it is, we tend to have few resources 
available to us to ensure that our work stays ours, and the money made off of it is ours as well. 
Orphan Works would take a lot of those away from us. We are a group that is just as 
important to the growing culture of the world, made by the fact that we are individuals and our 
work is made with love and care, even (or perhaps especially) when we are making work of it.  
 
Copyright is important to me. It's important to all of us artists who create work and need to 
make money off of that work. It's not something we are willing to give up. 
 
I don't live in the United States; in fact I'm in Canada, but these laws affect more than just 
American citizens. We live in a global economy. The digital age allows us to access 
information more quickly than ever before, and the U.S. can not be allowed to pave the way 
for other countries to create laws like this.  
 
We have to have our livelihoods protected. 
 
Thank you for listening. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jennah Heshmat 








U.S. Copyright Office        July 22, 2015    
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
Subject:  Protect Visual Artists from Proposed Revisions to the Copyright Act 
 
To all involved: 
 
I strenuously object to changes proposed to the Copyright Act that will seriously harm, as  
creator of original works of art, my long established property rights and intellectual 
property rights to my art.   
 
Such changes will endanger and possibly void my rights, as well as those of my estate 
beneficiaries, concerning control of my original paintings, drawings, prints, sketches, 
photos, et. al., as well as reproductions of my art legally authorized by me or my estate, past, 
present or future. 
 
Further, there should be no legal provision to any person, corporation, business entity or 
organization that would “privilege” public rights to reproduce my art in any form without 
my specific written authorization.   
 
I should never by required in any way to register my work, privately, nor commercially to 
protect my original creator right of control over my art work.  As such, there should never 
be allowed any vague category such as “orphan” work assigned to my “unregistered” work 
so that it would come into the public domain for commercial or any other unauthorized purpose. 
 
In other words, there should never be any allowance in the law that would enable any 
unauthorized party to infringe “in good faith,” create “derivative works” in another name, 
digitize, or use any other means to steal or rob me of the monetary value, intrinsic value, 
or creative value of my original art, or reproductions authorized by me of my original art. 
 
Additionally, I should always be able to use any legal remedy to right any infringement of my 
art by any party.  There is no need for, nor should there be, any special court created that would 
limit my choice of legal remedy.   
 
All copyright protections afforded today to all artists, be they full-time or part-time, professional, 
student or amateur, should be vigorously defended and not changed or modified in any way. 
To allow anything less will do great personal and monetary harm to tens of thousands of creative 
individuals and their families.  Please do not allow business interests domestic and foreign to 
make money on our backs and continue to protect us without complex legal burden.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jack Dykstra, Artist 
1750 E. Lakeshore Drive #158 
Whitefish, Montana 59937 
 
    








Dear U.S. Copyright Office,


Hi my name is Kati Hammond and I oppose the current considerations held 
in Congress to change U.S. Copyright as it now stands in Article 1, Section 8 
of the Constitution. As an artist and an American, I believe rights should be 
given to me as with all artists, musicians, illustrators, etc. and Americans 
who contribute to the culture of the United States of America. 


Our country is not yet 300 years old and in many ways our culture is still 
being developed. Artists are a huge asset to a country's unique culture. You 
can recognize many countries by their rich developed cultures, such as 
Germany by their individual art and architecture as well as many other 
countries such as Japan, France and India. Each of these countries is 
highly distinguishable because of their art which is what makes their 
culture. Art is also history. The American flag was a piece of artwork in and 
of itself as well as the gift of the Statue of Liberty. We should not solely be 
known for our technological advances, but also for the artistic and cultural 
identity we are giving ourselves as Americans. In history, art was hugely 
valuable to the Egyptians as well as ancient tribes and cavemen to 
document their history and important events. 


Let's not forget the efforts of President Roosevelt to protect cultural heritage 
during WWII and the efforts made by American Lieutenant George L. Stout 
and those affiliated with the MMFA such as James Rorimer and Rose 
Valland. Also, it is mentionable the efforts made by Maria Altmann to claim 
her rights to an original painting by artist Gustav Klimt that was wrongly 
confiscated from her by the Nazi's and wrongly refused to her by the 
Austrian Court. It is with these considerations as well as my passion to 
reserve individual American rights and the respect of American Artists that 
I strongly believe artists copyright should be reserved and respected in the 
current Copyright laws as they stand in Article 1, Section 8 of the 
Constitution.


 Artists deserve to be rightfully paid for the work that they give to the 
American culture and should thrive as a result of any work contributed to 
humanity as any other American who contributes to American society and 







human existence. I strongly believe that anything below that standard is an 
injustice to the American people and our nation as a whole, as well as an 
abusive exploitation of Americans and our cultural contributions. Thank 
you for your time. 


Sincerely,


Kati Hammond








I am a cartoonist. I sketch and share my work on the internet as a way to get people to know who I am, and to 
get them to buy my books (that I self-publish). Your new law would negatively effect everything I do artistically. 
This sounds like a law written so corporations can take whatever they want from creative people with out paying 
for it.


So...


STOP IT.
Sincerly,
Jeffery J. Manley
Cartoonist in Michigan








 


  
“Art Made Seriously, All In Good Fun!” 


 
 


kat mcd art   
        
6444 enfield avenue, reseda ca 91335     818-345-3885   katmcd@socal.rr.com 
 
 
U.S. Copyright 
Orphan Works 
 
Dear U.S. Copyright Office. 
 
I am a freelance illustrator and fine artist.  I’m a graduate of Otis College of Art and Design.  
I’ve been a freelance artist for almost twenty years.  I would like to share how important 
copyright protection is to me as an individual artist.   
 
Copyright infringement is the same as someone stealing from me. I create images.  I sell 
the originals works but I keep and the right of reproduction of those same images for my 
inventory. I earn money on those images in an ongoing basis. If anyone is allowed to take 
my work and use if for any purpose they see fit. I lose, not only potential income, but 
potentially my reputation if my work is used on sites or products that I deem inappropriate. 
Copyright is how I can protect myself from theft or misrepresentation. In the digital age the 
resale of my images is the way I can make a living. If there is no way to control that usage, 
I don’t make a living.   
 
Reputable and successful publication of my images can increase the value of my work and 
lead to more income.  My images are my inventory. They are mine. Just because it is easy 
to steal an image off the internet, does not make it right.   Artists and their work need 
protection more now than ever before.   
 
I should be the only person/entity to decide how my images can be used and/or profited 
from.  Copyright of my artwork is the only way I can fight the misuse of my work and 
recover lost income. It is the only way I can fight to keep my images MINE, to do as I wish 
with them.   
 
I do not believe that anyone should have the right to use or make money off my work with 
out my consent. If an entity likes image they find on the web,  they should have to do due 
diligence to find that artist and strike an agreement, or JUST NOT USE THE IMAGE. No 
excuse can be given to companies for using images they did not commission or create. It 
will destroy freelance artists.   
  
Sincerely 
 
 
Kat McDonough  


www.katmcdART.com 








kai-ou tang
B I O M E D I C A L  A R T I S T


510.387.8917 | kaiou.tang@gmail.com 


July 19, 2015
Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 


To Whom it May Concern,


Thank you to the Copyright Office for putting out a Notice of Inquiry regarding its Copyright Protection for 
Certain Visual Works. I am currently a graduate student at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
working towards a M.A. in Medical and Biological Illustration, and a student member of the Association of 
Medical Illustrators (AMI). This field embodies specifically the creation of arts and media for the sciences, medical 
community, and general public. Examples of our work includes textbook/journal illustrations, educational content 
for schools (e.g. biology or chemistry videos, interactive media), and also scientific commercial work. As a young 
student who has invested time, money, and years of education working towards an expected financially secure 
career in Biomedical Illustration, I find the Orphan Works and Mass Digitization legislation and its impact to be 
a source of great concern, as well as foreboding of things to come. 


The legislature that would be introduced within the Orphan Works and Mass Digitization legislation, though 
aimed to facilitate the methods and protect litigation against a specific group, would have a broad impact on the 
creative field as a whole, regardless of the time or period in which they were originally created. 


Though I find many lines of the legislative framework alarming, perhaps most notable are the exceptions and 
injunctive relief for, “infringements of orphan works by eligible nonprofit educational institutions, museums, 
libraries, archives, or public broadcasters, for noncommercial educational… purposes, provided the eligible entity 
promptly ceases the infringing use,” (p. 10). As a scientific communications artist, a large majority of my clientele 
are precisely those nonprofit entities, and this clause effectively would provide a legal loophole to just compensation 
by these institutions. I believe this line and extensibly the new legislation overall to be, in essence, a devaluation of 
the work created for educational or communicative purposes, and a deterrent for future medical illustrators as they 
would not be fairly compensated for their livelihood. 


I ask the Copyright Office, as well as other parties, to acknowledge that the force driving the Orphan Works and 
Mass Digitization legislation is the notion that creative works are indispensable in the service that they provide to 
the public good. Consequently, that the exclusive rights of its creators, past, present, and future, should therefore be 
considered precious, respected, and immutable alongside the rapid tides of the digital future.


Thank you for your time. Please feel free to contact me if any questions arise.


Sincerely,


Kai-ou Tang
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July 8, 2015To the Copyright Office


I was a Writer/Artist at Hallmark Cards and recently retired after 37 years of service. On my own
time I freelanced on various projects and gave creative talks to school children. I also created an
award winning animated film. I was approached by several studios to buy my cartoon (Cartoon
Networlg PBS, Nickelodeon). Knowing I was protected under the current copyright laws, I opted
to remain unsigned so I could retain the rights to my characters and possibly pursue venues like
books and toys in the future


I was diligent to keep my corporate and personal projects separate. Hallmark paid me good
money for my creative efforts and has the right to use my work however they choose. I made
sure my private projects nurtured my growth as an artist and did not infringe in any way on their
business. Even with these well defined boundaries, a creative person is always walking a legal
tightrope by producing original concepts.


I find the Orphan Works document vague and complicated. Technology is developing at
lightning speed which makes it difficult to set parameters..The internet has become a significant
pipeline for sharing information and purchasing goods. A common perception is that everything
should be free to share online and fair use is taken for granted. In this type of environment, clear,
enforceable rules should be offered to encourage and reward artists to stimulate creativity.


It seems the worst copyright infringers are groups trying to make quick money online or young
people who don't know any better. I'm not sure how this legislation will rectify this. It seems like
they're putting the job of policing on the shoulders of the creative artists- the very people who are
harmed the most when their intellectual property is stolen.


Corporations, like inexperienced youngsters, need to be reminded of the value visual artists bring
to others and themselves. I remember back in the 1980's when I would hear many people in the
marketing department complain about cutting a check to Charles Schulz. It was for over a
million dollars so they could use his Peanuts characters on Hallmark product. They felt it was an
outrageous amount of money to pay someone who just drew cartoons. I pointed out that Sparky
was charging aTYo royalty rate atthe time. Imagine the amount of money he was making for the
company and that he was contributing in some way to all of our salaries.


Most artists do not have the bargaining power of Mr. Schulz's popularity and recognition. I hope
that the Copyright Offrce will do all that they can to protect the rights of innovative artists from
the past, the present and for the up and coming dreamers of our future.


Sincerely,


Wry








Kate Powell 


2627 NW Nicolai St 


Portland OR 


22 July 2015 


To whom it concerns: 


I object to the proposed copyright changes.  I often allow our or my work to be entered into 


general use through Wiki or on my blog, however, I have some works which are my proprietary 


peices and If they were to be used in an inapporpriate manner or for monetary gain I want the 


right to protect my ability to make money on them.  We have clients who also do not want to see 


their objects used on sites other than ours and we agree to that.  I cannot IMAGINE why the 


federal government would choose to entertain this at this time. 


Kate Powell 








To those at the US Copyright Office: 


RE: Copyright Protection for Visual Works (Notice of Inquiry) 


FROM: Kevin A. Somerville 


July 13, 2015 


 


I’ve been a self‐employed medical illustrator for over 30 years now, and am continually amazed at the 


liberties taken with our images/intellectual property so that others can benefit from their use without 


any concern for compensation for those uses or for recognition of the validity of our copyright. 


Mine is a very specific field of artwork, and requires extensive education and training to be able to do 


successfully. I have a 3‐yrs. Masters degree in the discipline, have done an internship, and have been 


employed by educational institutions, corporate producers of continuing medical illustration, 


textbook/journal publishers, law firms involved in personal injury and malpractice litigation and 


individual physicians. I have won awards in our national professional organization (AMI), as well as 


presented workshops and career programs portraying the field of medical illustration. 


While musicians and authors seem to enjoy considerable protection from copyright infringement and 


unauthorized use of their work, artists seem to habitually be the poor, red‐haired stepchild when it 


comes to protection of our work. 


Copyright protection is the major product we preserve and license when we create our imagery. 


Standard copyright law has stated for many years, that, even if we don’t formally register our artwork 


(at considerable expense), the copyright to it belongs to and is held by us by merely signing our art 


and including the universal copyright symbol. What is it that consumers of our artwork don’t seem to 


understand? 


Infringing our work, without compensation and recognition, is virtually robbing us of income we 


deserve and depend on. We need to be afforded the respect to have personally and professionally 


control how and by whom and to what purpose our images are used and conveyed.  







Once published, our work does not lose its value and ability to generate further future income for us 


as practicing artists. Repeat usage and licensing of our images may cover different markets and be 


relevant to different audiences, be they educational, commercial or private. 


Each piece we create naturally and deservedly becomes part of our business inventory … a stockpile 


from which we should be able to benefit in terms of our income, our professional visibility and our 


reputation among both our clients and our peers. 


It is already increasingly ever more difficult to police the unauthorized usage of our art in this digital 


age. Piracy is rampant … with out any consideration by those pirates who simply are enhancing their 


own profit margin or marketplace visibility and reputation at our expense and without either our 


knowledge or consent.  


As regards orphan works legislation, there is no valid excuse in this day and age, when most 


illustrators have their own professional web sites readily viewable via any number of search engines, 


for those wanting to use our artwork to not be able to find us and contact us regarding usage of those 


images… even if those images are not officially registered with the Copyright Office. If they profess to 


not being able to “find” us, then they simply aren’t looking hard enough. They simply want a quick, 


cost‐free solution to their needs without showing any respect to the creator(s) of the images they 


desire use of… even if they somehow profess to be “good faith infringers.” And the ability to alter our 


work to create “new” images and then to even copyright these “new” derivative images as their own 


just adds salt to the wound. 


I hope these comments help you to understand the perspective of a medical illustrator, … or of any 


visual artist, …when it comes to the issues relevant to the upcoming congressional discussion on 


revisions to the copyright law and orphan works. 


 


Respectfully submitted, 


 


Kevin A. Somerville 








Jesse Joshua Watson


www.jessewatson.com


7-19-2015


U.S. Copyright Office


101 Independence Ave. S.E.


Washington, D.C. 20559-6000


To Whom It May Concern,


I am writing to you as an award winning professional fine artist and illustrator of over 34 


published books. I have been creating original art for more than 20 years and my imagery is 


how I survive. This is my livelihood and it is a cumulative process. Whether books of paintings, 


the value of my work is not repaid immediately. It take many years for these images to begin to 


collectively provide for my family and I. An image can have a life that can carry on beyond its 


initial purpose. The great illustrators in our American history, such as Norman Rockwell or N.C. 


Wyeth have held a place in our national artistic treasure because their work was for a current 


purpose, in terms of illustration, but the quality and grandeur of the work itself became part of 


the artists’ legacies. 


I write this letter with regards to a proposed law that would replace all 


existing copyright law; a law cleverly concocted by large internet firms 


and their legal advisors. Their business models are designed to supply the 


general public with access to other people’s copyrighted work with the 


clear intention of making it legally possible to use work without paying the 


artists. This proposed law comes under the guise of a “reform” though the 



http://www.jessewatson.com





real intent is very clear.


These “reforms” as they wish to call them, would allow the internet 


companies to stock their databases with our images, by either forcing the 


artist to hand over the work as ‘registered’ works or having unregistered 


work treated as orphans and copyrighting them as “derivative works”. For 


some reason, while acknowledging that this will cause special problems for 


visual artists, the Copyright Office has concluded that the artists should 


still be subject to orphan work laws.


This newly proposed copyright act would press for a mass digitization of 


our intellectual property by corporate interests, an extended collective 


licensing with the intent of replacing voluntary business agreements 


between artists and their clients, and a nightmarish scenario of a 


Copyright Small Claims Court to handle the guaranteed flood of lawsuits 


resulting from orphan works infringements.


Lobbyists and corporate attorneys have “testified” that once an artist’s 


work is published it has virtually no further commercial value and should 


therefore be available for use by the general public. This is an astonishing 


and callous absurdity that reflects more on the mindset of corporations 


and their legal advisors than on the actual value of the artist and what 


he/she does. In truth, the case made by these corporations is for a gross 


infringement of our intellectual property that is no different than robbery. 


For professional artists whose livelihoods depend on what we create and 


the agreements we make to determine how the art is used, this is most 


definitely not an abstract legal issue. Our work does not lose value upon 







publication. If anything our published work becomes part of our business 


inventories, and these inventories are now even more valuable to us in the 


digital age. The current “reforms” in the newly proposed law would in 


effect waive the responsibility of a potential user to find the copyright 


owner and redefine an orphaned work as any work by any artist that 


anyone finds ‘sufficiently’ hard to find. It’s a convenient setup to exempt


the responsibility of the potential user from proper searching and void 


every rightsholder’s exclusive right to his/her own property, a right stated 


in Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.


Freelance, independent artists are finding it challenging enough these days 


to earn a decent living without suffering further erosion of their earnings 


and potential earnings as imagined in these outrageous, morally and 


ethically corrupt proposals by those who have consistently devalued 


creative and intellectual property, culture, art and the artists who create 


it. This proposed law to replace existing copyright law should be dismissed 


as the dishonest, and unconstitutional, affront that it is.


Sincerely,


Jesse Joshua Watson


www.jessewatson.com








To whom it may concern: 


 


I am a freelance illustrator. I am struggling to make a name for myself in illustration, and while I am 
getting to be known in local artist’s circles, I am not making much profit from my own work yet. 
However, I stand to lose what I could make if the currently proposed laws go through. 


 


I am very disturbed by the orphan works act and what this could mean for artists. As it stands right now, 
I do not make any royalties. Now, with new laws being proposed, not only will I continue to NOT receive 
royalties, but I will have to PAY to keep ownership of my work or some unscrupulous party may claim 
MY art as their own and profit from it! I will now have to take MY own money to protect something that 
I CANNOT make royalties on, meanwhile, other folks could take my creations and sell them as stock 
images without any profits going to me! Other countries pay artists royalties for reproductions, and 
indeed, even here in the US, other industries (such as the music industry) receive blanket royalties for 
their works. Now, I will have to pay money and register works AND not receive royalties! I will have to 
go back through my entire catalogue of works, works that currently receive free protection, to keep 
people from essentially taking credit for my work. That’s like charging a home owner for the right to 
own a door lock! Especially since I am already protected NOW. All of this is being changed so that 
“culturally significant” works can be made public? The entire artistic output of the United States should 
NOT be made a smorgasbord for the sake of theses orphaned works! I’ll have to pay fees on 
EVERYTHING or else risk being pirated. It’s an unfair burden, especially for someone struggling to make a 
name for myself. I make little to no money from my art now, but someone with more marketing clout 
could hijack my work, make a profit, and I lose all rights on the work. 
 
This cannot be allowed. I am making little artistic profit now, and I stand to lose even more if this law is 
passed. It’s going to stifle artistic creativity, as every artist is going to have to register every photo of 
every sketch before safely sharing it to their fans (many of whom are fellow artists looking to be 
inspired). And, under new laws, I’m going to have to spend money to register works that are currently 
protected by the current laws for free. I’ll have to keep all art hidden away and show no one until I have 
the funds to protect a choice few works! 
 
This new law is supposed to preserve artistic works for the culture. Instead, it’s going to kill creativity 
when all artists shrink away from exposure that could have their best work pirated away forever by a 
law that protects those that speak first, rather than those that create first. I urge everyone involved with 
this decision to avoid forced registration of artistic works. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Jason Enos 








Justin Mayhew 
757 E 500 N 


Spanish Fork, UT, 84660 


To the lawmakers of the USA, 


My name is Justin Mayhew. I am an illustrator, and I live in Spanish Fork, Utah. I graduated from Utah 
Valley University with a Bachelors in Illustrationin 2014. I have been working in the field for a little over a 
year now, and I have worked mainly in game art for clients such as Wizards of the Coast, Sasquatch 
Game Studio, Kobold Gaming and Wulven Game Studio as a freelance artist. I also do a number of Comic 
Conventions each year where I sale my art in prints. 


As far as this new bill is concerned for the future of my career I am completely opposed to it. I deserve 
the rights to my own artwork. If this bill is passed and my art is orphaned by bigger companies to be 
used however they want it will be a major detriment to my income and time. It is already very difficult to 
be an artist in todays day and age where there is so much competition. Some of my paintings that I do 
take as many as 50+ hours to complete. By allowing this bill to become law and to have to register every 
piece of work with a private registry office it will make my job very very difficult. 


In the long term I believe it will have a negative impact on art in general. Real artists study and strive to 
become better, like an athlete, by training every day. If our art is open game to the public as this new bill 
would suggest, then what is the incentive to do it the very best we can as artists? Someone can steal 
and modify existing artwork and then call it there own, (taking only a few hours to do so) because they 
changed enough of it to be technically theirs.  Therefore artists will stop climbing and do standard or 
ordinary easy work because real mastery level artwork will just be ripped off. 


I cannot state this enough; THIS BILL IS TERRIBLE and I want it stricken from the United States. We 
should be free to express ourselves to the utmost and we should be free to make the very best art we 
can and we should be free to be the owners of this artwork (we already busted our asses to make it). 
Please do not allow this bill to pass, keep our copyright laws the way they are! 







 


 


 


                      Thank You, 


 


Justin Mayhew 








Dear Copyright Office, 
I am a commercial graphic and fine artist with over 40 years of experience. 


I wish to voice my objection to the new proposed copyright law: Orphan Works 
and Mass Digitization (77FR64555). This new copyright law, as I have read it and 
understand it, would obliterate my rights over my own work (visual images and 
structures) and allow others to use them without my permission, due 
compensation to me, or terms of use. 


Copyright law is not an abstract issue to be modified into pablum due to the 
inability to construct a new legal platform that can encompass the momentous 
task of crafting protections that preserve creative thinking and property now and 
into the future of the digital age. It takes some creative and legal thinking to 
prepare for that future and it is well worth the effort.


Copyright law and its protections are the basis on which creative business rests. 
Our copyrights (as artists) are the products we license. Infringing on our work is 
like stealing our assets and right to thrive. 


It is important to visual artists that they be able to determine voluntarily how, when 
and by whom their work is used. 


My work does NOT lose its value upon publication. Instead everything created 
becomes part of my business inventory. In the digital era, inventory is more 
valuable to artists than ever before. No one, but the artist, should have the right to 
use an image of an artistʼs creations, or be allowed to reproduce the artwork, 
without due consent from the artist, or to use the artwork image without an 
acceptable agreed upon monetary compensation for itʼs use and reproduction. It 
would be devastating to artists if copyright protections to artwork and images were 
compromised by this new law as it stands. 


Please donʼt take that away in drafting the Orphan Works and Mass Digitization 
(77FR64555). Amend it with responsible eyes toward the future and with the 
preservation of creative thought, human culture and history at the core. In history 
we have seen compromises of law that have created horrible atrocities. Let that 
knowledge inform your construction of future copyright laws. It is a tough job...but 
it can be done.


Sincerely,


Kim Laurel
Chicago, Illinois
U.S.A.
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July 23, 2015 
 
 


 
 


TO: UNITED STATES CONGRESS 
WASHINGTON, DC 
 
RE:  US COPYRIGHT ACT, 2015 
 
Dear Senator, Congressman, Congresswoman: 
 
Regarding proposed legislative changes, the discussion and description in:  
Federal Register / Vol. 80, No. 79 / Friday, April 24, 2015 / Notices, (pg.)23055… 
…are true and valid. Some excerpts are noted in the following:  
 
“Despite the protections afforded by the Copyright Act and the prevalence of such works in society, 
authors face significant challenges in the modern era.” 
 
As a photographer, graphic artist and newMedia film/video producer, I can personally attest to the 
claim ‘the average revenues for working photographers declined over the past year . . . [and] visual 
artists remain the group most vulnerable to the unauthorized uses of their works while being the 
group least financially able to bear the resulting economic losses…Finally, photographers, graphic 
artists, and illustrators face challenges when registering their copyrights.” 
 
From 1977 to the present, as an independent creative, I have supplied works to the market – and 
won numerous awards such as a GOLD MEDAL at the NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL and been 
published in prestigious periodicals (PRINT) and books for my efforts.  
 
During the time 1999 through 2013, I was a full-time employee of Bell Helicopter, a TEXTRON 
Company in both their IT and Communications Departments, where – among other labors - I acted 
as a procurer of creative works for the corporation through purchasing activities for both our 
external marketing and internal communications needs. I have also had numerous occasions where 
copyright protections saved my business – or reduced corporate costs - and enabled a level playing 
field for more fair negotiations. 
 
In short, I’ve seen both sides – and for periods of time long enough for me to know the issues. At 
present, I am no longer in corporate employment but once again a full-time independent.  
 
Now, more than ever, I realize copyright law is not an abstract legal issue, but the basis on which 
my business – and my future viability as a creative - rests. My productivity is manifest in the 
copyrights of my creative works. Infringement steals money from me and corrupts fair market 
processes.  
 
It is paramount to a creative’s business model that we remain able to determine VOLUNTARILY how 
and by whom our work is used.  Speaking for myself, I know that my works do NOT LOSE VALUE 
UPON PUBLICATION. Quite the contrary – in many instances my images have increased in value 
due to increased visibility. Everything I create becomes a part of my business inventory – and in this 
digital era, inventory is more valuable than ever before.  You should also know that I understand 
and have worked extensively with the concept of “FAIR USE” – I understand news and educational 
use of my content. 
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I also understand the workings of business - and I agree with capitalism, the profit motive – and 
when commercial considerations regarding creative works enter in… 
 
Consequently, as you consider new law: 
 


 Please do NOT void my constitutional right to exclusive control of my work, nor “privilege” 
the public’s right to use my work without negotiation or remuneration.  


 Please do NOT enact legislation that would “pressure” me to register my work with 
commercial registries. 


 Please do NOT enact legislation which would “orphan” unregistered work.  
 Please do NOT enact legislation that would make orphaned work available for commercial 


infringement by “good faith” infringers.  
 Please do NOT enact legislation that would allow others to alter my work and copyright 


these “derivative works” in their own names.  
 Please do NOT enact legislation that would, in these manifestations, affect all creative 


copyrightable works, especially those in visual art, drawings, paintings, sketches, photos, 
etc.; past, present and future; published and unpublished; domestic and foreign.  


 
This will be difficult, I know – but just because it is hard, doesn’t mean it’s not the right thing to do. 
 
 Sincerely, 


  
 Kipp Baker, Producer & Creative - Pixure NewMedia 
 
 @MrPixure 
 kipp@pixure.com  
 


      
 


 https://twitter.com/MrPixure  
 https://instagram.com/mrpixure/ 
 https://vimeo.com/kippbaker  
 https://www.linkedin.com/pub/kipp-baker/1/602/17 
 https://about.me/kipp_baker  
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July 22,2015 


To whom it may concern, 


As an artist, I feel that Infringing on our work is like stealing our money. 


Kathleen Maling 








	  


July	  16,	  2015	  
	  
To	  the	  US	  Copyright	  Office,	  


	  


If the Orphan Works law is passed it would essentially put all active on-line licensed product and print 
artists/photographers out of business! Why? It would allow anyone anywhere to take your art and use 
the Orphan Works as a legitimate excuse to legally use most any image and to sell it in a competitive 
form against its original owner/creator/business. As the owner of JQ Licensing I know that most of our 
45 artists we represent do not register their works on a regular basis, it simply is too expensive to do 
that. They register them when they have an infringement issue. So these non-registered (Orphaned 
images) these artist had on the Internet through their own web, licensing sites, etc would instantly 
become essentially public domain images. In my opinion art licensing would be over due to the 
amount of companies and individuals having free reign to most images worldwide to use them at their 
own free will to sell back into the market. Under the Orphan Work’s excuse of “I could not find the 
artist to ask permission”!! 
 
Having been involved in many copyright infringements with my own art the one thing I know for sure 
is that once your images are on the internet and being stolen by others the (infringers) remove your 
name from the image. Making it impossible to find the original creator of the image. Regardless 99% 
of the time they don’t care to look for the artist, they just want free art!! The only way to stop this 
repetitive use is by the heavy hammer of the current Copyright Laws on the books. It works so please 
leave it as it is. If you think China is an issue now for intellectual property theft, just wait! This 
proposed law does not make any common sense. It only makes total sense for those wanting free 
use of any image they decide to steal. 
 
Taking another persons intellectual property to use for ones own gain is no different than breaking 
into a business and stealing its content! No matter the excuse given. 
	  


Thank You…. 


	  
	  
	  
	  


JQ Licensing LLC., P.O. Box 1498, Walker, MN 56484 
Phone: (218) 547-4885   	  


E-mail: jq@jqlicensing.com    www.jqlicensing.com	  
	  








To Whom it may concern,  
RE: New Copyright Legislation. 
 
As an artist and a business owner I am very concerned about the new copyright 
legislation that is being proposed. Not only will this lead to artist not being reimbursed 
for their work but it will also lead to problems with marketing and promotional items  
being used for purposes other than the originator had wished. 
While I create art not in a 2 dimensional form  that will not likely be affected by the 
orphan works issue, I do create many 2 dimensional marketing and promotional pictures 
for my work. If I don’t register these promotional works can they be used by another to 
promote something other than my work or company? This is a very slippery slope.  
Materials that I produce, pictures and graphics etc,   that promote my work could be taken 
and used by a competitor to promote themselves with no repercussions. This would cause 
hardship and loss of revenue not only to an artist but to any company that is creating 
marketing material and publishing it.  I must as an artist create marketing materials to sell 
my products to make a living.  
The overwhelming amount of paperwork created to register all of the promotional and 
marketing pictures and graphics would be crushing to the working of any government 
agency.  
Furthermore, pictures that are published could be harvested and sold for stock photos 
because they were not registered. Can you imagine the implications of some company 
harvesting your facebook pictures as orphan works and selling photos of your children to 
be used in advertisements? Perhaps, if you like the company it is harmless,  but what if 
the picture of you or your child is being used to sell something unsavory, or worse 
pornographic. To say this could not happen is to be naïve, as it has happened and the 
family had the legal standing to make the business stop using their likeness. If you take 
away that legal standing of ownership they would be able to use it in whatever way they 
see fit. 
I hope that you will reconsider taking away legal ownership status from works that are 
unregistered. It will create problems that we have failed to imagine.  
Sincerely,  
Joanna Jorgensen 
Artist 
Joanna Jorgensen Studio 
  
 
    
 








Dear Sirs/Madames, 


 


There are numerous concerns in the proposed legislation that I would like to address with you.  


Photographers and visual artists tend to be individuals of modest means, including the classic ”starving 
artist” and the small business owner. Only a select few are able to monetize their artwork in a significant 
manner. Despite this situation, these artists pour their hearts and souls, as well for many their 
livelihoods, into the creative process. Many artists are not educated in the means of copyright 
protection. Despite this, works are often watermarked and websites denoted with copyright notices to 
protect their rights. Theft is notwithstanding widespread, and takes place on an international level, in 
particular since so much work is available digitally. Some theft is done by persons who want to pretend 
to be an artist themselves, while much other theft is actually done by multi-national corporations 
looking for free images with which to monetize their offerings. How can one trace back the author? It is 
near impossible. Reverse image search engines work fairly at best and this is the only way that it can be 
done. 


The proposed law would make it easy to disseminate visual art without compensating the artist. Limiting 
the remedy to a reasonable royalty makes it impossible for most artists to collect for they cannot afford 
the legal representation required and the cost of such representation could exceed by many magnitudes 
any royalty obtainable. Further, this amounts to a compulsory license. Anyone could take a visual work 
and use it, claiming and only be exposed to the royalty payment. This deprives the artist from the choice 
(i) not to sell their work, and (ii) to select what their work will be used or  marketed for. Remember the 
actress whose work was used for anti-islamic film without her consent. She was held not to hold the 
copyright to her work but the artists in this scenario do hold the copyrights. A similar scenario should 
not happen to them. Nor should a mother who puts her child’s image on a social networking site give 
freedom to a corporation to use it to cry out against child abuse (creating an impression that the family 
engages in such behavior to those who can identify them), without her consent.  Photography and other 
visual art bears the moral rights of the artists, which should not be so easily circumvented. Injunctive 
relief plus damages (and attorney’s fees in appropriate cases) should be available. 


Thank you for your attention to these concerns. 


Jane Schultz 


 








Comment regarding The 2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization


Hello,


As an artist I am quite concerned about this new law. Copyrights allow us to make a 
good part of our income by selling the rights to use our work. By making copyrights 
expire for anything we share publicly we stand to lose a huge amount of revenue, or 
even all of our income. 


Please consider the livelihoods of so many artists and rework this law to protect them 
and their copyrights in this age of mass digitalization.


Regards,
Jeff Dean
President, Art of Daily Living Inc.








Dear Congress, 
 
As an artist, hearing about this Act is very upsetting.  
We have to deal with thieves stealing our artwork as their own all year long.  
And this law will basically pat them on the back for it.  
That is NOT fair.  
If you go to an art museum, you'll always be told, "You can look, but you can't touch."  
Why isn't this also applying here? 
Why can't this Act be changed to PROTECT an artist's work/photos, rather than basically 
strip them of all rights to it. 
That is what SHOULD be happening. 


-Jessica Lievense 








To: The Copyright Office 


July 7, 2015 


 


To All Concerned, 


I am respectfully asking lawmakers not to approve “The Next Great 
Copyright Act.” 


I have been a children’s book illustrator for 44 years and this is my only 
source of income. 


My education includes a BFA from Washington University in St. Louis and 
an MFA from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, N. Y. I have illustrated over 60 
books for children and contributed to numerous magazines for children. 


Among my awards for illustrated books are numerous ALA Notable Book 
Awards, Certificate of Excellence from the American Institute of Graphic 
Artists, The American Writers Award for Best Illustrator and many others. 


I have taught at library conferences, school visits and have been an artist-in-
residence several times. 


Copyright law is not an abstract legal issue to me, but the basis on which my 
business rests. My income and ONLY income is from the work I have done 
in children’s books. Our copyrights are the products we license. It means 
that infringing on my work is like stealing my money. It’s important to my 
business that I am able to remain determining voluntarily how and by whom 
my work is used. My work does NOT lose its value upon publication but 
becomes part of my business inventory. I continue to receive royalties that 
make up a large part of my income since I am now 70 years old. 


In the digital era, inventory is more valuable to me and other artists than ever 
before. 


I respectfully submit my concerns, 


John C. Wallner 


 








	  


JAN	  ECKARDT	  BUTLER	  	  	  	  ARTIST	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  7803	  S	  28th	  West	  Ave,	  Tulsa,	  OK	  74132	  


July	  20,	  2015	  


U	  S	  PATENT	  OFFICE	  
RE:	  Notice	  of	  Inquiry	  on	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  
	  
Dear	  U	  S	  Patent	  Office	  	  
	  
The	  new	  laws	  about	  Orphan	  Works	  and	  copyright	  will	  affect	  visual	  artists	  in	  
many	  ways,	  all	  of	  them	  terrible	  for	  the	  artists	  themselves.	  
	  
I	  am	  an	  artist	  and	  art	  teacher.	  I	  already	  hold	  a	  copyright	  on	  some	  of	  the	  
ceramic	  figures	  I	  make.	  *	  
I	  hold	  degrees	  from	  Knox	  College,	  and	  Penn	  State	  University.	  I	  have	  been	  a	  
practicing	  artist	  from	  1973	  to	  2003	  and	  have	  been	  an	  art	  teacher	  from	  2003	  to	  
the	  present.	  I	  researched	  and	  applied	  for	  a	  copyright	  for	  the	  figures	  I	  make	  
believing	  that	  only	  by	  registering	  with	  the	  U.	  S.	  Copyright	  office	  would	  I	  be	  
protecting	  my	  artwork	  from	  greedy	  unscrupulous	  copiers	  who	  would	  want	  to	  
make	  money	  off	  my	  ideas.	  In	  fact	  I	  was	  contacted	  many	  times	  by	  foreign	  
"entrepreneurs"	  wanting	  me	  to	  send	  them	  pictures	  or	  samples	  for	  which	  they	  
would	  pay….and	  then	  certainly	  would	  find	  hundreds	  of	  Chinese	  hands	  to	  
"make"	  copies	  of	  my	  handmade	  sculptures.	  	  
I	  realize	  that	  the	  copyright	  I	  hold	  may	  not	  really	  protect	  me	  in	  court	  against	  a	  
large	  international	  company	  with	  money	  to	  outspend	  me.	  But	  maybe	  it	  will	  be	  
a	  deterrent.	  Now	  if	  this	  new	  Orphan	  Works	  law	  makes	  it	  easier	  for	  everyone	  to	  
copy	  my	  ideas,	  my	  business	  as	  an	  artist	  and	  owner	  of	  my	  own	  ideas	  is	  null	  and	  
void.	  And	  trying	  to	  prove	  that	  my	  ideas	  are	  my	  own	  will	  be	  practically	  
impossible.	  Especially	  in	  the	  internet	  age	  where	  pictures	  travel	  and	  multiply	  







*	  


faster	  than	  ever	  before	  and	  now	  anyone	  with	  internet	  access	  can	  pretend	  to	  be	  
an	  original	  artist.	  	  	  
	  
It	  is	  at	  the	  basis	  of	  our	  self-‐interest	  as	  artists	  that	  we	  can	  voluntarily	  determine	  
how	  and	  when	  to	  let	  others	  use	  our	  visual	  ideas.	  Everything	  we	  make	  becomes	  
part	  of	  our	  inventory.	  In	  fact	  many	  of	  us	  send	  our	  work	  out	  on	  consignment.	  
Our	  inventory	  is	  often	  in	  the	  showroom	  or	  back	  room	  of	  an	  art	  gallery	  or	  shop.	  	  
So	  in	  effect,	  we	  have	  given	  over	  some	  control	  to	  trusted	  gallery	  owners	  already.	  
By	  changing	  the	  current	  Copyright	  Laws	  this	  relationship	  between	  artist	  and	  
gallery	  owner	  is	  in	  jeopardy.	  	  It	  negatively	  affects	  more	  people	  and	  businesses	  
than	  just	  individual	  artists.	  
	  
The	  changes	  proposed	  to	  this	  copyright	  law	  will	  be	  very,	  very	  bad	  for	  visual	  
artists.	  This	  law	  should	  not	  go	  into	  effect.	  	  
	  
*	  Registration	  Numbers:	  VA	  603	  060	  through	  VA	  603	  065	  valid	  on	  March	  25,	  
1993	  


Sincerely,	  


Jan	  Eckardt	  Butler	  
Artist	  
	  








July 14, 2015 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20559-6000 
 
 
To Whom it may Concern: 
 
I’ve been a professional photographer for over 25 years and would like to voice my opinion 
against the Next Great Copyright Act. 
 
I graduated with a BA from the University of Washington – Madison and studied full time for 
two years at the School of Visual Arts MFA Photography program in New York. I also have 
taken multiple college courses in filmmaking, desktop publishing and web design.  
 
As a photojournalist I have worked at several large metro newspapers including the Indianapolis 
Star, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and the Puget Sound Business Journal. As a freelancer my 
work has been published around the world from foreign TV stations and news organizations to 
small blogs, universities, nonprofits and commercial entities. It has been honored by many 
national and regional news industry organizations. 
 
For me, the copyright issue is not an abstract issue, but the basis on which my business rests. My 
copyright is the product I license. Infringing on my work is like stealing my money. It’s important 
to my business that I’m able to determine voluntarily how and by whom my work is used. My 
work does not lose value upon publication. Everything I create becomes part of my business 
inventory. In the digital era, inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before. 
 
Please leave the copyright law as is. Its strength in protecting my rights as an artist is the rock 
solid foundation of my business and incentive to produce new works.  
 
Sincerely, 
Karen Ducey 
Seattle, WA 
 
 
 
 
 
	  








July 17, 2015


U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Katelyn Kulak and I am an artist that currently makes their living by creating 
and selling my artwork, both past and present works in digital and physical mediums. 
I’m writing to ask that you create a policy to protect visual creators’ rights as I don’t 
believe the current proposals do that.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?


As a freelance artist, my current source of revenue is based completely on my 
creations. This also includes selling past images as prints, digital files, etc. Therefore, 
my collection of work is a valuable resource that continues to produce income for 
myself. A system of copyright laws that would benefit internet companies by not 
providing compensation to me as the original artist, would endanger my ability to make 
a living. So many artists I know already have problems with certain internet companies 
digitizing their artwork without permission or financial compensation. We need the 
government’s protection and support for creators. Without protection, artists like myself 
can lose their income. Without incentive and support to continue creating, many artists 
would completely stop making new work. Why would the government favor corporations 
and/or infringers instead of the creators?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic 
artists, and/or illustrators? 


I’m not sure how to answer this question at this time.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic 
artists, and/or illustrators?


As a “small time” artist, I have literally thousands of images that would fall under this 
including creations across photography, graphic design and illustration fields. (In one 
night of concert photography I can take upwards of 600 photos at a show. That is at one 
concert, in one night.) The amount of time and paperwork to register all of my own work 
would be staggering. I can’t even imagine larger artists who have 10 times the amount 
of work that I do trying to comply. 







By forcing artists to register their work to protect their copyrights, the government is 
taking time and money away from artists that could be focusing on creating instead. All 
the work put into registering images takes away from income producing time. Since I am 
a small artist, all of my time is spent creating more work for sale. If I have to register 
each piece, I lose that creation time and therefore start to lose my revenue.


If these proposals are made into law, artists like myself would be forced out of the 
industry. New artists would stop coming into the industry. I can’t see any artist 
encouraging young artists to enter a industry were their work is not protected and 
supported unless it has been registered.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make 
legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?


I personally only use other’s images as inspiration or under fair use. For stock images 
and textures, I secure and pay for the appropriate license. I do not “remix” or “sample” 
other creators’ protected works.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


Please realize that this is many people’s livelihoods on the line. The current proposals 
for visual art would be staggering to the community and might cause a sharp drop off in 
any new works across the whole industry.


Sincerely,


Katelyn Kulak








July 20, 2015 


Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-600 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
My name is Katherine Daugaard, I am a recent college graduate and, while I may not be a famous artist 
or anything, I am someone that is setting up the foundation to become a freelance artist or potentially 
an artist within a company.  While I may not enough experience to address all of the questions from the 
inquiry in detail, I would like to provide my summarized input as to how they relate and impact me. 
 
If I were to become a freelance artist, how would I advertise what I was offering and invest in potential 
buyers?  Through social media.  Yet to do that, the most impactful way to reach people would be with 
visuals, as people in general pay more attention to visuals than simple text.  I would want to create 
infographics, post sketches, or display ideas or concepts in a blog to catch attention.  Many of these 
people would be interested in seeing samples of my work, and, if copyright registration fees were in 
place, with that simple need I would already have a deficit budget from the start.  If I were not to 
register those images though, I would not start out with a deficit budget, but would end up leaving 
those images free to be exploited by others.  Neither of which is something that a freelance artist could 
afford, considering the amount of time and effort that it takes to create art.  If such pieces were made 
free to anyone for any use, then the pieces would lose value, and artists would lose demand for their 
work and skills, in turn shutting down their opportunities for work. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Katherine Daugaard 








825 Bull Valley Road
Aspers, PA 17304
717.778.1690
kgshowers@gmail.com


behance.net/kgshowers


Kayla Showers
Graphic Design | Illustration


July 20, 2015


U.S. Copyright
Orphan Works


     Dear U.S. Copyright Office,


     I am an Artist and Graphic Designer of 5 years, graduate of the Art 
Institute of York, Pennsylvania where I earned a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Graphic Design.


     Copyright is integral to the business world of art and design.  Take the 
IBM logo for instance.  It represents a company that has been highly 
successful for over 100 years.  If it were deemed an orphan and allowed 
to be used by anyone, the company’s reputation would plummet.  Worst 
case scenario, this would mean the end of the business.  This bill would 
not just affect art, but other businesses as well.


     The same can be said for my personal creations.  Let’s say someone 
went onto behance and viewed my portfolio.  They liked my work and 
decided to screenshot it for their own use.  This not only hurts my 
chances of getting a solid design job, but also helps an undeserving 
person get into a job they may lack the knowledge to do properly.  This in 
turn hurts the company who wasted the time to hire the infringer.


     Everything I create is an extension of myself that I show to clients or 
future employers to give them a look at who I really am and what I can 
accomplish.  I’ve spent years honing my skills and gaining knowledge, 
not to mention the thousands of dollars it took to get me where I am.  If 
anyone could get my work and use it for themselves, all the time, money, 
blood, sweat and tears I spent would be for nothing.


     How would you feel if this happened to you?


Sincerely,


Kayla Showers








Dear Sirs, 
 
I am a professional artist and have been for  55 years.  As an artist I have worked in oil painting, watercolor 
painting and professional intaglio printmaking. My Self Portrait is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 
print collection .Below is a very brief resume of my art career. 
 
Kay Cassill, Artist 
 
Education: 
  B.A. University of Iowa (Honors in English) 
  Post-graduate work in Painting: 
 Academe de la Grande Chaumiere, Paris 
 Art Students League, New York 
 New School, New York 
 Univ. of Iowa (James Lechay) 
Post-graduate work in Printmaking 
 The Print Group, Univ. of Iowa (Maurice Lasanky) 
Workshops: 
 Watercolor with Donna Zagotta, (Michigan) 
 Watercolor with Mel Slavin, (Italy) 
Teaching: (current) 
 Watercolor on Yupo, Two Twelve Arts Center, Saline, MI 
Public collections: 
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 
 Springfield Museum of Art, Missouri 
 Waterloo Municipal Museum, Iowa 
 Evansville Museum of Art, Indiana 
 Silvermine Guild of Artists, Connecticut 
 Lafayette Art Center, Indiana 
 Iowa City Flying Service, Iowa 
 Mott Children’s Hospital, U. of Michigan, MI 
 Eastern University, MI 
 Tennessee Art League, Tennessee 
 
Private Collections 
 Cassill’s work is in numerous private collections throughout the  
  country. 
 
Publications: 
 Prize Winning Graphics, Allied Publications, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
 December Magazine, December Press, Chicago, IL 
 Why Girls Ride Side Saddle, December Press, Chicago, IL  
 and others 
  
Shows: 
 Solo: 
  Private Home, Iowa City, IA 
  Private Home, Lafayette, IN 
  Providence Public Library, Rhode Island 
  Two Twelve Arts Center, Saline, MI 
  Performance Arts Network, Ann Arbor, MI 
  U. of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, MI 
     Ann Arbor City Club 
  Stone Arch Arts and Events, Saline, MI 
  Brewed Awakenings, Saline, MI 
  







 Two Person; 
  Lafayette Art Center, IN 
  Congregational Church, Providence, RI 
  Avanti Designs, Ann Arbor, MI 
 
 Group shows: 


Cassill’s work has appeared in numerous group  
(juried and non-juried shows)  throughout her career. Most 
recently International show such as the Northwest Watercolor Society, 
 Watercolor USA, Illinois Watercolor Society and Michigan  
Watercolor Society 


Awards: 
 A consistent prize winner, she is Recipient of First Prize award Iowa State Fair, among many 
others: Top award in Mid-States Art Exhibit, Evansville Museum of Arts and Sciences, Evansville, IN;   
First prize in 2D and 3-D art (Two Twelve Arts Center) Saline, MI, Lucy G. Pearson First Prize Award, 
(Ann Arbor Women Artists ) Honorable Mention, Illinois Watercolor Society; a high award, Northwest 
Watercolor Society and a Travel Award, Michigan Watercolor Society.  She is listed in Who’s Who and 
Who’s   Who of American Women.  
Cassill currently lives in Michigan but maintains a studio and home in  
Truro, MA where she spends some months each year. 
 
I am very definitely oppose to the proposed changes in the copyright law. My copyrights are the basis of  
my business and infringing upon them in any way is essentially stealing income as well as professional 
status from me. I need to know and control who is using my art work and for what purpose. Since much of 
my work is figurative I could be jeopardized by unsavory infringement  of my work. And most certainly 
my work does not lose it’s value upon publication. In fact, when published in a proper way it enhances its  
value.  
 
Please, do not change this copyright law and endanger the lives and careers of visual artists in the United 
States of America. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kay Cassill 
www.KayCassill.com 
 



http://www.kaycassill.com/






July 21, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Kendra Shedenhelm. I am a New York based artist and illustrator. Since 2003, I’ve 
been selling my designs online, via sites like Etsy.com, Skreened.com, Spreadshirt.com and 
others. My illustrations have been in children’s books and magazines in 2013. I also have a 
“sketchbook” blog, where I post my sketches and non-final drawings and illustrations.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?
As a freelance artist, much of the money I make is from the online sales of art and designs 
I’ve created in the past. If my copyright protection was changed, it could be very damaging 
to my income. I have already had troubles with my art being re-used and re-sold without my 
permission, and I am concerned that it would get much worse if the copyright laws were changed. 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers,
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?
I agree with artist Ken Debrowski when he wrote: “The very proposals the Copyright Office has 
made to Congress concern me. It is essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would 
be even worse. Orphan Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first 
appeared a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would allow 
internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of creating an even better 
revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger challenge for those of us who make our 
living creating new works than to have to compete with giant corporations that can get artwork 
free from artists and compete with us for our own markets.”


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, 
and/or illustrators?
I have so much art all over the web at this point. Not only on the various sites that I sell my work 
through, but also on my blog. Registration of all of this work seems like a horrible bottle neck for 
an artist.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal 
use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?
My frustration is that it is my work — even if it has been wrongfully lifted from my site and no 







longer has my name attached to it. How can my work suddenly become okay to be used without 
my permission? Making it legal to use artist’s work without their permission will affect how freely 
art is created and shared.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, 
graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?
Again, I can’t say it much better than artist Ken Debrowski: “The kind of system the Copyright 
Office has proposed to Congress seems all too familiar to me. Artists have already seen their 
foreign reprographics royalties diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly 
what is going to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. To 
prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that supports this 
legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the creation of copyright registries or 
notice of use registries. These artists organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to 
use this legislation to profit even further off the artists they were created to help.”


Please do not include visual art in any orphan works provisions. It is not only incredibly 
important to my livelihood, it’s important to how freely art is created and shared. 


Thank you,
Kendra Shedenhelm








Jeanne Hyland 


July 23, 2015 
 
US Copyright Office 
Regarding: Notice of Inquiry on Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works. 
 
To those proposing the new US Copyright Act 


As a person who has made their living as an employed & a self-employed 
graphic designer (25+ years) and and artist/instructor (15+ years), I am 
opposed to the current proposed changes to the copyright act that would 
seriously endanger my ability to continue making a living from works that I 
create… and am the sole copyright owner of. It has not been a hugely lucrative 
field as it is. Placing the onus on creators of visual works to register their work 
to avoid loosing copyright is absurd. There are so many potential inadvertent 
reasons a work might not get registered in some appropriate way, timeframe 
or other legality and copyright get passed on to another entity lying in wait to 
capitalize on it’s use. Also adding, most likely, additional costs and more hoops 
to jump through to an already overburdened schedule and marginal income is 
just downright unfair and counterproductive.  


I have a BFA degree, years of experience in commercial and fine art, am 
currently on the Board of Directors of the National Watercolor Society, and a 
member of numerous other organizations. My work has won national awards 
and been displayed nationally & internationally. It is the MAIN source of my 
income either by direct sales (with me retaining copyright), use as advertising 
for my art workshops, commission work, licensing, etc. In fact, my artwork often 
GAINS in value once published and/or displayed. And I do often reuse my own 
images for promotion, giclée prints and other methods of creating sales —
which I have control over.  


ARTIST INSTRUCTOR DESIGNER


Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA  



http://copyright.gov/fedreg/2015/80fr23054.pdf





Giving up my copyright or having to spend numeral  hours filing registrations   
for every little piece is really an inordinate burden to place on artists or 
creators. 


 
My husband has also spent years in the commercial photography industry 
starting with a commercial degree from Brooks Institute. His last job was 
involved in stock photography and prior to that, years in the catalog and 
magazine design and printing industry. We have BOTH seen scores of 
designers, artist & photographers — content creators — struggle to make a 
living. Handing the one asset they have — the COPYRIGHT in their work — will 
further dissuade people from continuing in or starting into this line of work. Who will 
then CREATE new work??? 


 
Sincerely yours, 


Jeanne Hyland


ARTIST INSTRUCTOR DESIGNER


Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA  








Don’t Kill the Creators 
 
 Please don’t take this to Congress. This will hurt every creator in America; 
artists, designers, musicians, engineers, architects, photographers, etc. I myself am 
an artist and I work hard to come up with original ideas that I’m proud of. Having 
those ideas not be sufficiently protected is something that makes my stomach turn. I 
work hard to make a living, just like everyone else does, and I deserve to be paid for 
the work I do. Someone who steals my designs by changing a single color (what you 
would call a ‘derivative’) is still in fact stealing. The current copyright laws protect 
me from losing money on the work I’ve done while the proposed law strips that 
protection from me. I love sharing my work on social media and I’m glad that I can 
do that without fearing that someone else could ‘own’ my work. They could 
certainly try to steal it, but I will always own it. It’s mine. And no one should be able 
to take it from me, including the government.  
 
Thank you for your time 
 
Jaidyn Erickson 








To whom it may concern: 


My name is Kat, I am a freelance digital artist. I frequently post my art to my blog and around 
the net to gain exposure for myself. This is understandably difficult, art is a very narrow field to 
gain access to, and so often followers do not buy commissions meaning I make little money off 
them.   


 Already, a huge problem in the art industry is art theft- that is, taking someone else’s art and 
using it for their own purposes- monetarily or for exposure.  These thieves already alter original 
images as to remove signatures and watermarks, they have no respect for the law or the original 
artists, but this bill will make it even easier for them to get away with it. A huge movement has 
been trying to out art thieves and return credit to the original owners, as it is paying respect to 
that artist’s work.  


By allowing the Orphan Act into play, I would have to make sure to copyright every piece of art 
I make, not just say it is mine. For artists, this could easily be 2-3 pieces a week depending on 
style, medium, and productivity. Considering there will be a massive backlog of artists and art 
thieves claiming art to the proposed copyright center, it is unlikely I would be able to do so with 
college or, as I suspect, a fee for copyrighting material. Meanwhile, because the bill applies to 
previous works, I would need to copyright well over 500 pieces as my own works just to make 
sure “well meaning” infringers did not steal them. 


Because this bill is indiscriminate of domestic or foreign works, art thieves could easily claim 
they attempted to contact the original artist but were unable to speak their language or find them 
with their foreign (user) name. Because this bill also applies to previous works, I assume things 
like Mickey Mouse will be copyrighted immediately in Disney’s huge vault of inventories and 
meanwhile, they can copyright unsuspecting artists’ works as they have done in the past (See: 
Katie Woodger’s Alice in Wonderland art).  


This bill unfairly allows corporations to heavily copyright their materials (due to availability of 
funds, time, and priorities) while forcing freelance artists to bow down before the copyright 
kings and hope they either do not become popular enough to be stolen from or copyright 
everything at once.  


 


This bill is ultimately an awful idea and needs to be stopped. 


 


-Kat, a freelance artist. 








Dear US Copyright Office


This is wrong, this will hurt so many artists who are struggling just for the bare essentials of life.


Please do not pass this into law, please keep your integrity and don't give in to greedy corporations.  


If I couldn't post my artwork without fear of my work being stolen how am I supposed to find new 
clients?  How am I supposed to share the work that makes me and others happy?


Please think of the big picture.  Artists need more protection against theft, not less.








Issue - Copyright Reform re Safeguarding the Rights of the Artist                   18th July, 2015 


To Whom It May Concern 


My name is John Green, I'm a watercolor artist and I want to contribute to the discussion about 
potential changes to Copyright law. 


When I retired from the aerospace, defense and metals industries in 2001, I decided I wanted to learn to 
paint with watercolors and to focus on landscape and floral paintings. After several years of taking 
courses and many, many hours of practice, I feel I have achieved some modest success-- the reader may 
evaluate this for himself (http://JASGreen.zenfolio.com) . 


During the past 14 years, I have undertaken a few commissions , sold several paintings and many prints.  
More recently, however, I have enjoyed donating original paintings to various schools or charities for 
their own fund raising.  So it is important to maintain the copyright ownership of my paintings.  By 
setting up a website of paintings for friends and family to enjoy, and to show paintings for possible sale, 
I do not feel I have lost ownership of the paintings, nor should I in the future lose copyright ownership of 
the paintings.  Instead, by presenting paintings in this way, they become part of my overall  business 
inventory.  Also, I strongly disagree with the assertion that once a painting has been published it has no 
further commercial value, and therefore should be available for use by the public.   


Accordingly, as a hobbyist and after my investment of time and treasure, I would not appreciate 
someone  tinkering with my paintings and thereby monetizing them for their profit without my 
knowledge or consent; this is essentially stealing!  In fact, if this situation were to be permitted under 
new copyright law, I would consider it to be unjust and an absolute outrage.  The only recourse I would 
have then as an artist would be to cease publication of my paintings and take down my website as soon 
as possible.  In this context, it is interesting to note the recent news  bulletin where the vocal artist and 
composer, Taylor Swift,  successfully shamed Apple Inc.  into paying to make use of the vocal artist's 
material.  Why shouldn't the graphic artists and their products be treated in a similar manner? 


Thank you for your consideration of the matter. 


John Green 


3712 Tustin Road, Ellicott City, MD 21042 








To Whom It May Concern: 
 
As a children’s book illustrator, I am writing to you because I believe that the proposed changes in the 
Copyright Act are detrimental and destructive to the rights of visual artists.  Please let me tell you why. 
 
Last week, I gave a talk to young writers at the Pacific Northwest Writer’s Conference near Seattle, 
Washington.  I explained how I research and develop each character, each picture, each book; how a page 
or two of text becomes up to 20 paper folders and many more digital folders with reference material, 
scribbles and sketches, revisions, more refined drawings, along with color and value comprehensives by 
the end of a project.  We discussed the hours and days and months of work that go into creating each 
illustration that then either stands alone for a project or goes into a book whose structure requires its own 
hours and hours of design and planning and computer work. Here is an example I passed around about the 
development of a single character: 
 


 
Mr. Wickham ©JOG 2014 


 







I showed my young writers a print of a picture on my website: Racing with the Herds.  It contains 10 
animals and a little girl—EACH figure required hours of research, sketches, finished drawings and 
painting.  This is a personal project – one I hope will be accepted for publication one day, but for which I 
have no guarantee: it includes a cover and 32 pages of illustrations completed on personal time after 
working on paying projects.  This year, the Washington State History Museum paid me a small fee to use 
that work in a yearlong exhibit, which was a lovely compliment and a very helpful sum of money towards 
a project for which I have received no compensation.  Why should someone else be able to take this work 
and profit from it without compensating me -- just because it’s easy to simply take it off the internet?  
There seems to be no inherent sense of fairness or respect for artists’ work or creative efforts within the 
new proposals regarding copyright. 
 


 
Racing with the Herds ©JOG 2002 


 
I love what I do, and I am lucky enough that I can now accept jobs that pay decently, but even so, much 
of this work is never compensated by any contract.  When I can license a piece of work and get paid a 
little extra for its use somewhere else, that does pay back a little bit for all of the uncompensated hours.  
Why should someone else be able to swoop in and use my work without fair payment for all that I have 
poured into it? 
 
One of the things that I stressed to my young audience is that you can never directly copy another artist’s 
photo or illustration.  They can study the works and learn from them, but their illustration has to be theirs 
alone, because to trace or copy directly is unfair to the artist who created the original work. 
 
There are so many artists toiling away for very little money.  The ability to license their art for greeting 
cards, museum exhibits, displays etc. is a chance to make a little extra money and recognition for so 
many, many hours of work that they put into their art, whether it is published or not.  I hope you will 
please consider how this act will damage so many creative people’s ability to eke out a livelihood being 
creative and contributing so much to our increasingly technological world.. 
 
Thank you very much for considering my words. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Jo Gershman 
www.jogershman.com 








To Whom It May Concern: 


 It has come to my attention that a revision to the 1976 Copyright Act is being discussed.  


In my opinion, while on the surface, this seems like a good idea; but from what I have heard so 


far, it is being addressed the wrong way.  As an artist of twenty-one years who is also active on 


the Internet, the current rule of work being copyrighted automatically upon creation works just 


fine.  I would like to emphasize that I am a registered voter in the United States, have a 


Bachelor’s degree in the arts, a Master’s degree in creative writing, and am working on getting a 


Ph.D. in online education.  I have studied copyright laws, and live in a state that is considered the 


home of copyright lawyers.  I understand that copyright is rather murky; however, I also feel the 


need to inform you of the current state of affairs. 


 Firstly, any form of copyright enforcement on the Internet is not quite feasible.  We 


artists understand this; remarkably, we are rather self-efficient as far as policing ourselves goes.  


Secondly, from what I have heard of the research already being performed, this proposal is rather 


insulting to artists and much too beneficial to thieves.  Furthermore, delivering the copyrights to 


businesses smacks too much of trusts and monopolies, which is unconstitutional thanks to 


President Theodore Roosevelt’s terms in office.  Continuing on, it is still much too easy for 


thieves to remove watermarks and signatures—therefore, assuming that every piece of work out 


there is properly referenced is folly.  That is the singular answer to the April 24, 2015 Docket 


No. 2015-01 inquiry. 


 From the sounds of it, the proposal indicates that artists cannot keep their work—it would 


take much too long to register every finished piece, half-thought, and sketch.  In the meantime, 


the now-protected thieves would run rampant.  While I agree that copyright law needs to be 







made clearer, this is not the way to do it.  If you wish to help copyright holders, then rid us of the 


trusts that steal our work out from under us under the guise of “representing” us.  I am quite 


capable of defending my own work—do not attempt to take that right away from me, as we are 


still a free country and not a Socio-communistic country; I hope we never become such a 


country.  Let us police ourselves—we are the ones who know what we need best, not an outside 


layman.  Again, I will emphasize: the Copyright Law of 1976 works just fine. 


Thank you for considering. 


Sincerely, 


Kelsey Dickson 








July 8, 2015 


 


James Faecke, Owner/Illustrator 
James Faecke, LLC 
2315 Rugby Row 
Madison, WI 53726 
 
To:   Copyright Office 
 
Re:  Proposed changes to copyright laws 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
 
 
I am a working artist and have been working in the fine art and architectural illustration field for over 40 
years. I studied Architecture at the University of Texas and have a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. I have been a member of the American Society of Architectural 
Illustrators (ASAI) since 2006. Over the years, I have been awarded six Awards of Excellence by the 
ASAI. 
 
I strongly disagree with proposed revisions to current copyright laws which will allow corporations to use 
unregistered, derivative or “orphaned” works without the payment of copyright fees. This is not an 
abstract legal issue to me; it represents loss of income. It will allow the use of works which I have 


created to be used by others without rightful payment. Artists are dependent on copyright to protect their 
right to payment. Under current laws, any work is copyrighted upon its creation; this copyright protection 
is absolutely necessary to maintain an artist right to payment for his/her work. 
 
In the current digital world, the stealing, altering or claiming work “orphaned” is extremely easy to do. 
Without the strong copyright protection currently in place, the theft of money I have rightfully earned 
will be not only extreme easy; it will also be quite legal. As I reach retirement age it is more important to 
me than ever that works I have created through a long career of hard work remain protected as a source 
of income. These works do not lose their value upon publication; they are my inventory for future sales. 
 
Thank you for your concideration, 
 
Sincerely, 


 
James R Faecke 








 
Maria Pallante 
• Register of Copyrights 
• U.S. Copyright Office 
• 101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
• Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of 
Congress  C opyright P rotection     
(Docket No. 2015-01) 
July 23, 2015 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 
 
I have been a working artist for over 30 years and have been 
licensing my images for 10 years for use on products.  This is 
something I create just as an author creates their writings and a 
musician creates their music. It is of value and should not be 
used without my permission by anyone else for any reason 
without said permission. This is why we copyright our images 
with your office.  
 
With such easy access to anything over the Internet, it is 
extremely important that artists of all genres be protected from 
infringement to our rights as creators. Without our rights being 
protected, we have no product to offer and no business to 
pursue.  Furthermore, our images become more valuable after 
they are published because it helps give it value and demand in 
the marketplace. If it is not published there is no need for it 
because no one sees it and it ceases to exist. 
 
Please protect out rights as artists by not passing the “Orphan 
Works” legislation. 
 
Best regards, 
Kathleen Keil Hill 
3910 Devon Place 
Livermore, California 94550 








To the Copyright Office of the United States of America 
Washington, D.C. 
July 23, 2015 
 
I am thoroughly and emphatically opposed to any changes in the current copyright 
law that would permit privatization of copyright permits for artists and designers. 
 
I have a huge file of work registered with you over the years, for my states of 
residence in N.J., CA, and now Oregon. 
 
Thank you, 
Joanne M. Cannon 
 
 








Hello,
   My name is Jeff. I want to become an artist really bad. I can see images in my head of sceanery and beuty that I wish I
 could put onto canvas.
But the problem is that I am Dirt Poor. I can't afford to go get canvases, paints, or even paper to draw on. I went to 
college and learned to work on art on my computer
The only problem is that I can only get a student version. Even then that was too much. I can't even afford my own place
 either.
The Orphan Works law that is trying to be passed will not only hurt me. But all artist like me that struggle every day just
 to live. To survive while showing the world
their creativity. To show the world the imagination that lies within their mind.
If they pass this law. Not only will it hurt all artist. But will destroy the hopes and dreams of all artist out there. It will 
ruin lives.
Please don't let it get pass.
         From
            A struggling artist
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July	  21,	  2015	  


Library	  of	  Congress	  	  
U.S.	  Copyright	  Office	  
	  


Copyright	  Protection	  for	  Certain	  Visual	  Works	  (Docket	  No.	  2015-‐01)	  
	  
To	  Whom	  it	  May	  Concern:	  
	  


I	  am	  a	  college	  student	  whose	  family	  has	  invested	  hundreds	  of	  thousands	  of	  dollars	  
in	  my	  arts	  college	  education	  in	  the	  hopes	  that	  I	  can	  become	  a	  professional	  visual	  artist.	  I	  am	  
an	  A	  student	  with	  an	  approximately	  3.7	  GPA	  with	  teacher	  recommendations.	  However,	  all	  
of	  this	  ambition	  will	  be	  made	  worthless	  by	  the	  2015	  Orphan	  Works	  and	  Mass	  Digitization	  
Act	  if	  it	  passes	  into	  copyright	  law.	  	  


	  
An	  artist	  hones	  his	  or	  her	  skill	  by	  being	  prolific,	  but	  if	  they	  cannot	  realistically	  claim	  


their	  own	  work,	  then	  there	  is	  both	  no	  way	  for	  their	  name	  to	  get	  out	  to	  the	  public	  and	  no	  
way	  for	  them	  to	  make	  a	  living	  off	  of	  their	  creations.	  If	  this	  act	  passes,	  even	  I,	  a	  fledgling	  
artist,	  will	  have	  to	  register	  thousands	  of	  works	  made	  by	  my	  hand	  if	  I	  hope	  to	  keep	  from	  
losing	  my	  owner’s	  rights	  to	  them,	  and	  then	  renew	  them	  all	  again	  every	  few	  decades.	  Under	  
this	  new	  law,	  I	  would	  be	  able	  to	  spend	  hundreds	  of	  thousands	  of	  dollars	  in	  litigation	  fees	  to	  
sue	  every	  falsely	  declared	  “orphan	  work”	  that	  I	  know	  was	  made	  by	  my	  hand.	  That	  is	  time	  
and	  money	  that	  I	  do	  not	  have	  as	  I	  am	  already	  trying	  to	  balance	  work	  and	  school	  so	  that	  I	  
can	  pay	  off	  my	  last	  year	  in	  college.	  And	  if	  I	  do	  not,	  anyone	  can	  take	  my	  work,	  claim	  it	  to	  be	  
an	  orphan,	  and	  redistribute	  it	  without	  sourcing	  it	  back	  to	  me.	  I’m	  not	  so	  well	  known	  that	  
the	  average	  person	  could	  recognize	  my	  work	  without	  my	  name	  on	  it.	  I	  cannot	  gain	  
recognition	  or	  income	  from	  this.	  And	  even	  if	  I	  do	  go	  through	  with	  the	  registrations,	  the	  for-‐
profit	  Copyright	  Clearance	  Centers	  have	  the	  ability	  to	  take	  a	  large	  share	  of	  our	  royalties,	  or	  
even	  completely	  bypass	  the	  creators	  to	  do	  business	  with	  our	  customers.	  


	  
	   If	  the	  2015	  Orphan	  Works	  and	  Mass	  Digitization	  Act	  passes,	  the	  only	  way	  for	  me	  to	  
preserve	  my	  pride	  as	  a	  creator	  is	  to	  take	  down	  everything	  that	  I	  have	  ever	  made	  from	  the	  
internet	  and	  other	  sources,	  refuse	  to	  share	  any	  future	  works	  in	  print	  or	  online,	  and	  
grudgingly	  hunt	  down	  and	  disparage	  all	  resemblances	  of	  my	  works	  that	  I	  can	  glean	  from	  
the	  world	  for	  the	  rest	  of	  my	  life.	  I	  might	  consider	  leaving	  the	  United	  States,	  but	  
unfortunately	  this	  Act	  will	  not	  only	  affect	  American	  artists—it	  would	  also	  allow	  American	  
users	  to	  exploit	  international	  artists	  legally.	  
	  
	   I	  understand	  that	  there	  is	  a	  need	  to	  make	  creative	  work	  more	  available	  to	  the	  public	  
to	  prevent	  copyright	  monopoly	  so	  that	  big	  creators	  cannot	  sue	  every	  volunteer	  who	  paints	  
their	  characters	  on	  preschool	  walls.	  There	  is	  also	  a	  fair	  desire	  to	  archive	  work	  on	  the	  web	  
so	  that	  it	  can	  be	  seen	  and	  sourced,	  which	  comes	  with	  the	  reasonably	  daunting	  task	  of	  
requesting	  permission	  from	  every	  creator.	  In	  the	  face	  of	  all	  this,	  the	  2015	  Orphan	  Works	  
Act	  is	  not	  the	  answer.	  There	  are	  other	  options	  that	  do	  not	  strangle	  our	  professional	  futures	  







such	  as	  maintaining	  and	  improving	  our	  current	  Fair	  Use	  policies,	  and	  encouraging	  large	  
internet	  platforms	  to	  include	  artist-‐inputted	  usage	  rights	  upon	  submission.	  	  
	  


If	  our	  work	  is	  as	  valuable	  to	  human	  culture	  as	  the	  Orphan	  Works	  Act	  seems	  to	  
suggest	  it	  is,	  that	  it	  would	  demand	  artists	  to	  relinquish	  their	  rights	  to	  the	  works	  that	  they	  
have	  created	  so	  everyone	  could	  claim	  them	  in	  the	  name	  of	  culture,	  then	  Congress	  needs	  to	  
stop	  choking	  the	  spring	  at	  its	  source.	  If	  our	  work	  cannot	  realistically	  be	  our	  own,	  then	  
Congress	  is	  discouraging	  our	  sharing	  of	  it.	  If	  commercial	  entities	  have	  no	  more	  reason	  to	  
come	  to	  the	  artists	  for	  money	  in	  exchange	  for	  fair	  labor,	  then	  we	  cannot	  create	  as	  much	  as	  
before	  because	  we	  will	  need	  to	  make	  a	  living	  another	  way.	  	  


	  
	   Please	  include	  our	  pleas	  in	  your	  consideration	  of	  the	  2015	  Orphan	  Works	  and	  Mass	  
Digitization	  Act!	  Of	  course	  there	  is	  a	  lot	  of	  potential	  money	  in	  the	  Orphan	  Works	  Act—it	  is	  
the	  money	  that	  the	  creators	  live	  off	  of.	  	  
	  
Regards,	  
	  
Jennifer	  Jie	  Zhu	  
Pratt	  Institute	  Undergraduate	  
Major:	  3D	  Animation	  
	   	  
	  








Karin D. Dungee 
3437 Calloway Dr.. 


Haw River, NC  27258 
336-350-9924 


kddungee@yahoo.com 


COMMENTS REGARDING CHANGES TO COPYRIGHT LAWS IN 2015


I am a silk artist who like most artists has to first struggle with a 
concept or idea to put down on whatever support is being used.  Then 
comes the part of purchasing, planning, logistics, and modifications 
until the work’s concept is finalized and executed for final 
presentation.  


For someone else or a corporation to come out of the blue and simply 
take (read that as “steal”) my work and make it their own to generate 
income for themselves and give nothing to me is not only offensive 
but also invasive.  This country was not built on plagiarism or 
thievery; we have enough problems dealing with certain countries 
where that seems to be the norm.  I know several artists who have 
been battling these thieves on the internet.


Please do not turn your backs on legitimate artists make life easy for 
copyright thieves and respect the rights of the creators of art.  The 
USA is better than that and should not tolerate it, just like we do not 
tolerate for a thief to simply walk into our home or property and take 
what they want.  There is no difference.



mailto:kddungee@yahoo.com






My name is Jean K. Gill, AWS, NWS (www.JeanKGill.com).  I am an artist, educator, art juror, and my 
main medium is painting.  I have grave concerns about copyright protections for visual artists.   


I ask that you ensure that artists continue to own the copyrights to their own creative works registered 
or not.   For years, I have had concerns about the appearance of my art, and the work of other artists, on 
the Internet, but it has been impossible to fully participate at the national/international level without 
allowing images to be seen on the Web.  Art is meant to be seen, but it is not meant to be copied 
without attribution, without permission, without compensation.  Art is meant to be out in the world, but 
it is offered for viewing, not for stealing, appropriating, misusing, etc. 


Some of the suggestions that have been proposed regarding changes to copyright law are morally wrong 
and undercut the monetary value of an artist’s work. 


1. Why should a visual image be unprotected just because it appears on the Internet or is seen 
anywhere else?  Copyright law should be crafted to give artists total control over their own images by 
virtue of the fact it is the work ethic of the artist that creates each work.   As a teacher, artist, juror, I 
have made it clear to my students that they must work from their own images or imaginations.  It is 
unlawful, morally wrong, intellectually dishonest, and financially harmful to usurp the intellectual 
property of another in any realm:  music, literature, choreography, visual art, etc. 


2. An artist should own the rights to creative works, registered or not.  An artist’s reputation and income 
depends on that. Do not cause artists to lose their rights if they do not register their art.  The rights to 
the art are inherently the property of the artist/creator.   Registration is a financial burden to the artist 
who is already paying for expenses such as commissions, framing, entrance fees, professional 
memberships, shipping, maintaining a web site, etc. 


3. Publishing a work of art does not make it valueless.  It concerns me that some have suggested the 
commercial value of visual art is insignificant after publication, using this as justification for making it 
available for free public use.  No!  That is an undermining of the Constitutional rights to copyrights.  Only 
the artist, the creator/owner of intellectual property in the form of visual art has a right to profit from it 
or to control who should profit from it and how.  Let the public assume that an image is NOT in the 
public domain just because it has been seen on the Internet, in a publication, in a gallery, or anywhere 
else.   


4. A song does not lose commercial value because it has been published and heard, a book does not lose 
commercial value when published, and visual art does not lose commercial value when seen.  Only the 
artist should determine who can use an image, how, when and how many times an image can be used; 
only the artist can create a derivative work of an image or grant permission for a derivative work to be 
made, and an artist is entitled to compensation for that.   


5. Why should orphaned/unregistered works be assumed to be available for use without compensation 
to or permission from an artist?  Only those who want to profit unfairly from the work, the intellectual 
property, of an artist, would press for liberating orphaned works into the public domain.  Why would it 
not be more appropriate to let the potential user assume that all visual art is owned by someone else?  



http://www.jeankgill.com/





Not finding an owner should not be a reason to allow “unfair use” of another person’s creative work.  
That is just morally wrong on the face of it, no matter the value of the piece of art.  


6. Additionally, if anyone is to profit financially from visual art, it should be the artist.  The use of an 
image is a source of income for artists who market reproductions of their work and allow the use of 
their images for a fee.   


7. An artist builds a body of work and creates a place in the world of art.  The reputation of an artist is 
built on using images as the artist sees fit.  The uniqueness and style of an artist takes years to bring to 
market, and that work is undermined if it is not protected from unfair use and theft.  There is great 
danger to the reputation of an artist and to the monetary value of an artist’s work if the use of an artist’s 
work is not directly controlled by the artist 


 


 








Jeremy Polgar, Career Animator /Storyboard artist/
Private Intellectual Property Creator


Pasadena, Ca 91101


July 20, 2015


Library of Congress
U.S. copyright Office
Docket#2015-01


Thank you for this opportunity to respond to your invitation to comment on the affects of 
copyright law on my career as animator creating his own show to pitch using the 
Internet.


I’ve been an animator working in the animation industry in Los Angeles for the past nine 
years.  I’ve worn many hats: Animator, designer, art director, director and storyboard 
artist.  I’m at a point in my career where my next step is to create a private IP.  I’ve been 
working on one for the past four years and am just about ready to share a part of it with 
the internet to create a fanbase and to give me more negotiating power when pitching 
the show to a network.  


I need the protection of the current copyright laws that took place in 1978 in order to 
safely share my creation knowing I can protect my creation that I worked so hard on.  If 
a network were to take my private IP without asking me for permission then I’ll have no 
rights to fight them for it.  That would mean I have lost out on potential royalties, profit, 
retirement and career growth.  Basically it would mean I have worked my butt off 
creating something completely brand new and original only to get it stolen by someone 
with commercial power and wealth.  


Artists have been able to utilize the internet to gain publicity and fan bases which they 
can use to sell their artwork to and generate more income.  Some artists even solely 
rely on this income.  If anyone has the right or privilege to take the artists work and use 
it for their own self gain then we’re destroying a whole industry.  


The rest of this letter was taken from artist, Keith Ferris, since I felt he worded it much 
better than I ever could have. I’ll let him explain the rest of my thoughts and feelings 
about this copyright law:


“Automatic copyright protection bestowed on the author in the 1976 act without the 
requirement for registration guaranteed the author of works created after January 1, 
1978 the exclusive right to control his/her copyrights for life plus seventy years. The only 
way the creator could lose his/her copyrights was to transfer them to someone else in 
writing. An artist’s copyrights serve as a source of income far beyond their first licensed 
use. Since copyrights are infinitely divisible, one’s inventory of copyrights is as good as 
a bank account and amounts to very valuable personal property. 







The advent of the internet with its rapid communication ability has actually greatly 
increased the value of our personal inventory of copyrights. Any effort to allow third 
parties to exploit these rights other than through exercise of the artist’s exclusive right to 
do so would be theft of his/her personal property, resulting in the stealing of money 
belonging to the artist. It is important for the successful business of art that we 
voluntarily control all uses of our art.


Any plan which reverses current law and requires registration of an artists’ entire 
inventory of copyrights to avoid exposing them to potential infringement would be 
unconscionable. For artists with huge bodies of work this would be a total disaster. Few, 
if any artists will have the time and/or financial assets available to register their entire 
inventories. 


Mandatory registration with a commercial entity would place that entity between the 
artist and the buyer and would remove the artist’s exclusive right to control his/her 
intellectual property guaranteed under current law. I expect such a government action 
would serve to dampen creativity (the exact opposite of the primary purpose of 
copyright law) while reducing the ability of the nation’s artists to make a living in the arts.


Anychange in copyright law which would remove artists’ exclusive control of our 
copyrights would greatly impact our future income streams, and amount to theft of this 
vital source of income.


A few final thoughts:


I expect that all artists and creators of intellectual property, who are aware of these 
potential threats to their livelihood, would hope that the government will decide to 
continue the protection of the rights of our nation’s artists. 


Everyone must understand that the theft of value in an artist’s inventory of copyrights 
will also adversely impact his/her potential retirement income. 


It is also worth noting that the freelance artist is engaged in an unpredictable vocation 
without employer provided health insurance, retirement plans or unemployment 
insurance. The self employed carries full responsibility for all of these requirements 
themselves, plus their own full social security and all of the usual requirements of family. 


It makes no sense for the government to put in place an action designed to end or 
reduce the taxable income and potential savings of artists, adversely impacting the 
business and livelihoods of an entire segment of industry. 


It is clear that my own successful career has been made possible by my exclusive right 
to the exploitation of my intellectual property as guaranteed 
by the Copyright law in effect since January 1, 1978.”


With great respect,







Jeremy Polgar
Career Animator/Storyboard Artist/Private Intellectual Property Creator








July 23, 2015 


Dear Committee Members: 


I am an amateur watercolor artist.  I am a Signature member of the Southern Arizona Watercolor Guild 
(SAWG) and an Associate member of National Watercolor Society.  I paint because it is a form of 
relaxation and creativity.  I am able to go inside myself and take my personal experiences as well as my 
perception of places, things, and people and creatively render them in a way that is pleasing to me. 


I show my work regularly in shows.  I post my work on Facebook, Twitter, and I have an electronic page 
on the SAWG website’s Virtual Gallery.  These are my visions and techniques that I have been building 
for 15 years one day at a time.  I paint most days a week, even if it is just a few minutes in the morning 
before I go to work. 


A copyright law that gives me exclusive rights to my visions and artwork is important.  Although I am an 
amateur, it should be my decision who has a right to use my art and how it is used.  It is highly unfair to 
permit someone else to profit monetarily from my work that took hours to create by conveniently 
grabbing an image without my knowledge or consent.  If this were an object, it would be called theft and 
I would want you to consider it theft even though it is a digital image of an object. 


I ask in good faith that you protect artists from plagiarism and theft.  Thank you. 


Best, 


Kat Manton-Jones, SAWG 








Pure Light Design 
 


904.342.7799      colorartist@graphic-designer.com       166 Estancia St., St. Augustine, FL 32086 


www.PureLightDesign.net 
 


July 21, 2015 
 
U.S. Copyright Office 
RE: Orphan Works 
 
Dear Copyright Office, 
 
I am an artist and graphic designer with a degree in Graphic Design Technologies from Valencia College in Orlando, FL and 
additional studies of Traditional Illustration at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco, CA. 
 
The proposed legislation; also known as “The Next Great Copyright Act”, is of critical importance to my own business, and 
other visual artists and art business entities, and should never circumvent the originating artist’s copyright privileges. 
 
Artists and their creative works have economic value, particularly in the United States, yet also, in the global marketplace by 
way of digitalized images. Currently, artists have Constitutional rights to control their own Intellectual Property and may 
market and license their creative images. The lifeblood of my business is copyrighting and licensing my artwork, and the 
derivatives of my artwork. If we, as artists, are forced to register every bit of visual art, published and unpublished, past, 
present and future; foreign and domestic; primarily, this would decimate earning a livelihood from our artwork. 
 
Visual artists produce creative work, which is Intellectual Property, and it has monetary value by way of licensing to the 
commercial user. The originating artist(s) should retain individual(s) discretion and control regarding the commerce of their 
own visual intellectual property. My business produces its inventory and income from licensing designs and illustrations. 
 
When I create artwork, such as a logo design, that product becomes inherently valuable by licensing the use through the 
copyright. This certifies that the visual creative design is my own. With a copyright, I also have the right to protect the 
artwork from anyone who tries to steal it, stop anyone from profiting from using it without my consent, and I have legal 
rights to protect the use of my artwork product from any non-authorized product, service and/or website that I would 
consider inappropriate. This kind of copyright infringement would have a direct impact on my reputation and income. 
 
This Proposed Legislative Act would void our Constitutional rights and, in a very diabolical, bullying maneuver, steal the 
artist’s practical capabilities to continue making a living in the visual arts. If the public-at-large had the right and privilege to 
alter and/or copyright the originating artist’s visual art, that is the same as pilfering directly from the artist’s pocket. 
 
If a commercial entity desires to use the creative artist’s Intellectual Property, in any way, by any means, without the artist’s 
consent, without remuneration, this would compromise that artist’s business and the entire visual arts community. 
Altering the my creative work by use and users, and then allowing a non-originator to copyright it without compensating 
me, the originating artist, well, this is as egregious as any bank heist. 
 
All visual artists would not only lose their Constitutional right to the control of their own visual art, but also, visual artists 
would be unnecessarily burdened and pressured to register a lifetime of creative work. Do not allow unregistered work to be 
considered as “orphan”.  If Congress approves the newly proposed Orphan Works Act, also known as “The Next Great 
Copyright Act”, this horrendous legislation, as it is proposed, would undermine the sustainability of the visual arts 
community in the United States. My business implores you: Please protect the individual rights and copyright privileges of 
the originating visual artists. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Kathleen L. Hooker 
Proprietor/Visual Artist 








Kelly Barone 
3495 Delaware Avenue  
Kenmore, NY 14223 
July 14, 2015 


US Copyright office 
Orphan Works  


Dear US Copyright office; 


I just received information regarding “Orphan Works” and I felt that it was necessary to reach out and 
share with you why these changes are not acceptable to any artist.  
As an artist for over 20 years and now as a teacher of various mediums I earn my living by selling my 
artwork and also sharing my knowledge with those who pay to receive my instruction.  


Copyright is the basis on which my business rests. Making changes will negatively impact the value of 
everything I create.  Allowing someone else to infringe on my copyright would be the same as me 
walking into a law office, taking legal paperwork off an attorney’s desk and destroying or selling it.  


Once published, artwork does not lose value but gains value.  


It is for me to decide who may use my work and in what manner. I would not want my distinct artwork 
on merchandise that I have objections to any more than you would want your name associated with a 
cause you are against.  
 My artwork, my portfolio is my inventory. In this digital era, what I create, my personal inventory and 
portfolio have a stronger value than ever before.  
Why would I support anything that is the equivalent of giving someone the efforts of my daily work for 
no compensation? I cannot work for free, and I am sure that you do not, and this is, in fact, what this 
change would ask me to do.  
 


Sincerely, 


Kelly Barone 


 








July 20, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000  
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress        
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works  (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
My name is Kelly King. I am a Chicago based artist and freelance illustrator.
I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital 
environment. 
 
1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 
 
As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a
living.  The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of doing 
business.  My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces
income for myself.  Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with 
a system that would only benefit Internet companies would endanger my 
ability to make a living.  I have spend endless hours pouring into my work as
well as getting a college degree in my area of study.  The new copyright law
would find my hard work and determination worthless.  


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan 
Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared 
a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would 
allow Internet companies to siphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of 
creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger 
challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to 
compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and 
compete with us for our own markets.  
 
3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators? 
 
The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden 
for artist No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like banks, they 
would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as they gain a greater 
and greater competitive advantage over freelance artist such as myself.  Anyone who says 
this won’t happen is not living in the real world. In the end, the government succeeds in 
passing this legislation, the end result will be that artist like myself will find ourselves 
paying through the nose to maintain our images in somebody else’s for profit registries. 
As for the images we can’t afford to register,will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of 
images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others.  
 







4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 
In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for 
reference but that is about all. 
 
5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 
 
The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too 
familiar to me. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties 
diverted away from them for at least 20 years.  I fear this is exactly what is going 
to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress. 
 
To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that 
supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the 
creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists 
organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation 
to profit even further off the artists they were created to help. 
 
I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new 
copyright act. 
 
Thanks, 
 
 
Kelly King
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July 22, 2015


To: Maria Pallante Register of Copyrights U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Ave. S.E. Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 
2015-01)


Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff:


I have been a professional designer, artist and illustrator for 20 years. My work is licensed in the scrapbooking and fabric 
industries. 


I have a BFA in visual arts, a certificate in botanical illustration, and have completes numerous professional online art 
courses including Lilla Rogers’ Make Art that Sells and Rachael Taylor’s Art and Business of Surface Pattern Design. I’ve 
been featured on numerous blogs including Print & Pattern and Riley Blake Fabrics, Somerset Studio magazine and sev-
eral books, and have won awards for my work including seven Spoonflower Fabric of the Week awards, an Aster Award 
for Medical Marketing and a Graphic Design award for promotional design from GD USA.


The creation of a piece of artwork is only part of my business. Art licensing comprises 90% of my business and as such, 
the ability to control copyright and ownership of my artwork is critical to my livelihood.


Once my artwork is used by one company on one product, it does not lose its value. Rather, since I retain the copyright 
and ownership and am licensing it to that company, I can license it to another company, thereby potentially doubling my 
earnings on just that one artwork. One could see how the potential for earnings from just one piece of art could poten-
tially increase almost limitlessly, assuming that the artist is able to determine voluntarily how and by whom our work is 
used and retains full copyright and ownership of that artwork.


Every piece of artwork I create becomes part of my business inventory. In this digital era, inventory is more valuable to 
artists than ever before.


The proposed U.S. Copyright Act will force artists to copyright every single piece of artwork upon creation, or risk losing 
control of that artwork. It would be prohibitively expensive and time consuming. I create hundreds of artworks every 
year, and being a sole proprietor, I simply lack the funds and time to do this. The real effect of this proposed legislation 
is that infringers will be able to create and register derivative works, which would in turn make it even more difficult for 
artists to monetize their creations because they would not necessarily be able to guarantee their licensees exclusive use of 
a design. 


Jennifer L. Wambach
Licensed artist, illustrator and designer
www.jenniferwambach.com








July 19, 2015 
 
Katrina Fowler 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
18923 SW Wildcat Ln 
Beaverton, Oregon 97007 
www.katrinafowler.com 


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
My name is Katrina Fowler. I have been an artist in the Pacific Northwest since 2001.  Since the 
beginning of my career I’ve created paintings, illustrations and logos for various parties.    
. 
I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital environment. 
 
As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a living for my 
family. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of doing business. My 
collection of work is a valuable resource that produces income for me and my family. Any 
attempt to replace our existing copyright laws with a system that would benefit internet 
companies would endanger my ability to make a living. Certain companies have already begun 
digitizing my work without my permission or financial compensation. Why would the 
government favor corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work? 
 
Having to register my images at a for-profit site will be a huge financial burden! 
Please do not pass this new copyright bill 
 
Regards, 
Katrina Fowler 
www.katrinafowler.com 








Joan Iaconetti - Copyright Protection 
145 Fourth Ave - #17-J 
New York  NY 10003      
tel 212.254.9311   iaconetti@usa.net 
 
July 22, 2015 
 
RE: Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 
 
Dear Sirs and Madams: 
 
Regarding “The next great copyright law”: I have been a professional 
writer, photographer, and artist for over 33 years. Please understand 
that my income depends on keeping the copyrights to my work.  
 
Although lobbyists and corporation lawyers have "testified" that once 
artists’ work has been published, it has virtually no further commercial 
value, that is simply not true. 
 
I have published hundreds of articles in dozens of national magazines, 
published my travel photographs in many magazines and guidebooks, 
and now sell my watercolor paintings for $2600-$3600. In each case, I 
have been careful to keep the copyright on my work and make it clear 
to my editors and buyers that I retain that copyright in perpetuity. 
Reprints of articles, additional sales of photographs, and the 
right to sell digital prints of my own paintings are ESSENTIAL 
to my income and well-being.  
 
Although I hold a Masters degree and have won awards for my work, I 
have never had a corporate job or the attendant pension and benefits.   
For me, and for all artists, copyright law is not an abstract legal 
issue, but the basis on which our business rests.  Our copyrights 
are the products we license. Infringing upon our work is like stealing 
our money. 
 
It it vital to our businesses that all artists remain able to determine 
voluntarily how, and by whom, our work is used. Furthermore, our 
work does NOT lose its value upon publication. Everything we 
create becomes part of our business inventory. In the digital era, 
inventory is more valuable to artists than ever before.  
 
PLEASE do not allow the existing copyright law to be weakened 
in any way! 
 
Many thanks for your attention and concern.  
 
Sincerely, 
Joan Iaconetti 








July 19, 2015
Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


To Whom it May Concern:


My name is Kee Matuszek. I am a North Carolina based artist and 
illustrator, an online artist personality known in internet comunities and convention venues. Since 2006 I have produced 
and published well over 500 illustrations 
for private markets and a few charitable publications; I am an advocate for protecting, 
collecting and distributing long-overdue foreign royalties to artists.


I am writing to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital 
environment.


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations?


As a freelance illustrator, I need to maintain revenue streams in order to make a 
living for my family. The resale of my past images is part of my day to day way of 
doing business. My collection of work is a valuable resource that produces 
income for me and my family. Any attempt to replace our existing copyright laws 
with a system that would benefit internet companies would endanger my ability to 
make a living. Certain companies have already begun digitizing my work without 
my permission or financial compensation. Why would the government favor 
corporations like this instead of those of us who actually create new work?


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The very proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress concern me. It is 
essentially a revised Orphan Works (OW) bill, but would be even worse. Orphan 
Works bills have been resoundingly opposed by artists since they first appeared 
a decade ago. A copyright law built on the foundation of orphan works law would 
allow internet companies to syphon off revenue from artists with the hopes of 
creating an even better revenue stream for themselves. There can be no bigger 
challenge for those of us who make our living creating new works than to have to 
compete with giant corporations that can get artwork free from artists and 
compete with us for our own markets.


3. What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, 
graphic artists, and/or illustrators?


The proposal to reintroduce registration would become another financial burden 
for artists. No matter how little registries might charge in the beginning, like 
banks, they would soon begin to introduce charges and fees that would grow as 







they gain a greater and greater competitive advantage over freelance artists such 
as myself. Anyone who says this won't happen is not living in the real world. In 
the end, if the government succeeds in passing this legislation, the end result will 
be that artists like myself will find ourselves paying through the nose to maintain 
our images in somebody else's for profit registries. As for the images we can't 
afford to register, or those we can't find the time to register, or those we can't find 
decades old metadata to register will all fall into noncompliance and a lifetime of 
images created at great expense and effort will be free to be exploited by others.


4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to 
make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations?


In my work I make fair use of photographs and other graphic artworks for 
reference but that is about all.


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act?


The kind of system the Copyright Office has proposed to Congress seems all too 
familiar to me. Artists have already seen their foreign reprographics royalties 
diverted away from them for at least 20 years. I fear this is exactly what is going 
to happen with the proposals the Copyright Office has made to Congress.
To prevent this unjust conflict of interest, it is imperative that no artists group that 
supports this legislation be allowed to receive any financial benefit from the 
creation of copyright registries or notice of use registries. These artists 
organizations have failed artists and should not be allowed to use this legislation 
to profit even further off the artists they were created to help.


I thank you for reading my letter and I ask you to recommend that visual art be 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new 
copyright act.


Thanks,


Kee Matuszek
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Dear Copyright Office of the United States of America,


The Next Great Copyright Act can not pass on 23rd of July as it will endanger content produced by both hobbyists and 
professionals. 
It will greatly hamper visual arts as a profession and its methods of gaining wealth through visual medium. It is theft. 
It will allow corporations to steal now-copyright protected works produced by individuals and claim them as their own. 
Using these works for their own monetary solutions without any protection or compensation towards the person who 
produced it. 
This is infringement to the highest degree. This act will endanger the livelihoods of millions of people, both in the US 
and abroad, further hampering economy globally.


I wish you would press against it as it is completely broken and dangerous for anyone creating visual art products.


Jarmo Lamminen, 
Finland
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John Meszaros 


Owner, Nocturnal Sea Printing 


Middletown, CT 06457 


 


Concerning Docket no. 2015-01 


Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 


 


To Whom it may concern, 


Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the affects of copyright law on my livelihood as a visual 


artist. 


I am John Meszaros, an illustrator from Connecticut specializing in marine, nature and paleontological 


illustrations. I have created and made prints of well over 200 original drawings.  Many of my works 


require several days of research beforehand to make sure my subjects are portrayed as realistically as 


possible.  Much of my revenue comes from creating prints of my work-- which I do myself-- and from 


printing my designs on apparel, which I also personally do myself using a home print shop. I have also 


created a number of book and interior illustrations for small press companies, most notably 


MarketingNewAuthors.com. 


I am writing concerning the current docket no. 2015-01 and the problems faced by visual artists in the 


current digital age. 


Copyrighting my works is essential to maintaining my business and finances.  Copyright protects the 


integrity of my work and allows me to license my work for re-distribution for fair payments which are 


the foundation of my income. 


Here I will address each of your inquiry questions 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or licensing photographs, 


graphic artworks, and/or illustrators? 


As an illustrator, I need to be able to retain and control the copyright on my works. Lobbyists have tried 


to testify that once an artist's work is published it has no further commercial value, but this is simply not 


true.  As stated before, the majority of my income comes from making prints and other copies of my 


work for resale-- thus my work retains significant financial value to me after it has been published. 


 A revised copyright law that would give internet companies the right to digitize and resell my work as 


Orphan Works would detrimentally damage my ability to make a living.  Furthermore, the monetary fees 


required to register every single one of my illustrations under a new copyright law to avoid having them 







declared Orphan Works would significantly reduce my income to the point that it would not be 


financially feasible to continue as an illustrator. 


2.) What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, graphic artists and/or 


illustrators? 


A revised Copyright law that included "Orphan Works" provisions would be severely damaging to my 


career. It is difficult enough as it is to prevent others from illegally making digital copies of and reselling 


my work.  Orphan Works would allow major internet corporations to digitize and resell my artwork as 


their own without compensating me. Artists like me have strongly opposed all previous attempts at 


Orphan Works bills because of this very, very real risk to our livelihoods. 


Even under the current Copyright laws, piracy of artists' works is rampant.  Although most artists 


provide a watermark, signature or other identifying information with their work, digital pirates often 


remove these markers and republish the work without acknowledging the original creator.  Someone 


who finds these pirated works and wishes to use them would thus be unable to locate the creator.  


Under the current docket proposal, such works would become Orphan Works and thus be freely 


available to everyone.  As a result, the artist who originally created the work would lose a significant 


amount of income. 


3.) What are the most significant registration challenges for photographers, graphic artists, and/or 


illustrators? 


The proposal to reintroduce registration for artists in order to avoid having their works labeled "Orphan 


Works" creates yet another financial burden that many artists-- already struggling to maintain an 


income-- simply could not afford. The current system, which grants Copyright upon creation of a work 


without the need for registration, is essential for artists like me to protect our work without having to 


pay exorbitant processing fees. 


4.) What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish to make legal use of 


photographs, graphic art works and/or illustrations? 


While I understand that some people may be frustrated when trying to track down an artist to request 


permission to use their work, it is a necessary complication to protect the work of artists who have 


poured so much time and effort into their creations.  Allowing the possibility for works to be treated as 


Orphan Works is way too open to potential abuse. 


5.) What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding photographs, graphic 


artworks, and/or illustrations under the Copyright Act? 


Requiring artists to register their works in order to avoid them potentially being labeled Orphan Works 


puts a huge, unfair burden on the creators, while simultaneously giving large internet companies who 


wish to obtain artistic works for resale an enormous advantage.  This conflict of interest cannot be 


allowed to go through.  It is essential that the government allow artists to maintain the Copyright to 


their works without being forced to register them or risk losing them as Orphan Works. 







Furthermore, the proposed Copyright Small Claims Court would be a nightmare for both artists and the 


court system as the inevitable flood of copyright claims would create huge, hopeless snarls and cause 


unnecessary stress and financial difficulties for artists. 


This proposed law to replace current Copyright law must be dismissed as it will create an unfair burden 


on artists who must already struggle to maintain control of their works and profit from them, while 


simultaneously giving large internet image-sharing corporations a tremendously unfair advantage. In 


essence, it would allow them to steal our works and sell them as their own without compensation to us. 


I thank you for reading my letter and hope that you will consider my words-- and those of the many 


other artists who have written to you. 


Sincerely, 


John Meszaros 








July 21, 2015 


 


Maria Pallante  
Register of Copyrights  
U.S. Copyright Office  
101Independence Ave. S.E.  
Washington, DC 20559-6000  
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress  
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)  
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff:  
 
I am studying to be an artist.  I am writing you because I intend to make a living in this field.  I 
want to make sure that copyright laws protect the work of those who create.  I sincerely hope that 
you consider keeping copyright laws easily accessable. 
 
Thank you, 
 
James J. Thull 
 
 








joanie Bauer Hupp    Professional Artist & Illustrator   312 Clear Spring Avenue    Durango, CO     81301


July 21st, 2015
To: US Copyright O�ce . . . Regarding Orphan Works


Dear kind people, I am writing to you with a sense of doom, over the potential possibility
that under new legislation, my ability to collect monetary fees, for artworks that I truly create,
will cease.  Therefore, granting ANYONE who wishes to generate sales by stealing and reaping 
the bene�ts from my hard work, the ability to do so, without dire consequences . . . literally
opening the door to the world, to bene�t from my labors.  And if this actually becomes 
law, why would the good people that have paid in the past feel the need to pay, when they 
are PROTECTED by law, allowing them to steal!!!


Can you SEE that this is going to be a HUGE mistake?


As artists, it is our job to create.  Currently, by the simple act of creating, we own the rights
to what we have faithfully produced, in ALL forms, whether it be traditional medium, or digital.


Artists are already �ghting personal battles of copyright infringement . . . mostly from people 
stealing our work, from the internet.  This new law would encourage what we so desperately are 
trying to protect.  Our livelihood  Not to mention, seeing our work used in inappropriate ways.


There needs to be a better way, a user-friendly “google -type” database, where artists can register
their works, allowing others to search, and then �nd the owner/creator.  Currently, if your name is 
not visible on the image, it’s almost impossible.  We also need to better educate the public/people, 
so they know what they can use for free, and what requires art licensing or purchasing.


Please listen to all the other artists that have also written.  Truly, there is much at stake . . .


Sincerely,
joanie Bauer Hupp








July 21, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
Hello, my name is Kimberly Moreno. I am an upcoming freshman at the School of 
Visual Arts in New York City. Throughout my high school career, I have 
dedicated myself to art, so much so that I have made it into the path that I want 
to continue in my life. Both in and out of school, I make art for the world to see 
and enjoy, posting my work to be seen by hundreds of people via the internet.  
 
I am writing this to address the problems visual artists face in the new digital 
environment.  
 


1. What are the most significant challenges related to monetizing and/or 
licensing photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustrations? 


 
As a young artist, there are many challenges I already face. I don’t readily make 
money, unless commissioned, and even that is rare. When you monetize and/or 
licensing works, it provides a system that the artist can profit from. When you 
take that away, its essentially taking a paycheck away from a worker. With 
digitizing the works of people without their permission or financial 
compensations, you are essentially stealing works from people who have spent 
many hours in creating. You are then discouraging them from further creating 
works. 
 


2. What are the most significant enforcement challenges for photographers, 
graphic artist, and/or illustrators? 


 
Proposals made by the Copyright Office to Congress concern me. A revised 
Orphan Works bill would make it worse. The bill opposes artist. The challenge 
with the bill is that the people who’s sole income is through their art, would now 
have to compete with giant companies that can get artwork free from artist as 
well as compete with fellow artist. 
 


3. What are the most significant registration challenged for photographers, 
graphic artist, and/or illustrators? 







 
To reintroduce registrations would be yet another financial burden for many 
artist. They would introduce fees that would eventually grow and grow as they 
gain a greater competitive advantage over freelance artists. With the passing 
of this bill, many artist would need to pay in order to keep their work from 
being someone else’s profit. The works the artist cannot afford or have the 
time to register would then fall into the hands of profit hungry companies. The 
time an artist took to create that work would be exploited by others. 
4. What are the most significant challenges or frustrations for those who wish 


to make legal use of photographs, graphic art works, and/or illustrations? 
 


For the work I have created, I make fair use of the works used for references and 
make sure to give credit where it is due. 
 


5. What other issues or challenges should the Office be aware of regarding 
photographs, graphic artworks, and/or illustration under the Copyright Act? 


 
Many artists have already seen their royalties diverted away from them. I fear 
that is this exactly what is going to happen with the proposals the Copyright 
Office has made to Congress. 
 
It is imperative that no artists group that supports this legislation receive any 
financial benefit from the creation of copyright registries. These artist 
organizations have failed artist and should not be allowed to use this legislation 
to further profit off of the artists they were created to help. 
 
Thank you for reading my letter. I ask you to recommend that visual art to be 
excluded from any orphan works provisions Congress writes into the new 
copyright act. Please do not be the people who discourage generations of young 
artist from creating their work for the population to be seen. 
 
Thank you, 
Kimberly Moreno 








To Whom it May Concern:


My name Is Joe Cepeda.  I am a working illustrator and have been for the last twenty years.  I 
have illustrated over 30 books for young people as well as creating original artwork for 
magazines, organizations and various commercial entities over that time.  I am also the 
president of the Society of illustrators of Los Angeles.


My  clients include Scholastic Inc, Simon & Schuster, Knopf, MacMillan Harcourt, HarperCollins, 
Chronicle Books, The Los Angeles Times, Johns Hopkins, Land’s End and any more 
publications and companies.


I have worked hard to hone my craft and to provide an honest living for my family.  I love my 
work and consider myself fortunate to work in a profession that has been an integral part of 
American culture, as well as being part a vibrant American economy.  


My stock in trade is the sale of usage of my intellectual property. I cannot state emphatically 
enough how important copyright law and the rights it protects is essential to the stability of not 
only to me and my livelihood, but to all my fellow visual creators.  My business cannot exist 
without it.  Like any other person, I want to be able to pass on my financial estate to my son. 
This is my legacy to give to him.  Like the inventors and manufacturers, we should be allowed 
that right.  The fruit of my work and hours spent creating are no different than the labor of any 
other worker, any other craftsman.  I produce images and products I license.  I create 
intellectual property and negotiate its usage and trade… work that is original to me, to my direct 
labor.  How can I not be able to determine how my work should be used?  How is it fair that 
another entity be allowed to do so without my permission? Creating an environment that makes 
it easier to take away rights without compensation is a step in the wrong direction.  


Like any other creator of products, my inventory is my asset.  The laws of this country should 
allow me to protect my assets and be free to control their sale.  


In this technological era, protection of these rights is more important than ever.  


I urge you to continue to protect copyright for anyone who has created work, protect those rights 
because it is all our common American heritage. That legacy and is invented and developed and 
created by innovators and creators  The alternative is that our cultural will no longer be added 
to, but, simply copied over, altered, stolen one image at a time, until all that will be left is, 
unfortunately, the totally recognizable.  That certainly is not what country looking to the future 
should be doing.


Joe Cepeda
President, Cepeda Studio Inc.
President, Society of Illustrators of Los Angeles








July 17, 2015 
 
To The US Copyright Office: 
 
 
DO NOT change the US copyright law to reflect anything written that is in anyway 
similar to the Orphan Works Bill of 2008. According to the constitution, I have the the 
exclusive right to my work to my creative work, any visual art, aside from Fair Use 
exclusions. The rights to my own work is a source of income for myself as a visual artist 
and a writer. The theory for this law came from one law professor. His entire research is 
based off a one-day seminar, written by 8 law students in attendance, without ANY 
understanding of how commercial artists work or support themselves. Lobbyists and 
corporation lawyers have "testified" that once our work has been published it has 
virtually no further commercial value and should therefore be available for use by the 
public. This is not an honest representation of the lives of commercial artists. Our work 
does NOT loose value upon publication! Artists like myself earn much of their income 
through royalties. We license our copyrights as a form of income! 
 
The changes proposed by Orrin Hatch and Patrick Leahy to revive the Orphan Works 
Act of 2008 and base future Copyright law on it will substantially hurt my ability to 
support myself as an active illustrator, designer and writer. 
 
This proposal was not submitted to the copyright office by practicing Artists. NOT A 
ONE! Allow artist's to testify if you want to represent our interests. 
 
THIS PROPOSAL IS THEFT OF SERVICES! Article 1.8 of the Constitution provides 
protection for our work. In order to support myself through my own work I would have 
to register everything I do. That is impossible to comply with! 
If a company currently needs intellectual property for their businesses, they either must 
produce it themselves or pay a person who has devoted their livelihood to creating it. If 
they want a story of picture or song or creation someone else made they must pay that 
person for their work. Anything else is stealing. 
 
The public interest in my work is not more important than me making a living. This is a 
proposal to legalize the theft of private property!!! I, and only I, should have the right to 
make a profit off of my own creative property. 
 
DO NOT change the US copyright law to the benefit of everyone else BUT the creators! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Julie Rowan-Zoch 
Fort Collins, Colorado 








James Payne Photography      7-22-2015 
1171 S Robertson Blvd #207 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
 
I am a career photo documentary creator. I am opposed to the adoption of new 
copyright regulations that will strip me of the ownership of the images that I create 
based solely on my efforts, talents, and connections. Please do not pass this 
legislation. The copyrights I own are my assets and loosing those protections will 
strip me of my income source and legacy. After 40 years of creating my body of work 
I need these revenue paths to sustain me as I move toward retirement. 
 
James Payne 








                  Jason A. D. Shirriff 


                  221 Farrelly Drive,  


                  San Leandro, CA 94577 


Maria A. Pallante, Register of Copyrights 


U.S. Copyright Office 


101 Independence Avenue, S.E. 


Washington, D.C. 20559‐6000 


 


July 21, 2015 


 


Re: Notice of Inquiry on Orphan Works and Mass Digitization, Copyright Protection for Certain 


Visual Works. 


 


Dear Ms. Pallante, 


 


I am a practicing architect and a fine artist and believe it is of critical importance that I and 


those I work for maintain the copyright on my creative works. At no time during the creation of 


my work over the past 30 years, and before, did I think I would lose copyright of it once it was 


shown to the public. In fact, quite the opposite, it identifies me to the public, as a marketing 


tool which is invaluable to my identity and stature as an artist and professional. 


 


I’ve spent over 2 decades developing my ink drawing artwork, named “Anschel Ink Drawings”.  


I’ve received 14 awards for the artwork in the past 6 years. Essentially self‐taught, I created this 


work because it is not typical. It came directly from me and my life’s experience, with ink, 


drawing, architecture, art, my background, and education. I currently have the work available 


for sale, and have agreements with art sellers who have my work for sale. Although I don’t sell a 


large volume of this work, it is a legacy of mine which I intend to continue to pursue until my 


death and leave as an asset for my children and family. Arts sales can be a fickle thing, and 


sometimes can take a lifetime to blossom, including after the life of the artist. If I didn’t hold 


absolute copyright to this original work and its reproduction, I strongly believe I wouldn’t have 


created it, investing my time in it, in the first place. Why would anyone, when a corporate 


entity could just come along and take it away for their own interest? Loss of copyright would be 


a deadly blow to the creativity of this nation and humanity. Because I don’t make much money 


on the sale of my artwork, paying to register the work would be impossible. Simply exhibiting 


the artwork is expensive in and of itself and I am limited in how much of that I can do as well. 


While I can’t exhibit the work as much as I would like to, owning the copyright to it is its 


greatest value to me in the short and long term. 


 


Regarding architecture, I’ve worked in architectural practices since 1987. I received my 5‐year 


Bachelor of Architecture Degree from the Southern California Institute of Architecture in 1994. 







In 1999 I became a licensed architect in California. I’ve received 2 awards for my architectural 


illustrations from the American Society of Architectural illustrators. I have been an employee in 


architecture firms since 1987 and currently at the same firm for 18 years. Copyright is a 


standard in the architecture and building industry also.  The fact that our architectural drawings 


and work are copyrighted by us, and in some cases our clients, is a key factor to staying in 


business. In addition it is a deterrent which protects prospective clients (the public) from 


individuals misrepresenting that they designed, built, or drew something when they in fact did 


not. While architects stay focused on client service and building quality, the fact is the 100’s and 


1000’s of drawings we create have a great deal of intrinsic value, yet to be realized. In addition, 


the thought that these drawings would be released to the public for widespread use would 


render our expertise obsolete in their uses, and be a disservice to the public health, safety and 


welfare. 


 


From personal experiences I know what it is to be disenfranchised. Disenfranchisement is one 


of the greatest human crises faced in life and has been throughout human history. The loss of 


my rights, my family’s rights, or my employer’s rights where applicable, to hold copyright on my 


creative work would be exactly that, disenfranchising. I didn’t become an American in 1994 


with the belief that this could happen to me in this great nation. I strongly object to the intent 


of the new copyright law being proposed. 


 


Sincerest Regards, 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Jason A. D. Shirriff,  


Architect, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, ASAI 








 
 
 
 
 
July/21/2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01) 
 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
 My name is Justin Reid Polley and I’m a 26 year old Los Angeles based artist/Animator. Ever since I 
graduated from art school in 2012 I’ve been surviving on the outskirts of the art world desperately trying 
to find an opening to prosperity. Now, I will be honest and make it clear that, my understanding and 
overall knowledge of copyright laws aren’t nearly at the level they should be. So speaking on this topic 
from a highly experienced standpoint is not an option for me at this time. So with that being said I will 
speak only as a human being simply trying to make a living. 
  
 I recently was made aware of a new bill, by a friend who shared a video with me, featuring Brad Holland. 
In this video they informed us that in essence, this bill will allow large internet corporations to legally 
 








July 22, 2015


John Laws
838 West Grant Place
San Mateo, CA 94402


Dear Copyright Office,
I am a professional illustrator and make my living by creating original watercolor and 
graphite images for books and magazines. I was trained in scientific illustration at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz. This has been my primary occupation since 2001. 
I am the author and illustrator of the Laws guide to the Sierra Nevada, Sierra Birds, a 
Hikers Guide, The Laws guide to Drawing Birds, and the Laws guide to Nature Draw-
ing and Journaling. Over the years of creating the illustrations for these books, I have 
amassed thousands of illustrations that I reuse in my own work and licence to new 
clients. It would be devastating to my career and livelihood if my work became publicly 
available or I lost the exclusive right to control how and where my art is used. 
I regularly re use my images and relicence them. I maintain the rights to all of my work. 
My copyright is my livelihood. I now have a stock of images that I can and do regularly 
reuse. This has taken years of work and is only now paying off as the number of images 
I have created has grown. Now in minutes I can get illustrations to a client with little 
effort on my part instead of hours of work and research. The Next Great Copyright Act 
would devastate my business. Please maintain the strength and protection of the existing 
copyright laws.


Respectfully yours, 


John Muir Laws








Sirs: My art/photo/video copyright under current law is my main and essential business and livelihood 
and any change as proposed by CCC or others would deprive me of my right to my works. Please do 
not change the 1978 copyright law or what is currently in effect. This is very important to all creative 
people making a living from their art. In many cases, such art is NOT of value to society at large and 
should not be construed to use by outside business activity….Mine, as others, my art is specific to my 
directed use as defined under current law…as it is also to every other artist, writer, and musician 
composer I personally know..So, please do not change the current status of copyright…which is 
working very well at this time. 
THANK YOU. 








bar H Photography 
bar H enterprises llc 


21955 H Avenue 
Grundy Center, IA 50638 


Tel (319) 240-3520 
Jennifer Horton 


jennifer@barHphotography.com  
 


 
 
 
 
July 23, 2015 
 
Copyright Office 
 
I am a Certified Professional Photographer, having built a small business working in the 
equine industry since 1998. My husband and I depend on our small business for our 
living.  
 
I am deeply concerned with the activities and discussions currently poised to affect, and 
severely negatively impact, the work of photographers and other artists by the proposed 
change to current copyright laws to create orphan works.  
 
The digital age of photography has opened many opportunities, as well as many 
difficulties for photographers. Copyright infringement occurs each day, and it is the same 
as stealing money from my bank or items from my home. The work, labor and expense I 
put into to creating a photograph, whether purchased by a client for personal enjoyment 
or by a company for commercial use, must be protected from being stolen by any other 
party.  
 
Our product, the photograph or electronic image, deserves to be protected from theft the 
same as a car in inventory at an automobile dealership or a guitar at a music store.  
 
I sell images to publications for editorial use. Because that image is published in a 
magazine it does not lose value to me or to the client who purchases it. Nothing could be 
farther from the truth! Just the basic reorder of another photograph is income for me, 
which pays for our mortgage and groceries. 
 
I would implore you to drop the concept of removing this protection for artists by altering 
the copyright laws. It would do so much financial damage to artists in so many industries.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Jennifer Horton  


www.barHphotography.com 



mailto:jennifer@barHphotography.com






Re: New US Copyright Act 2015: 
 
 
If I get out of my car and accidentally left a book of photos on the roof, would it be acceptable for 
someone to simply take it because it is outside of my car? The proposal to allow orphaned visual 
works to simply become part of the public domain brings this question to mind: what is property? This 
question is particularly significant in today's world where camera phones generate literally millions-if 
not billions-of pictures.  Since most of these photos will probably never be registered, are they 
orphans? Is it all right for someone to simply lift a picture of my family waterskiing, camping, 
celebrating a 90-year olds birthday and use it in their brochure or call it their own?  Should I have the 
“privilege” of using someone's else's creative output simply because it is there or should I ask 
permission?  I think the only privilege that exists is to ask permission of the individual. 
 
My understanding of the copyright law changes under consideration prompted me to turn to merriam-
webster.com and look up some definitions.  Plagiarism was one word I wanted to get a handle on; 
“orphan” and “accountability” are two others requiring more specific review.  Why these words? The 
information I have received  states that the new copyright law  “would allow others to alter your work 
and copyright those "derivative works" in their own names.” (http://www.drawger.com/holland/)  So 
the “others” are not under any pressure to credit their source or accept the fact that someone created 
something that, for whatever reason, they could not.   The “others” are allowed to remain delusional 
about their creative endeavor without being at all accountable and admitting the truth that the work is 
in fact not theirs. This sounds like plagiarism to me.  What does the definition say?  “..(1) to steal and 
pass off (the ideas or words of another) as one's own : (2) use (another's production) without crediting 
the source :  to commit literary theft :  present as new and original an idea or product derived from an 
existing source.  Why would the United States government want to promote this fundamental change 
of values?  Who is benefiting from this?  The artists? The creators? No, the people or companies who 
cannot or will not hire the photograper to create their own product.  So, according to the dictionary, 
your proposed changes would be allowing and encouraging people or companies to lie. Is this a value 
you hope will grow stronger? 
 
For the last fifteen-years plus,  I have noticed the tendency for politicians and others in our society to 
avoid taking responsibility: to rewrite a story so they come out looking good,  and not bad.  What is 
accountability according to merriam-webster: “the quality or state of being accountable; especially :  an 
obligation or willingness to accept responsibility or to account for one's actions.  While a push to have 
more original works copyrighted is the standard to work for, it does not serve anyone to have works 
copyrighted by  people who did not shoot the scenes themselves. 
 
Which leads to the final definition, that of “orphan”.  Turning to merriam-webster for the last time, we 
see that an orphan is “....a child deprived by death of one or usually both parents”. 
Is the original artist necessarily dead?  
 
Currently, I am moving more deeply into the field of photography from architecture. Since I am just 
starting out, I would probably be considered a hobbyist although my goal is sell my work. If someone 
else sells my work, they are taking a profit that doesn't actually belong to them. Most importantly, like a 
book, a play or a song, my work will gain value through publication and this value should reflect back 
to me.  My work has been installed in various galleries throughout Northern NJ for the last 3 years.  
 
We protect the written word. Why can't we protect the visual artists and their 3-dimensional 
expression? 



http://www.drawger.com/holland/






Comments RE: Copyright Protection of Visual Works


Hello, I am writing as a professional full-time illustrator of 15+ years. For the past 7 years I have 
worked exclusively digitally, and my work goes out all over the world; from the new Wendy (of 
Wendy’s) to the credits of Paramount’s “Charlotte’s Web” to Newsweek, The Economist, The 
Evening Standard, I have years of experience and really hard work in the field. But even with so 
much under my belt it is an extremely rough way to make a living, with no benefits or safety net. 
Every day I can easily imagine my living drying up, especially with the onslaught of image 
clearinghouses. And retention of my copyright, for the purposes of re-use and re-licensing, is a 
significant factor. 


I can’t even imagine the onus of paying to actually register all of my illustration, much less the 
cost! Seriously, my work is out there everywhere already, heavens only knows how people are 
already using it, without consulting me and without permission. If they thought that they had 
consent, by default, I would lose a significant amount of my livelihood.


Case in point: I drew a spinal column for a client years ago. It’s a beautiful illustration; fluid, 
brush-strokey, very unique. Since its original publication I have had two back doctors(!) contact 
me about re-licensing for their businesses. Had I no further copyright claim after the original 
publication that would have been money lost for me.


Please keep the copyright laws, which maintain that by default I retain copyright, as is. Our 
small entrepreneurial livings are hard enough as it is; if we lose ownership of our works it will be 
demeaning and make our lives needlessly more difficult.


Thank you for your time!


Kathryn Rathke
Kathryn Rathke Illustration


kr@kathrynrathke.com








Dear Copyright Office, 


   I heard about a strange new US Copyright Act that is coming out soon. This Act just sounds like 


they want to make money off of artists, but don’t really care about the artists. They are making it unfair 


to all artists of all types of art. I am strongly worried that this Act might end up hurting more than 


helping and that it would take away Artists’ right to control their work.  


          Sincerely, 


          Jennifer Matthews 








 


July 22, 2015 


Comments regarding the proposed change to the Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works 
copyright law & the Orphan Act: 


I am against the Orphan Act & the proposed changes to the Visual Works Copyright Law.  


Any  artist’s  right  to retain full ownership of  their own works of art should be keep in tack and made as 
simple as possible.  No culture is more enriched than the work of their artists and every artist should 
have the right to have their work both protected,  as well as allowing this process to remain as simple  as 
completing  their works of art,  and no more complicated than the public presentation of or sharing of 
their artworks in a public format.  


Today are we are a far greater number of people and are all intricately now connected by the internet. 
More people mean more artists. More artists mean more competition for any artist to make a living. 
Artist should not be penalized for using  a public format like the internet for advertizing of their work, 
nor should such a practice void them of their ownership.  


The internet has become a necessary tool for all artists to utilize, in order to stay employed. Many 
employers today even require that their artists self promote themselves. In today’s day and age that 
requires the use of the internet not just for artists but for everyone. Should anyone’s product they share 
publically on the internet become free for all? It  is a faulty theory that if you share it, it is no longer 
yours. The very notion is ludicrous and one that would have crushing consequences for artists to both 
promote and support themselves and their families. I know, I am part of one of those families. My 
husband is an artist and it is his job to provide for his family and his method of work is art. 


 Should the intended changes to copyright law become one that now all artists will  be required to 
formally “Register” and “Copyright” their works in a time consuming and formal and expensive matter, it 
would be doing severe damage to an artist ability to survive. As it is already, my husband works 
extremely hard and is completely self motivated. He works more than 15 hours a day. Adding more 
pressure and more cost and more steps for him and other artist to have to take to promote themselves 
and their art would be financially & physically crushing. Should such a requirement be made of artists, it 
should be made so for all, not just artists, but also for anyone who takes advantage of sharing their 
products, works, thoughts, images, etc online. 


Sincerely, 


Mrs. Jennifer Proce,  


Artist wife 








Dear Copyright Office: 


As a student of animation aspiring to work as a professional artist upon graduation, I am 
writing in regards to the recommendations for copyright law as it will negatively impact 
my ability to earn a living. This will have far reaching effects on artists and visual 
authors the world over. 


After carefully considering what is being proposed, I’m concerned about how this will 
affect my potential clients as well. If the mere act of publishing a work makes it available 
to the public, then that would seem to invalidate any exclusivity a client would be 
expecting when hiring me to create a work for them. I fail to see how I would be able to 
guarantee that the work is exclusively theirs as they paid for the rights to it. 


Knowing that the work I create has protections in place that keep others from easily 
appropriating it and claiming it as theirs provides a great incentive for me to continue 
creating and inspiring others to create. With the new laws that are being considered, I 
would no longer be willing to share my creations publicly as I would fear that others 
would be able to lift my work and claim it as their own, reaping financial benefits without 
putting forth the work to earn it. I feel that this will prevent creative growth representing 
our culture. 


As it stands, the internet, with its great reach, has proven a double edged sword in 
terms of content. While it allows a creator the ability to reach a wide and varied 
audience, it also makes it difficult to exert control over how the images are used. It is far 
too common an occurrence that I read about other artists that I admire and respect 
finding their work being appropriated by someone else. This is an alarming trend and it 
concerns me that some unscrupulous individuals will be given carte blanche to continue 
these practices without fear of penalty. 


Making a living as a creative individual is challenging enough as it is. If you’re freelance, 
that means appropriately advertising your services to attract clients and balance 
personal needs with business cost. As a student, I have my loan debt to consider in 
addition to supporting a family. I urge you to reconsider how a future law based on the 
2015 Orphan Works and Mass Digitization Report could affect not only professional 
creators, but those that are working tirelessly to break into the field. 


 


Sincerely, 


James M. Westfall 








July 23, 2015 
 
Maria Pallante 
Register of Copyrights 
U.S. Copyright Office 
101Independence Ave. S.E. 
Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (80fr23054) 
 
Dear Ms. Pallante and Staff, 
 
I am writing to ask that you do not pass any of these changes to Copyright Law, because 
they are extremely broken and do a great deal of damage to visual artists. 
 
If an artist creates a work that is valuable to culture and society, that artist/author should 
be the first to reap its benefits and rewards. Current copyright law is the right of any 
American citizen, and changing it for the sake of benefiting 3rd party registries places a 
wildly unreasonable burden on artists/authors to pay other people for piecemeal and 
partial protections, which ought to be inherent. It’s like saying I bake a pie, but it belongs 
to the public unless I pay for it one piece at a time. I’m pretty sure if I bake a pie, it 
belongs to me and I should be able to sell that pie, in pieces or as a whole, share it or eat 
it all myself. 
 
As an individual artist, time is already parceled out between making art and a variety of 
other tasks that include: writing up agreements, self promotion, purchasing tools, further 
developing skills, writing up invoices, managing clients, and staying current with changes 
in the industry to name a few. It is also worth noting, that as regular human beings, 
ambitions of home-ownership, and having a family, friends also take up time like 
anybody else. For-profit, private sector registries, means that someone or a group of 
people, who have not put in the time to create the original artwork get to collect payment 
for using the image. That is theft of intellectual property! Ideas are powerful, and ideas 
are valuable, but our U.S. government would not simply declare that Google turn over all 
of its algorithms, or Ford hand over Research and Development information. This 
jeopardizes profitability that can be extracted from those ideas, which is how an artist 
makes her/his money. 
 
What is the pressing concern or need to open up “orphan works” to the public domain? It 
seems to be very convenient for businesses that do not want to go out of their way to find 
or pay artists. The burden of proof needs to be in the favor of artists, who dedicate time, 
training and entire careers to producing visual solutions, and communicating ideas 
visually. 
 
I am a young professional, which has only recently begun to advance my career in 
illustration. Even so, whenever I work for a client, I have to stress which rights are being 







sold. Too often clients want full rights to the work, in all markets, in all places, forever. 
While I am happy to this for a significant amount of money, usually the pay in a mere 
few hundred dollars for what can be 40 hours of work per image that includes initial 
consultation, proofs, revisions, and final adjustments. Under current law, I have the right 
to push back in negotiations, and limit the client’s use of the work. Usually the client only 
really needs it once. Otherwise, if they had full rights, it would become part of their stock 
art library to be used freely whenever they desire regardless of compensation or 
recognition to the artist. 
 
The time frame from when the art is created to being published is often very short and 
does not allow time to register the work before it is published. Often the art is dispersed 
in promotional items that can end up in a variety of mediums/places. If one day I’m 
walking down the street and see that same image used on a t-shirt, and I’m not being paid 
for it… I need the protection of copyright law. 
 
‘Potential users’ rights are nowhere near the same as that of that of the creator. That is 
like saying a child who throws a tantrum gets candy simply because they “want it now.” 
‘Potential users’ are not entitled to something they do not own, did not labor to create, did 
not study, nor is essential to their existence. If art can benefit a ‘potential user,’ they 
should hire a new artist to create something original and keep artists working. 
 
I ask that you please protect artist’s rights, so that we are able to contribute to society and 
earn an honest living while doing so. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these changes to Copyright Law. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Javier P. Beltran 
www.jpbeltran.com 
jpbeltran@live.com 
 



http://www.jpbeltran.com/






Dear Copyright Office, 


I am hearing rumbles through the Internet that you intend to seriously 
screw over artists and musicians by changing copyright laws.   


Why? 


There is no reason to change anything.  The law, as it now stands, 
benefits artists and musicians.  These changes that I hear of would 
erase the rights given to artists and musicians and instead transfer 
them to large corporations and allow them to blatantly STEAL.   


What you are proposing is evil and wrong.  Do not go forward with such 
plans. 


Sincerely, 


Ken D. Webber / Artist and Musician 
Plague of Smiles LLC 








July 22, 2015 
 
 
Maria Pallante Register of Copyrights U.S. Copyright Office 
101 Independence Ave. S.E. Washington, DC 20559-6000 
 
RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress Copyright 
Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)  
 
Dear Ms. Pallante & U.S. Copyright Office Staff: 
 
Hello my name is Kyle Jumara and I am an artist working in the printing 
and in the gaming industry, I went to Full Sail University to study art and 
have been working as an artist for over 5 years now. As someone, 
much like many other people who are dependent on the internet for a 
source of income, it is already difficult to express creative ideas and 
post original pieces of art with the fear of it being stolen, but this law 
would make things more difficult. 
 
I fear that because this bill is written so generally that large corporations 
will take advantage of individuals through legal loopholes. Over time we 
will see many creative people sharing their art less and less with the 
community and being punished by doing so. The idea of having 
someone steal and profit off your own work is disheartening and 
damaging to the industry. 
 
Although I agree that the Copyright law could use some changes 
because it seems rather convoluted right now I believe this is the wrong 
way to go about fixing it. 
 
Thank you for your time 
 
 
Sincerely  
 
Kyle Jumara 








July 20, 2015


Maria Pallante
Register of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
101Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington, DC 20559-6000


RE: Notice of Inquiry, Copyright Office, Library of Congress 
Copyright Protection for Certain Visual Works (Docket No. 2015-01)


Dear Ms. Pallante and the Copyright Office Staff:


Thank you for taking a moment to read the below and for carefully considering the hardships that the proposed 
addition of the forced registration of intellectual property with corporate interestes, and extended collective 
licensing (orphan laws) will place on me as a visual artist and upon the visual art community as a whole. I'm a 
professional graphic designer and illustrator. I have been working in visual arts since graduating from college 
ten years ago - I pay my bills (and taxes) with the art I create. As someone who relies on art to make a living, I 
believe I have a true to life perspective on how copyright law actually works in the business world and how 
damaging it would be for congress to remove the rights I have to my own work in favor of giving my art to the 
public via the addition of orphan laws. Creating and enforcing an orphan copyright law would devastate the 
value the art that I (and others like me) create and make rights to our own work un-defendable in court. Should 
artists be forced to become slaves to what the public wants to steal from them? I am writing to you to request 
that Congress does not force me and other visual artists to be subject to that kind of tyranny and dis-justice.


I'm writing to make a plea for myself and for artists and professionals like me. Copyright law is not an abstract 
legal issue for us - it is a protective measure that allows us to create freely without fear of losing income or of 
losing the rights to our artwork. Current copyright law encourages freedom: freedom of expression, freedom to 
create without fear of that hard work being stolen without any way to recover damages. Our current copyright 
laws protect our valuable assets and encourages us to work hard and ultimately, what we do, supports the 
economy and society. Licensing and selling our artwork is how many of us make our livings. Please do not 
devalue what we do by allowing orphan copyright laws to be passed. 


When I heard that the copyright office was proposing the socialization of  copyright laws by instituting orphan 
laws and mandatory art registration, I was appalled. Doing so would effectively steal the rights I have to my 
own artwork in favor of the masses. Why is the copyright office seeking to sacrifice the visual art community 
in that underhanded way? Is it because no one in the copyright office is an artist, or is it because the policy 
makers in that office know that they won’t have to be subjected to the laws they’re suggesting be implemented 
simply because they will never have to support themselves with their artistic ability?


I know you are well aware of the facts after reading letters from leaders in the visual arts community, so I won’t 
waste your time by repeating those details in this letter - I respect your time as valuable. And since I am aware 
that you are receiving letters from visual artist professionals who are more experienced and eloquent than I can 
ever claim to be (Brad Holland for one), I want to thank you again for reading and for taking into consideration 
my small voice. Again, please do NOT include orphan laws or mandatory registration for visual art in the new 
copyright laws as they would impose undue hardships on those of us who rely on our artwork to make a living.


Respectfully,
Jennifer Fleming
Graphic Designer/Illustrator/Freelance Artist


Jennifer Fleming
225.953.2635
7954 West Lakeshore Dr
Ethel, LA 70791








 


Jane Maday 
7109 Ranger Drive 


Ft Collins, CO 80526 
970-226-4128 


 
To Whom it May Concern, 
 
I am concerned about the proposed legislation regarding “Orphan Works”. I work 
as a freelance licensing artist and illustrator and have done for the past 20 years. 
This work has enabled me to help support my family, own our home, and pay 
my taxes. Licensing my art involves me granting manufacturers the rights to use 
my paintings on their products. I have some pieces of art that I have licensed 
continually for ten years or more, so you can see that they don’t lose their value 
after they have been published. 
 
I am concerned about the idea of requiring registration of the art at a for profit 
registry. Registering with the copyright office should be all the protection that is 
needed. I have hundreds upon hundreds of pieces of art. Requiring me to send 
these all to a new registry would be financially onerous, and also huge expense 
of my time that could be better spent creating new art. It would take months for 
me to organize and submit all the many paintings I have. Also, to my knowledge, 
no central database yet exists. Who would be in charge of implementing these 
changes and designating which database artists are supposed to use? Why 
should an entity be able to profit financially on the back of a change in federal 
law? Would I have to belong to more than one? It the time that it takes for a 
central database to be created and for me to upload all my art, how many times 
could my art be taken and used without permission? 
 
I already have frequent problems with unscrupulous companies violating my 
copyrights and using my art without permission. So far, dealing with these 
instances has been fairly simple, because my copyright ownership has been 
simple to prove. If the laws regarding copyright are relaxed, why would any 
company want to legitimately license or commission new work? They would be 
able to Google plenty of examples for free. This would put me and all my fellow 
licensing artists out of business. 
 
I believe that the proposed changes would be ruinous to my career and 
wellbeing. My degree is in illustration. It is already hard enough to find enough 
work to keep my family solvent. Please don’t take away my best chance at 
providing for my family. 
 
Thank you, 
 Jane Maday 


 







 


 


 





